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CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS OF ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SUBcOM!3trrrEEs oN FINANCIAL MARKETS AND ON ENERGY

OF THE COMMIm£iEE ON FINANCE,Wa8ldngton, D.C.

The joint subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m.,
in room 222.1, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Lloyd Bentsen,
presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen (chairman of the Subcommittee on
Financial Markets), Gravel (chairman of the Subcommittee on
Energy), Curtis, Dole. and Packwood.

Senator BE.N'TSE. These hearings will come to order. I am very
pleased to join with my distinguished colleague, Senator Gravel, in
cochairing these hearings of the Subcommittee on Financial Markets
and the Subcommittee on Energy of the Finance Committee.

When Secretary Simon was asked to testify, he asked that he be
permitted to speak generally on the question of capital formation and
capital requirements, rather than just limiting himself to the ques-
tion of energy development. The Secretary, of course, is right in that
regard because it is not possible to isolate capital required for energy
development from the capital required for the grow th of our econ-
omy. Capital is a fungible commodity. It goes where it is best served.
It is the primary fuel of our economy. 1Without capital, our economy
would come to a halt. With too little capital, economic growth
strangles with serious consequences for employment, productivity,
and the general well-being of our people. Clearly, we cannot ignore
the capital needs. If we do so, we do so at our own peril.

Today, the United States ranks last among industrialized coun-
tries in the rate we save and in the rate our economy grows. This is
of great concern to me. Today and tomorrow, these subcommittees
will inquire into the capital requirements of energy independence.
Among the questions we will ask are: What are the capital needs of
the energy sector of our economy? 'What are the capabilities of our
private financial markets to meet those needs? Are the prospects for
private capitalization of energy resources adversely affected by the
threat of changes in world energy prices? Is there a need for a mini-
mum oil import price to permit private capitalization to proceed? Is
there a need for additional Government programs to encourage energy
capitalization ?

We would also hope that this morning's witnesses will shed some
light on the Administration's oil import policy. For the last several
months, the policies of both the Treasury Department and the Del

_partment of State have appeared at odds on the subject of oil Imports.
.... (I)
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Secretary Simon has reaffirmed just this past weekend that he
believes the international price of oil will go down before the end of
this decade. He has supported energy independence for the United
States in order to insure that thep resent international price is the
maximum we will pay. On the otler hand, the State Department
appears to be purging a policy of entering ifto longtelin cominodity
agreements with oil-exporting nations to guarantee them a minimum
lp) ice in our markets.

This morning we are fortunate to have with us Secretary Simon,
who will discuss the oil import floor price and capital requirements
generally, and Assistant Secretary of State Thomas 0. Enders, who
will address the question of a minimum oil import price.

My cochairman has a statement to make.
Senator Gravel.
Senator GRAVEL. Thank yuu, Senator Bentsen. I would like to have

my statement inserted in the record as if read because I look forward
to the statement of the Secretary as much as you do.

I just merely want to add that it was the initiative of Senator
Bentsen to have these hearings on a subject obviously which is the
touchstone of our energy policy, whether or not we are going to getthe money to do the job; so Mr. Secretary, I would like to hear your
views on that particular subject.

[The prepared statement of Senator Gravel and the press release
announcing these hearings follow:]

STATEMENT BY SKINATOR GRAVlEL
This hearing marks another In a long series of Investigations by these Sub-

committees Into the energy crisis and the role of the Federal Government in its
solution. For the past three years everyone in the Congress has been concerned
with the energy crisis and we have had a chance to review the thousands of
bills which have been introduced. Whenever I consider whether or not I will
support a piece of legislation I ask: to what extent will the legislation tend to
Improve the production of our domestic energy resources? I can think of only a
few bills which have passed the Congress which actually stand up favorably to
this criterion-the Alaskan pipeline and the decontrol of new oil prices.

In a large sense, we are here today because of past Federal policies which
have limited the production of domestic energy. There is no shortage of energy
resources in the United States; there Is merely a shortage of energy policy. For
the past twenty years, the Government has attempted to dictate the market price
for our cleanest and most convenient fuel-natural gas-and now with the pas-
sage of S. 622 the Senate has indicated its desire to continue this policy by
regulating the price of new oil. It is my belief that If the Congress were to get
out of the energy business and let the free market do its work, we would not
have to worry about whether there are sufficient incentives to capitalize our vast
requirements for new energy production. Instead, we have preferred to set up
several new Federal agencies with conflicting Jurisdiction over energy policy.

I believe that these hearings will bear out the fact that our energy industries
require a great deal of capital to meet the needs of energy independence. The
estimates which I have heard both from the Administration and from private
sources are that we will need approximately $500 billion of investment by 1985.
This figure implies that 25 percent of all private investment will be undertaken
by the energy industry. Aside from conventional energy production such as oil,
gas and coal we will need the development of new sources of energy through
solar, geothermal, nuclear fusion and other energy sources.

I have introduced legislation this session to help meet those capital needs-
S. 1112, the Energy Revenue and Development Act. My hill would establish a
trust fund which would finance energy independence through research, develop-
ment and demonstration activities carried out by the Energy Research and
Development Agency. The management of the moneys in that trust fund would
be undertaken by our first witness thls morning, Secretary Simon.
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Mr. Simon, I look forward to your testimony and hope that you will touch on
the capital needs of the industry as well as the merit of such an energy inde-
pendence trust fund so long as our free market is prohibited from allocating
capital in energy development.

PRESS RELEASE

YOR IMMEDIATE CO)MMiTTeE ON FINANCE
April 2Z, 1975 Subcommittees on Financial Markets

and Enetgy
UNITED STATES SENATE
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building

SENATOR LLOYD EZNTSEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON'
FINANCIAL MARKETS, AND SENATOR MIKE GRAVEL, CHAIRMAN OF
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY, ANNOUNCE JOINT HEARINGS ON

THE CAPABILITY OF U.S. FINANCIAL MARKETS TO CAPITALIZE
ENERGY PROJECTS REQUIRED FOR THE UNITED STATES TO MOVE

TOWARD ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

Senators Lloyd Bentsen and Mike Gravel, Chairmen of the Subcom-
mittees on Financial hvarkets and Energy of the Committee on Finance, today
announced that the Subcommittees will conduct joint hearings May 7th and 8th
oh the capability of U.S. financial markets to provide capital for the develop.
meAt of domestic energy resources.

The hearings will be held at 10:00 a.m., on Wednesday, May 7th and
Thursday, M4ay 8th, in Room ZZ21 o( the Dirksen Senate Office Buildin.
The Subcommittees will receive testimony on Wednesday from the Honorable
William E. Simon, Secretary of the Treasury, and the Honorable Thomas 0.
Lenders, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic and Business Affairs.

Following is a Joint statement of Senators Bentsen and Gravel:

"The purpose of these hearings Is twofold: first it is our intention
to inquire into the amount of capital required to hasten the development of
domestic energy resources and the capability of private financial markets
to supply that capital; second, the Subcommittees intend to explore the
closely related proposal to establish a minimum oil import price as method
of encouraging capital formation and protecting domestic investment. "

"lWhether the United States attains energy independence or becomes
increasingly reliant upon foreign energy sources I largely dependent upon
whether our financial nfiarkets are able to provide the vast sums of capital
required to finance the expansion of present energy resources and the
development of alternative energy systems. Because the capital require-
merits are so great and because our financial markets are in such disarray,
there Is reason to doubt our present capacity to finance energy development."
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Folowing is a complete list of witnesses who will testify:

ednesdaX,.Ma& 7, 1975

The Honorable William E. Simon, Secretary of the Treasury

The Konorable Thomas 0. Enders, Assistant Secretary of State for
Economic and Business Affairs.

'Thursday, May 8, 1975

Mr. Gaylord Freeman, Chairman of the Board, First National City
Bank of Chicago

Professor M. A. Adelman, Department of Economics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

Mr. Fletcher L. Byrom, Chairman of the Board, Koppers

The Honorable William Greene, Senator, State of California.

The Chairmen stated that the Subcommittees would be pleased to
receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who wish to
submit statements for the Record. Statements submitted for inclusion in .

• the Record should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in
'length, and mailed with five (5) copies by May 10, 1975 to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Senate Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

PR #15

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. SIMON, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY SIDNEY
JONES, ECONOMIC CONSULTANT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY

Senator BENTSEN-. Mr. Secretary, we are i'ery pleased to have you
before us to clarify some of these things for us.

Secretary SIMoN. Thank you, M[r. Chairman.
I am delighted to be here on this subject of timely and urgent con-

cern, our capital investment needs for the future.
I am going to condense my very lengthly statement. I would hope

that over the coming months not only this committee but the Congress
would have an opportunity to foculs on this critical issue in our country,
and I would urge that tlis be read in its entirety.

Senator BE-.iTSFN.z Mr. Secretary, would you please identify for the
record the gentleman at the table with you?

Secretary SIMoN. Dr. Sidney Jones, my economic consultant to the
Treasury Department, Mr. Chairman, who will respond to any ques-
tions that you might have on economic assumptions that are the basis
of our forecasts.
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For several months, many economic policymakers in Washington
have been preoccupied with the problems of ending the recession, slow.
ing the rate of infation, and steering the Nation back to a course of
stable, durable economic growth. Today, there, are many signs that the
economic slide is gradually decelerating, and we can be increasingly
confident that we will be on the road to recovery before the end of the
year.

As we emerge from the recession, it is especially important that we
. now begin to focus greater public attention on the longer-range prob-

lems of our country. While the process of recovery will require careful
and vigilant management. we must be equally concerned whether the
period of the recovery and beyond will bring sustained economic prog-
res or a sorrowful repetition of the boom and bust cycle of the past.

Certainly. there is no subject more central to our hopes for the future
than our ability and our willingness to meet the capital investmentneeds of the future. Those needs are impressively large. and they will
demand a full-scale effort. In my testimony this morning, I want to
draw upon an abundance of documntary evi(Ience showing that the
United States has not been keeping pace in its capital investments and
that we must devote more of our resources to this purpose if we are to
achieve our most basic economic dreams for the future.

To summarize, the record shows that during the 1960's. the ITnited
States had the worst record, as you said Mr. Chairman. of capital in-
vestment, among the major industrialized nations of the free world.
Correspondingly, our records of productivity growth and overall
economic growth during this period were also among the lowest of the
major industrialized nations.

As other nations have channeled relatively more of their resources
into capital investment and have acquired 'more modern plants and
equipment, they have eroded our competitive edge in world markets.

Our record on capital investments reflects the heavy emphasis we
are placing on personal consumption and Government spending as
opposed to savings and capital formation.

Our record also reflects a precipitous decline in corporate profits
since the mid-l960's. While the UT.S. economy remains sufficiently
large and dynamic to overcome our investment record of recent years,
our future economic growth will be tied much more directly to the
adequacy of our capital investments. Estimates of future needs vary,
hut it is relatively clear that in coming years we will have to devote
approximately three times as much money to capital investments as
we have in the recent past.

It, is an economic fact, of life that increased productivity i the only
way to increase our standard of living. For the sake of future economic
growth, jobs, real income, and reasonable price stability, the inescapa-
ble conclusion is that Government policies must. become more suppor-
tive of capiital investment and that we must make a fundamental shift
in our domestic nolicies away from continued growth in per sonal con-
sumption and Government spending and toward greater savings,
capital formation. and investment.

Some analysts have concluded that it will not. )e possible to meet
our future investment needs. T disagree. T firmly believe that we are
-capable of achieving our basic investment goals, but I also believe
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that they represent one of the most formidable economic challenges
of the decade ahead.

The average annual rate of real economic growth during the period
for the 20 nations belonging to the OECD-we were much lower.
Of the many economic, political, and social factors that influence
economic growth rates, none is more important than the level of
capital investment. Economists generally agree that the factors affect-
ing growth include: the accumulated base of capital goods, the cur-
rent pace of new capital investments, the effective application of new
technology, the quality of the national labor force, its education, the
infrastructure of transportation, communication, financial facilities,
access to industrial raw materials, managerial skills, and the orga-
nization of the economic system itself.

The mix of these basic economic variable varies from country to
country and changes over time. It is also possible to substitute one, or
a combination of these productivity variables for specific inadequacies.
However, a strong rate of new capital investment is required to gen-
erate sustained growth. In fact, the effectiveness of all of the other
factors that determine productivity are heavily dependent upon the
quantity and quality of capital goods made available by new
investment.

For many years our advantageous ratio of capital to labor has been
acknowledgeil as the basis of the remarkable rise of the U.S. economy.
Even though plant and equipment expenditures will continue in tie
future as the economy grows, it is unrealistic to assume that the histori-
cal patterns of investment and productivity will be adequate to meet
the priorities of the future, and I am certainly not suggesting that we
can fulfill every claim present by society. The disappointing record of
Federal deficits in 14 of the last 15 years-or 40 out of the last 48
years-and the unfortunate boom and best pattern of economic per-
formance over the past decade indicate that we have not been able to
effectively identify and manage out national economic priorities.

Although the amounts of capital investment continue to increase in
the United States and our capital-to-labor ratio is still relatively high,
other nations during recent years have allocated a substantially'larger
share of their resources to now capital formation.

Furthermore, the gap between the U.S. level of investment, measured
as a share of national output, and the commitments of other leading
industrial nations has increased. Total U.S. fixed investment as a
share of national output during the time period 1960 through 1973 was
17.5 percent. The U.S. figure ranks last among a group of 11 major
industrial nations. Our investment rate was 7.2 percentage points be-
low the average commitment of the entire group.

First, the unusually large size of the U.S. economy and its rela-
tively advanced stage of development, including the accumulated total
of previous capital investments, creates a different investment envi-
ronment.

A second and even more important influence has been the historical
priority placed on consumption within the U.S. economy. We are a conn-
sumption-oriented society and this pattern has been developing for
several decades. The emphasis on consumption has undoubtedly caused
much of the rapid development of the U.S. economy because it has
created a strong demand for goods and services neededl to sustain out-
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putt employment, and investment. As a result, despite our high per
capita incomes, the accumulations of gross savings flows required for
capital investment are lower in the United States than elsew iere.

Some analysts have claimed that it will not be possible to attract
enough savings to meet future investment needs. This negative conclu-
sion assumes that the capital needed to increase plant and equipment
capacity will be preempted or diverted to meet the consumption pref-
erences of the private and public sectors. I would hope that the severe

t,,. output, inflation, unemployment, and balance-of-payment distortions
of the ast-decade would be useful warning against such a result.

It should be apparent from the experience of recent years that we
must invest adequate funds in new plant and equipment, as well as in) education and training, in order to increase our Nation's productivity
and thereby raise our standard of living. Others claim that there will
not be any particular strain in handling out future investment needs.

I do not agree that past investment levels have been fully adequate.
Experience has demonstrated that inflation and unemployment prob-
lems have been created in part by capacity shortages. Many,, of our cur-
rent difficulties are the direct result of tile energy and raw materials
strains that developed in early 1974 and eventually contributed to our
current recession and related unemployment.

'We must also be concerned about the capacity of our capital markets
to provide adequate financing. Economists often assume that the Sul)-
ply of investment funds will automatically match the demand for
capital if interest rates and equity yields are attractive. Our financial
markets are very efficient in collecting savings and allocating funds.

However, we should be more sensitive to the disruptive impact of
ligh interest rates. Even though financial markets may be functioning
well in allocating the available capital, specific sectors of the economy
may not be able to obtain the investment funds needed, especially at
interest rates they can afford.

The periodic problem of providing adequate mortgage financing at
reasonable interest rates is one example of the limitations within the
markets. The difficulty in obtaining equity financing is another.
Whether or not industry will be able to acquire the investment funds
needed will be heavily influenced by future actions of the Govern-
mnent. National policies cannot ignore financial realities by diverting
capital into deficit financing an disrupting the goals of stable mone-
tary policy without inhibiting the necessary process of capital forma-
tion. The costs of capital and its availability for private sector needs
are heavily dependent upon these public fiscal and monetary actions.

While the financial markets are very resilient and responsive to
changing credit and equity needs, they are not immune to the disrup-
tive impact of Government policies.

A. third important factor affecting the pattern of U.S. investment
compared with other nations is the relatively large share of total capi-
tal outlays that we commit to the services category, which includes
housing, government, and other services. According to a study pub-
lished by the OECD, the United States allocated 70 percent of its
total investment to the services category during the 1969 to 1971 time
,period. The U.S. figure is significantly higher than that reported by
the other five major industrial nations. Our heavy investment in the
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services category tends, of course, to emphasize consumption and mod-
erate the growth in productivity.

This arrangement may satisfy immediate consumer preferences, but
we must weigh those preferences against long-term concerns about
domestic productivity and international coMpetitiveness.

A fourth influence on the pattern of capital investment in the United
States is the relatively large share of our investment that must be
used for replacement and modernization of existing facilities. This
heavy replacement does provide a continuing opportunity to introduce
new technology into the U.S. economic system, but the other imposing
outlays for replacement and modernization do not, add to the total pro-
duct ive capacity of our economy.

A fifth and" final factor influencing the national rate of capital
investment is the pattern of Government policies. Government affects
investment either directly through the incentives it provides or indi-
rectly through various tax and regulatory policies as well as its own
pattern of spending.

A review of the-diversified economic incentives available in other
nations indicates the, very active investment role played bv many for-
eign governments. The United States has avoided mn'ost of the capital
allocation and special incentive programs used in other countries.
I strongly favor this private sector approach and believe that it has
been a positive factor in the development of our economy.

There, are some Federal programs which provide, direct financial
support, through the. Economic Development Administration, the
Small Business Administration and O6 different. Government credit
programs, but the major influence of Federal Government on capital
investment comes through our budget. Government budget, decisions
now represent. approximately one-4hird of the total GNP and this fig-
ure will rise even higher if spending trends of the past 20 years are
continued.

While the historical pattern of capital investment in the United
States may satisfy our immediate goals. there are serious economic
risks in having a slow rate of capital investment, for an extended
period of time. Various studies have indicated the close relationship
between capital investment and various measures of economic growth
and productivity. A dynamic economy is needed to create jobs by ap-
plying new technology and expanding production capacity. A produc-
tive labor force is also necessary for producinge goods an'd services to
meet rising demands for an improved standard of living and as a
means of holding down inflation.

Unfortunately. productivity gains in tle United States hjave been
disappearing, especially wheni compared with the experience of other
nations.

Economic projections are always difficult, but estimating future
capital needs is especially uncertain at this time because costs and
l)riorities continue to change rapidly. It is obvious, however, that, fu-
ture capital requirements will be enormous, larger than anything we
have ever faced before.

The Commerce Department estimates that, capital requirements for
producers' durable equipment and nonresidential structures will total
$3.4 trillion during the 1974 to 1985 period. If annual outlays for resi-
dential construction, which have averaged $50 billion during the past
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4 years, are added to this figure, the total capital needs rise to well
over $4 trillion.

A similar study performed by the GE Co. confirms the massive size
of future capital requirements. Assuming a real GNP growth rate of
4 percent and an inflation rate of 5 percent, GE expects gross private
domestic investment, including residential housing, to total $41/2 tril-
lion over the same period. Both estimates are limited to private invest-
inents and exclude the large Government expenditures for roads, dams,
et cetera.

Assuming then that the cumulative investment needs between 1974
and 1985 will range from $4 to ,41/2 trillion, the point to remember is) this: over the most recent period of the same length, 1962 through
1973, our total outlays for capital investment in the United States
were $11A trillion. This, our capital investment needs in coming years
are approximately three times the level of the recent past. That is
perhaps our best measure of our challenge ahead.

One area of capital investment that is particularly critical for the
future is energy. To achieve greater self-sufficiency in energy, enormous
capital investments will be required. We basically have two alterna-
tives. The fist one is to meet our increased energy investment require-
ments by reducing outlays in other sectors. While energy priorities are
indeed important, it, would be most unfortunate to disrupt the entire
economic system in this way.

A secon(l and more desirable approach is to include these new
requirements within an enlarged total investment goal. Our purpose
should not be to redistribute t lie economic pie, but to continue enlarging
it so that everyone will have a bigger share.

Recognizing that. the ultimate cost of energy investment needs will
)e influenced by many variables, it appears that capital requirements
over the next d ca(ie will total about $1 trillion stated in current dollars
to include the effects of inflation. Energy investments will comprise an
important share of the total capital requirements discussed above, but
their financing is manageble if they are given a high priority as part
of a compl)relhensive national energy program. Tihe Specihc amounts
to be sent in eah category will depend upon the energy policies
adopted and dynamic developments within the economy.The overall itllmct of energy requirements is summarized in a special
report issued by the Clase Manhattan Bank in March. Over 20 years
ago that division predicted that an energy shortage would develop
In the United States if certain policy adjustments were not, made. One
of the major concerns of lese reports over the years has been he
chronic un(Ierilve.pstinent in energy resources which became apparent in
the late 1950s. Tle concllIsio o? their most recent Chase ,Manhattan
Bank report is especially perceptive:

Although the relitonship between investment anld supply of energy is an
elementary principle that applies to any and all sources of primary energy, .it
is nevertheless one that is not well understood. In fact, the lack of under-
standing was responsible for the incredibly unenlightened regulation and matmy
other political actions about the world that had the two pronged effect of prevent-
Ing the generation of sufficient capital funds and discouraging the investment of
money thft actually was available, and the current energy shortage is the
conisetqence.

Yet, even today after so much damage has leen done. there is still a whie-
spread failure to recognize the relationship between investment and supply.
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Instead, two distinctly different attitudes generally prevail. Many apparently
-ontinue to believe they can somehow again have enough energy without paying
ail the associated costs. Others, obviously, are resigned to the prospect of a
permanent shortage and see conservation as the only avenue. Neither attitude is
realistic, of course. The world still does not lack basic energy resources, and
It is conceivable that eventually there can again be enough to serve all Its needs,
but only If the necessary investment is made first.

If it is not, a permanent shortage will indeed be the certain outcome.
The report goes on to emphasize, correctly, I believe, that a perma-

nent shortage is intolerable because it would so constrict total economic
growth that the growth in labor force, even at the more moderate pace
that is expected in the 1980's, could not be absorbed. The resulting
uneml)loyment problems would cause severe economic problems in
addition to threatening our political and social stability.

Turning to the financial requirement for the petroleum industry,
Chance Manhattan Bank estimates a worldwide need for $400 billion to
imd 600 billion barrels of oil between 1970 and 1985. This is snore than
2/. times the actual investment for this purpose during the 1955-to-
1940 period. An additional $370 billion will be needed between 1970
nd 1985 for worldwide development of refineries and processing
facilities, tankers, et cetera. The total of $770 billion is nearly three
times the actual commitment in the preceding 15-year period. Finally,
another $400 billion will be required for other investments, payment of
dividends, debt repayments, and additions to working capital.

The total financial needs of the world's petroleum industry from
1970 to 1985 are estimated by the bank to be $1.2 trillion stated'in con-
stant 1970 dollars. Inflation, of course, will increase the dollar amounts
required. If inflation averages 5 percent over the time period, the needs
would rise from $1.2 to $1.6 trillion. With 10 percent inflation, the
figure would increase to $2.2 trillion.

The bank report states:
There cannot possibly be enough energy of any kind without adequate invest-

nent, and investment cannot be adequate without sufficient profits. Btut profits
are labeled excessive and restraints are proposed without apparent consideration
of the need for profits as a source of investment funds.

As Indicated earlier, the industry will need at least $845 billion of profits be-
tween 1970 and 19,35 if the world experiences a 10-percent rate of inflation. But In
the first 4 years of the period the Industry generated no more than $60 billion of
profits, only 7 percent of the required amount. Even in the highly unlikely event
of no further Inflation, the $60 billion would represent but 13 percent of the Indus-
try's total needs for the 15-year period.

While our economy is capable of financing its large private capital
investment requirements, our success in meeting that goal is heavily
dependentt upon the shape of Government policies. It is absolutely
imperative that Government policies become more supportive. A con-
tinuation of the severe fiscaland monetary distortions of the past
decade would undoubtedly prevent the achievement of our basic goals.
Inflation must be controlled, and tle Government must avoid disrupt-
ing the capital markets if the private sector is to obtain thle financing
required.

i fact, public officials must balance the Federal budget over time
and record occasional surpluses in order to free up capital,resources
to fulfill existing private investment claims. Instead of reducing pri-
vate investment to release resources for Governmdnt social programs,

-we should coheentrate on balancing the budget over time so that the
future flow of savings is not diverted away from private investment.
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Looking beyond the recession problems of 1975, we seem to face
the dilemma of having an apparently irresistable force of growing
Government spending meeting the immovable object of future capital
investment requirements. But we should no longer consider the growth
of Government spending and related deficits to be an irresistible force.
To do so will inevitably lead to even more serious economic problems
6f unemployment, reduced real gains in our national standard of liv-
ing, and even more inflation resulting from inadequate physical capac-

" ity and reduced productivity, nor can we wish away tie problem by
claiming that there is plenty of slack in the 1975 recession and that we
can ignore problems of overheating the economy until later years.

) The escalation of Government spending levels summarized in table
4 has already seriously eroded our future fiscal flexibility and the
lagged impact of current spending decisions will directly affect our
future. In short, if we are to achieve our crucial goal of adding at
least $4 trillion of private capital investment by 1985, we must first
establish more moderate and sustainable fiscal and monetary policies.

Turning to tax policies, we find that Federal tax policies affect
capital investment decisions by determining the after-tax earnings
available for investment and by establishing incentives or disincen-
tives for future investment. An OECD study of tax policies indicates
that total Government tax collections in the United States during the
years 1968 through 1970 were a smaller proportion of the gross
national product than in most other industrial nations.

There is, however, a major difference in the distribution of the tax
burden. As indicated in table 5, only 18.1 percent of the U.S. tax
revenues in 1971 were provided by taxes on the consumption of goods
and services. Other industrial nations relied much more heavily on
consumption taxes.

The future requirements for capital investment indierte that tax
policies should be reviewed. Just such a review has been underway
in the Department of the Treasury in preparing for the tax law
changes completed last month and' in anticipation of a joint review
with Congress in the coming months of possible tax reform initiatives

I do not want to make any specific recommendations this morning
because we are still working on our analysis. 'We will want to review
the options with Congrvss before specific actions are suggested. I will
merely refer to some of the policy areas that need to be reviewed.

Corporate income tax-these taxes directly influence the cash flow
available for investment. The rate has vacillated slightly above or
below the 50-percent level for many yea-s. While a reduction in the
rate of taxation would probably be the most straightforward approach
to enhancing investment incentives, any change would represent a
major shift in policy and would require extensive congressional
consideration.

As part of this ongoing review of tax policies, we also need to con-
sider the influence on investment of our two-tier system of corporate
taxation in which income is taxed once at the corporate level and
again at the shareholder level. This approach discriminates against
corporate investors generally and small equity investor particularly.

Our tax system puts a great penalty on comp anies that must in-
corporate. Companies that do incorporate are those that have large
capital needs that must be raised from many persons. We should keep
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in mind that our system of taxation bears more heavily on corporations
than do the tax systems of almost every other major nation. In the
last few years out major trading partners have largely eliminated the
classical two-tiered system of corporate taxation. Through a variety
of mechanisms they have adopted systems of integrating the personal
and individual income taxes so that the double taxation element is radi-
.ally lessened.

The investment tax credit-business firms have strongly supported
the ITC as a major stimulus to additional capital investment, and the
'1ax Reduction Act of 1975 increased the credit to 10 percent for 2
years and removed the utilities bias. Unfortunately. the investment
tax credit has had an uncertain status since it. was initiated January 1.
1962, and businessmen are justifiably concerned about the stability of
an incentive which has already been removed twice and then reinstated.

1)-preciation guidelines-ihe amount f capital recovery charges
permitted for tax pirlpose also influences the after-tax earnings avail-
able for private investment. In 1954 the Internal Revenue Tax Code
was changed to permit depreciation charges to he made on an acceler-
ated basis. 'lhe official guidelines were again liberalized in 1962, and
in 1971 the asset depreciation range. along with the investment tax
credit. was added to the regulat ions.

Various business groups have prol)posed further liberalization, such
as a wvi(ler ADIR percentage. but further consideration should be part
of the general tax reform analysis.

The, Government is frequently asked to provide special incentives
in the forni of redied or delayed taxes. accelerated depreciation
schedules, capital grants, or other benefits to enhance the rate of
return on cal)ital investments. While such incentives are usually ime-
quested on the basis that they- will contribute to the achievement of
some national priority, it. is usually difficult to justify such special

treatment. When special advantages are given to a specific industry
or geographical region. others become relatively disadvantages and
it is very difficult for Government aut-horities to determine which
claims should be favored. particularly in a dynamic economy where
priolrities can change rapidly.

While. there may be a few specific situations where the Government.
should intervene in the allocation of resources which is now handled
efficiently by the private markets, my overwhelming preference is to
avoid the economic distortions which are, found to occur.

The final area of concern that I want to address here is the future
outlook for corporate profitability. Such profits are, of course, the
major incentive for additions investment, and an important source of
funds for financing outlays, along with various external sources.
Unfortunately, corporate profits are too often thought of as an un-
nece sarv claim required by greedy businessmen rather than the basic
incentive in our economic system.

Actual earnings of business firms are thus far below what the Lreneral
public, and some Members of Congress. perceive them to be. In fact.
corporate profits will have to improve substantially in order to provide
the necessary incentives and to make the necessary contribution to
future investment outlays. Mly concern is that the negative attitudes
about profits held by ninny Americans might become an unfortunate
part of public policy. We must avoid legislation and regulation that
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is punitive of profits honestly earned. The result could only be that
capital formation would be inhibited, and the real purchasing power
of wage earners would rise more slowly. We niust always be, alert to
the fact that profits translate into jobs, higher wages, and an increased
standard of living for everyone.

In summary, as we strive to end the most severe economic reces.,-ion
in our postwar experience, my deep and abiding concern about the
future adequacy of capital investment will perhaps be, ill timed to some

,,. analysts. Where is extensive slack in our economy with an uneml)loy-
ment rate near 9 percent and reduced rates of )lant capacity utilization
in many, many industries.

The economic slide, however, will not last 'mch longer. and we will
again be reporting real growth gains lxfore the end of the year. As
the pace of economic activity accelerates, we will likely rediscover
shortages of labo)r and production capacity. In fact, some industries
still have high plant capacity utilization ratios. and many types of
skilled labor will be difficult to findl even in the early stages of eco-
nomric recovery. In 1971 it was widely believed tliat extensive slack
existed but tile economy1N was ;1gaill operating at a very high rate of
capaxcity by 1972 and shortages and explosive inflation soll Ocuired.

Our statistics on plant cUpacity have al ways been uncertain meas-
ures, and it is ironic that such I fundanient al factor in preparing
national econmiiic policies has b.e1 leased oi sich mlicertain ecoionmic

st at ist ics.
For examl)le. I)r. Pierre Rinfet. president of a well-known eco-

nomic consulting firnl. las p)ullished ani impressive study of the
national production capacity wvl ich] indicates that our current Govern-
ment statistics grossly underestimate the rate of capacity utilization
in American inqiustre, and that there is virtually ino reserve capacity.
His studies estimate that the capacity utilization rate for manufac-
turing industries was ME( percent in 1974, a figure well above tlhe
Government's est imate, for 1974 of 78.9 percent.

Ix)king beyond the current problenis t f recession and sustai incy
an economic ret-overy, the additional capital investment of at least
$4 trillion from 1)74 to 1t485 rel)rese ts a major challenge to the future
growth of our ecoonoiy. We miust also give careful attention to thle
problems of specific industries in attractincg needed investments for
balanced growth.

I am confident that these basic goals can he accomplished. But the
(esired results will require Government policies wl,icl will moderate
inflation and balance the Federal budget over time in order to avoid
diverting needed capital away from investment and into the financing
of chronic Government deficits. A continuation of the fiscal and mone-
tary distortions of the past decade will only frustrate our capital
investment efforts and lead to still nore skriolU ecomuomic l)rol)le s
in the future.

Senator BM'rsEN..Mr. Secretary. that is a veiy comprehensive
statement, and it will be very valuable source material to us. You have
stated very well the seriousness of the pro)len.

Secretaiw SiMoN. I would hope again, Mr. Chairman, if you wolild
forgive me'. that lwople would have an opportunity of reading the en-
tire statement, bek.autse the statements that were inade are supported
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by the facts. There are, of course, many assumptions which I think are
a useful beginning for this topic.

Senator BENTS&N. I share very much your concern about the prob-
lems of capital formation in this country. Our economy must generate
adequate capital if we are to remain competitive with the world mar-
ket in advancing the latest technology that is needed in this country.

Mr. Secretary, I would like to limit our questions to 10 minutes, be-
cause I know the limitations on your time, and we are very apprecia-
tive of your coming this morning. You referred to Government policy
and its influence on capital formation. We are looking at this energy
problem, and I hear people say to me, "they told us we had an en-
e rgy shortage, and now we are seeing gasoline wars and they are giv-
ing away free mugs and glasses to people buying gasoline. And where
is this energy shortages Sometimes I think we have the attention
span of a 5-year-old. We tend to forget just what was happenin a
very short time ago, when we really did have an energy shortage, -
cause the embargo cut off the valves of the OPEC countries. At this
moment we may not have an energy shortage, because of a surplus of
oil. But that does not mean we cannot have a shortage again very
shortly, and that does not mean that we should not be preparing for a
shortage.

If you sit on a corporate board, you try to decide whether or not to
make major capital investments to develop some of these new, alter-
native sources of energy which may be quite expensive. Business is
deeply concerned about Government policies, and what will happen.

Now', Secretary Kissinger, in speaking before the National Press
Club in February here in Washington, had one proposal, and his was,
and I quote, "To the extent that OPEC's current high prices are caused
by fear of precipitous declines, the consuming countries, in return for
an assured supply, should be prepared to offer producers an assured
price for some definite period, so long as this price is substantially low-
er than the current. price." Now. Mr. Secretary, it seems to me that
such a commodity agreement would be a disadvantageous one. It seems
to me that would be providing the glue to hold together the cartel, and
also that it would be a formal recognition of the cartel in its pricing
action. And frankly, I do not see what there would be to bind them to
continue to meet that kind of commodity price. Would you care to com-
ment on that approach ?

Secretary SimoM. Certainly, Mr. Chairman. First, the cartel and
the price of oil worldwide is going to be subject ultimately not only
to political considerations, but to market considerations as well. The
basic law of supply and demand cannot be repealed by governments
as hard as thev may try. The OPEC nations now have about 67 per-
cent of the world's proven reserves; as long as they maintain a domi-
nance and a cohesiveness within the OPEC community, they can con-
tinue to charge a price for oil that bears no relationship to production
costs or the true economic aspects of alternate sources of energy. When
we take a look at the. future market, we expect the international mar-
ket for oil to change, reducing the dominance of the OPEC nations and
their percent-age of oil reserves. We anticipate bringing on the super-
abundance of natural resources that we have in this country. But there
are inherent economic isks if a precipitous drop in the price of oil
should occur, perhaps for political reasons, as unlikely as you and I
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may think that decline may be in the future. I must admit that I do
not see that occurring. I do not see world oil prices going back to the
1971 or 1972 level. I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that you will agree with
that. But I do believe that they will certainly come down in the
future when the additional supplies become available and the reduc-
tion of their dominance is accomplished.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think we should enter into a long-term
agreement to set a floor under the price of oil imports?

Secretary Simox. Well, we can talk about what we are discussing
in the executive branch. There are various mechanisms that can be
established to give some assurance to encourage capital investment in
this country. You well recognize that these investments will be more
expensive, whether it be the drilling of new oil, oil shale, gasification
or liquification of coal, et cetera, that is going to be required. Will the
money be invested? Is there a role for Government in this area?

Approximately a year ago, Senator Gravel proposed the creation
of a trust fund. One might say that that is an approach to making
sure that these investments are made whether the Government provides
the seed money to private investors, or whether they guaranteed that
they would be taken out up to a certain return on their investment
through a price mechanism. Another approach might use a tariff,
to make sure that cheaper oil would never come into our markets to
disrupt domestic investment. We have used tariffs and indeed are using
one today. That is the reason we have a license fee system.

So, there are lots of different mechanisms that can be used to give
the necessary assurance to industry. You spoke of sitting on a board
and attempting to make these very difficult decisions for future in-
vestment needs in this country. Well, there is nothing that markets
or corporations despise more than uncertainty. And anything that we
can do to remove an uncertainty in this area, as we did with the oil
im rt quotas and again with the fee system that we have in place
right now, to give them these assurances will be helpful. I wouldlike
Tom to comment on the oil price floor at the same time.

Senator BENiTsEN.. Mr. Secretary, I would like for you to comment
on it. I value your judgment, and it seems to me that'if we enter into
that kind of an oil floor price agreement, on oil imports, we add the
glue to hold the cartel together. It is a formal recognition of what
they are doing, and we would be encouraging such floors to be put
under other commodities.

Secretary SImoN. I am not talking about other commodities, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator BENT TSFX. I know. But can it not lead to others?
Secretary Sixo.. I would ce mainly hope not, because basically, I

am an advocate of the free market as everyone knows. I also recognize,
at the same time, that free markets may not work for certain periods
of time. The OPEC nations are not allowing this market to function
freely and there are times when the Government has a role to play
in the free market process.

Now, we talk specifically about an oil price floor. But a rose is a
rose. If we say we are going to have license fees that will adjust them-
selves, so that oil imports will never come in cheaper than whatever
the domestic price is in our economy, then that is equal to a floor
price. Whether it is done through quotas or through tariffs is im-
material. Tariffs happen to be my particular favorite.
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Senator BFN'rsEN. Did I understand you? Do you think it is ira--
material whether it is through quotas or tariffs or price floors?

Secretary SIMON. No. What I was suggesting is that license fees.
are the same thing as a floor price. It is a fluctuating floor price, if
you will, rather than a fixed floor price.

Senator BENTS:N. 'Well, there is a difference right there. If you
are talking about a fixed price floor agreement with OPEC countries,.
that is one thing.

Secretary, S1~o. You asked my bias, and that is obviously it.
Senator 3ENTSEN. Which one?
Secretary SniuON. The one that allows it to fluctuate with thefree-

market dominating.
Senator BEN TSF.N. You favor the one that allows it to fluctuate.

That is an important distinction, I think.
I would like to hold our questions, Mr. Secretary because I know

of your time limitations and we would like to let you make your other
commitment. Mr. Secretary, do you know anyone outside of the
administration that supports a proposed oil price floor?

Secretary Sn ox. I must admit I have not had i-iy conversation on
this subject with people outside of the administration, Mr. Chairman.
Our discussions continue in the administration on the exact approach,
and the exact approach has not really been finalized. Ultimately, the
President will make the specific decision on this issue, just as he does
on all of these very important issues; and of course, the final decision
of the President will be subject to debate and consent of the Congress.

Senator BE:NTSEN. The Treasury Department proposed, in the last
session of the Congress, an.exploratory tax credit, an additional tax
incentive for exploration. Does the Department still favor that.?

Secretary SIto.N. We thought that was a very good incentive when
we proposed it, and we still favor it. Those l)roposals were submitted,
if I remember correctly, in March of 1973. W e have been through the
debate in both committees, Senate Finance as well as Ways and Means.
As you well know, I guess I was the last fellow in the united States,
other than the peol)le involved in the oil industry-which I never have
been-still arguing against the removal of depletion. I think that
sometimes we do things in this country for short-term pleasure of'
punishing people who we perceive to have done something wrong.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Secretary, my time has run out; these time
limitations are always a great idea until your time runs out.

Senator Gravel? *
Senator GRAVwr,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
XMr. Secretary, I think fhis is an excellent statement, and I agre6-

with you that this is sonmethiina that has to be mulled over and studied
because of the dearth of data Tiere that you have in the specifications.
I feel so strongly about it that I intend to place it in the Congressional
Record so the other Senators, and anyone else who wants to, can read
a sort, of baseline document on the problem.

I might add, I read aIecent piece by Ilarland Cleveland on the In-
ternational consequences of OPEC decisions, andl he advances what I
thought was an interesting theory. And as you know, I had some con-

.cern in the months back about the energy dollars out of this country.
But the thesis he advanced was essentially what OPEC is ding is
levying a tax for capital formation, and that this capital is used for-
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investment, vertical investment, in energy, which is something the7
know most about, and likely as not, will be the nature of the lion's
share of their investment either in their own countries or in Europe
or in this country; that we, in our marketplace, would not have levied
such a stringent tax, recognizing that price is a method of tax. And
so, had we been free without OPEC's actions, we would not have
boosted the price of energy the way it has been. Therefore, we would
not have levied a tax whih would have brought about the capital for-
mation which obviously the world needs and not only ourselves.

So I address this question, at this point, to you, not obviously -from
our provincial point, of view-which is certainly the purpose of these
hearings; how we are going to form our cal)ital-but certainly we are
interrelated with the whole worhl in the process of forming capital.
Do you think there is some merit in the thesis advanced by Professor
Clevreland?

Secretary, S r N. I have not read his study but I have always con-
sidered this massive flow of funds to the OPEC nations as a pool of
savings. And this pool of savings would be used for productive invest-
ment in the developing and developed nations of the world.

I will go that far with him. But I would certainly hope we would
begin to act with uncharacteristic wisdom and do it ourselves. Because,
let us take a look at the price that the world is paying. Recognizing
•the interdependence of the world, and the price the world is paying,
it is devastating for the most seriously affected of the developing na-
lions. It is harmful to most of the developing nations. And the indus-
trialized world is going to pay the price of reduced economic growth
because they are paying so much more for their energy. I would sug-
gest that while it. has occurred, and one could make this thesis, that
it certainly would be much better if we adopted our own domestic
policies and did what we can do-and what the good Iord has given us
the superabundance of natural resources to do-and remove all of the
impediments from this industry and let them go function in the dy-
namic way that our free enterprise economy is allowed to function.

Senator GrtAvL. Of course. Mr. Secretary, we did not do that. And
so OPEC prices brought about capital formation in the international
areas that they control, but they also brought about a price increase
in this country because the prices set in the Persian Gulf caused the
rise in price, of course, haltingly, because of Government controls. But
had we a free market during tl.e same period, we would have seen a
price rise hr this country more aggressive than did take place, and,
similarly, a capital formation that would have alleviated the problem
you speak of.

The capital formation goes back to the 1954 decision by the Supreme
Court on natural gas, and that is from whence it stemmned-the flight
of capital. So, since we do not have the guts in a democracy to make the
belt tightening needed to raise that kind of capital, and obviously the
Government will not permit it now, or will eventually, because we are
going to solve this energy crisis one way or another. The problem is
going to keep coming back until we make the right decision. And we
are not making the right decisions.

Secretary SimtoN. The problem is-if I could just interrupt a sec-
ond, Mr. Chairman. We are always looking at the short run, and we do
it under the guise of giving consumers a break, when really it is a long-
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run rip-off. And what we are doing is penalizing our children and our
grandchildren through focusing our policies on consumption and short-
range objectives, rather than looking at the longer term.

If we removed all of the impediments from our energy industry
today, we would have a lower price of oil and energy in t is country
in the future. There is no doubt about that now, in my mind. We have
to begin to look at the longer term and that is what I attempted to
address in my paper this morning

Senator GRAvF. You subscribe, obviously, I believe-and I just
want to underscore it here-that the method of price is the only method
of capital formation.

Secretary SIMon. Yes.
Senator GRAvrL. I noticed in your statement-
Secretary SIMoN. Well-
Senator GRAVEL. Unless you know another way.
Secretary SimoN. It is always subject to price in the last analysis..

I had several criteria in my testimony.
We preempt a good deal of capital formation through continued-

budget deficits. Tax incentives do help as far as capital formation too..
The price will adjust to those various considerations depending on the
dynamics of a particular marketplace.

Senator GP.UVEL. I was just going to go to the part of your statement
that really is concerned, and I do not know if this is a partisan bias--
and I do not say partisan in a political sense; I am talking of a philo-
sophical sense between, let us say, the Republican thesis or Democratic
thesis.

But the concern you have is your statement over Government ex-
penditures--and just doing some rapid figuring, we probably at best,
would have discretionary control in the Congress of somewhere be-
tween $10 billion and $20 billion per year. The difference between the
Congress' budget and the President's budget is roughly around $10
billion this year, and I think that is representative of the two possible
extremes--$10 billion to $20 billion.

But if you compute that out over a 10-year period, you are only
talking, with the capital formation you suggest, of $4 trillion, which
I buy, with the reservation of end use conservation which is something
we have not really addressed ourselves to, because we, on a per capital
basis, consume twice the amount of energy than do other nations who,
have almost or equal our standard of living. So that obviously, we need
some changes in our lifestyle to rheostat greater productivity.

But the point I am making is, we are talking about somewhere be-
tween 2.5 percent and 5 percent of this total capital formation, with
the total parameters of Government action. So I find it difficult to
share the degree of concern in your statement about Government
spending. And, of course, this is a point of great acrimony between
philosophies.

Secretary SImoN. What I am talking about, Mr. Chairman, are the
continuing deficits. When you say the difference between Republicans
and Democrats this year is only $7 or $10 billion, depending on what
assumptions are useA, it is relatively small. But the actual, continuing
deficits, the cumulative deficits, are taking money from the productive
sector away from private investment, housing, into the nonproductive
sector which is government-which puts the emphasis on consumption.
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The recession has caused a major portion of our deficit problems this
year, but one cannot draw the assumption that it is either the Demo-
crats or the Republicans. If it is Democrats and Republicans that do
this, of course, then they are both wrong.

Senator GRAVEL. I did not mean this in a partisan sense.
Secretary SMoN. You said you wanted to underscore this as well.
Senator GRAVEL. I wanted to emphasize we were not saying this in a

partisan sense, but only in the philosophic sense, where we hear a lot of
rhetoric in that regard.

Secretary SIMtoN. Sure.
Mr. JoN.s s. I think it is also an important issue although the slow-

down in the rate of Government spending would only afect a small
portion of the total resources required in capital investment. It is very
important in two ways.

First, in its effect upon the capital market when you have these
cumulative deficits which have totaled $103 billion in the last decade,
from 1966 through 1974, and added to that the off-budget programs,
it is very clear that the continuing diversion of capital out of the
private sector to finance these deficits doeshave an effect.

Second, it involves a momentum issue. That is, that we are spending
at such a rate that we are eroding the capability of making decisions
in the Federal budget to attack new priorities. We are stuck, as you
said earlier, with 75 percent or 85 percent or 90 percent of our budget
turned- toward priorities of the previous years, so that we cannot
adjust. I think those two issues are at the heart of why we should
regain control of Federal spending.

Senator GRAVEL Well I would raise an eyebrow on one aspect of that,
and that is, when you talk of budget deficits of $30 billion to $50 bil-
lion-and, of course, deficits do not respect party ownership, or party
operation of the White House; we have had them on both sides, but we
do not have that flexibility in our economy, nobody does-you cannot
turn off the Government operations to the tune of $30 billion or $50
billion in 1 year's time. It would be a disaster; it could not be done.
So that, of course, the big deficit we have this year is an effort to try to
get the economy going.

Secretary SimoN. Of course, this whole discussion reflects-and I do
not think here is any difference of opinion, really, between what we
are saying--the whole discussion reflects the need for the reordering
of priorities in our spending in the United States, recognizing the
critical dimensions of what we are here to discuss: capital formation
and shortages, future capacity, and, of course the most important part,
the country that we turn over to our children as far as the standard of
living and the productivity.

Senator GRANvir. Yes. Thank you.
I think that ends my questions. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator PackwoodI
Senator PACKWOOD. Bill, this in an extraordinary statement; more

so, I think, on capital formation than actually on ihe energy aspects,
which is really what the hearing is about. But I-am more intrigued
about the-entire statement. So let me ask you just two questions about
energy, and then move on to capital formation.

One, in your estimation, should energy get some kind of an in-
vestment priority now, as opposed to other capital formation I Or
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would you just prefer to see general encouragement of capital forma-
tion and lit energy take its share .?

Secretary Slbio.N. Well, as a basic )hilosophy, I prefer to just give
everyone the same break, because I do not believe the Government
has the wisdom to begin to allocate resources in this complex system
we have here in this country. But recognizing the urgency of the re-
quirements in the energy area, there are special incentives that will
be useful in the energy area. -

Senator PACKWOOD. So at the moment it is sufficiently urgent that
energy ought to get a priority ?

Secretary SIrMN,. Yes.
Senator PACKWMOOD. Two, forgetting whether the price of imported

oil-
Secretary Sr.toNx. In certain areas, but not across the board.
Senator PACKWOOD. Forgetting the argiunent as to whether or not

international oil prices will go-down by the end of the decade or not;
unless facts have changed since we had the first. go-around on the oil
tariff, if we do nothing we will be about, 40-percent dependent on
imported oil by the end of 197 7, regardless of price.

In your estimation, can we count on a continued guarantee of im-
portedl oil for the almost unforeseeable future?

Secretary SIMoN. We most certainly cannot, Senator.
We (lid not profit by experience, and those who do not pay attention

to histor-y-as someone said--are doomed to relive it. We jist experi-
enced our third embargo since 1947, and the first two times we had a
surplus in this country.

We did not recognize the warnings of testimonies in the early
sixties that our demand continued to increase while our production
on1d exploration was declining. Finally, the lines crossed, and the em-
l)argo imposed upon us in October of 1973 exacted an economic pen-
alty on this country. And as we continue to grow in reliance on inse-
cure sources for our oil needs, it increases the danger of an even more
severe economic impact if the. political decisions are made for another
embargo, or indeed, another arbitrary increase in the price of oil.

That is why there. is a great sense. of urgency. And one of my great
frustrations during the time I have been in'Washington-it is 21/2
years now-is that. we continue to debate the same subject. The problem
is obvious, and while we may differ in some of our directions in the
solution, we ought to get at. it.'

WWI - Senator PACKWOOD. I will tie the first two questions together then.
We come to the same conclusion. Regardless of whether it necessarily
makes economic sense, it does not make national policy sense for us
to continue this dependence on imports, and we may have to skew our
investment priorities a bit. to get out, of that bind.

Secretary SI.ros-. Well, as I said in my prepared statement,, I would
prefer not to redistribute the economic pie. T would prefer to enlarge
it. But obviously. we. cannot enlarge the economic pie that rapidly. The
policies are not going to change in the situation in 6 months or 9
months. So, we should direct, while we are enlarging the pie instead
of redistributing it, incentives into certain areas that can provide us
with rapid benefits.

Senator PACKWOOD. You made substantial reference, Bill, in your
-statement to kinds of taxes the different industrialized countries levy.
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And while our total tax levy in this country is comparatively low, it
is more heavily levied on capital formation and production as op-
posed to consumption. And yet I notice on your table 5 that Japan's
method of taxation and ours is veil, similar-their consumption taxes
are quite low; their corporate profit and income taxes are substantially
higher than ours, the household income profits slightly lower, but tile
two of them together about equal ours.

How has Japan managed to accumulate this tremendous capital
formation and growth with roughly the same form of taxation we
have?

Mr. JoN.,Es. I would like to answer that, Senator.
Beginning in about 1890, when Japan began its industrial (levelop-

ment, there was a, very conscious effort to combine industry and Gov-
ernment. Over the intervening decades, they have directed investment.
by taking taxes from various sources, particularly agriculture land
taxes and through Government capital grants. They have also aided
investment by allowing Japanese corporations to go up to 70 or 80
percent of their capital being supplied by debt. which our corpora-
tions certainly do not do. Through a variety of close Government. and
industry working relationships, the capital'has been provided through
grants and preferential treatment in the capital markets.

Senator PACKWOO. Almost what we would regard as violations of
antitrust laws.

Mr. JoNES. We would not permit the combinations of financial. Gov-
ernment and business groups in our country.

Senator PACKWOOD. Certainly if you regarded the free enterprise
system as good. They have combined an almost governmental pater-
nalism that we would not call free enterprise.

Mr. JoN, s. They have achieved a very rapid rate of economic
growth over a rather short period of time. I think those trends are
beginning to change. It certainly would not be consistent with our
goals or our concept of business freedom.

Senator PACKwOOD. Are you saying you think Japan cannot con-
tinue the progress they have had because they have an inherent built-
in tax system of Government-business relations that is going to even-
tually cause them to slow down substantially?

Mr. ,Jox lS. Well, Japan will continue to have a very rapid growth
rate because they are a productive people, and they have ver, high
rates of capital'investment. However, the decisions that the. have
made over the intervening decades have tilted away from consumption,
whereas we have tilted toward it. They have tilted away from their
infrastructure in schools and transportation, and more recently in
pollution abatement. So really, it is part of the whole set of national
priorities. We have emphasized consumption and many of the intra-
structure issues. The Japanese, certainly in recent years. have begun to
talk along these other lines. And I think this can only be judged way
out in the.future.

But, yes, they will continue to grow rapidly, but I would not choose
their system in preference to ours.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now we get down to this consumption argunment.
I assume, Bill, the European taxes, the value-added taxes, is prin-
cipally a consumption tax.
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Secretary. SIm.N. That has been, in recent times, the most common
vehicle.

Senator PACKWOOD. We get down to the trickle-down, trickle-up
argument. With capital formation at the top and expanded industry
we would all benefit. Those who sometimes advocate that are accused
of being hardhearted and heartless because you are not helping the
people at the bottom; as opposed to the consumption theory that if
the people at the bottom have enough money, they will consume, and
that will force industry to expnnd-not force them, but industries
will naturally expand.

Would that. latter theory work well if we levied heavy consumption
taxes rather than production taxes?

Secretary SrntoN-. Well first of all, what can they expand with?
When we take a look at the profitability -

Senator PACKWOOD. That is what I am saying. If we were to shift to
consumption taxes-

Secretary SLro.x. Well I would prefer heavier emphasis, most
assuredly, on consumption taxes in this country.

Senator PACKWOOD. If we were to go to the heavy value-added tax,
reduce our corporation tax, and continue emphasis on consumption,
would the combination of those things work in both expanding the
capital formation and continue our emphasis on consumption?

Secretary SIMoN. I would not want to answer that quickly without
looking at an analysis. When you say putting the consumption taxes
on, and leaving the corporate taxes the same -

Senator PACKWOOD. No; I said lowering the corporate taxes.
Secretary SixoN. Lowering the corporate taxes; yes, indeed, it

would. Whether that would be the preferred route or not, I would
want to take a close look at. But that is certainly the direction that I
would prefer.

Senator PACKWOOD. What I am trying to do, Bill, is figure a way out
of this dilemma. If our historic pattern is consumption, than it does
not really matter whether this is a free enterprise country or an ab-
solutely socialized country; if our concept is consumption, it would not
do any good for capital formation if the Government owned all these
corporations.

Secretary SImoN. It certainly would not be.
Senator 'PACKWOOD. We would end up very much like Great Britain,

which has a heavy consumption orientation and a very low capital
formation record.

So you would advocate going toward or starting down the road
toward some sort of value-added taxes?

Secretary SimON. I would not say value-added tax: that is a pretty
broad statement to make. But I would say that this is the direction that
the President has chosen as far as energy is concerned, and as far as
oil is concerned-levying a consumption tax to reduce and conserve
this finite commodity.

Senator PACKWOOD. In terms of general production, if we were
going to move more toward the European concept of the consumption
taxes, what kind should we be looking toward ? What kind should this
committee be looking toward I

Secretary Simfox. Well, I think that each country-and I did not
come prepared to respond in detail to a question like that-but each
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,country has its different priorities in the consumption area. One must
look at where commodities are plentiful and where they are scarce, or
indeed will be scarce 1 day. What our priorities are--again, every
.country has different priorities, so I could not answer that question
without looking into it in a very detailed way.

Senator PACKWOOD. If the argument that corporations do not pay
taxes, but people pay taxes, and corporations pass them on and you
would simply act as aL intermediate tax collector, why is the corporate
tax not just a consumption tax?

Secretary SImoN. Fundamentally I agree with that basic statement.
Senator PACKWOOD. So what it really means in a free market econ-) .omy. so long as you have a free market it would not matter what tax

you levied on the corporations, so long as they passed it on to the con-
-sumer. It should not inhibit capital formation.

Secretary Smov.. Yes; but the effects of two other factors: (1) in-
flation and (2) the outmoded accounting methods-have reduced
profits. That is why we have to look at the bottom line. But we also
have to recognize that not every corporation has the ability to pass
-on these increased costs, whether it is in the commodities produced
by inflation each year, or by a heavy tax burden on their company, be-

-cause we are competitive in many areas-in most areas--in this coun-
try, and competition restricts their ability to raise the price and pass
it completely through. You know we saw that in the embargo last
year.

The OPEC nations had quadrupled the price; it had an incremental
-effect on everything, but we still had gasoline wars when inventories
got too high. And when people are paying 10, 11, 12 percent to carry
tin inventory, they are going to sell it, and sell it rapidly. And that is
what starts the competitive process again.

So you just cannot make a top blanket statement and say, well, they
,can just pass it along, because our competitive system does not allow
this, and our inflation erodes the profitability of these companies as
well.

Senator PAcKwooD. I understand the inflation problem. It seems to
me so long as all the corporations were levied at the same rate and
they all had the same amount imposed upon them-

Secreta ry SIMON. But they do not.
Senator "PACKWOOD [continuing]. That would change the competi-

tive, situation.
Secretary SIMtoN.. They are different; that is the complexity about

our economy. You just cannot say all companies are the same. Profita-
bility varies for many reasons in our corporations, in our industries; it
•depinds on many outside variables as well.

Senator Pci wooD. Thank you.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Secretary, I just have one more question. In

trying to accelerate the development of some of these alternative
sources of energy, and some of the major financial commitments that
have to be made, and I for one do not want to see the Government
do it by building plants, what do you think of the feasibility of
having a so-called energy development bank"f This bank would try
to encourage the construction of plants for some of these major new,
alternative sources of energy such as coal gasification. The Govern-
ment might come in and guarantee the bottom 70 percent of the
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investment, something like that, so you would have the discipline
of private enterprise.

1 am concerned that some of these plants just are not going to be
built, the gamble is not going to be taken. I am concerned about
what is going to happen to the price of oil, and the possibility of the
Middle East countries fluctuating that price to a point that they
would break some of these alternative sources, and make them not~feasible.Secretary SiMoN. This is a form of allocation of credit that Sell-

ator Packwood referred to a moment ago. You are asking Govern-
ment to set priorities about which particular specifics in the energy
industry can or cannot finance.

What are the priorities? Are they utilities? Are they development
of oil shale? Or the gasification/liquifaction projects? We are dis-
cussing these various mechanisms that the Government can assist
with the notion that a free enterprise systeninought to be allowed to
function freely. Where the money will not be invested in the future,
what assistance can we give that would not be an impediment? What
assistance would not inhibit free enterprise from developing?

I always go back to the synthetic rubber experience. That was one
way of doing it. I am not suggesting that that is the way we should
go right nOW, but it was an interesting experience where private
enterprise could not be expected, because of the economic costs and
the ability to sell at a competitive price in the world which were
unknown, so the Government took over that responsibility.

Well, maybe oil shale is an area where we should look into joint'
ventures, or putting up the initial costs of these plants.

Senator BEX TSEN. I -would still like to see the discipline of private
enterprise, rather than just the Government building it and operat-
ing it. That is why I was exploring that as a possibility.

Secretary Sv.%ox. I agree. I. must admit that I agree with that
direction in the same way, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BENTSEN. Senator Gravel?
Senator GRAVEL. Is the conclusion that you come to-and, of course,

we all recognize we are a consumption, or service-type economy, and
that changes our thoughts when we think in terms of services being
not as important as production or other facets of them-so what you
are advocating is really a rheostating between our consumption, with
respect to service economy, into elements that should go into greater
production.

But what strikes ine is that if we got back on consumption, we will
obviously have a cutback dil production, because here will be less
demand for production since there is less consumption. Therefore,
there will be less need of capital to satisfy the needs of production,
which is the result of consumption.

Secretary SixmO. If everything remained the same, you would be
exactly correct. But nothing has remained the same. Our economy
grows and will grow in the future, year by year, hopefully at not too
rapid a rate-somewhere in the area of 4 percent real GNP.

The labor force is going to increase, and indeed the population is
going to increase, and create greater demands on our economy to
produce more to meet this demand.
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Some people are beginning to believe we are already out of the
deepest recession in history. 'he last numbers I saw before I went
away involved the steel industry. I do not think there is a more im-
portant activity; it is one of the basic industries in this country. I
think we would all agree to that. They were operating at close to 90
percent of capacity.

Now it does not take very much of an economic recovery, and if it
is indeed sharp, we are going to find ourselves back in the same

~ sequence that occurred in 1971-72. According to the Government's
figures there was slack in the economy. Some private people were
arguing there. was no slack. But price pressures reappeared immedi-
ately as soon as the economy got back to functioning normally.

We are going to be back in that same boat, depending on the strength
of the recovery, as far as many of our basic industries are concerned.
So I believe that there is already a capacity shortfall in this economyin a great many areas.

Taking all the other components, the growing labor force and the
demands of the citizens for the increased standard of living, et cetera,
and you are going to see demand grow in the future. And it can only
be met-the higher standard of living that we all desire-through
higher productivity and through expanding the productive capacities
of our plants.

So I am not suggesting that we just cut consumption dramatically.
It is a shift. It. is a shift from consumption to savings and investment
to provide what we need in the future. That is all.

Senator GRm-i.,. The vehicle to do that, though, is what we have
to think of.

Secretary Simon. It is a political decision, because it shows no short-
run benefits. And anything that does not show shortrun benefits, we
do not do.

Senator GRAVEL. 'hat, specifically, would it be? A value-added tax?
Secretary SJNro.N No, I was not talking in the tax area, although that

is a useful area. As I said in my testimony. we are exploring tax re-
form now. The basics, we believe, are in th'e budgetary area involving
Government spending which emphasizes consumption. We have to
look at a budget balance over the business cycle and when the economy
is operating in periods of high economic activity, as it was in the mid-
and late-1960's, we should have a surplus.

A surplus frees up money for private investment. That is when the
housing sector will be able to borrow money at reasonable rates of in-
terest. I have always felt-I know there. are economists that disagree
with this-that when mortgage rates rise, housing activities suffer.
Even though the flow of funds into the thrift institutions is ilmpor-
tant, and increased flows occur when interest rates are in the short end
of the spectrum, there is still a great impediment to a person buying a
house with a mortgage interest rate at 9 percent rather than at lower
levels around 5 percent. The difference comes to $100 a month, and that
is a great inpediment. And, when you add to that the effects of infla-
tion, land and construction costs. and the other costs, we are pricing too
many of our citizens out of the markets with our economic policies.

And yet at the same time we subsidize housing to the tune of 35
percent of the residential and farm mortgages, last year, and look what
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happens. Housing starts go down to an annual rate of 800,000. Is that
the proof of the pudding f

Senator BENrTsRx. Senator Packwood I
Senator PACKWOOD. Bill, did I see the Treasury had its new esti-

mates earlier this week of the budget deficit for this year?
Secretary SimoN. No, just on the revenue side. The expenditures are

still unclear. Revenues came in more rapidly than we had expected.
We make revenue estimates. Wre have to make estimates on everything.
Revenue estimates are probably the trickiest estimates to make, and
also one of the most unreliable.

Senator PACKwoo. Your recent increase in your estimate is what ?
$4 or $5 billion?

Secretary Sniox. It was $7 billion.
Senator PACKWOOD. $7 billion?
Secretary SIMoN. Yes. Most of that, from individuals on 1974 tax

returns. And when you look at it, this is only 2 percent of the total
So it is not that much off, but it is a significant amount of money and'
it was a very happy thing to see.

Senator PACKWczooD. So that ought to bring us in at a deficit this year-
of about $43, or $44, or $45 billion?

Secretary SuoN. We are looking at somewhere in the $40, $41
billion area, but it is still a little early to foresee. June is a trickv
month. With Government expenditures, so many things happen. Th'e
various bureaucracies love to spend that money quick before they have
to turn it back.

Senator PAcirwooD. Bill. we have a $40 billion deficit this year.
billion next year for the 15 months, and $20 to $25 billion oif-btidget
borrowing. Loet us say it is a 6-percent increase in the money supply
and we try to fund all of the deficit in the borrowing out of the priAat'e
capital markets.

In your estimation, how much would it cause interest rates to rise?,
Secretary Sx3foN. Oh, nobody can give an estimate of that Senator.

because it depends on so many other factors like our rate of inflation.
but clearly a deficit in the range of $80 to $100 billion, as I have said
so many times, would be dangerous.

I have also said, at the same time, that a dtficit of $50 to $60 billion.
in my judgnment, could be managed, with strains, but it could be
managed. i he danger-as I have been inaccurately quoted on so many
occasions--is not this year. It is when the economic recovery con;-
mences, and it depends on the strength of the economic ecovery. There
are those right now who say the economic recovery is going to be
sharper.

Senator PACKWOOD. I agree that you have been. in my mind. un-
justiliably misquoted. Because as I read what you said, you were. talking-
about next year, and it was almost like we are all being criticized
for warning about next year. It is as though that will not come mtil
xiext year; dont worry about it.

Secretary SIMo N. That is what one financial columnist recently wrote
in the newspaper. Tie said "Let's worry about inflation next year." But
we must realize that.what we do this year is what creates inflation next
year. That-is what our problem is in this country. This economic non-
sense gets passel out to tho American peopl6aml that is the reason we:
do not have any understanding of the problem.
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That is why we have had the boom-bust cycles in the last decade. I
am just trying to warn, because I feel it is the responsibility of the
Secretary of the Treasury, as chief financial officer, to warn of'dangers
thatmay occur.

Some people think I am shrieking about a problem. I am not. I am
just warning of a danger. It is not a prediction.

Senator PAcKwooD. You know, your inability, Bill, I cannot really
blame you, to say what interest rates will be next year-

Secretary SiMoN. I do not know.
Senator TPACKWOOD. I know you do not know.
Secretary SITox. But I do' know one thing. If the deficit goes to

those levels of $80 to $100 billion during fiscal 1976, even if the infla-
tion rate declines more than the original forecasts, they would be
higher than we would normally expect.

Just look what they are right now. Again take into consideration
the recession and its severity and where long-term rates are. That is
an indication of what is occurring in the real world.

Senator PACKWOOD. Bill, we have got the best brains around in
banking. Last week I asked the same question to four different econo-
mists and two of them said the rates would trickle upward and two
of them said they would trickle downward. You are kind of sporadic
in your estimates, and yet, we have to vote budget deficits, we have
already agreed.

Secretary SiaoN.,. I am not sporadic. All I have ever been interested
in is the total impact. I am not an economist.. I am a banker. I have
worked in those markets and I made the decisions in the marketplace,
in a firm that carried an average inventory of about $'2 billion a day-,
and that is a sizable amount of money to manage--in a very risky
business.

I talk to economists, as well, but I do not restrict my conversations
to economists. I also talk to people who make the decisions, judging
the expectations in the marketplace. I have talked to the financial of-
ficers of major corporations, as to what their needs are, and what their
expectations are as far as inflation in the future, because that depends
on what interest rates are. And then you make a judgment, on whether
you think the trend is up or down.

Now the trend for interest rates, when an economy recovers, depend-
ing on the sharpness'of the recovery, the bias is always slightly up-
ward. But then it depends on what tie expectations are, because mar-
kets, just as the stock market has been doing, is bidding on the future,
believing tiat we are going to have a sound economy at that point
with lowinflation rates,

Well, at, the point of the economic recovery, as it gains momentum,
then we have to look-at what, the money supply is. Has the Fed mod-
iated its growth targets so that we are not going to have the creation
of ftn excessive amount. of deserves in this country ? What the bor-
rowuig needs are ;or the future. What the deficits of the Federal
Oovornment will be.

We ate ce1r.tinlyfging to compete with these borrowing needs. Then
you r",a s itf YKu, rdassess it as'fr as the direction is concerned. It

-eCe :sily. dooan a Wlaitvely short-term basis, meaning. 3, 4, 5,
6 months,, ibase so. many events -are. constantly happening world-
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wide which affect this that no one can say what is going to happen a
year from now.

But, you can say, if you make the basic assumptions, that if the
economy is going to have strong, real growth next year, or moderate
real growth next year, private demands will be w, government demands
will be Y, and who are we squeezing out?

There is a strange notion around that a bell goes off any time we
crowd people out of the marketplace. People are crowded out of the
marketplace every day. Some are crowded out by their own decisions.
They say: "I can't pay 11 or 12 percent for money because I cannot
make a profit." So, they do not invest in additional plant equipment
to produce additional goods and services for our economy, because it
is not profitable to do so.

That is one form. Other forms are people paying an extraordinary
amount for money, as they are now, based on any historical com.
parison. These are the considerations you have to make. Only you
do it not with your econometric models, you do it based on what is
actually happening in the marketplace.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Secretary, I promised to have you out of
here by 11:30.

Secretary SIMOb. I talk too much.
Senator B NTS HN'. I understand Senator Packwood's frustration in

listening to the varying views of economists always saying: "on the
other hand."

I can remember Harry Truman's statement that what this country
needs is a good one-armed economist. [General laughter.]

I think the broad rwnge of questions that were given to you, Mr.
Secretary, shows a oreat interest and concern by members of this
committee on the su bject that is before us.

We appreciate very much your contribution this morning. Thank
you, Mr. Secretary.

Secretary SiioN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement ol Seretary Simon follows. Hearing con-

tinued on p. 48.]

-STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE WILLIAM E. SIMoN, SECRE-rARY OF THE TREASURY

Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished committee: I welcome this
opportunity to appear before you this morning on a subject of timely and urgent
concern : our capital investment needs for the future.

For several months, many economic policy makers in Washington have been
preoccupied with the problems of ending the recession, slowing the rate of Infla-
tion and steering the nation back to a course of stable, durable economic growth.
Today there are niany signs that the economic slide Is gradually decelerating,
and we can be increasingly confident that we will be on the road to recovery
before the end of this year.

As we emerge from the recession, if, is especially important that we now begin
to focus greater public attention on the longer-range problems of our country.
While the 6o 6f 'efoVel'y will require careful and vigilant mAnagement,.,we
must be equally concerned whether the period of the recovery and beyond will
bring sustained economic progress or a sorrowful repetition of the boom and
bust cycles of the past.

Certainly there is no subject more central to our hopes for the future than our
ability and our willingness to meet the capital investment needs of coming years.
Thof* needs ate Impressively large, 'and they will demand a full-scale effort. In
my testimony this morning, I want to draw upon an abundance of documentary
evidence shoiving that tile United States has not been keeping pace in its capital
investments and that we must devote more of our resources to this purpose if
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we are to achieve our most basic economic drems for the future. To summarize,
the record shows that:

During the 1960s, the United States had the worst record of capital investment
among the major Industrialized nations of the Free World.

Correspondingly, our records of productivity growth and overall economic
growth during this period were also among the lowest of the major industrial-
ized nations.

As other nations have channeled relatively more of their resources into
capital investment and have acquired more modern plants and equipment, they
1 have eroded our competitive edge in world markets.

S Our record on capital investments reflects the heavy emlrphasis we are placing
on personal consumption and government spehdingias opposed to savings and
capital formation.

Our record also reflects a precipitous decline in, corporate profits since the
nid-1960s. I

While the U.S. economy remains sufficiently large and dynamic to overcome
our investment record of recent years, our future eoononulc growth will be tied
much more directly to the adequacy of our capital investments.

Estimates of future needs vary, but It is relatively clear that in coming years
we will have to- devote approximately three times as much. money to capital
investments as we have in the recent past.

It Is an economic fact of life that increased productivity is the only way
to increase our standard of living. For the sake of future economic growth-
jobs, real income and reasonable price stabilit3*-the inescapable conclusion Is
that government policies must become more suppbrtlte of capital investment
and that we must make a fundamental shift In our domestic policies away
from continued growth in personal consumption aid government spending and
toward greater savings, capital formation and Investment.

Some analysts have concluded -that It will not be poAble to meet our future
capital Investment needs. I disagree. I firmly believe that we are capable of
achieving our basic investment goals, but I also believe that they represent
one of the most formidable economic challenges of the decade ahead.

I. CAPITAL INVESTMENT EXPERIENCE

The beginning point for our consideration of capital investment-and one
that should be of keen concern to everyone--is the pattern of economic growth
during the decade of the 1960s. The average mnual rate of real economic
growth during that period for the twenty nations belonging to the Organization
of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) ranged from a high of
11.1 percent for Japan, to a median of about 5 percent for Autralia, the Nether-
lands, and Norway, to a low of 2.8 percent for the United Kingdom. The United
States, during this time experienced an average growth rate of 4 percent a
year-17th among the 20 nations (Table 1).

Of the many economic, political and social factors that influence economic
growth rates, none is more important than the level of capital investment.
Economists generally agree that the factorA affecting growth include: (1) the
accumulated base of capital goods; (2) the current pace of new capital invest-
ments; (3) the effective application of new technology; (4) the quality of the
national labor force--its education, training, discipline and commitment; (5)
the infrastructure of transportation, communication, financial and service facili-
ties; (0) access to industrial raw materials; (7) managerial skills; and (8)
the organization 6f the economic variables-along with other specific factors
not listed-varien from country to country and changes over time. It is also pos-
sible to substitute one, or a combination, of these productivity variables for
specific inadequacle:. Most analysts agree, however, that- a strong rate of new
capital investment is required to generate sustained growth. In fact, the effective-
iess of all of the other factors that determine productivity are heavily dependent
upon the quantity and quality of capital goods made available by new
investment

The United States retains a position of economic leadership because It has
been blessed over a long period of time with a favorable mix of all of the im.
jPortant economic variables, along with political stability and improving social
mobility. For many years our advantageous ratio of capital to labor has been
acknowledged as the asis of the remarkable rise of the U.S. economy. Even
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now spending for: plant and equipment Continues to Increase and these outlays
still exceed the amounts Invested elsewhere because of the larie size of the
U.S. economy (Table 2). In 1974; gross private domestic fixed Investment

- totaled $195.0 billion, up from $194.0 billion In 1973 abd $131.7 billion in 1970.
Investments In business structures and producers' durable equipment: totaled
$149.6 billion in 1974, up from $1X0,8 billion in 1973 and $100.6 billion In 1970.

Nonetheless, even though plant and equipment expenditures will continue in
the future as the economy grows, it is unrealistic to assume. that the historical
patterns of investment and productivity will-be adequate to meet the priorities
of the future. And I certainly am not suggesting that we can fulfill every claim
presented by society. The disappointing record of Federal deficits in fourteen of
the last fifteen years ending with FY 197T-or forty out of the last forty-eight
years-and the unfortunate boom and bust pattern of economic performance
over the past decade indicate that we have not been able to effoctIvely identify
and manage our national economic priorities. Some analysts have claimed that
future economic growth will release unused resources to fulfill new claims against
the national output. To the contrary, the intensity of claims for available re-
sources will likely increase In.the future. The assertion that additional govern.
meant spending programs can be added without disrupting the allocation of re-
sources in the private sector has been refuted by the events of 'the past decade,
particularly the increasing inflation pressures and shortages of materials and
production capacity .. ,
Compairotive Rates ol Inveiemcni

SRecognizing the relatively lowv rate .o U.S. economic growth In the 1960s, it
is worthwhile to,. look now at tte relative rate -of capital Investment,. in this
country. Although the amounts of capital investment continue to increase In the
United States and our capital-to-labor ratio is still relativeJy high, other nations
during recent years have allocated a substantially larger share of their resources
to new capital formation. Furthermore, the gap between. the U.,9. level of Invest-
ment, measured as a share of national output, and the commitments of other
leading industrial nations has increased. A study prepared by the Department of
the Treasury Indicates that total U.S. fixed investment as a share of national
output during the tnie period 1960 through 1973 was 17.5 percent. The U.S. figure
ranks last among a group of eleven major industrial nations; our Investment rate
was 7.2 percentage points, below the average commitment of the entire group.
When only nonresidential investment is considered the level of commitment Is
naturally lower for every nation but the relative position of the United States Is
not changed.

INVESTMENT AS P PERCENT OF REAL NATIONAL OUTPUT IO0-731

Nonresidential
Total fixed I fi;ed

Japan .. .......... .................................................. 35.0 .0
West rmany ...................... ......................................... 2.8 20.0
France ......................................................................... 24.S 18.2
Canada ........................................................................ 21.8 It 4
Italy .......................................................................... 20.5 4.4
United Kingdom ........................................................ 18.5 15.2United States ....................................................... 17. 3.
11 OECD countries .............................................................. 24.7 19.4

OCO concepts of Investment and national product. The OECD concept Includes nondefense government outlays for
machinery and equipment in the private Investment total which required special adjustment In the-U.S. national accounts
for comparablity National output Is defined In this study as "gross domestic product" rather than the more familiar mest-
ure of gross nauonal product, to conform with OECO definitions.

I Including residential.
Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury.

The reduced pace of capital investment In the U.S. economy has also been
emphasized by Professor Paul W. McCracken, former Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers and now Senior Consultant to the Department of the Treasury.
Using historical figures, reported In constant dollars, for the amount, of non.
residential capital formation per person added to the labor force, he estimates
that.commitments In the United. S.fttes during the 19T0s are 22 percent below the
level reported In the 1950 to 1985 decade. Int terms of business capital Intm e t
per worker, the United States still mnantains'a considerably higher capital to



labor ratio thattin Europe and japan. However, our advantage has declined as
other ations have increased their capital Investments per worker. The Depart.
meait of Commerce estimates that since 1960 the existing base of plant and equip-
ment assets has neatly doubled In France and Germany and more than tripled in
Jipan.1- The cumulative total of such assets In the United States Increased at
most by about 50 percent during the same period.

Gross nonresidoenal fLrcd investment pcr person added to citilian labor force
(In 1958 dollars)

, Period: Amoumt
1956 to 190 ------------------------- $49, 500
1961 to 1905 ------------- ----------------------------- 55, 30
1966 to 1970 ------------------------------------------ 4,400
1971 to 1974 ----------------------------------------- 41,000

Estimate based on incomplete data for 1974.
Source: Statement of Paul W. McCracken before the Committee on WAys and Means,

Jan. 29, 1975. Btalo data from the Departments of Commerce and Labor.
Factors Influencing U.S. Rate of Capital Investment

In evaluating the relatively slower rate of capital Investment in the United
States, several moderating factors should be considered.

FTirst, the unusually large size of the U.S. economy and Its relatively advanced
stage of development, including the accumulated total of previous capital invest-
ments, creates a different Investment environment. In 1974 the U.S. national
output was $1.4. trillion, which Is approximately equal to 90 percent of the
combined total for the nine countries in the European Economic Community and
Japati. Having already created such an Impressive productive capacity It Is to be
expected that our rate of additional growth might be lower than the development
rates of other nations who are striving to achieve our relatively advanced level
of economic activity.

A second and even more Important influence has been the historical priority
placed on consumption within the U.S. economy. We are a conbumption-orlented
society and this pattern has been developing for several decades. The emphasis
on consumption has undoubtedly caused much of the rapid development of the
U.S. economy because It has created a strong demand for goods and services
needed to sustain output, employment and Investment. In 1974 personal con-
sumption totaled $877.0 billion, or 68 percent of our gross national product; total
government purchases of goods and services totaled $808.8 billion, or 22 percent;
gross private domestic investment, which includes the change in inventories, was
$208.9 billion, or 15 percent; and net exports of goods and services amounted
to $2.0 billion or 0.1 percent of total national output. Personal and government
consumption outlays have long dominated the GNP totals, and this pattern of
economic activity is deeply ingrained In our society. As a result, despite our
high per capita Incomes, the accumulations of gross savings flows required for
capital Investment are lower in the United States than elsewhere. It Is also Im-
portant to note that the level of gross private savings in the United States irs
remained stable throughout the postwar era.

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROSS SAVINGS FLOWS AS A PERCENT OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

1"55-59 1960-64 1965-"9 1970-74

Glos pIvate in ........................... 15.9 15.4 15.9 15.8
Peuonal saving ..... ..................... 4.5 3S 4.5 5.5
Undistributed orporate prors .................... 3.4 2.8 3.1 2.8
lventory valuation adjustment ................... -. 3 0 -. 3 -1.2
Captal consumption allowances ................... 8.3 8.8 87 8.7

U.S. Govenment surplus.......................... -. 1 .2 -. 2 -1. 1
State O local governmeat surplus ................... h . 3 1 1 0 .1

Soiwe.: Deporbnent of Commerce, Buresu of Economic Analyos,

A An Ovv ot I.omesat: The Usifed Slate# cnd Meyor jPoreign Reonomlu, Interna.
tional I Peoo licay and Reeea rts U.S Department of Commerce, Domdestic and
lawotonDuS an Admdnisfitio, (AOobr 19K4 to.
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These figures arc! subject to differing interpretations. Some analysts have
claimed that it will not be possible to attract enough savings to meet future
involvement need. This negative conclusion assumes that the capital needed
to increase plant and equipment capacity will be preempted or diverted to ineet
the consumption preferences of the private and public sectors. I would hope
that the severe output, Inflation, unemployment and balance-of-payments distor-
tions of the past decade would e a useful warning against such a result. It
should be apparent from the experience of recent years that we must Invest ade-
quate funds In new plant and equipment-as well as in education and training-
in order to increase our Nation's productivity and thereby raise our standard of
living. Failure to provide necessary productive capacity to meet the Nation's
economic goals is certain to have undesirable effects upon our society over the
long ,run.

Other analysts have used the same gross savings figures to claim that there
will not be any particular strain in handling our future Investment needs. They
believe that as investors are provided with a sufficiently high return on their
investments, they will increase savings to meet the higher demand for capital
This conclusion seems to be based on two questionable assumptions: (I) that
the existing savings ratio of the past decade is adequate for both past and
future capital invest went needs; and, (2) that each sector in the economy enn
obtained its minimum Investment needs within the total outlays financed.

1 do not agree that past Investment levels have been fully adequate. R.perience
has demonstrated that Inflation and unemployment problems have been created
in part by capacity shortages. Many of our current difficulties are the direct
result of the energy and raw materials strains that developed in early 19T4 and
eventually contributed to our current recession and related unemploymt'nt.
'rhe continuous deterioration of our international trade balance during the lUiWAs,
when the dollar was overvalued, was also at least partly the result of the loss
of competitiveness for U.S. products and Increased reliance on foreign sources
(of goods. As you will see In a moment, I think there Is also clear evidence that
in order to meet future needs, the Nation must increase its capital investment
as a claim against national outl)ut. Unfortunately, specific Investment needs
have not been adequately fulfilled in many sectors of the economy, even though
generally outlays have increased. We must also be concerned about the capacity
of our capital markets to provide adequate financing. Economists often assume
that the supply of Investment funds will automatically match the demand for
capital If Interest rates and equity yields are attractive. Our financial markets
are very efficient In collecting savings and allocating the funds. However, we
should e more sensitive to the disruptive impact of high Interest rates. Even
though financial markets may be functioning well in allocating the available capi-
tal, specific sectors of the economy may not be able to obtain the Investment funds
needed, particularly at Interest rates they can afford. The periodic problem of
providing adequate mortgage financing at reasonable Interest rates Is one ex.
ample of the limitations within the market. The difficulty In obtaining equity
financing Is another. Whether or not industry will be able to acquire the invest-
ment funds needed will be heavily Influenced by future actions of the government.
National ilicies cannot Ignore financial realities by diverting capital into
deficit financing and disrupting the goals of stable monetary policy without
Inhibiting the necessary process of capital formation. The costs of capital and Its
availability for private sector needs are heavily dependent on these public
fiscal and monetary actions. While the financial markets are very resilient and
responsive to changing credit and equity needs, they are not entirely imnuune
to the disruptive imlmct of government policies.

A third important factor affecting the pattern of U.S. investment compared
with other nations is the relatively large share of total capital outlays we com-
mit to the services category, which includes housing, government and other
services. According to a study published by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), the United States allocated 70 percent
of its total Investment to the services category during the 1969 to 1971 time
period. The U.S. figure is significantly higher than that reported by the other
five major industrial nations included in the study (Table 3). Accordingly, the
U.S. share of investment committed to the manufacturing sector, 19.7 percent,
was considerably lower than the figures reported by France (27.8 percent), West
Germany (25.2 percent), Japa4 (26.8 percent), and the-United Kingdom (23.8
percent). Our heavy investment in the services category tends, of course, to
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emphasize. This arrangement mar satisfy immediate consumer preferences, but
we must weigh those preferences against long-term concerns about domestic
productivity and international competitiveness.

A fourth in influence on the pattern of capital investment in the United States
is the relatively large share of our investment that must be used for replacement
and modernization of existing facilities. It is estimated that 62 percent of U.S.
capital Investment during the time period 1960 to 1971 was used for replacement
needs, compared to the United Kingdom, 61 percent; Canada, 52 percent; France,
54 percent; West Germany, 53 percent; and Japan, 31 percent. The divergent
pattern reflects the advanced status of economic development In some nations
and the postwar experience of Europe and Japan in restoring their devastated
Industrial facilities following World War II. The Department of Commerce esti-
mates that 60 to 70 percent of the U.S. stock of plant and equipment has been
added since 1960, compared to approximately 75 percent of the capital goods
of West Germany and France and 85 percent of Japan's industrial capacity. It.
should be emphasized that this heavy replacement requirement does provide a
continuing opportunity to introduce new technology into the U.S. economic Sys-
tern. Since the annual value of U.S. capital investment Is so large, it cannot lie
assumed that the entire U.S. industrial system is technologically obsolete, even
though some specific sectors have suffered a sharp competitive deterioration.
Nevertheless, the otherwise Imposing outlays for replacement and modernization
do not add to the total productive capacity of our economy.

A 111th and final factor influencing the national rate of capital Investment is
the pattern of government policies. Government can affect investment either
directly through the incentives it provides or indirectly through various tax
and regulatory policies and its own pattern of spending.

A review of the diversified economic incentives available In other nations in-
dicates the very active Investment role played by many foreign governments.
Basic industries are frequently controlled by the government with total, or at
least dominant, public ownership. Special financial and operating assistance is
also frequently provided for preferred private companies to assist their develop-
nient if It is considered to be it the national Interest. The United States has
avoided most of the capital allocation and special Incentive programs used i
other cmuntries. I strongly favor this private sector approach and believe that It
ls been a positive factor iln the development of our economy.

There are some Federal programs which provide direct financial support
through the Economic development Administration, the Small Business Admin-
istration and 169 different government credit programs, hut the major intflttlce
of Federal Government on capital Investment comes through the Federal budget.
(;overnnimit budget delslons now represent approximately one-third of the
total GN1P and this figure will rise even higher If spending trends of the past
twenty years are continued. The government also influences private sector ac-
tivities whichstitmulate investment. For example, the PY 1970 budget prepared by
the President calls for outlays of $4.6 billion on general science, space and tech-
nology programs, $2.2 billion on energy activities and $9.i billion for environ-
menial and natural resources. Part of these outlays will Involve capital invest-
ment needs.

The Government Is also exercising increased influence over private Investment
decisions through the growing number of safety, health and environmental stand-
ards. Precise estimates are difficult, lut it has been estimated that during 1972,
R percent of the textile Industry's capital investments and 12 percent of the steel
Industry's investments were related to health and safety standards mandated
by the government. While such standards may be highly desirable, we should
recognize that these investments do not increase the Nation's total productive
capacity.

Many State and local governments also provide special incentive programs to
attract capital Investment into specific geographical areas. Such Incentives In-
clude capital grants. advantageous credit arrangements, relocation and nman-
jIxwer training grants, special site and building assistance, infrastructure Invest-
nients, and preferred tax and utility arrangements. While such Incentives have
Influenced the location of some facilities, the total amount of capital investment
has probably not been Increased.

Phe private sector continues to be the best means of increasing capital in-
vestment in the United States and our government has fortunately not at-
tempted to control the pattern of such Investments.
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NegatiPe Res.ils of Inadequate (Japlial Investn•ent
While, the historical pAttern of capital investment iii the United States may

satisfy our immediate goals, there are serious economic risks in having a slow
rate of capital investment for an extended period of time. The emphasis on iw.
mediate consumption has occurred because. American consumers have histori-
cally preferred to spend -91 percent of their disposable after-tax income. The
government has basically supported this independence of choice although its tax
and spending policies have unfortunately exercised an increasing influence on
private decisions. But we must now question the future adequacy of past In-
vestment patterns if we are to adequately prepare for the economic future of our
great nation.

Various studies have indicated the close relationship between capital invest-
ment and 'various measures of economic growth and productivityy. A dynamic
economy Is needed to create Jobs by applying new technology and expanding
production capacity. A productive labor force is also necessary for producing
goods and services to meet rising demands for an improved standard of living
and as a means of holding down inflation. Wbqn productivity increases, the
effects of rising wages are offset so that unit labor costs can he held down and
prices are more stable. Inadequate capital investment also limits new Job oppor-
tunitles and creates unemployment. Specific examples of production capacity
shortages became painfully apparent to the Cost of Living Council (COLO) as it
administered the program of wage and price controls from August 1971 until
June 1974. Recognizing the inflation pressures created by these numerous ca-
pacity contraluts, the COLO followed a definite policy of requiring specific capital
investment commitments fropn private industry as a basis for price decontrol
decisions. The COLC also becaine very concerned about future Inflation problems
that could result from raw materials shortages and increasing capacity shortages
in several basic industries as economic growth occurs. Unfortunately, produc-
tivity gains in the Uhited States have be&u disappointing, particularly when
compared with the experience of other leading nations.

PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH, 1960-73 (AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE)

Gross
domestic

product per Manufacturing
employed otput per

person man.hour

United State ................................................................... . 2. 1 3.3

Japan .................................................................... 9.2 10.5
West Germany ........................................................... 5.. 5.
Frant ......................................................................... 5.2 6.0
Canada ...................................................... 2.4 4.3
Ital............. .......................... 5.7 6.4
Unite2 Kingdom 2...4.0

11 OECD nations ..................................................... .. '5.2 6.1

Average for 6 0CO Countries listed.
Source: Department of the Treasury.

The rapid growth of the U.S. economy to its present size and the relatively low
level of inflation until the late 1980's has been based on the creativity and pro-
ductivity of the system. Americans have greatly benefitted from this growth, not
only in personal economic gains but in terms of national security and inter-
national leadership. Continued prosperity, however, cannot be taken for granted;
it must be earned. We must be willing to allocate more of our resources to the
future and fewer to satisfying immediate demands. This is a difficult concept
for some to accept because they prefer current consumption. With so many needs
still unsatisfied in a land of relative plenty, this feeling is understandable. Our
ability to fulfill these needs will only be restricted, however, if we now fail to
prepare for tile future. The simple truism that we cannot consume more than we
produce should be obvious, but we sometimes Ignore it in setting national prior-
ities. And we can no longer afford to Ignore the fact that as the real output of
other nations has Increased more rapidly than our own, our competitive advan-
tage has gradually been eroded.
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I1. FUTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS

Economic projectIons are always difficult, but estimating future capital needs
is particularly uncertain at this time because costs and priorities continue to
change rapidly. It is obvious, however, that future capital requirements will be
enormous--larger than anything we have ever faced before. Clearly we will need
to increase the quantity and quality of housing; develop new energy resources;
Improve the quality of our environment; rehabilitate the existing transportation
system and develop a better urban transportation system; continue the mechani-
zation of agriculture; construct new office buildings, communications systems,
medical facilities, schools and other facilities; and meet the massive nieeds for
new plant and equipment. In all of these sectors we must not only replace and
modernize existing facilities but also add new capacity, particularly in many of
our most basic industries.
.The Department of Commerce estimates that capital requirements for pro-

ducers' durable equipment and nonresidential structures will total $3.4 trillion
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during the 1074 to 1985 period. If annual outlays for residential construction,
which have averaged $50 billion during the past four years, are added to this
figure, the total capital needs rise to well over $4 trillion. Details of their estimate
include:

GROSS PRIVATE DOMESTIC NONRESIDENTIAL FIXED INVESTMENT

I1n billions of current dollars

Cumulative
1974 1985 197445

ToW producer's d'able equipimet ................................. 100.0 276.7 2 188.8
Nonresidential structures .......................................... 54.7 151.3 l 197.3

Total ...................................................... 154.7 428 0 3,386.0

A similar study performed by the General Electric Company confirms the mas-
sive size of future capital requirements. Assuming a real GNP growth rate of
4 percent and an inflation rate of 5 percent, General Electric expects gross lrl-
vate doifestic investment, including residential housing, to total $4% trillion
over the 1074 to 1985 time period.

The General Electric and Commerce studies are consistent If housing outlays
are added to the Department of Commerce totals. Both estimates are limited
to private investment and exclude the large government expenditures required
for roads, dams, government facilities, schools, pollution abatement outlays, and
many other projects.

Assuming, then, that the cumulative investment needs between 1974 and 1085
will range from $4 to $41/. trillion, the point to remember is this: over the most
recent period of the same length, 1902 through 1973, our total outlays for capital-
investment in the United States were $11/ trillion, Thus, our capital Investment
needs in coming years are approximately three times the level of the recent past.
That is perhaps our best measure of our challenge ahead.

Both of the studies I have mentioned are necessarily based on many uncor-
tain projections and arbitrary assumptions abofit a continuing close relationship
between investment and economic growth. But even if some of those assump-
tions prove to be erroneous-as they will-and new investment requirements
arise-as always happens-the actual results will not materially change the fol-
lowing conclusions :

1. Capital requirements for gross private domestic investment will be in excess
of $4 trillion during the 1974 to 1985 time period.

2. The future rate of inflation will be a crucial factor in determining the
amount of future investment because it will Influence both the price of assets
acquired and the economic Incentives for future Investment.

3. The achievement of national capital Investment goals is possible if we are
willing to increase the share of national resources committed.
,n-ergy Ilvestment RcquiremcntM

One area of capital Investment that is partlculrly critical for the future Is
energy. To achieve greater self sufficiency in energy, enormous capital Invest-
ments will be required. We basically have two alternatives. The first one Is to
meet our Increased energy investment requirements by reducing outlays in other
sectors,. While energy priorities are indeed important, it would be most un-
fortunate to disrupt the entire economic system In this way. A second-and more
desirable-approach is to include these new requirements within an enlarged
total Investment goal. Our purpose should not be to redistribute the economic pie,
but to continue enlarging it so that everyone will have a bigger share.

Recognizing that the ultimate cost of energy Investment needs will be In-
fluenced by many variables, It appears that capital requirements over the iext
decade will total about $1 trillion stated In current dollars to include the effects
of Inflation. Energy investments will comprise an Important share of the total
capital requirements discussed above but their financing Is manageable if they
are given a high priority as part of a comprehensive national energy program.
The specific amounts to be spent in each category will depend upon the energy
policies adopted and dynamic developments within the economy. Nevertheless.
the range of possible needs Is indicated In four separate studies prepared by the
Federal Energy Administration, National Petroleum Council, National Academy



of Engineering and Arthur D. Little, Inc. All four studies are stated in constant
1978. dollar to make them comparable. If necessary adjustments are made for
potential inflation and the increased needs that have been Identified since the
studies were prepared the resulting capital needs expressed in current dollars,
will approximate $1 trillion between now and 1985.

COMPARISON OF CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ESTIMATES: TOTAL DOLLARS CUMULATIVE 197545

[In billions of 1973 doliarsl

FEA
accelerated

NPC' NAE AOL I supply

Oil and gas (including refling) ....................... 133 149 122 98. 4Coal ...... ......................... 8 6 1.9
iYntheti fuels................................. 10 19 6 .6

lear ............................................ 7 93 84 13.5
Electric powetplants (exdiling nuclear) ....... 137 53 43 60,3
Electric transmission.... .......................... 42 125 90 116. 2
Transportation .............. .43............... 43 425.5
Other ................................................................... 8 2.2

Total ......................................... 380 457 396 454.0.

I U.S. Energy Outlook, a summary report of th National PetoqumCouncil Washinon, D.C., December 1972 (average
of 4 sup ly cases).

I U.S. Energy Prospects, "An Engineering Viewpont," National Academy of Engineering, Washington, D.C , 1974.
3 Arthur 0. Little estimates based upon an energy conservation scenario.
I Does not Include investments required for tanker fleets, but does include $5,500,000,000 targeted for Trans-Alaska

oil pipeline.
'Solar, geothermal, municipal waste treatment plants, and shale oil.
Source: Federal Energy Administration, "Project Independence Report," November 1974, p. 282.

The overall Impact of energy requirements is summarized In a special report
issued by the Chase Manhattan Bank i Marci of 1975. The Energy Economics
Division of the bank is noted for the quality of its special reports. Over, twenty
years ago that division predicted that an energy shortage would develop in the
United States if certain policy adjustments were not made. One of the major
concerns of these reports over the years has been the chronic underinvestment
in energy resources which became apparent in the late 1950's. The conclusion of
the most recent Chase Manhattan. Bank report is particularly perceptive:

"Although the relationship between investment and supply of energy is an
elementary principle that applies to any and all sources of primary energy, it
is nevertheless one that Is not well understood. In fact, the lack of underAtanding
was responsible for the incredibly unenlightened regulation and many other
political actions about the world that bad the two-pronged effect of preventing
the generation of sufficient capital funds and discouraging the investment of
money that actually was available. And the current energy shortage is the con-
sequence. Yet, even today, after so much damage has been done, there is still a
widespread failure to recognize the relationship between investment and supply.
Instead, two distinctly different attitudes generally prevail. Many apparently
continue to believe they can somehow again have enough energy without paying
all the associated costs. Others, obviously, are resigned to the prospect of a'
permanent shortage and see conservation as the only avenue of partial relief.
Neither attitude is realistic, of course. The world still does not lack basic energy
resources remaining to be developed. And it is conceivable that eventually there
can again be enough to serve till its needs but only if the necessary investment is
made first. If It is not, a permanent shortage will indeed be the certain otutcome."

Source: The Chase lanhattan Bank, Energy Economics Division, "How Much
Ohil- ow Much Investment," A Special Petroleum Report, March 1975.

The report goes on to enllhmsize--correctly, I believe-that a permanent short-
age is intolerable because it would so constrict total economic growth that tile
growth in labor force-even at the more moderate pace expected li the 1980s-
could not be absorbed. The resulting unemployment problems would cause severe
economic problems in addition to threatening our political and social stability.

Future investments in energy resources will naturally be determlnled by total
demand over time. Estimates have already changed dramatically as costs have
risen and conservation efforts have Increased. However, these developments are
so recent that it Is difficult to predict future demand until a national energy
policy Is agreed upon and the various energy incentives and disincentives are



identified. The Chase Manhattan anialysts had originally projected a coitimnwed
growthlIn the world's demand f&r energy at an average annual rate-of. percent
which Ii. the same pace as recorded from 1955 to 3.970. Admitting the uniusUal
degree of Uncertainty, the bank has now lowered its projection to an annual rate
of 4.2 percent with a strong warning that energy forecasts have historically
erred on the conservative side. Oil consumption is expected to grow at a more
rapid annual rate of 4.5 percent over the 1970 to 1985 period, resulting in a
cumulative consumption of 375 billion barrels, nearly two and a half times more
than in the 1955 to 1970 period. North America is expected to remain the world's
largest consumer of total energy and oil, but the growth rate for this area may
be lower because of a slower population growth and our potential for conserva-
tion savings.

Turning to the financial requirements for the petroleum industry, Chase
Manhattan Bank estimates a world-wide need for $400 billion to find 600 billion
barrels of oil between 1970 and 1985. This Is more tlan two and a half times the
actual investment for this purpose during the 1955 to 1970 period. Au additional
$370 billion will be needed between 1970 and 1985 for world-wide development
of refineries aind processing facilities, tankers, pipelines, environmental equip-' ment and the necessary marketing facilities. The total of $770 billion is nearly
three times the actual commitment in the preceding fifteen year period. Finally.
another $400 billion will be required for other investments, payment of dividends,
debt repayments and additions to working capital.

The total financial needs of.the world's petroleum Industry from 1070 to 1985
are estimated by, the bauk tq be $1.2 trillion stated In conetait,1970 dollars. Infla-
tion will of course increase the dollar amounts required. If inflation -averages 5
percent over the time period, the world petroleum industry financial needs would
rise from $1.2 to $1.6 trillion. With 10 percent inflation, the figure would increase
to $2.2 trillion., ,

With regard to financing these world-wide petroletun industry requirements.
the bank estimates the following distribution of potential sources based on the
$t.2 trillion constant dollar estimate: (1) Communist nations, $225 billion:; t2)
new capital market issues, $240 billion,; (3) capital recovery allowances. $260
billion; and (4) profits, $460 billion. These figures must be adjusted upward
according to whatever rate of inflation occurs.

This brief listing of sources obviously conceals many difficult financial chal-
lenges. The world's capital markets will already be absorbing large public uind
private financing demands. Government policies may reduce capital recovery
allowances permitted for computing tax liabilities. And the assumption that oil
industry profits: will be large enough to cover such a large share of the total is
questionable. Commenting on the public's reaction to oil industry profits in 1973
and 1974 after fifteen years of average performance, the bank report states:

'-As emphasized earlier, there cannot possibly lie enough energy of any kild
without adequate. investment. And investment cannot be adequate without suffi-
cient profits. But profits are labeled excessive and restraints are proposed without
apparent consideration of the need for profits as a source of investment funds. As
Indicated mirlier, the industry will need at least $845 billion of profits between
1970 and 1985 If the world experiences a 10 percent rate of inflation. But -in the
first four years of the period the Industry generated no more thaan $60 billion of
profits, only 7 percent of the required amount. Even in the highly unlikely event
of no further inflation, the $60 billion would represent but 13 percent of the indus-try's total needs for the fifteen year period.".

111. GOVERNMENT POLICES

While our economy is capable of financing its 4arge private enpital Investment
requirements, our success in meeting that goal Is heavily dependent upon tle
shape of government policies. It is absolutely imperative that government poll-
cies become more supportive. A continuation of the severe fiscal and monetary
distortions of the past decade would undoubtedly prevent the achievement of our
basic goals. Inflation must be controlled, and the government must avoid dis-
rupting the capital markets if the private sector is to obtain the financing
required. In fact, public officials must balance the Federal budget over time and
record occasional surpluses In order to free up capital resources to fulfill exIstinig
pri vate Investment claims. Instead of reducing private Investment to release
resources for governknent social programs, we should concentrate on balancing
the budget over time so that the future flow of savings is not diverted away from
private Investment.
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Unfortunately, thl Federal Government has reported a deficit in fourteen out
of the-past fifteen years ending with FY 1975. During the single decade FY 1966
through FY 1974, the cumulative Federal deficits totaled $103 billion. Net bor-
rowings for surpporting over one hiuldred "off-budget" Federal programs totaled
another $187 billion during that decade. As a result, the Federal Government
withdrew one jIarter of a trillion dollars out of the capital markets. But this
record is only a prelude to our present situation when Treasury financing require-
meats will total about $75 billion In calendar year 1975 In order to finance
the massive Federal deficits expected. While much of the current deficit results
from the recession, which has caused tax revenue losses, increased unemployment

• compensation benefits and other outlays resulting from the "automatic stabilizers"
used to fight rveesmion, a review of tile budget details indivates that traditional
spending programs are also rising rapidly and new programs are proposed almost
every (lay. As indicated in Table 4, the spending figures Included in the original
budget submitted by the President last February called for outlays of $313.4
billion in Federal spending In FY 1975 and $349.4 billion In FY 1976. Recent
projeetsions by. the Office of Management and Budget Indicate that FY 1975
outlays will be $324.2 billion, an increase of 20.8 percent over FY 1974 outlays.
It should be obvious that government spending-both for temporary stimulus
and traditional programs-is Increasing at a rate that is creating serious resource
allocation problems far into the future and that these pressures will not con-
veniently disappear as we gradually emerge from the recession later this year.

Looking beyond the recession problems of 1975, we seem to face the dilemma of
having an apparently irresistible force of growing government speHInig meeting
the Immovable object of future capital Investment requirements. But we should
no longer consider the growth of government spending and related deficits
to be an Irresistible force. To do so will inevitably lead to even mire serious
economic problems of unemployment, reduced real gains In our national standard-
of-living and even more inflation resulting from inadequate physical capacity
and reduced productivity. We must recognize the basic reality that when we
apply too much pressure on our capacity to produce goods and services. thi
inevitable result is Inflation and shortages. The underlying growth trends of
the U.S. economy will continue to provide for further economic progress, but we
cannot realistically expect to satisfy every new clain within our economy by
simply shifting resources from the private to tihe public sector. Adding new
government commitments Is not feasible if the total prodletive calmcty of tile
economy is exceeded. This guideline has been frequently violated as total demand
has Increased too rapidly for the economic system to absorb. Whin thigs happens
the economy begins a booni and bust sequence with severe inflation and unem.
ployment distortions. Nor can-we wish away the problem by claiming that
there Is plenty of slack in the 1975 recession and that we can Ignore problems of
overheating the economy n.til later years. The Pscalaiton of government spend-
Ing levels summarlzl in Table 4 has already seriously eroded our future fiscal
flexibility and the lagged impact of current spending decisions will directly
affeCt the future. In short, if we are to achieve our crucial goal of adding at
least $4 trillion of private capital investment by 1985, we must first establish more
moderate and sustainable fiscal and monetary policies.
Tax Policies

Federal tax policies affect capital Investment decisions by determining tile
after-tax earnings available for investment and by establishing Incentives or dis-
Incentives for future investment. An OECD study of tax policies Indicates that
total government tax collections in the United States during tile years EIR. 1169,
and 1970 were a smaller proportion of the gross national product than in most
other industrial nations. The U.S. figure of 27.9 percent for those three years
was above that of Switzerland (21.5) and Japan (19.4 percent) but below the
levels reported for many European nations, ranging from Italy (30.1 percent)
to Sweden (43.0 percent). Since the study was completed, the United States
undertook major tax policy changes in 1971 and in March of 1975. but the voin-
parative relationships have probably not chatingd very much. There Is, how-
ever, a major difference in the distribution of the tax burden. As indicated In
Table t, only 18.1 percent of the U.S. tax revenues In 1971 were provided by
taxes on the consumption of goods and services. Other industrial nations relied
much more heavily on consumption taxes: France, 34.8 percent; West Grermnny,
28.1 percent; United Kingdom, 26.0 percent; Canada, 28.7 percent; and Japan
20.7 percent.
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The definite tilt toward personal and corporate income taxes in the United
States is consistent with our historical preference for immediate consumption.,
It is not my purpose to criticize this historical priority, but the future require-

ments for capital investment indicate that tax policies should be revIewed. Just
such a review has been underway in the Department of the Treasury in preparing
for the tax law changes completed last month and in anticipation of a Joint
review with the Congress In the coming months of possible tax reform initiatives.
I do not want to make any specific recommendatons tiis morning because we
are still working on our analysis and recommendations. We will want to review
the options with Congress before specific actions are suggested. I will merely
refer to some of the policy areas that need to be reyjewed:

1. Corporate income tax-These taxes directly influence the cash flow avail-
able for investment. The rate has vacillated slightly above or below the 50
percent level for many years. While a reduction in the rate of taxation would
probably be the most straight-forward approach to enhancing investment Incen-
tires, any change would represent a major shift in policy and would require
extensive Congressional consideration. The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 did in-
crease the corporate surtax exemption from $25,000 to $50,000 and decrease the
"normal" tax from 22. to 20 percent on the first $25,000 of earnings. These
clanges, however, do not affect the tax impact on the gr aebulk of corporate
earnings subject to the corporate surtax.

As part of this on-going review of tax policies we also need to consider the
influence on investment of our two-tier system of corporate taxation In which
Income is taxed once at the corporate level and again at the shareholder h1'vel.
This approach discriminates against corporate investors generally and small
equity investors piarticularly. An individual in the 20 percent tax bracket in
elTect pay'% 48 percent at the corporate level and then an additional 20 percent
on what- is left for a total tax burden of 58.4 percent, or nearly three times his
individual rate. If the individual is in the TO percent bracket, he pays 49 percent
at the corporate level and then an additional 70 percent on what is left. ills total
tax burden is 84.4 lrcent. If the same businem could be conducted in a non-
corporate form, the investors would pay only 20 and 70 percent respectively.

Our tax system puts a great penalty on companies that must Incorpsorate.
Companies that do incorporate are those that have large capital needs that nin'u
be raised from many persons. We should keep in mind that our system of tax-
ation bears more heavily on corporations than do the tax systems of almost
every other major industrial nation. In the last few years our major trading
partners have largely eliminated the classical two-tiered system of corporate
taxation. Through a variety of mechanisms they have adopted systems of "inte-
grating" the personal and individual income taxes so that (he double taxation
element is radically lessened.

2. Investment Tax Credit (ITC).-Business firms have strongly supported
the ITC as a major stimulus to additional capital investment. Empirical studies
do indicate that the amount of investment in machinery and equipment has
increased when the ITC has been put into effect and has declined when it Is
suspended. Some critics iei4eve, however, that the ITC simply I-uenced the
timing and types of investment rather than Increasing the total it.. sunt. Which-
ever view is correct, there was strong support for the investment tax credit
provision in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 which increased the credit to 10
percent for two years and removed the lower percentage limitation for utilities.
Unfortunately, the investment tax credit has had an uncertain status once It
was initiated January 1 190M2 and businessmen are Justifiably concerned about
the stability of an Incentive which has already been removed twice and then
reinstated.

3. Depreciation galdcline&.-The amount of capital recovery charges permitted
for tax purposes also influences the after-tax earnings available for private
investment. In 1954 the Internal Revenue Tax Code was changed to permit
depreciation charges to be made on an accelerated basis. The official guidelines
were again liberalized in 1902, and In 1971 the Asset Depreciation Range
(ADR)-along with the investment tax credit-was added to the regulations.

The ADR rules allow companies to select a time period for calculating de-
preciation within a range of 20 percent above or below the Treasury guideline
which specifies useful life periods for various assets. Despite these adjustments,
American businesses complain that they have a competitive disadvantage com-
pared with some other nations. The figures summarized in Table 0 do indicate
that American firms using both the ADR and the Investmenttax credit con
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recover 55 percent of the value of new Investments during the first three years.
By comparison, the allowances in other nations are as follows: Canada, 100
percent; France, 90.3 percent; Japan, 6M9 percent; United Kingdom, 100 per-
cent; and West Germany, 49.0 percent. It should be added that the U.S. position
becomes more comparable by the seventh year. Various business groups have
proposed further liberalization, such as a wider ADR percentage, but further
consideration should be part of the-general tax reform analysis involving the
Department of the Treasury and the Congress.

4. Spccial nccintlves.-The government is frequently asked to provide special
incentives in the form of reduced or delayed taxes, accelerated depreciation

, schedules, capital grants or other benefits to enhance the rate of return on capital
Investments. While such Incentives are usually requested on the basis that they
will contribute to the achievement of some national priority, it is usually difficult
to Justify such special treatment. When special advantages are given to a specific
industry or geographical region, others become relatively disadvantaged and it
is very difficult for government authorities to determine which claims should
be favored, particularly in a dynamic economy where priorities can change
rapidly. While there may be a few specific situations where the govcniment
should intervene in the allocation of resources which is now handled efficiently
by the private markets, my overwhelming preference is to avoid the economic
distortions which are found to occur.
Corporate Profitability

The final area of concern that I want to address here is the future outlook for
corporate profitability. Such profits are, of course, the major incentive for addi-
tional investment and an important source of funds for financing outlays, along

-- with various external sources. In a fundamental sense profits are the driving
force of our system-the engine that pulls the economic train for the 85 percent
of our work force still in the private sector-and they are just as much a "cost"
of doing business as payments to workers, supplies of materials and services,
taxes, etc.

Unfortunately, corporate profits are too often thought of as an unnecessary
claim required by greedy businessmen rather than the basic incentive in our
economic system. Public opinion surveys in the 1930s and in more recent years
are consistent in indicating that the general public thinks that profits account
for approximately 28 percent of the sales dollar. The fact is, however, that profits
account for approximately 5 cents out of each dollar of sales. Actual earnings of
business firms are thus far below what the general public--and some Members
of Congress-perceive them to be. In fact, corporate profits will have to improve
substantially in order to provide the necessary incentives and to make the nec-
essary contribution to future investment outlays. My concern is that the negative
attitudes about profits held by many Americans might become an unfortunate
part of public policy. We must avoid legislation and regulation that is punitive
of profits honestly earned. The result could only be that capital formation would
be inhibited, and the real purchasing power of wage earners would rise more
slowly. We must always be alert to the fact that profits translate into Jobs,
higher wages, and an increased standard of living for all of our people.

One Important reason why there Is so much misunderstanding about corporate
profitability Is that our accounting system has not yet been able to adapt to the
disruptive effects of the double-digit rate of Inflation we have suffered. Inflation
hurts investment by Increasing the prices of new assets and eroding the purchas-
ing power of corporate earnings. Taxes must be paid on reported earnings even
though these figures are exaggerated by Inventory valuation profits and the in-
adequacy of capital recovery allowances, which are based on the historical costs
of existing assets rather than the inflated outlays required for new assets. Infla.
tion also disrupts investment by discouraging savings once the general public
recognizes that the purchasing power of such commitments is eroded so quickly.

Fortunately, the Department of Commerce publishes figures which attempt to
adjust for the distorting effects of Inve. tory valuation, the effects of accelerated
depreciation methods and the understand. -ment of capital recovery allowances
based on historical cost asset values. The .emults of these adjustments are sum.
marse4 Ia Table 7. These figures clearly indicate that adjusted after-tax profits
of nonfinancial corporations as a share of national income and of the value of
corporate output are far lower than the public opinion polls would suggest. Fur.
thermore from a peak In 19065 throu,0 1973 the relative share of corporate
after-tax profits has declined by on.*half according to both measures. The same
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"-"'61mscouraging pattern results when these adjusted earnings figures are compared
to the replacement value of capital assets to determine the rate of return on
invested capital. From a peak rate of return of 10 percent, in 1965 this measure
declined to 5.4 percent in 1970 before recovering to a level of 6.1 percent in 1978.
The sluggish economy of 1974 and 1975 will further reduce this figure. It is not
unfair to say that the United States has been and. remains today in a profits de.
pression. Since the incentive for new investments ultimately depends upon sus.
training an attractive rate of return on capital, this trend. is particularly
disturbing.

It should be emphasized that all of these comparisons have been stated in cur.
rent dollars which conceals the negativelimpact of inflation on the purchasing
power of retained earnings. Professor John idntuer of Harvard University re-
cently reported that the retained earnings of U.S. nonfinancial corporations were
77 perch ent lower in 1973 than in 1965 if the figures are converted.into constant
dollars in order to remove the effete of inflation and if adjustments -are made
to remove the effects of Inventory valuation gains and the underreporting of
depreciation changes based on historlce.l costs. Without these adjustments, re-
ported retained earnings in 1978 were 46 percent above the 1965 figure.'

Because business firms cannot use "phantom" earnings to acquire capital assets,
the future lace of private Investment will depend upon the growth of real profits.
The government can Influence the economic Incentives needed to stimulate Invest-
ment through its tax policies, regulatory and administrative practices and various
spending programs, but the private investment decision ultimately depends upon
the rate of return expected and the availability of adequate financing at a rea-
sonable cost. Government officials and the general public must recognize the basle
importance of corporate profitability and the disruptive effects of excessive gov-
ernmerf-spendtng pressures-preptires which create deficit financing require.
ments that take precedence over private investment needs in the capital markets.
This problem has not received adequate attention.

IV. SUMMARY

As we strive to end the most severe economic recession in our postwar experi-
ence, my deep and abiding concern about the future adequacy of capital invest-
ment will perhaps appear to be ill-timed to some analysts. There is extensive
slack in our economy with an unemployment rate near 9 percent and reduced
rates of plant capacity utilization in many specific industries. The economic
slide, however, will not last much longer, and we will again be reporting real
growth gains before the end of the year. As the pace of economic activity accel-
erates, we will likely rediscover shortages of labor and production capacity. In
fact, some industries still have high, plant capacity utilization ratios, and many
types of skilled labor will be difficult to find even in the early stages of economic
recovery. In 1971 it was widely believed that extensive slack existed but the
economy was again operating at a very high rate of capacity by 1972 and short.
ages and explosive inflation soon occurred.

Our statistics on plant capacity have always been uncertain measures, and
current economic conditions have motivated the Department of Commerce to give
top priority io a comprehensive survey of production capacity as a basis for pre-
paring more meaningful estimates of plant capacity utilization rates. It is ironic
that such a fundamental factor in preparing national economic policies has been
based on such uncertain economic statistics.

Dr. Pierre Rinfret, President of a well known economic consulting firm, Rinfret
Boston Associates, Inc., has published an impressive study of the national produc-
tlon capacity which indicates that our current government statistics grossly
underestimate the rate of capacity utilization In American industry and that
there is virtually no reserve capacity. His study estimates that the capacity
utilization rate for manufacturing industries was 86.6 percent in 1974 (Table 8)
a figure well above the government's estimate for 1974, of 7&9 percent. It should
also be emphasized that the concept of operating at 100 percent of physical capac.
ity Is misleading. Over the last fifteen years the government figures indicate that
manufacturing capacity utilization has averaged only 88 percent despite some
periods of intense output. The highest figure reported by the government during
these fifteen years was 01.9 percent for 1966. Most companies need to preserve

* Lintner. John. "savtns and Inveutme-nt tojr Future Growth: 1975-8 and Beyond,"
presented at a coUoqulum on "Answers to Inflauon and Recession - Uconomfe Polle tor a
ModM .8ociety," conducted by The Conference Board, Washington, D.C., April ", 1 s,
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some reserve capacity to handle ttnexpected otltpult requirements and to substitute
for operating assets Which need repairs or replacement. Therefore, the existing
government figures do not accurately measure the realistic' level of capacity
utilization.

Looking beyond f he current problems of recession ind sustaining an economic
recovery, the additional capital investment of at least $4 trillion from 1974 to
1985 represents a major challenge to the future growth Qf our economy. We must
also give careful attention to the problems of specific Industries in attracting
needed investment for balanced growth. I am confident that these baslc goals
can be accomplished. But the desired results will require government policies

Swich will moderate inflation and balance the Federal budget over time in order
to avoid diverting needed capital away from investment 1knd into the financing
of chronic government deficits. A continuation of the fiscal and monetary distor-
tions of the past decade will only frustrate our capital investment efforts and) lead to still more serious elbonomic problems In the future.

Thank you.
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TABLE I.-AVERAGE ANNUAL RATF, OF CHANGE IN REAL GROWTH FOR MEMBER NATIONS Of OECD, 1960-70
In percent! .

.pan... . . .......................... .. 1.... I1.1 Norway ................................... 5.Ue7 ............................ 7.6 Belgium. ......... 9
Ulal........................ ........ ,.4.9

rgosla w........................6.7 Wenma....................... 4.8
ani..................... .. ... A st ..... ..................... 4.8iM ..................... ...............5. 6 lcra.. ....................... 4.3

5.2..r. ........................... 4.
fund.... .. ........................... .2 UnitedStates ................. * .............. . 4.0

14alis ...................................... 5.1 Luwambow ....... .............. ... 3.3
fthhnds ...... ........ ......... .......... . I. United Klngdom ..... .... ............. 2.8

Source: Organiation for Economic Development sad Cooperaton.

TABLE 2-OROSS PRIVATE DOMESTIC FIXED INVESTMENT. 1950-74

Noorgildential
Nonresideli

structur,
duc'

To"f equipment

27.9
31.1
31.6
34.2

43.7
44.4
41.6
45.148,4S.-4&4

lin billions of dollars
PART. A.-NOMINAL DOLLARS

structures

19.4
17.2
17.2
18.0h 7
21.6
20.2

22.8
22.6
ZL 3

YeAr-

193. .
1964.

1970 ......
1973.
1974'J..

Nonresidentia
structured

and producers'
... ;ul ... ..msdemtalToW ,equipment structures

81.383.295
106.4108.4
111.9
131.1
131.7147,4.,
70.8 "

194.0.
195.8.

* , 54.3

1.6

136.8
* 149.4.

PART. B.--NSTANT I5 DOLLARS

23. 0 76.7 .. 1.9
0 19.5 1 5:t '6.8 28.2

57.2 38. 3 1&98 1956.32
19.3 6.2 40.7 19.- 1966...... 95.4 74.1 21.3

61.4 39.6 As:I 20.' 1
1IM ...... 69.5 030..
1?57 67.6 47.4 20.21970..... 17.2 22.2

62.4 41.6 91 8 0

... 689 .1 1.9 1973 ... 4.4 32.9
1 67.0 . 45.5 21.6 19741 ..... .1181 4.1 24.0

19 ..:: 73.4 49.7 23.8

Sr . . , . - f, ,, , 3Prs d -o a ,
Source: Depatme~int of Commeree, SIireaw oh Economkc Analysis. '
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62.153.3
61.4
65.3

* 71.3
69.7
77.0

27.0
7.1

25.0
25.1
30.1i.l31:.
42.8

46.0



TABLE &--OUTPUT AND INVESTMENT BY SECTOR 1969-71 AVERAGES

ICurrent price percent]

United United
States France Germany Kingdom Canada Japan

PARTITION A

Sector per ae of total output:
A ure ........... . .. 0 5.9 3.2. 21 & $ 17.3

. .. .8 2.2 1. 3.4 .9
ManuI tin................ 30., 45. 3 50.4 33.5 26.6 43.0, c ........................ 2.3 41.3 2.8 2.4 -2.0GeneralS s ................ 3 46: 41.9 5.7 63.7 46.8

Dwelling .................. 5.4 4.5 3.8 2. 3 3. 3 NA
Govern#,t ................ 14.7 8.8 9.4 10.1 14.0 3. I
Other services .............. 42.7 32.9 28 7 47.3 46.4 NA

Total .................... 100 0 100. 1000 100.0 I 0 . 100.0
Sector percentage of total Investment:

Aittur ......... ........ 3.8 4.6 35.3 2.6 5.5 5.9
Minin ...................... 0 .7 1.3 1.5 7.5 .9
Manufacturng ................. 19.7 27.8 25.2 23.8 16.6 26.8
Utilities...................... 5.2 3.9 5.0 8.6 9.5 3.9
General serva................ 70.3 63.0 63.2 63.5 61.0 62.5

Dwellings ................ 19.9 26.3 22.2 15.1 21. 19Government ................ 20.4 12.8 9.9 1. 1,,'4.9
Other services .............. 30.0 23.9 31.1 32.5 21.6 97

Total ............... .... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 100.0 100,0
PARTITION B

Sector ratios: Investment percentages
divided by output percentages:

Ariculture ............ ... 1.3 .8 1.7 1.0 1.4 .8Mnln ...................... .6 .9 .6 1.1 2.2 1.0
Manufaturin .................. .7 .6 .5 .7 .6 .6
Utilities ..................... 2.3 2.2 2.2 3.1 3.9 2.0
General services ................ 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.1 1.0 1.3

Dwellins .................. 3.7 5.8 5.8 6.6 6.5 NA
Government ................ 1.9 1.5 1.1 1.6 1.3 8.0
Other serves. .............. .7 .7 1. •7 .5 NA

Source: OECO. "National Accounts of OECO Countries," 1960-71.
i Output averages of Japan are for 1969-70.
1 Investment averages of Germany are for 196748.
1 Investment In owner-occupied dwelligs. For Canada. France, and the United Kingdom the figure Is from residential

Investment, which differs slightly from the former category.

TABLE 4.-FEDERAL BUDGETS. CHANGES IN THE UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS BY FISCAL YEARS, 1961-76

IDollars In billions

Federal Dollar Percentage Surpu or
Fiscal yea over preceding year outlays Intease Increase dehcl

1961 ........................................... $97.8 $5.6 6.1 -3.4
1962 .............................................. 106.8 9.0 9.2 -7.11963 .............................................. Ill.$ 4.5 4.2 -4.81964 .............................................. 1186 7.3 6.1 -5.91965 ....................................... 14..... .,L4 -.2 .......... -1.6196 ............................................. 134.7 16.3 1. -3.8
1967 ....................................... 158.3 23.6 17.5 - .719 ............................................. 178.8 20.5 13.0 -2.2969 ............................................. 14.5 5.7 3.2 +3.21970 .............................................. 1966 32.1 6.6 -2.81973 ............................................ 211.4 14.8 7.51t-
1972......................................... 231.9 20.5 9.7 221973 ........................................ 246.5 14.6 6.3 -14.3264.. 28.4 21.9 8.8
1975 Ostrnate I."... ....... .............. 313.4 45.0 16.8 -. S
1975 astlmate) U..................................... 324.2 55.8 20.8 -42.2

SLast official budget estimates published Feb. 3, 1975.
' May estimate of OMB as to expected fiscal year 1975 outlay 1nd most rcent, May, Department of Tresury fiscal

year IMS receipts.
Source: Econock Report of the President. February 197k table 4,P. 324. far eeers 1961 thteoh 1074.
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Corporate income and pmot ...........
Hnous-old income and poM ...........cosumbmk to=s 2 ...................
Socia s couibtin ............
Oth-- tax es...............

$30,234
98,176
52.698
60.216
50.301

10.4 1,47
33.6 3218.1! 112,13
20.7 134,802
17.2 23.916

5.8 11,655
10.1 70,295
34.8 73,425
41.9 88,430
7.4 17,655

4.5 1,558
26.9 6.455
2.1 5,k340
33 zm
6.7 3,6

7.8 3,010
33.2 10,221
26.6 8,660
14.1 2,463
18.3 5,710

10.2 2,9"7
33.9 3,802
28 7 3,2
8. 2 3,174

19.0 2,612

Toal ........................ 291,695 10. 0 322, 096 100.0 261,460 100.0 3,0O79 i00e 30,134 100.0 15.854

Compaim excluing social security
distrntions:

Coxora Some -- pro-t.............
Househld Ingcome and pIoMI ...... ......
Consup. taxesto .Other taxes ............................

13.1........
42.4 ............
22.8 ............
21.7 ............

10.0
17.3
59.9
12.8

.8
40.6
42.410.2

3).D

31.0
21.4

............
11.1 ............
37.0 ............
31.3 ............
20.6 ............

Total .......................... 231,409 1 100.0 187, 294 100.0 173, 030 100.0 17.251 100.0 27,671 100.0 12,680 100.0

llaed COW pm
De . ams levie on trancow in oods and service on the bIis of such ntin* ha-

atestics as valm. weh strength, . he sowce document prods f er o con-
crinin tax cateory deeios.

SOurce: Reveue sbisft of OEM member cur*s M6-71. OECO.

TABLE .- COPARtSON OF GENERAL TAX REVENUE SOURCES 1971

Cnda
France Geramy United Kindom

Unie States Value im
value Val (Canaa

Value Percent of (fracs Pren d (DM Pecn d (pmnds erc of dollr Perce of Val (yen PercM of
Tax evmm by type (Millio=s) told million) tO miOns) tON mOS) " Oom) to millions)

18.
,24.0
20-,7
20.0
16.5

100.0

23.5
30.0
25.9
206

I

................................................

.o......... ..

............ II
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TABLE 6.-COMPARATIVE COST RECOVERY ALLOWANCES FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

recovery
period Ist taxable lit 3 taxable Ist 7 taxable

Country 0(yeas) year years years

Canada.... .............................. 2 50.0 100.0 100.0
France. .................................. 8 31.3 90.3 $100.0

isi &37t 63.) 88.I- Japan ............................. ... $130 1,0.0 84.0
, United Kingdom ................................. I 1 100.0 100.0
Western Germany ................................... 69 1,7 49.6 688.8
United States:

With Investment credit bet without ADR (accaler-
ted depreciation range) ....................... 13 1"21.7 47.9 80.1

Without eitherlinvstmentcreditor ADR............ 13 7.7 33.9 66.1
With both investment credit and ADR .............. " 104 o 2& 654.7 88.5

'Beginning May 1972 nachlory and equipment ecquired For manufactiug or processing of goods In Canada could be
written off ovr 2 years percent per yer).

20pret de ll baa n methodm led by factor f 2to gveelect tomultpleshft operations.
'Met chanoed to stragh line In 4th taxableyear. Straight line rate applied to original cost In such year.
6 Modified double defining bance method; IS. percent per Japanese ov8rnment rate table multiplied by a factor of

1.28 to give effect to multipe sit operations.
A Includes special lit year altmnce 0 25 percent; allowance reduces recoverable bos cost In 2d end succeeding

taxable yeas.
' The average cost rcovery perod for machie and euipmet n Western Germany iS StlO0 yo to which additional

allowances ab permitted for multiple shift opratom: 25 permt 1 aowance for Z.shift operations and 50 percent 01
allowance for shift operations. Allowances may be further Icreased whee plt Is located In certain aas such as
Berlin areas bordering on Iron curtain countries, and undeveoed areas.

Coal recovery allowances based on en avrale cost recovery period 0 9 years. The double declining balance method is
used. A 2 percent additional allowance for 2-shit operation Is taken Into account beginning with the 5th year when the
method Is changed to straight line. The coorporate depreciation rate thus computed Is lightly over the maximum 20
percent rate permitted on a dec~lin belane method to reflect that:

(A) Th straight ins method produces more depredat than does the double declining balance mthod for cer-
tin ihort-lived assets: and

(5) Items of machinery and eqvTp.nent costing under U.S. $200 can be expensed-
No other Incentives have bien taken into account
I Full year allowance In Ist taxable year for assets acquired In l1t half o such ye; half year allowance for assetsmiulrod In 2d half'.

MsO.chang~ed to straight tine In 5th taxable year.
'DGouble dacinn balance method.
'sIncldeds 14 percent allowance equivalent to 7 percent investment credit at elfectve 50 percent Income tax rate. Credit

does not reduo recoverable base cost
"IS-year recovery period reduced by 20 premt and rounded to nearest ,4 year.
Source: $1ml o Arthur Anderson & Co. before the Committee on Ways and Means, U.A House 01 Representatives,Apr. 1IS 197L.
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TABLE 7.--OOUTIC PROFITS OF NONFINANCIAL CORPORTIMONS, REPORTED AND ADJUSTED, 195W-73
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TABLE 8.-CAPACITY UTILIZATION: MARCH 3175

Is thIs level of operation hiher lower or about
the same is In 1874? (percent distribution)Utilization

Industry rite Higher Lower Same

AI industries I ...................................... 84.5 13.2 45. 0 41.7Manufacturing ..................................... 86.6 14.2 51.3 34.4
NonmanufactdrlnI ................................ 78. 6 10.5 28. 1 61.4Durable pgods................................. 86.6 12.8 50.0 37.2

Primary metuls........................... 89.7 8.7 39.1 52.2Iron and steel .......................... 90.5 11.8 23.5 64.7Nonferrous metals .................... 88. 0 0 83.3 16.7
Electrical machinery ....................... 87.2 .0 0 50.0
Nondectrical machiny .................... 94.5 15.0 40.0 45.0Transportation equipment .................... 75.3 23.5 58. 8 17.6

Motor vehicles and parts ................. 79.2 11.1 77.8 11.1Aerospace ....................... 67.2 42.9 42.9 14.3Stdeclay and lm ........................ 77.7 0 72.7 27.3
Other durable goods ......................... 85.7 0 72. 7 27.3

Nondurable ods ......................... 86. 7 16.2 52.9 30.9Food bevera.... .................. 89.2 23.5 17.6 S8,8
Textiles .................................... 72.5 0 100.0 0
Pw ..................................... 87.9 0 80.0 20.0Chemicals ...................... ... 82.3 33.3 50.0 16.7Petroleum ................................. 89.7 22.2 22.2 55.6Rubber .................................... 80.4 0 100.0 0Other nondurableeoods ..................... 82.1 14.3 57.1 28. 6Nonmanefacturing I ................................. 786 10.5 28.1 61.4

Minig ......................................... 94.8 0 0 100.0
RaiW.o ......... ...................... 87.1 0 75.0 25.0Air transportation ............................... 81.0 0 66.7 33.3
Othw transpotatm ............................ 89. 4 0 50.0 50.0Pubic utilities .................................. 76.6- 12.5 22.5 65.0

Electric .................................... 74.3 12.5 18.8 68.8
Gas id other .............................. 86.0 12.5 37.5 50.0

Commercial od other ........................... 78.0 16.7 16.7 66.7

1 Excludes commn1iatlon.
Source: 175 Capital Iaestment Surveys; Rinfret Boston Associates. Inc. March 1975. Perspective-S.

Senator BENTSEN. I want to say to the Assistant Secretary of State,
Secretary Enders, we are very appreciative of your patience and we
are appreciative of your attendance this morning. And rather than
any further delays to your testimony, if you would, present it now.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS 0. ENDERS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS

Mr. ENDERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have a pre.
pared statement. Perhaps I could submit it to you, sir, for the record,
and perhaps you Woultd let me summarize it for you and give some
of the reasoning behind it.

Senator BynTss . I think that would be better. Without objection,
it will be done that way.

Mr. ENDERS. Mr. Chairman, when those of us that worked on the
President's energy proposals sat down to define the level of vulner-
ability that we tIiought was acceptable for this country in the future
in oder to make a recommendation to the President, we decided that
that vulnerability could be defined as a level of imports which could
be covered (1) Gy quick acting conservation measures, and (2) by
drawings from storage.

Now after some analysis we came to the conclusion that quick act-
ing conservation measures in this country might diminish our demand
for imports by 1 or 2 million barrels a day and that we could store
perhaps ecnomically 1.4 billion barrels of oil, enough to, let ,us say,
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have 8 million barrels a day of drawings for a period of a year with
some left over for the military. That led to the conclusion that an
acceptable level of vulnerability was on the order of 4 or 5 million
barrels a day imports in 1985.

Now in examining the conditions under which such a level could
be achieved, a number of proposals for conservation were laid out, a
number of proposals for accelerating the development of the Outer

'~ Continental Shelf and Alaskan oil. It soon became apparent, how-
ever, Mr. Chairman, that no. credible program resulting in a level
of vulnerability, a level of imports of 4 or 5 million barrels a day,
could be put together which did not also allow for some measure of
protection of American energy industry; some measure of border
protection against the eventuality that you mentioned just a moment
ago of predatory pricing fluctuations by the cartel or against theeventuality that the long-term price for oil traded in international
markets would fall again to reasonably low levels, thereby calling into
question the energy development in the United States.

The measures put together in the President's program could reach a
level of 4 to 5 million barrels a day of imports by 1985, provided thab

prices stayed roughly in the range of $7 to $11, the range that had
beeused for analysis i the Project Independence blueprint. How-
ever, should prices fall radically below that, there, would be an in-
crease in consumption and a strong decrease in production by'American
energy producers that would result in very substantially higher levels
of import and therefore, very substantially higher levels of vulner-
ability. ,

So 'I think the first concept that underlay these proposals put for-
ward by the President was that if- in fact we are to reach an acceptable
level of vulnerability, we must be prepared at some time and in some
way to provide a measure of protection to our domestic energy
in(lustry.

Now with this in mind, the President proposed title IX of the
Energy Independence Act of 1975 to authorize and require tariffs,
import quotas, or price floors to protect our domestic energy prices at
levels which would achieve energy independence.

Now the exact manner, the level, the way in which that protection
will eventually be provided are questions which have not been decided
within the administration, and of course have not been submitted to
the Congress.

Senator Bzwrsns. Are you saying that the question of a price floor,
as Secretary Kissinger discussed before the National Press Club, is not
an administration position, and has not been decided on as a policy?

You stated some alternatives and then you said, as I understood it,
you said the decision had not been made.

Mr. ENDERS. Mr. Chairman, let me distinguish two things which
perhaps from your earlier remarks to Secretary Simon could be con.
founded in this discussion.

One is the border protection, whether by tariffs, variable levies or
quotas which the United States and then other industrial countries
will give to their domestic energy industries. And the other would be
a question of an eventual negotiation with OPEC of a commodity
agreement as implied by the passage that you cited in Secretary Kis-
singer's speech.
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I would like first to address the former because it-is the mdst impor.
tant, the most significant, and the most active, The latter is not, in fact,
the essence of the approach that is now being pursued.

Senator BENTnm'N. I am not sure I followed all of that, Mr. Secrbtaiy.
-Mr. ENiDERs. There 're two problems, Mr. Chairman. The first prob-

loin is how to protect energy industries in the United States and in
the other industrialized countries.

Senator BENTS N. All right. -

Mr. ENDERS. And that is the principal problem that Secretary Kis-
singer addressed in the passages before the one that you read to us at
tha start of these hearings.

Senator BENTSEN. Do I understand then from what you are saying
that in his February statement before the Nationul Press Club he was
not dealing with the question of protecting the development of al-
ternative energy sources here I

Mr. ENDERS. On the contrary, sir; Most of the speech-
Senator BENT 5 s. So that waste purpose. . .
Mr. ENDERS. Most of the speech was dealing with the development

of alternative sources in the United States and in other industrialized
countries.

Senator BENTSEN. That was the purpose.,
Mr. END sR That was the purpose of the speech.
Senator BEwsN. All right.
Mr. END Rs. Perhaps this will be a bit clearer when I have gone on

just a moment.
Senator BENTsEN. All right.
Mr. ENDERS. So the first point I would like to make, Mr. Chairman,

is that it was the judgment of the administration that over time no
program for reaching an acceptable level of vulnerability to oil inter'
ruptions would be credible without providing for a measure of pro-
tection for domestic oil and other energy industries.,

Now the second point is -what are the international implications, of
this? What are the implications vis-a-vis other industrialized cn.m-
tries ? And there are three.

The first is, Mr. Chairman, that because energy developments are
so enormously expensive, Secretary Simon spoke of a trillion dollar
investment requirement over a 10-year period. Some other estimates
are somewhat lower but they are all enormous and they all represeit-
resources which are taken away from other uses in order to achieve
energy production. We do not want to be the country that makes the
largest effort to replace energy imported from overseas in this country
where other countries make a lesser effort, thereby creating a situation
inwhich the United States alone among industrialized countries tendsto lock itself onto an inevitably higher cost energy track while other
countries, perhaps be6iefiting from the effect on prices that our energy
developments have here, could ultimately get a free r*de in lower en-
ergy costs when finally the price breaks. There must be burden sharing.
We can benefit by the Project Independence efforts of other countries,
just as they can benefit by ours. And we want to make sure that just as
we undertake this effort, they do also.

Now the second thing, quite clearly, I think perhaps I can dramatize
by referring to our experience in the 1960's, Mr. Chairman. At that
tien we had a measure of protection in this comtry in the form of
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quotas that resulted in higher, energy costs within th country.. It
resulted in some stimulus to our domestic energy industry. It also
resulted in a substantial disadvantage to American industry that ox-
p orted overseas; notably, the petrochemical. industry, that have, in
fact., access to higher cost feedstocks than its competitors overseas.
But this was an element that worked throughout our industrial coni-
petitiveness. I

So our position then vis-a-vis foreign countries, other industrialized
Countries, suggests that we have an interest, that they take the same

measure of protection of energy resources that we take, and that they
do so for the three reasons. It assures that they will also undertake
Project Independence-like energy efforts which will help bring down
the price of oil, ultimately..It Olso means that there will be a greater
equality of industrial costs and no competitive disadvantage when
prices "Ultimately do come down. And it assures that there will be
no free ride either.

So, Mr. Chairman, vis-a-vis the industrial countries--not the pro-
ducing countries, the industrial countrie.--we have at interest in
adopting a conunon approach to the protection of domestic energy .
industry.

Now we have been negotiating for a number of months in an effort
to lay the basis for such a common approach. And here is where the
concept of a minimum import price or a floor price enters the discus-
sion. . . . . I

In order to make comparable the measures of protection taken by
foreign industrial countries and the United States we need a common
measure, and -the common measure that has emerged in these dis-
cussions is the notion of a price below which imported energy, par-
ticularly oil, would not be sold in our economy. %Ve have reached a
tentative agreement on this concept. Each country under this concept
would be free to determine by 'its own national means, whether it
were tariffs, quotas, or variable levies, or some other device, including
the use of a Federal monopoly on imported oil, the way in which
this commitment would be executed. But the basic concept'is that each
country would insure that imported oil was not sold in its own domes-
tic economy-below that agrees level, the same level for all industrial-
ized countries. I -

Now, as I say, this is a preliminary agreement on an economic con-
cept. It is not an. agreement on a price. It is an agreement on a process
to elaborate the concept and ultimately to come to an agreement on
the level of protection that would be provided. That is to say, the
price level at which this protection would be granted.

Now, Mr. Chairman, a number of other approaches have been sug-
gested for the United States and for other industrialized countries; in
particular, an approach that has been suggested is deficiency payments.
People say, "Why do you not allow for the possibility that when prices
break, if they do break below the level at which, say, Alaskan oil can
be produced in an economic manner, consumers get the benefit of the
lower prices and the Federal Government, will.step in and provide a
subsidy that makes up the difference between the market price and the
level at which, say, that Alaskan oil becomes economic to produce?"

Now this approach has attractions. It very well may he the approach
that should be adopted for a few high cost energy sources like shale



oil, like synthetic fuels in general, which are relatively discrete, new,
developing industries and come in at very high prices like $15 a barrel.

On the other hand, if you try to use it for your basic energy develop-
ments, you run into three problems The first problem is that it is im-
possible on this basis to achieve your self-sufficiency goals because if
the price dropped down to very low levels, we would restimulate'con-
sumption and even though you were maintaining these subsidies for
your domestic energy industry, you could not meet the kind of-invul-
nerability goals that the President has been talking about and which
are largely accepted, I think, in the Congress and in the public.

Second, Mr. Chairman, 0u would run into a finaticing problem
in the Federal Government of enormous magnitudeN You- would need
many billions of dollars to provide these subsidies and the process of
appropriation and the process of supervision of these subsidies would
present an enormous burden on the administration and on the Con-
gress.Finally, I think:it is fair'to sax' that thiswould represeim an unprec-
edented, massive intervention into the private enterprise system; You
would not be subsidizing only a few firms; you would be subsidizing
several thousands of enterprises on a large scale.

I have been talking about protection of energy deVeloprfentf in this
country and in other industrialized countries. You asked, Senator,
about the question of a commodity agreement. approach to oil. This
was a subsidiary idea that was thrown out in Secretary Kissinger's.
speech. It was put there because we did not wish to give the iinpres-
sion that the United States was not prepared ultimately at some level
and in some way to negotiate with the producers. It was a very care-
fully hedged statement.

I thinltit is fair to say that the producers have shown no interest
in a negotiation on prices and stability of supply. And this proposal ist
not at this stage an active one.

Mr. Chairman, these concepts are expressed somewhat more fully in
the statement that I have submitted to you. Perhaps I should leave it
there and perhaps now it would be useful to go to questions.
. Senator BENTSEhN. Again, I am not sure I followed.you on your last
point. Did I understand you to say that the floor price is now not an
active proposal?

Mr. ENDERS. We get into a confusion of terminology here. In an
earlier part of the speech, Dr. Kissinger referred to a common tariff to
be imposed by all industrialized countries around their energy market
or a common floor price for imported oil below which oil would not be
sold in their economies.

Senator BENTFN. I understand that but I am having trouble relat-
ing your lost comment.

Mr. ENmDtE. Now that concept of common protection possibly by
a common minimum protected price for imported oil for the consum-
ing countries is still very actively under consideration and
development.

What is not under consideration and development because it has
received no response is the concept of a commodity agreement with the
producers. I am distinguishing two things, what the industrialized
countries do to protect their own industry and any negotiations they
have with the producing countries.
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Senator BENTSEN. I see.
Now let me ask you this because this has a very material effect,

obviously, on the economy of this country if something like this were
carried out. And you were talking about some tentative agreements
at this point.

Before this proposal was made or submitted to the International
Energy Agency in February, did the administration discuss this with

-. the Congress and with the appropriate committees, and if so, which
Sones

Mr. ENDERS. Before the proposal was submitted for tentative agree-
ment to the International Energy Agency-tentative agreement was
reached on March 20 of this year-theire were very broad consultations
with Members of Congress.

Senator BENTSE.. Were those consultations made when you got
into the question of tariffs--were those consultations made with thiseommitteeI

Ir. ENDERS. That is correct, Senator.
senator BEN.rSEn.. They were?
fr. ENDERS. Not as a committee, but with the chairman of this

committee, and with the staff of this committee. I think altogether,
perhaps 40 or 50 Senators and Representatives were contacted for
their reaction.

Senator BENTS.x. That is very interesting. Senator Dole?
Senator DoLTE. Mr. Chairman, I do not. have any questions.
Senator BETs.N'. Thank you very much. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Secretary, are you really assuring that

if we enter iito these agreements with all of these countries, we have
no better record of energy conservation than we had in the past, while
most of the European countries have a substantially better one, and
that. they will all stick with this agreement, even subject to tremendous
internal political pressures to break out, and try to import the oil
at a lower price?

Mr. EN,.RS. Senator, the agreement I am talking about would
not prevent any country, including the United States, from buying
imported oil at a lower price. What it would involve is measures by
tariffs, by quotas, by departments and agencies-

Senator PA CKwooD. I understand that.
Mr. ENDYRs [continuing]. To step up the price.
Senator PACKWOOD. And I will add one thing further; and pass

on the price to the consumer without any additional-
Senator BmiTspN. Excuse me, Senator Packwood. I have to leave.

I would like you to chair the meeting.
Senator PACKWOOD. I would be pleased to.
Senator BENTSEN. I would just like a parting comment. I do not

know who are those members of the committee, other than possibly
the chairman, that you consulted with. I just. talked to members of
the staff. And they said they certainly were not consulted. I would
be interested in seeing those names.

Mr. ENDmS. I would be glad to submit the names.
Senator BE.NmN. Thank you.
[The following was subsequently submitted for the record:]
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Hon. LLOYD B.-., TE.-,
U'.S. , cnate.

DAR. SENATOR BE'.STF.N-: During the hearing before the Senate Finance
Sutonnittee on EAnergy and Finhncial Markets on May 7 you Inquired about
consultations by officers of the Department of State with Congress on the con-
cept of a minilmum safeguard price for imported petroleum.

Over the past year we have consulted with a great many Senators and
Representatives on a wide variety of energy related Issues. The discussions
devoted specifically to the concept of a minimum safeguard or "floor" price
took place in March, Just prior to the International Energy Agency mettim:
that month.

At that the Deputy Assistant Secretary Jullius Katz and I discussed the
isue informally with a number of Senators, including the Chairman and
ranking minority member of the Finace Committee and the Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee. Mr. MacKenzie of the Department's Bureau of Congressional
Itelationis spoke with Mr. Bushell of your staff and conveyed our interest in
consulting with you and that Informal group of first term Senators, which
we underxtaid meets wilth you from time to time. Mr. flushell advised that
this group was primarily Interested in internal Senate matters, explaining that
we would probably have an opportunity to discuss energy matters at hearings
held by your subcommittee in the near future.

We shall continue to make every effort to consult as broadly as possible
initiatives in the International energy sphere. Of course, I shall be pleased--
to discuss these or other matters with you, whenever you wish.

Sincerely,
TIoMAB 0. H.NDERs,
Assistant Sccreldry for

1 Economic and Business Affairs.
Senator PACKWOOD [presiding]. Do you have any faith in the coun-

tries to stick with it? If one of them would tumble, and pass along tile
price break to the consumer without any equivalent of government
subsidy, and as soon as one broke the rest of them would.

AMr. 1.NDF.RS. I would like to say two things about that, Senator. One
is that. every country has an interest in not. going back to the situation
of the 1960's, when w e all became overly dependent on very inexpensive
imported. -oil, thereby, damaging our domestic energy industry and
creating a situation that the cartel exploited in the great explosion of
1973. And that, intere-st is not only an interest of the United States,
it is an interest, which all other industrial countries have. That does
not mean that, inevitably and under all circumstances, they can hold
that policy. But that is their interest, and .that is the way they see it,
and Ithink they will make an effort to hold that policy.

Senator PACKWOOD. I think it would come down just the other way
around. especially in a parliamentary country. You would have an
opposition demanding for an end to the price stabilization, and they
would be overthrown, and a government voted in that would absolutely
scrap the agreement.

Mr. ENDERS. The second thing-I will come back to that, but I would
like to make a second comment on that.; is that you are no worse off if,
in the end, some countries do break it, and you do not succeed, than
you would be if, in fact. you take on the whole burden here. with the
United States locking itself into a high energy course, and with no
agreement on how the other countries are going to behave, and protect
their own energy industry. In that case, then, you have got right
from the start the situation that you predict.
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Senator PACKwooD. Do I presume in this plan that the assumption
is that oil, especially imported oil, will always and forever be the
cheapest form of energy, and that the supply is endless ?
tMr. E.NDEs. No, sir. Are you talking about oil within the United
States?

Senator PACKWOOD. No, not oil within the United States. But this
whole plan is premised on the assumption that any kind of energy we
might develop here can be undercut by cheaper ini)ortefl oil. that we
would never develop anything cheaper. And that is the thing we must
ever be protected against.

Mr. EXDERS. Well, the notion here is that, since oil costs about 25
cents a barrel to produce in the Persian Gulf, that, that oil is inevi-
tably and always going to be cheaper in production costs than any-
t hing we could ever produce.

Senator PACKwoo. Than anything we could ever produce?
Mr. Exnas. I do not think we willever get 25 cents a barrel on any-

thing. Do you, Senator?
Senator PACKWOOD. I am not sure. But. I would never say never.
Mr. ENDERS. Well, certainly not in the next 10 years.
Senator PACKWOOD. And you presume that the oil is never going to

run out; that inevitably, it will not go higher because of simply a re-
duced supply.

Mr. ENFDr.s. Well, I think that possibly in the very long term, it
will. But. when it comes to the planning horizon we are dealing with
here, maybe in 10 yea s it would not.

Senator P,%wKWOOD. All this country really needs is an energy sur-
plus, not an oil surplus. The energy is reasonably transferable.

i'. EX'DIWRS. It needs an energy surplus.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions. Thank you, Mr. Sec-

retary.
Mr. Ezn~ys. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator PACKWOOD. 'We are recessed until W0 o'clock in the morning.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Enders follows:]

STATEMENT BY TnomAs 0. ENDERS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC
AND Bs1,Evvm AFFAIR

Mr. Chafrman, I am pleased to be with you today to discuss our energy policy
and particularly factors associated with the necessary Investment in the energy
sector.

We start from the premise that the present level of American dependence on
Imported oil is excessive and that without substantial efforts In the U.8. and
other major consuming countries, the future vulnerability of the U.S. will be
unacceptably high. It is more than eighteen months since the October embargo
demonstrated our vulnerability to the manipulation of our oil supply and oil prices.
The situation remains grave, and the work needed to correct It Is enormous.

THE NEED FOR CAPITAL

The Project Independence Report estimated that more than 450 billion 19-3
dollars would be required between 1975 and 1985 to meet the needs of our energy
sector (under an accelerated supply scenario).

Although energy investments will be massive during this period, the' total
capital pool expected to be available for energy)ip also substantial. According to
the Project Independence Report, projected investment In coal, oil, gas and utili-
ties would constitute less than 23 percent of business fixed investment during the
peril 1975 to 1985, an amount consistent with the energy sector's historic share.

While there may be enough Investment resources to support the projected en-
ergy investment in the aggregate, this committee Is well aware, though, that any
project or sector must compete in the market place with other projects and sectors
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of the energy Industry may not be able to maintain their traditional share of in-
vestment because of constraints on equity financing, long-term debt and short-
run liabilities. In addition, the peculiar nature of the International energy market,
In which a small group of oil producing countries have concerted to establish and
maintain a severely inflated price, may Itself serve as a disincentive to invest-
ment in domestic energy sources.

THE PROBLEM Or DOWNWARD PRICE. RISK

Oil is traded Internationally at the price dictated by a handful of producing gov-
ernments which have agreed together to reap $10.12 for each barrel of oil they sell.
This figure compares with production costs in the range of $.10 to $.25 a barrel
in the most productive oil exporting countries.

The great spread between production costs and the cartel price illustrates the
potential for declines In the world price, either motivated by the predatory ob-
jective of eliminating energy investment in the consuming countries-where costs
are substantially higher--or resulting from the collapse of the cartel.

This threat is a deterrent to investors in alternative energy sources that in-
volve costs well below the current International price of oil but far higher than
production costs for oil in the OPEC countries. Without some assurance that
cheap imported oil will not be sold domestically below a certain safeguard level,
investors and financiers are frequently reluctant to undertake the larger, cant-
tal intensive investments needed to reduce our dependence on imported oil In the
future.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM

President Ford took account of the need "to provide the critical stability for
our domestic energy production Inthe face of world price uncertainty" In his
State of the Union message In January. At that time, the President announced
his intention to seek legislation, now proposed in Title IX of the "Energy Inde-
pendence Act of 1975," to "authorize and require tariffs, Import quotas or price
floors to protect our energy prices at levels which will achieve energy
independencee"

Such an approach will remove an element of uncertainty for Investors In do-
mestic energy .ourcea and also serve to retain consumption whep world oil
prices fall. Both these effects will contribute substantially to our objectives of
greater energy Independence. According to data projected for the Project Inde-
pendence Blueprint, a drop In the price of oil in 195 from $7.50 to $4.50 a barrel
(in constant 1974 dollars), in the absence of a safeguard, or floor, price, would
increase oil consumption by aliout 5 -MMBD while it would reduce domestic
production by some 11 MMBD. As a-result, imports would Increase from less
than 6 MMIBD to more than 21 MMBD, i.e. from about one-fourth of our needs
to about three-fourths of our total oil consumption.

The "Energy Development Security Act" (Title IX) would authorize and
direct the President to adopt appropriate measures to prevent the domestic prices
of imported petroleum from falling to levels that would substantially deter tile
development and exploitation of petroleum resources or would threaten to cause
a substantial increase in petroleum consumption. This authority Is an essential
element of any comprehensive program to deal credibly with our energy problem.

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS OF A SOLUTION

The market for energy is a world market. Consequently, we have a major In-
terest In the ways other major consuming countries approach their energy prob-
lems and they have a stake In our energy programs, for several reasons.

First, we do not want to be the only country makinc the tough decisions and
committing scarce resources to programs.to encourage more energy production
In our own territory. If all major consumers do what they can to exploit their
domestic energy resources, we will hasten improvements In the supply/demand
balance in world energy markets.

Second, having committed ourselves to do what-is required to achieve greater
self-sufficiency In energy, we do not want to find ourselves alone someday on a
high-cost energy track while industry in other countries again has access to low-
cost Imported oil. This situation could place our industry at a competitive dis-
advantage In world markets, partly as the paradoxical result of the success of
our own programs to reduce dependence on Imported oil.
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Finally, In the absence of a common approach toachieve a price at which Im-
ported oil will be sold In the domestic markets of the industrialized countries, a
break In the world price could kick off a sharp resurgence in the world demand
for oil. This result, made possible in large part by American efforts, could undQ
the very success of our efforts..The cycle would begin again of growing reliance
on cheap oil from unreliable sources, and we would have the conditions for a
return to high world prices.

INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO ACCELERATE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

'-., For these reasons, we have been negotiating with other members of the Inter-
national Energy Agency to develop a coordinated system of cooperation in the
accelerated development of new energy. A, preliminary agreement in the IEA
recognizes the need for governmental action in providing three interrelatedpolicies:*) A framework of cooperation-to provide specific incentives to investment

on a project-by-project basis In energy production, especially synthetics and-
other high cost fuels.

A comprehensive energy research and development program under which
parties in two or more IEA countries would cooperate on a project-by-project
basis.

An agreement to encourage and safeguard Investment in the bulk of con-
ventional energy sources through the establishment of a common minimum
price below which we would not allow imported oil to be sold within our
economies.

Each IEA country will be free to implement its commitment to the common
minimum safeguard price by a measure of Its own choosing-a tariff, a quota,
or a variable levy. These measures would not have-to be applied until the world
price of petroleum fell below an agreed level, which remains to be established
on the basis of technical analysis.

Obviously, given our Interest in a common approach among industrialized
countries, we cannot defer negotiations to establish such an approach until prices
soften greatly or actually break. To achieve the desired results, this commitment
must be in place before the price falls so that investors can make the critical
Investment decisions now and so that we are not forced to build a dike in the
midst of- flood.

One should be clear in discussing the safeguard price that it will not prevent
our economies from enjoying the benefits of the lower international price for oil
if and when it falls below the minimum safeguard price. Importing countries
would pay the exporting countries no more than the world price, however low it
might fall, capturing the balance of payments and Income gains of the lower
price while maintaining the minimum price internally to protect domestic invest-
ment. Users of oil in importing countries would receive the benefit of any drop in
world prices down to the level of the minimum safeguard price. The government
would get the benefit of any drop below the safeguard minimum through, for
example, tariff revenues. These funds would be available for public purposes.

OTHER APPROACHES

Obviously, a minimum safeguard price is not the only means available to pro.
tect our domestic energy investments. Other policies have been suggested and the
Administration has examined other approaches. I would like to comment on two
other policies which have been proposed for dealing with the phenomenon of
41wnward price risk.

A deficiency payments scheme has been suggested by some as their preferred
approach. If this policy were adopted and the world price of oil fell below a
specified level, the government would compensate domestic producers. Such com-
pensation could be based on the difference between a reference price and the
prevailing market price, or it could be based on the difference between a firm's
production costs and the market price.

The first system is far simpler to administer because it would not entail the
enormous cost-accounting task Inherent in operating a scheme based on actual
production costs, and it would retain an incentive for any firm to operate effi-
ciently. It is, however, apt to be far more expensive than the latter system, in
which some firms would receive only a portion of the difference between the
reference price and the market price, because their costs could be assumed to be
well below the reference price.
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We hiu% calculated some estimates of the cost of operating a deficiency pay-
ments scheme. Our figures are calculated for payments based on,production costs.
Such deficiency- payments would be lower than those associated with the full
spread between a reference price and the market price.

If we assume that In 1985 the world price of oil drops from $7.50 to $4.50
a barrel, in constant 1974 dollars, the Treasury would have to expend an esti-
mated $&.7 billion a year to meet Its commitments tinder thiskind of deficiepcy
payments scheme. Conversely, under the minimum safeguard price, the Treasury
could collect some $&1 billion In revenues from the tariff, variable levy or other
device employed to implement our commitment to a safeguard price.

There are other differences in the approaches. Under a common minimum safe-
guard price, the U.S. balance 6f trade would efiloy a $6.1 billion annual Improve-
ment. The full benefit of the price drop would be felt in the trade balance, because
the volume of imports would not change. Under a deficiency payments scheme,
however, consumer prices for energy would fall, demand for energy in general
and oil in particular would be stimulated and oil Imports would nearly double ill
volume. As a result, the payments gain associated with the fall In the world price
would be more than offset by the additional outlays for the larger volume of
imports. The result would be an annual loss in our trade balance of $2.8 billion.
The net difference in the trade results between the two options amounts, there-
fore, to $8.4 billion dollars a year.

In'short, the benefits citizens would enjoy as consumers under a deficiency
payments scheme would have to be weighed against the liabilities they would
Incur as taxpayers under that scheme as compared with a common minimum
safeguard price. More serious, in many respects, would be the reversal of progress
we expect to have achieved by 1985 in substantially 'reducing our dependence
on imported oil. This reversal would be felt in terms of both increased vulner-
ability (with the possibility of very substantial losses of GNP and employment
In case of an embargo) and a deterioration in our trade balance.

Another approach that has been proposed to protect against downward price
risk Is for the Government to conclude long term purchase contracts with dotnes-
tic investors in energy. Such contracts would give producers an option to sell
their output to the Government at a specified price. Thus firms would be assured
that they would be able to sell their production at prices no lower than the con-
tracted level but above that level if the market price were higher. The Govern-
ment would apply its energy purchases to its own needs or sell the excess, at a
loss, at the lower market price. Conceptually, this approach is only a variation
of the deficiency payments scheme, pegged to a reference price. It his all of the
same difficulties associated with deficiency payments plus the inefficiencies inher-
ent in a large governmental operation in the market.

A common minimum safeguard price will work on our problems of both supply
and demand when world oil prices fall. It Is a vital element in our program to
achieve our two essential objectives: a substantlIal decrease in the international
price of oil and substantial.U.S. self-sufficiency in energy.

[Whereupon at 12 noon, thesubeommittee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Thursday, May 8, 1975.]



CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS OF ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

WEDNESDAY AY 8, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SuicoMmITTEs o,% FIN-ANCIAL M33ARKETS AND

O. ENERGYY OFT Z CoTUEr o FINANCE,
lVashington, D.C.

The joint subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in
room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Mike Gravel,
presiding.

Present: Senitors Gravel (chairman of the Subcommittee on En-
ergy), Bentsen (chairman of the Subcommittee on Financial har-
kets), Dole, and Packwood.

Senator GRAvm The hearings will come to order.
Today is a continuation of the hearings we initiated yesterday in a,

joint'hearing between the Subcommittee on Financial Markets and
the Subcommittee on Energy with respect to the capital needs of the
energy industry in this country, an issue that is obviously very im-
poitant if our country is to develop self-sufficiency in satisfybig its
energy needs.

This morning we are privileged to have several witnesses. The first
is chairman of the board of the First National Bank of Chicago, Mr.
Gaylord Freeman.

Mr. Freeman, would you please come forward and sit at the table?
If you wish to be joined by in associate you certainly may invite him
to the table. It is our pleasure to havo you here, and please proceed
as you feel comfortable.

STATEMENT OF GAYLORD FREEMAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
FIRST CHICAGO CORP. AND THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CHI.
CAGO, ACCOMPANIED BY JOIN MOVOVICH

Mr. FREMAN. Thank you. I am pleased to be here.
I would like to correct the record, as I have to so many times, and

point out it is not the First National City Bank, but it is just "the
First National Bank."I am pleased to be here and pleased to have my associate John Movo-
rich who has done a great deal of statistical work with me, and I may
have to call on him later.

You have propounded seven separate and specific questions. I have
attempted to answer them as best I can in the 34 pages of testimony.
I am sure you do not want me to read those 34 pages, so I will cover
them as best as possible.

The first question is, "What are the capital needs of the energy
sector during the next decade?" It is our estimate they will total

(69).
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about $750 billion. This is somewhat less than the estimates that have
been made by the New York-Stock Exchange by the economists at
General Electric, and compares with, I think, tile $1 trillion that was
suggested by Secretary Simon yesterday. I will not go into the com-
ponents unless you ask for them later.

The second question is, "Whali are, the present and projected capa-
bilities of the private sector to meet these needisI" Investment funds
can come only from three sources: foreign investment, funds created
by the central bank-the Federal Reserve--and savings. We cannot
expect any inflow of foreign investment. For the last 30 years since
the end of the war, there has been a net outflow of funds every year
except 1968. Last year there was inflow from the oil producing and
ex o1ting countries, OPEC, but overall it was again a net outflow.

F or the first quarter of this year, there has been a somehow increased
inflow from the OPEC nations, but we do not expect that to continue
and indeed expect to havean out4ow of capital from the United States
to the rest of the world in each'6f the next 10 yefrs, very likely some
outflow to the OPEC countrie..because they are expending a great
deal in their own countries, and their intake is likely to decline.

Senator GRAV EL. Would it bother you if I interrupt youI
Mr. F zEMAx. No.
Senator GnAVE. I am fascinated by the statement you are making

with respect to OPEC money not coming inI in sue h quantity that
there would be a net inflow. Where would you project that. money is
going?

Mr. FREEMAN. It may be coming in in way of payment for goods.
It will not be coming in as investment money. The countries are
spending tremendous sums. Recently, Iran had to collect all of its
deposits in the United States, or almost all of them to meet their
expenses. Iran, for instance, is spending tremendous sums on military
equipment. Saudi Arabia is spending money at a very high rate in tle
development of their country. I am not being critical, but they are using
their funds, and they will have a decline in their funds in all
probability.

Senator GRAv E. Saudi Arabia also?
Mr. FIP ,A\. Yes.
Senator GRAVEL. In my mind I had broken-it down between coun-

tries who can consume at a certain level, like Iran. Kuwait, Eg'l)t.
the consumptive states, and countries who could not spend all'the
money they had and had to invest it, like the Trucial States, Saudi
Arabia and Libya.

Mr. FRErMAN. I think that is true of the Trucial States. I do not
know about Libva. I know Saudi Arabia is increasing its explendi-
tures in the development of whole new areas of the country, creating
large agricultural districts that require not only highways anid schools.
but tremendous investments in electric generatin equi pment, pump-
ing, irrigation and I do not see very much outflow of capitaI from
Saudi to the United States over the decide we are talking about.
I do not think we can count on any inflowof foreitr~i funds.

That leads to the second question, will there be investment funds
created by the Federal Reserve? This has been what we have been
doing for the last 10 years. The Congress has seen fit to spend or
appropriate considerably more than it has raised in the forin of
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revenues to the extent of $102 billion and we have not induced the
public to buy those bonds to make up the deficit, but have relied on the
Federal Reserve which has created an increase in the money supply
of $111 billion in that period, so for the past 10 years all the deficits
have been made up by increases in the money supply to the Federal
Reserve.

This has in fact created a nice boom, which we like, but it also created
inflation, which we did not like. I would be very hopeful that we
would not try to increase the money supply in order to provide the
capital funds necessary for the expansion of our energy side.

That leaves the third alternative which is savings. Savings is the
only dependable source of capital investment. Savings can be by the) Government, by individuals, and by corporations. Socialist countries
rely heavily on government savings, and we use them too. Our high-
ways, our schools, military structures, our national parks, things of
that kind are in a sense capital investments by the Federal Govern-

_ ment. The majority of our public prefers to see manufacturing and
production financed and controlled privately rather than by the
Government, so we must turn to private and corporate savings. Pri-
vate savhigs are influenced by a variety of things which in turn are
largely imipacted by the Federal Government: the level of employ-
ment, hours worked per week, wage rates, all go into the determination
of personal income, which as you know, per capita, disposable income
now is ruling for the first quarter $4,777 at an annual rate.

It is also influenced by the amount of Federal income and social
security taxes which atre deductible from the income to determine the
disposable income, and the disposable income from that is deducted
from consumer expenditures. What is left is savings, so a great many
of the Federal programs impact the development of the ultimate
personal savings. They a.re influenced in turn by the alternative rates
that they can earn i savings accounts of one kind or another, and the
investments of those savings depend on the return of the investment.

This is true with corporate savings, too. Corporate savings are
merely retained earnings. Those are influenced, of course, by govern-
mental price and tax policy.

If we continue the present practice of very large annual deficits
and the Government has to continue to borrow the tremendous sums
that it. is borrowing now, there will be not much in the way of private
capital development. In 1975 and 1976 budget years, the expenditures
will exceed anticipated revenues by about $110 billion. Secretary
Simon may have changed that figure a little bit yesterday, inceasing
it in his estimate. That is $110 billion, 60 percent of all personal sav-
ings, and if the Government which really has a prior claim on invest-
ment markets priced up 60 percent of the potential savings of rein-
vestment, that is not going to leave very much for the balance of
industry including the increase in our energy.

The consequence I think we would have to conclude on that point is
that it is probablypossible for the private sector to meet the needs for
the development of conventional domestic sources of energy if, but only
if, the Congress "(1) moderates its legislative discouragement of sav-
ings and investment; (2) holds down expenditures so as to move closer
to a balanced budget; and (8) remove price controls on energy supplies.
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The third question is, "Is there a need for Government loan guarai-
tees or special tax incentives ?"

Senator GRA VEL. Excuse me, Mr. Freeman. How would the Govern-
ient grab the $160 billion of private savings in. its activity? How

would it get hold of it ?Mr. FREEMAN. The Government gets hold of it by selling the Gov-

ernment bonds. This morning with that 8 percent rate, that will take
savings out of savings account, out of all other alternative forms of
investment. I am not objecting to that. It is quite appropriate, but if
a government with a deficit has to finance--

Senator G.vWEL. I appreciate that. but when it does that, it goes into
the marketplace. In order to make itself competitive, it then 'offers a
higher interest rate to attract the money, and that bids up the interest
rate for other activities in society, doesn't it?

Mr. FREEMAN . Yes.
- Senator GPt\VEL The way we in Government get our hands on that

money through financing is by bidding up the interest rate?
Mr. FREEMAX. Yes, that is true, and it has a very material effect, sir.

If it were not for the Government deficit financing to(lay, our level of
long-term interest rates would be. much lower than it is now, and the
level of short-term rates would be somewhat lower too because the
increase in the long-term rate has a tendency to drag up the short-term
rates as well.

Our third question was, "Is there a need for Government loan guar-
antees or special tax incentives?" And I believe the answer to that is
"No." I think that we can develop enough energy from what we might
describe as conventional sources. If the (Jovernment concluded that we
could not, if it felt that it had to fall into producing petroleum from
oil shale and tar sands, two sources the cost of which are far front
known today, then I think there would have to be some Government
financing or aid, but in the absence of that requirement I believe that
there is no additional loan guarantee or tax incentive necessary to pro-
duce the oil, coal, the gas, the electric energy that we need.

I would strongly urge--that is the next question really: If so, what
approach would you favor? I do not think it is so, so I do not favor an
approach. If you thought you needed to develop the oil shale, then 1
would think that the privilege of immediate writeoff of all investment
in oil shale plus some take or pay contracts may produce that, but" I
do not think that is necessary.

What would be most helpful would be to remove, or gradually
erase, preferably remove, the $5.25 ceiling on what. is described as "old
oil." If we removed the price ceiling, there would be no need for any
additional incentives nor garantees.

Our fifth quest ion is, "Are the prospects for private lapitalizat ion of
energy development adversely affected by potential changes in world
oil prices?" Yes; they are, but behave been living through many varia-
tions in the price of oil and have been able in the past. to obtain financ-
ing. I do not see this as a decisive element in the equation.

Six, is there a need for a minimum oil import price or some other
device to protect high cost energy investment in the United States?
Yes, I think there is if we really want to see the development of our
energy in anything like the extent we have been discussing. I would
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prefer a limit on the quantity of imports rather than the designation
of a minimum price for several reasons.

I think the limitation on the quantity of imports as distinguished
from the minimum price would have the effect of leading to somewhat
higher prices, which to my mind is a good thing.

Second, I believe that it would take the heat off the Congress or
the administration because if you set a minimum price, the public
will feel you have set a price that is considerably too high rather than
having it done by the market, and the limitation on the quantity of
the import would be helpful to us in terms of reducing the-draii on
our balance of payments.

The seventh question is, what alternative policies might be pursued
A verve undesirable policy, but the one which is very likely to he pur-
sued, is continued spending by the Federal Government. in excessive
revenues, a modernization of that debt created by the Federal Reserve
of additional moneys to take care of that debt, a consequent accelera-
tion of our inflation over the period of the whole decade, and conse-
quent disastrous depression.

This is what we have done for the past 10 years, and I am suro
that the Congress will be under considerable pressure to continue that
in the future. I do not say this critically. It is merely to recognize that
the public likes spending. They do not recognize that they are paying
for it, and this inevitably causes increased pressure.

It was the anticipation of this that led the English historian of
the last century to writein 1839:

A democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of government and can only
exist until the voters discover that they can vote themselves largesse from the
public treasury. From that moment on, the majority always votes for the eah-
didates promising the most benefits from the treasury with the result that a
democracy-always collapses over loose fiscal policy, always followed by a dic-
tatorship.

Senator GRAVEL. When did lie write that ?
Mr. FREEMANX. In 1839. It may have been 100 years ahead in England,

but what he foresaw is developing. We do not believe it is inerttable,
but we know there is a risk of that. The only way to prevent it froin
occurring is through the courage of our legislators, their willingness
to asstune a leadership of the thought in their constituencies rather
than justto follow the emotional energy of their communities, and
that is a very difficult thing to do.

These are my prepared comments. I have prepared a card which I
would like to call your attention to that tries to explore this whole
problem as a part of the larger problem of our need for additional
expenditulres for plant and equipment. I would read that if I ihrlt.
I am turning to the second page."

We all wiant our )eople to live better, which is to say we want them
to enjoy more goo Is and services. To enjoy more goods and services
obviously requires the production of those additional goods and serv-
ices. To produce more goods and services, We must either work harder
or work longer or use more efficient tools including energy.

Inasmuch as the people do not want to work harder or w ork longer.
we can only live better if we have morea efficient tools. To obtain more
efficient tools, we must encourage saving and investment. That saving
and investment can be done by the Government or it can be done by
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the private sector. Because saving and investment by the Government
preempts saving and investment by the private sector, it has been our
tradition to look primarily to the private sector for saving and
investment.

If we look to the private sector there must be a high enough return to
serve as an inducement to save, that is to forego the pleasure of spend-
ing for consumer goods and services. To encourage investment, there
must be the prospect-of a return, whether on a bond or a share of
stock, of an amount sufficient to justify both the savings and the sub-
jection of those savings to the risk inherent in such an investment.

Thus, we all have an interest in legislation and regulation that en-
courages savings and investment. In fact, the Government has not en-
couraged it, but through its expenditures, taxation, and regulatory
policies have actively discouraged both savings and investment.

This inadequate investment has caused a decline in the amount of
tools per workcer with a consequent decline in our living standard.
Thus, for our people to live better, the Congress must reduce expendi-
tures and encourage more private savings and investment.

Senator GRAvELThis is very well done and very well said.
Mr. FREEMAN. I hope I could get some distrIbution to the people

who will read it.
Senator GuvEr,. You read it with a certain poetic style, I must say.
Mr. FREEMAN. I read it with conviction.
Senator GRAVEL. I have two questions. The first relates to savings,

consumption, and taxation. Generally, it seems more worthwhile from
one point of view to go out and consume since part of the cost of the
consumption can be handled as a deduction from taxes, as in the case
of house mortgages and the like.What would , do you think, the efficacy of a policy to give con-
sumers an incentive to 'saveI For example, if the personimakes x num-
ber of dollars of interest in income, perhaps the first $700 or $500 would
not be taxable. Do you think this would be a realistic incentive for the
average person?

Mr. FREEMAN. I think it would be useful directly and I think it
would be useful as evidence of a public policy to encourage savings.
That was one of the proposals made by the President, I think, following
the summit meeting. It did not meet with very wide acceptance in the
Congress. It would also involve a difficult issue, and that is how much,
how large an amount of savings would still be given that advantage.
At that point I think that there would be a great deal of political diffi-
culty, but I think that it would be a useful move, any move to increase
savings, but there are-many possible ones, that it would be very helpful
in the future by society.

Senator GRAVEL. How about sharing some of the existing devicesI
Let us take municipal bonds. It is very difficult for the average person
to buy municipal bonds. Suppose you were to arrange that municipal
bonds came in small denominations, so if a worker wants to get a small
tax-free bond, he could do it. The way it is now, it is essentially a de-
vice of the wealthy and of banking institutions, not the device of the
average working man.

Mr. FzYz AM. I think that is true. We are seeing now the creation of
mutual funds in which the fund-buys, municipal bonds, an individual
can for a few dollars buy a share in that fund. The one difficulty with
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that is that while the laws permit that and permit that tax-exempt
quality to follow through to the owner of the stock that is only true as
to the original bloc of municipal bonds. If they sell any or buy others
or if some of those mature and the fund uses the proceeds to buy
others, then the tax exemption to the stockholder is destroyed.

If that could be changed by congressional legislation, it would give
a great impetus to people of more modest means having the advantage
of a tax exemption. It would be a big help to the cities.

Senator GRAVEL. You stated by and large that public policy thus far
has discouraged savings. Would you have any recommendations to
make as to some significant action we could undertake that might have
a salutary effect.

Mr. FREEMAN. Well, in the first place, the laws limit the amount the
saver can get for savings. The laws restrict what a bank or a savings
and loan association can pay on savings and this reduces the incentive
to save. There is also some difference, at least in the higher brackets,
difference in the tax treatment, taxes on earned income are subject to a
ceiling, whereas taxes on interest income or investment income is not
subject to that ceiling. These are different ways in which the Govern-
ment discourages savings.

Senator GRAVEL. You mentioned that our capital needs were prob-
ably about $715 billion and in the last decade we saw the Government
usurp about $111 billion.

Is that correct?
Mr. FRFtXAx. No; the $111 billion is in the next 2 years. This year

and next year the deficits will aggregate $110 billion, which is 60 per-
cent of all of the private savings during those 2 years.

So if we could finance the Government deficit by selling Government
bonds to the people this would take 60 percent of all of their savings,
leaving 40 percent for the whole gamut of industry, including energy.
We are preempting, the Government is preempting the market.

Senator GRAVEL. What is happening then, is that these investments
will not be made in the marketplace.

Mr. FREEMAN. They will not be if we continue the deficit, sir.
Senator GRAVEL. The Congress' motivation in passing the rebate was

to get money in the hands of people so they could get the economy
movn,

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator GRAVEl,. We created a deficit in so doing.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator GRAVEL. Aren't we really chasing our tail ? We have given

consumers money to spend but because there will not be sufficient capi-
tal to expand.the economic base of the Nation we will not get the
leonomy moving.

Mr. PRE MAN. The tax rebate I thought was justified as a one-shot
stimulant. I had been against the tax reduction in 1964. which did-
not come until the economy was already reviving. I was disappointed
at the provision for the tax reduction in this legislation because it
was presumably for 1 year, but next year, the election year, it is hard
to be ieve that it will be terminated and it will be hard for the Congress
to terminate thereafter. This means that we will just have larger
deficits and we will have to not only finance the deficits, we will have
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to finance the interest on those deficits, which now amounts to a very,
large sum.

Senator GPIAVF.L. If we try to do that, it will have to be through the
second device you spoke of, funds created by tile central bank, which
is going to have an inflationary push.

What you are predicting then, is that we will not control inflation.
I am not trying to trap you in that statement.. But just as a general
conclusion, that seems the direction we are going in.

Mr. FnE ,ANx. That is right. You gentlemen in the Congress have
a greater responsibility today as you have ever had, and a very
difficult one. You really have the obligation to attempt to lead your
constituencies away from their natural emotional reactions of wanting
more from tie Government largesse and educatetliem the fact that
we really cannot afford a deficit. Their choice is either much increased
taxes or reduced Government expenditure.

I think if the majority of the people were faced with that, they
would elect for reduced'Government expenditures. I am impressed
and saddened when I look back at 1964, te. year that we greatly in-
creased our involvement in Vietnam, we had the largest budget in the
history of the country at $118.5 billion. In this coining year's budget we
spent more than that just for transfer payments, which would be $118.7
billion alone. The average worker in the automobile industry or steel in-
dustry earns about $12,000. He pays about $1,000 income tax. If he
understood how much ef-hisncome is spent for that increased amount
of transfer payment, he would vote against it. In the first place since
jnodi of his income tax is done through deduction, he, is really not
cons ious of the. amount he paid and he is not informed as to the
distribution of what he does pay. So there is not popular support
for limiting these transfer payments.

Of cours there is always a vocal group that would like to have
them increased. I think until we can convince the workers and until
the labor unions looking out for the. members recognize the burden
that is imposed on their members by these transfer payments, it is
going to We very difficult for you to do anything in the way of limiting
it. or the Goveriunent will have to take over the. financing: Thev is not
going to be enough left for the individual private saver nor for the
corporations.

I know you do not want to hear about corporate earnings at great
length, and1 this is an emotional issue but the oil companies for
decade 1964 through 1973 had on the average net returns, on equity
ownership, stockholders' equity of 11.3 or 11.4 percent. This was less
than the average return of all manufacturers, less only by an eyelash,
11.15, 11.6. In 1974 the oil companies' earnings were. up substantially
taking just the top 17, the largest 17, their earnings went to 181/
percent on net worth. People. say these. are excessive earnings or they
say they are obscene earnings. In fact, they did not have those
earnings.

I would like to- tell you a little story I am sure. you would under-
stand. but it helps here. If earnings of tie oil companies were not that
large because they were selling. oil that cost them $2 or $3 or $4 at an
increased price of $5.25, but now that they replaced that oil, they have
to pay $7, $8, $10 to replace it, yet people said that they had a big
profit.
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Just think, if you and your wife had a home that you paid $50,000
for and your wife wanted to have an apartment instead so you sold
the house for $75,000. After you had been in the apartment for 3 or 4
months your wife did not like it and said she wanted the old house
back. So you went to the man who bought it from you for $75.000
and you had to pay him $100,000 to get it back. And you did'not
have'the money so you went in debt for $25,000. At the end of thatyear you woula have the assets that you had at the beginning of the

Year, but you would have an additional liability of $25,000. But
people would say, but you made a 50 percent profit on your investment
on the house. That is obscene.

This is exactly what happened to the oil companies. They did not) have a profit on the sale of that low-priced oil because they had to
replace it at a very much higher cost.

I would urge you to rec gnize that the oil companies did not have
excessive profits in 1974 and the profits they did have were temporary
because in the first quarter of this year their earnings, again on an
annual basis, had dropped to 10.5 percent return on stockholders
equity. The oil companies have not had excessive profits.

Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much, Mr. Freeman.
Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I tried to scan the state-

ment hurriedly. Other witnesses and many studies, I have learned
from staff, have asserted that capital recovery will constitute an im-
portant source of capital for the energy industry.

Given this fact, how do you assess the impact of the virtual repeal
of the percentage depletion allowal~ce, and do we need some additional
capital recovery increasesV

M.Ir. FR.EIAN. The repeal of the depletion allowance, I suppose, was
a response to a popular desire to punish the oil companies. Of course
it was a very shortsighted thing to discourage development just wheu-
we needed more development, but I assume that that is past and there
is not much chance of saving it, changing it.

I think the oil companies can do all right even without the oil de-
pletion allowance, if you would remove the price limitation of $5.25
on the old oil. I think that that ceiling should be removed immedi-
ately. Politically, it might be more acceptable to increase it. in stages
,over a few years. Intellectually, it is ridiculous to severely limit the
price of something that you want to have increased.

I understand the argument that the profit on the new oil is suficient.
. I think the profit on the new oil' is sufficient to encourage additional

development but it is not sufficient to finance it.
If a company has a good deal of old oil at $5.25, even though it is

-encouraged to explore and develop additional oil at $10 a barrel, it
does not have the cash flow to finance its development, as we were just
saying. If it has to sell $5.25 oil that it replaces at $7, $8, $9 or $10 a
barrel, it is losing money there. It takes away its profit on the new oil
and has the effect of reducing its cash flow to the point where it can-
not provide by retained earnings enough to expand and it cannot at-
tract new investments. You do not see any rush of investors' money
into the oil companies. You have seen the oil companies stocks. They
declined over the last couple of years. They have not risen. They have
-declined. The investment bankers are not going to finance the expan-
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sion of our energy needs unless there is some further opportunity for
earnings in the industry. This is not only true in the oil ir, dustry; it is
doubly true in the electric utilities. The electric utility industry is the
most capital intensive industry in the country. It requireti $4 of invest-
ment for every dollar of additional annual sales. The electric c utilities
are just not earning enough to attract the additional capital.

is last year or more over $101/ billion was canceled by the utili-
ties. We will not lend it to them. The public will not buy their bonds
even at rates of 10 percent. We do not need aid to these companies; we
just need a reduction in the handicaps.

Senator Dorm. In other words, if the energy industry has to compete
) with other industries in the private sector and Government for capital,

even given the severity of the energy problem, you are suggesting we do
not need any special incentives for those engaged in the energy sector.

Mr. FREEMAN. No; I do not believe we need any gift, any assistance,
any incentive, any special preference in the oil industry except to take
away the handicaps of the price limitations. We do not have those price
limitations on the other segments of our economy. Why should weave
them on the oil industry ?71n the utilities, I know the history of public
regulation, but you know its actual application. Utilities have raised
their rates and the public did not like that, but they have not raised
their rates commensurate with their additional costs. They cannot at-
tract the capital. The private side of industry does not need any help.
It just needs to take the weights off the horse, reduce the handicap,
let them run in free competition. And the energy section of our econ-
omy will be able, to raise the money that it needs although it has to
raise a considerably higher proportion of the total plant and equip-
ment expenditures.

Senator DOTE. You indicated that last year there was a great stam-
pede in the Congress to see who could harpoon the oil companies first,
and most frequently. There was a great deal of politics mixed up with
the energy problem. Hopefully that has subsided. It may have with the
so-called "obscene" profits down in the oil industry. These profits did
trigger the emotions of the American people as the price of gasoline,
as you indicate in your statement, jumped 20 cents a gallon, and the
profits of the big oil companies were on the rise.

It was pretty difficult, with the polls showing 80 percent of the
public thought that oil companies' profits were excessive. To get. prac-
tical about that, if you are running for election that year, you do not
run arord defending Exxon and other major oil companies. If you
do you may have that as a full-time job.

Mr. FREEMAN. I have a good friend, Major of Indianapolis, who
ran for the Senate last year. He is a conservative in fiscal terms, a very
fine, honest man. Either, because of or despite that fact, he told me that
when he was running against Senator Bayh, he said every small com-
munity he went to people wanted to punish the oil companies. They did
not want to hear anything but the fact that they wanted to punish the
oil companies.

I can understand the problem of the Congressmen or the Senators.
It is a very difficult situation. But it is really not too dramatic to say
that the future of the country depends on the capacity of our elected
representatives to assert a leadership position rather than just follow
the emotional reaction of the people.
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Senator DoLE. I commend both Senator Bentsen and Senator Gravel
for these hearings. I think there is a potential leadership in the Con-
gress; -and I think we are going to face up to the problem. I do believe
the emotions have at least leveled off to the point where we can talk
rationally about some of the problems.

I am staggered by the figures in your statement and in other state-
ments about the billions of dollars we need between now and 1985.
I'll bet I could go to Kansas and talk to 100 people, and they would

4not believe me, that 10 percent of this is needed.
I believe that hopefully it has changed. I think these -hearings may

be one step forward, indicative of the fact that we are willing to dis-
cuss the problem calmly and rationally, and hopefully with something

) concrete in mind. -

I share your view if the companies maintain reasonable profits. I do
not really think that the oil companies or any other company is$ looking for any gift, subsidy, or any other incentive which would giveita special privile

Mr. FREFX . Ifthink that is right, and we have a very competitive
oil industry, so we are not likely to see that abused by excessive profits.

Senator Dou&. We have a problem in some States where you have
the majors who have sort of abandoned States like Kansas and others;
and we have independent oil and gas producers. I do not suggest that
they need incentives either, but the do have some protection; even
though the depletion was virtual epealed, it does protect the
smaller producers. But if they could be assured that the handicap
would not be placed on their industry, I think most of them would
say even the depletion allowance we'have now could be done away
with. Just let us compete in a free market.

I do not advocate that, but I think they would be willing to live
with it. If they had some certainty they would not have all the other
effects.

Mr. FREEMANf. If it were to be removed, they may urge to remove
it in stages, so it would not be too severe an immediateblow.

Senator Dom .That is how it would work. Hopefully it would reach
a plateau.

Thank you.

Senator GRAVEL. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Freeman, I apologize for not being here for your testimony.

I was testifying before another committee while you were testifying
here. I know of your great experience in this field, and we are. pleased
to have you as a witness. I know your bank was a pioneer in the financ-
ing of the search for fossil fuels'and the reputation that your institu-
tion has had in that regard.

With respect to some of'tthese things that have happened on utilities,
the cancellation of, I think you said, over $10 billion of additional
investment, and realizing the time frame in which these plants are
built, how long it takes to get one onstream and operating, are we not
in a position where we are just going to have some brownouts 4 or 5
ypars from nowI

Mr. FR=xu;. Yes; fe had delayed the increase not only as a result
of the high cost of money in the last year and a half which led to the
abandonment of many of the projects, but the electric utilities in Chi-
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cago, With which I am familiar, recently built a nuclear plant on the
Mississippi River. Before they could put it into operation, they had to
get the approval of 27 different governmental agencies. It did not taio
as long as it took to build the plant, but it took a year. It took over a.
yPaf Icause they are still not permitted to operate at full scale.

I understand what is the concern of the environmentalists--I share
it but if we are to ha;e as much regulation as we do Federal, State, in
terms of rates, and then in addition the multiplicity of additional agen-
cies, we are just not going to get the electric energy that we need, and
we do need it, because particularly the nuclear energy-because if as
we continue to hear-t-ere was an article in the paper this morning
about the limitations on our fossil fuel reserve--we have to depend on
nuclear energy.

Senator BENTsE..;. You were. saying earlier that you did not feel that
they needed any incentive to bring on this energy. But do we not run
into a problem when we are talking about tring to develop new,
alternative sources of energy such as gasified coal. Some of these alter-
native sources, on a Btu basis, would be equivalent to oil selling at
more than $11 or $12 a barrel.

What happens if the fiddle East countries decide to put some of
those alternative energy sources out of business, and they, for a. year
or two, in order to break them, bring oil down to, say, $5 or $6? What
do you do in order to encourage the capital investment in those plants ?

Mr. FREM3A4N. I tried to distinguish in my paper, Senator, between
two es. I believe that though there are risks inherent in the produc-
tion and gas and conventional wells, I think we would survive
any temporary decline in price. We went through bringing in east
Texas fields when it dropped below $1 a barrel, we never lost a dime,
and very few did, I think.

I think that we could handle the regular production all right. But'
the production from the oil shale and the tar sands if it happened
as a national policy we decided those should be developed, then there
would have to be some governmental assistance of one kind or another.

Senator BF.NTS.I.. Do we have to take the approach that we did on
synthetic rubber, for example, during World War III

Mr. FmIE..[AN.. Of course, we had the existence of the war as an ex-
cuse to have Government assistance. I do not think that the oil com-
panies themselves feel that it is necessary to develop the oil shale or
tar sands. But if the Government concluded that for its protection. or

ibel.public's protection, we should develop the oil shale, then I think
it would haveto give, in effect, a very fast writeoff of investment, plus-
take-or-pay contracts.

Senator EBTsm,;. A coal gasification plant, for example?
Mr. FREEMAx. The same would be true there.
Senator BExTSEn. Let me ask you another question that concerns

me very much.
I agree with you that we cannot have continuing deficits without

wrecking the economy. Yet I know that much of this deficit we are
facing now is a direct result of recession, of people being off payrolls,
drawing unemployment compensation, not paying taxes; aniien I
look at predicted unemployment rates for the next couple of years of
approximately 8 percent, and it seems to me we ought to be able to-
do better than that.
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I do not think that there is anything that is more frustfati g to a
person than to graduated from high school or college and be told that
society has no productive role for that person to fill, and we are look-,
ing at well over 8 million people out of work. It seems to me that w.e
have developed a very serious, not just an economic'problemn, but ta
social problem and there ought to be ways to see that these people are
productively employed. We must not accept levels of 8 and 9 percent.
Unemployment.

Would you comment on that I
Mr. FpRzMAX. I do not think we have to accept the prospect of con*

tinted levels of unemployment with those numbers. Wie have done
several things that are unwise to my mind. I think our continuous
rise in the minimum wage, although I understand the purpose and'it
is a logical purpose it certainly makes it much more'difficult for'new
entrance into the labor force, particularly those with no skills and
relatively little education. This is particularly hard on the blacks. If
they cold be paid-I do iot mean the black-but any people could
be paid less than the established wage rate, more of them would have
jobs. They might not be great jobs, but they would be jobs and they
would have some income.

I believe that we must take care of our unemployed and in a decent
way. But I think that we have expanded this taking care far beyond
what it should be. I am impressed with the number of college students
now that have food stamps, and this is a part of the game, now, that
as soon as you leave home you go on the Government dole through
your college years.

I am impressed with the extent of the transfer payments as a patty
of our overall economy. The one fact that our transfer payments in
the 1976 budget exceeds the total budget for 1964, which is the highest
year we have ever had, transfer payments alone amount to $118.7
million. We are doing more than we need to do for many people.

Senator BEN-TSEx. I am concerned with the level of transfer pay-
nients. I have also been on many a college campus in the last year.
Frankly I think that the college campus is a lot different than it was
4 or 5 years ago. When you speak of students'now, on food stamps, I
kniow of some. But I am impressed with the great number of at.udents
who are concerned ahout the economy, who want to work by doing
their very best to qualify themselves. The questions I get on the college
campus today sure are a lot different than I got 4 or 5 years ago.
Students are-deeply concerned about this economy, about our insti-
tutions and about making our institutions work effectively. They are
concerned that there is a place for them to fill in society as they get out.

They are working very hard to try to qualify themselves for that.
They are adifferent bunch, I think.N fr. FREEM.. fA.N. It is a problem that we all struggle with and do not
feel that we have the solution. But we have great natural resources
we have the people; we have the capital; we have some frustration and
discotragement in putting them together to produce the goods and
services that we need.

In that little yellow card I tried, not very successfully, in a graphic
wayN to relate the decline in per capita savings to show that this-has led
to decline in the amount of tools per worker, and that in turn leads
to a decline in per capital disposable income.
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Senator Bmw-rsv. I do not argue with that at all.
TS question of the lack of capital investment in this country for

manufacturing capacity is of deep concern to me. We had testimony
yesterday tFit our Nation invests the smallest percentage in manu-
facturing capacity compared to any industrialized nation in the world.
Nextto us is England, and we can see the problems they are having
at the present time.

If we are going to compete in the world market, we have to have the
Latest in technology and the most modern manufacturing capacity

possible. It costs over $25,000 in capital investment to create one new
job in manufacturing.

We talk about being a service-oriented society, and ove40 percent
of our GNP being related to that. We are not going to take care of
our balance of trade; we are not going to keep our dollars sound just
by taking in other people's wash. We have to have that manufactur-
ing capacity. That means creation of jobs in this country. That is what
I am striving to find ways to do.

Mr. FmRmmAN. We have done one thing wrong. This is not the fault
of the Congress. It is the fault of the whole society. We have really,
since the end of the war, put great emphasis on consumer goods, the
production for consumption, enjoyment of consumer goods to the ex-
pense of saving. We have done this in part by our laws, in part by
business. Our banks encourage the use of credit cards. We make loans
for consumer purposes. All of the department stores and mail-order
houses encourage the use of credit. This is the emphasis on consump-
tion of consumer goods as against savings, and it has been delightful.
But, as a family the American people just have to recognize that they
have to reduce their consumption and save a little bit more in order
to provide both the jobs and the increased consumer goods in subse-
quent periods. We have been doing for 10 years what we are doing
just now, where we are rebating taxes in order to encourage the produc-
tion of washing machines, televisions, and automobiles. We know it
is the wrong thing in the long run, but we just want to get the economy
on an even keel.

After we get it on the even keel, if we have self-discipline in our
country, then we ought to try to shift-more of the income into invest-
ment and less into consumer goods.

Senator BEwrss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much, Mr. Freeman.
I think you have had a very fine testimony.
Excuse me, I did not see Senator Packwood come in. I apologize.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Freeman made reference to Secretary

Simon's statement yesterday, and it was a good statement, an excellent
statement. He laid heavy emphasis on the fact that although our total
taxation in this country is not greater than Europe's they rely more
heavily on productive capacity than consumptive capacity.

Your orange card makes reference to consumption and encouraging-
savings. Considering the total taxload is not going to be reduce,
what would you suggest shifting to in order to leave more money for

Mr. FRzrrXMA. The relatively difficult shift, from the Congress point
of view, to more taxation upon consumption, so the Federal sales tax
on televisions, washing machines, dishwashers, and automobiles

Senator PACKWOOD. General value-added tax I
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Mr. Fzm. . I do not know whether I would go so far as to recom-
mend the value-added tax. The value-added tax is very complicated and
it does--it weaves itself out through the structure. If we adopt the
whole concept of value-added tax instead of an income tax, that would
be a big change and affect all of our institutions.

Senator PACKWOOD. Personal income, or corporate I
Mr. FMuMAir. Both.
Senator PACKWOOD. That would be a heck of a value-added tax, if

we-have that much mwiey.
Mr. FRmxS. Yes, it would; but it comes ultimately from the same

base.
Senator PACKWOOD. You are saying if it is a total substitute for both

it would be a good tax, if it were a tradeoff.
Mr. FPMAN. I think it would be a fairer and useful system. But I

am not unaware of that tremendous impact it would have on the way
we do business today. So many of our institutions, our corporations,
our family arrangements are set up on the basis of existing tax laws.
If we completely substitute a whole new structure of taxes, I think
you would hear complaints from every one of your constituents because
he would understand what it was doing bad to him and he would not
understand what it was doing good. As a practical matter, we are a
long way from making that change.

I do agree with you that either the Federal sales tax or value-added
tax on consumer goodg would be highly desirable, highly desirable.

Senator PACKwooD. Thank you very much.
Senator GRAw. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Freeman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF (ATLORD FRU MAN, CHAIRMAN OP T11E BOARD,
FIRST CICAGO CORPORATION AND TIlE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OP CHTCA00

The Sub-Committee has posed a series of questions relating to the capability
of the private marketplace to provide the funds needed to develop new and
additional sources of energy over the next decade.

This is neither an easy exercise nor a pleasant one. Energy is important, but
It Is important only as a component of the total tools--along with machinery
for manufacturing, construction, and transportation-which convert human en-
ergy into more effective production. It Is but one element of the total tools which
enable man to produce more (without longer hours or harder work) and hence to
live better. As a consequence, your examination of the financing of energy opens
a pandora'p1ox of disparate edalms and the -determination ol priorities.

This Is a formidable task, and I commend these Sub-Committees for under-
taking a most difficult assignment.

Although lacking any special expertise in the field of energy, I am pleased to
attempt an expression of my personal responses to *our questions.

L "WHAT ARM THE CAPITAL NEEDS OF THE ENERGY SECTOR DURING TUE NEXT DECADE?"

An easy answer would be that no one knows What are our needs today? They
are dependent upon the price of the various products, rates of speed at which we
are allowed to drive, the levels of temperature to which we heat our homes. the
substitution of public for private transportation, etc. Thus anY proJeetion has to
be based on a complex series of assumptions and, at times, involves extensive
guessing-

The New York Stock Exchange, in its study entitled, THE CAPITAL NERDS
AND SAVINOS POTENTIAL OF THE U.S. DOONOMY, has estimated the en-
ema meqwirene at 8W billion in current dollats, ever the period 19T4 to 1A,
and the General Electric Company has estimated the current dollar requitetit
atabut $W2 blfnovet the same 0,erfod

Yesterday, the lBtetary of the Teasuit, In one of the most precse and well-
reasoned economic statements that I have ever had the pleasure of reading.
stated his estimate at approximately $1 trillion over the next decade.
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.; Relying on m-terial. developed -by Individual corporations, associations, and
:oher groups, largely custonlers of the bank in Whom I have confidence, I w~ulo
"nako the following rough estimaes:
1A. Oll and gas

From 1075 through 1085, the petroleum Industry Is expected to require ap-
proximately $315 billion for the production of new supplies of oil and gas This
figure Is derived as follows:

Expenditures for crude oil and natural gas exploratory and developmental
i,': "drilling- lease bonus", and natural gab processing are anticipated to total about
~~ 4228 billion.

Outlays for transportation of oil and gas supplies are expected to be-approxf-
tivately $22 billion. These Include expenditures for the Alaskan pipeline, as well

as other pipelines, tankers, and offshore super ports.
"Manufacturing and other outlays, which are projected to be about $65 billion,
consist-of spending for refining and chemical plants (including expenditures for
tite installation of pollution control equipment), and the expansion and main.
tenance of marketing facilities.

Implicit In these projections is the expectation that demand for energy will
,grow less than the rates which we experienced in the past decade or so, but will
Instead increase at about a 3 to 3.5 percent per annum rate for oil, for example.
-B. UtIlities

Our friends in the electric utility field have expressed a wide variety of
opinions, but the Technical Advisory Committee on Finance,' In its report to
the Federal Power Commission, has arrived at a conwnsus that the aggregate
capital needs for the electric utility industry will be approximately $890 billion
from 1075 through 1985. assuming that the growth in the use of electric energy

!will be at rates averaging about 6 percent per year in the latter half of this
decade and In the 1980's. This also assumes that by the late 1980's, about 60
percent of all new base-load generating capacity additions will be nuclear. How-
ever, the Committee goes on to state that total construction expenditures would
not be greatly changed even if there were a moderate shift from nuclear to coal
generation, because the cost differential between nuclear and fossil fuel base.
load plants is not large enough (percentage-wise) to affect its predictions.

In addition, the capital requirements for the production and processing of
iiranium are anticipated to be from $10 to $15 billion.
C. Coal

Capital requirements for- the production and transportation of coal, from
both underground and surface mines, are estimated to be from $20 to $25 billion.
This figure also Includes outlays for synthetic fuels, such as shale oil, tar sands,
.and synthetic natural gas, as well as spending for coal gasification and lique-
faction.

Our estimate of the total of these capital requirements, to meet the reasonable
.energy needs of our society in the decade ahead, would aggregate around $735
to $745 billion, which compares with Secretary-Simon's estimate of approximately
$1 trillion, General Electric's estimate of $772 billion, and the $824 billion fore-
cast of the New York Stock Exchange. Although the differences between these
estimates appear to be quite suhttantial in Ulollars, in many cases they reflect
differing asumptions about the future. For our 'immediate purpose, I would
suggest that we think In ternis of something like an aggregate reqUirement of
roughly $70 billion.

IT. "WHAT ARE THE PRESENT AND PROJECTED CAPABILITIES OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR
TO MEET THESE NEEDS?"

Investment capital comes only from three sources;
A. foreign investment,
B, additional funds created by the monetary authorities, or
C. savings (whether governmental, personal, or corporate).

... ,A. Foreign faveatmet
Foreign Investment may not be a significant source of capital In the decade

ahead. Since 1945, there has been only one year (1968) in which there ha not
The Financial Outlook for the U.S. Ileetrie Power Industry," A Report'te the FederalPower Commission by the Technical Advisory Committee on Flnance December 1974,

-Goon E. Corey, Chairmn."
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been a net outflow of private capital from the United States. In 1974, there was
an Inflow from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
of perhaps $11 billion. Although there wAs some inflow In the first quarter of
this year, it is not likely that the OPEC will Invest any large amount In the United
States during the balance of this year. It is more likely that the OPEC nations
will continue to accelerate their Imports of real goods and services, and the
buildup of funds by OPEC for investment purposes may not be as large as has
all too often been assumed. Of course, conditions may change in which case there
might be a more rapid Inflow of cqpltal. But, considering all influences, I do
not believe that we can safely rely on any significant foreign Investment Inflows
as an aid to financing our domestic energy requirements.
B. Additional und orcated by the monetary auwhorU fee

Over the past 10 years the Congress has appropriated annual expenditures
far in excess of any prior period Including World War II. But the Congress has
seen fit to increase taxes to raise equivalent revenues. Thus, we have had def-
icits In nine of the ten years, from 1965 through 1974, which, In the aggregate,
amount to $103 billion. If those deficits had been, financed by the sale of bonds to
the public, our citizens would have Invested more in U.S. bonds and bought less
TV's and automobiles. That would have been less pleasant temporarily, but it
would have obviated our boom and probably would have avoided double-digit
inflation. It also would have brought home to the people that what you in Con.
gress were spending for them meant that they could not spend so much on what
they wanted. However, we did not elect that course, but on the contrary, encour-
aged the Federal Reserve to increase the money supply in an amount adequate
to finance the deficit.
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In effect, we Just printed the additional money. This way we appeared to have
our cake and-eat it too.

We certainly should not continue to follow a course of rapid money supply
growth over a ten year period. There will, of course, be some increase in the
money supply in any case. But I do hope that neither the Congress nor the Ad-
ministration will put pressure on the Federal Reserve to increase the money
supply at a rate Inconsistent with stable prices: that would merely defer and then
exacerbate our economic problems. We must instead moderate the growth of our
money supply, maintain stable prices and encourage- savings and Investment.
0. Savisga (government, 4ndividwa4, aid oorporole)

The only satisfactory source of capital is savings. Those savings can be obtained
In several ways.

1. By the government, through limiting expenditures below the level of
revenues (or by borrowing additional sums from the public, which is a form
of private savings),

2. By individuals, who forego consumer expenditures by spending less than
their incomes,

8. By corporations, through retained earnings, or
4. By capital inflows from abroad.
Socialist societies emphasize savings and investment by the government. We

do a good bit of that here--our highways, schools, and national parks are all
capital assets acquired through savings (in one form or another) by our govern-
ments. There are some of our people who would welcome the government's in.
vesting in the additional capital assets needed to increase our sources of energy.
However, I believe that a majority of our people would prefer to have the needed
assets financed by private and corporate savings-to the extent that this can be
done. That leads to A basic question.

Are private and corporate savings likely to be adequate to do the job? This
depends on:

(a) The level of private savings and
(b) The competition from other available investments.
(a) The ievcl of private 8,vf gu.
(i) fnditidual saving.-Individual savings can be simply defined as disposable

income minus private consumption expenditures on goods and services. But
that definition hides a great variety of influences. Disposable income is income
minus taxes so the extent of disposable income depends:

First, on the level of income, which depends upon the extent of employment,
hours worked and wage rates, and

Second, on the amount paid in taxes (income taxes and social security taxes).
From the net amount we have to deduct consumer expenditures. These in turn

depend upon the level of prices and the relative attractiveness of the alter-
native to spending-which is to say, saving.

The desirability of that alternative, -saving, depends In part on the rate of
interest to the rate of inflation. The saver can get interest on a savings account
(which is regulated by the government) or on a government bond, or on other
investments (influenced by price regulations, taxes, etc.). Blt the expectation of
inflation tends to discourage savings; the expectation of stable prices tends to
encourage savings.

It is thus apparent that yotir-policies as they affect the levels of employment,
takes, interest rates, corporate earnings, and inflation, largely determine the rates
of personal saving.

(i) corporatee Mvuig.-The same is even more apparent as to corporate
savings, which is to say retained earnings, for they are greatly influenced by
government price and tax policies.

I am sure that you don't want a long statement on this emotional issue, but
the fact is that the oil companies and utilities have not been enjoying excessive
or "obscene" profits.
1. Off compa*W e

tryingg the de de ending 19t%, the tate of return On stockfiolders' equity In
the petroleum industry was slightly lower than that for all manufacturing,
despite the great risks involved in oil exploration.
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Public concern over oil company profits arose largely In 19T4, when oil com-
panty profits rose sharply, thuhtemporarily, as a consequence of the fourfold
Increase In the price of crude Imposed by the OPiOC. It was understandably
diffcult for the consumer to accept a 20W per gallon rise In gasoline prices at a time
that petroleum profits had increased substantially. Few could understand or
believe that only about 2# of that 200 Increase represented after-tax corporate
profits, and that the remainder flowed to increased costs of goods and services,
wages, Increased taxes, and to higher prime for crude oil, especially to foreign
producers.

Although reported earnings of the major domestic and international oHl com-
parties rose sharply in 1974 to an average return of almost 18.5% on stockholders'
equity, "this greatly overstated the true fact. Approximately 00 percent of their
sales were at the government-imposed ceiling price of $5.25 a barrel, but unless
the companies are to be liquidated, they must replace that oil at much higher

- costs$ up to $ 10 a barrel. Thus, the 1974 profits were not only -overstated, they
were very temporary. Already they have fallen and for the first quarter of this
year averaged 10.5 percent on equity (annual rate) for this group of companies.

The pre-19"74 average return of 11 percent on stockholders' equity occurred in a
decade In which the U.S. eventually, began to consume more domestic oil and
natural gas than It replaced. This "overuse" and "under-replacement" occurred
because domestic price Incentives were constrained by Federal actions. In this
climate, the U1 percent earnings pattern was adequate to attract the capital
needed for the development of the limited number of domestic prospects--but
certainly not for the aggressive domestic energy expansion which we now require.

The capital generation 'problem should not be confused with the adequacy
of Incentives. New oil in priced high enough to attract sufficent capital to en-
courage producers to find and develop now supplies of oil In the coming years. But
the maintenance of the $5.26l ceiling on the price of "old" crude (a level far
below 7rapl~mment coqt.) hinders this developet -n h!d Ae a major
part of thie problems U.B. petroleum capital .generation probably will not be in-
creased significantly In the near future either by foreign earnings, by revenue
from new and released oil by earnings from new discoveries (because of long
lead times). Rather, we need to consider allowing the price of old oil to rise.
This could be done In stages over a given period of tme, although my preference
would be for decontrolling all oil price (as well an natural gas prime) now.

The electric utility Industry faces special problems In gaining access to avail.
able supplies of capital, for It to the most capital Intensive of all American In.
dustries. To produce a dollar's worth of electricity per year, tit least $4t must be
Invested-double the amount the p8s Industry requires, and nearly four times
the oil Industry's needs per dollar of annual revenue.

Moreover, the utilities must acquire more than half of the added capital they
require by selling new securities In the capital market. And, at least 20 percent
of thte capital to be raised externally will bit" to be raised through the sale of
common equity seeuritle-on the order of $8 billion In each of the next five years.

53-05T7-75---6
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In order to obtain these huge sums, particularly the necessary common equity
money, electric utilities must offer adequate returns. In an inflationary period,
this means paying higher rates of interest on debt securities and providing
higher earnings on equity. Yet, it is in Just such n period that old regulatory

,patterns inhibit the price increases that will be necessary to meet these
requirements.

It seems clear that it the electric power industry Is to supply an increasing
share of the nation's energy needs (as a result of the growing shortages of oil
and gas), it will have to raise about $15 billion of new money annually during
the next five T'ears, while the figures will have to increase an average $20 billion
annually over the decade of the 1980's. About 60 percent of the Industry's capital
needs must be provided by the capital markets, rather than through internal
cash generation. Moreover, the failure of charges to consumers of electricity

*to keep pace with cost increases over the past decade has caused returns, on
electric equities to decline Just when money costs have been rising and ever-
increasing amounts of capital must be raised.

There are two remedies fdr tils situation.
First, to attract the $3 billion per year of needed new investment, the price

Of electricity must be allowed to rise sufficiently to once again make electric
utility stocks attractive.

Second; we must offer rewards to the small investor (who Is traditionally the
one most likely to invest in electric utility stocks) for additional savings and

investment.
It is a characteristic of electric utility common stocks that a very large portion

of the e.Arings on these stocks ts paid ont In the form of cash dividends. Other
industries plow back most of their earnings Into the' business. Not so the electric
utilities because a substantial proportion of their stockholders are small In-
vestors who are believed to seek dividend Income, It is important to attract
more of the utilities' cash dividend money back into the electric business-through
the reinvestment of dividends. Among the possibilities which should be given
serious consideration is the tax-free reinvestment of dividends, thus helping
utilities to raise their huge requirements for new equity money.

It Is my opinion that if the Congress can approach the problem realistically
and, on average, the government can balance its budget over the coming decade,
the anti-inflationary impact on prices and on expectations would encourage pri-
rate savings in amounts adequate to provide the capital Investment necessary
for the development of additional energy from conventional domestic sources,
both those now known and those likely to be discovered. If the dollar amount
for energy capital spending seems large ($750billion), we must remember that
during the past decade, when the emphasis was on consumer expenditures rather
than savings, we invested $788 billion in total plant and equipment In this
country. If we revised that amount for the inflation during the decade and
restated It in terms of 1974 dollars, the total InveStment would amount to $965
billion'. This indicates that our present requirements, although very large, are
not completely out of line with what we have done in the past.

If there are no changes In federal and/o' state laws or any move toward
a balanced budget, there will not be adequate private financing to achieve our
tiergy goals.

Iiowever, the
(I) Congress

Encurages saving and investment,
Allows oil and gas prices to be established by the market, and
By self-discipline limits its-expenditnres to the level of federal revenues

so as not to create additional government borrowing, and
(ii) State commissions permit the utilities to raise rates in relation to costs,

then there will probably be adequate private Investment to finance *the needed
increase In our energy supply.

(b) The competition from.other soure.
The capital needs for energy will have to cmpete With the npeds for other

types of tools, the wilole scale of needed'investment" In plant and equipment.
This is estltnated to aggregate approximAtely $3.3 trillion over the next decade,
of which the energy requirement constitutes slightly tess than'1/4. The access
to capital among tNh competing setors w4 114 largely be determined by'tfie relative

-- ea'nings dppottuntties. However, there Is another form of capital need that
competes on a privileged basis, and that Is government borrowing to finance
continued budgetary deficits.
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In the preceding paragraphs I have postulated a balanced budget. Desirable
is that would be, you are not likely to follow that course. It is too tempting to
push off onto future generations the cost of our present pleasures. Thus, in

-reality, you wll be encouraged to continue to spend more than government
revenue and cover the deficit by having the government borrow additional funds.
If the government borrows these through the use of the Federal Reserve's print-
Mtg press, we willihave inflation, and private investment will be discouraged. If
the government borrows from, the people, they will have that much less to spend
and Invest, including investment in the securities of the oil, gas, and coal cow-

., panies and utilities.
Our problem is one of setting priorities. We cannot have everything we like.

We can have only what we produce, and we must determine how we are to
divide that.

Consequently, It is probably possible for the private sector to meet the needs
for the development of conventional domestic sources of energy If, but only if,
the Congress:

(1) Moderates its legislative discouragement of savings and investment,
(i) Holds down expenditures so as to move closer to a balanced budget, and
(i11) Removes price controls on energy supplies.
In the absence of such a program, we may not be able to finance the desired

Increase in energy from private sources.
111 "IS T1TLRE A NEED FOR GOVERNMENT LOAN GUARANTEES OR SPECIAL TAX

INCENTIVES?"
If the governmr.nt were to take action along the lines just described, the pri-

vate sector would probably be able to provide the necessary financing of domestic
conventional resources. By referring to conventional resources, I seek to dis-
tinguish between conventional coal and nuclear sources and oil and gas from
conventional wells, as distinguished from synthetic oil produced from oil shale
and tar sands. Significant production from shale and tar sands will involve
investments and operating costs as yet unknown. Responsible estimates of th6
price of producing crude oil from oil shale has risen from $7 to $8 per barrel in
1973 to $14 to $15 per barrel today. The fact Is we do not know what these costs
will be.

Under these circumstances it is unlikely that any responsible company could
undertake to develop such sources on a commercial scale at this time, or that
private financing would be available.

There is a considerable hazard to any extensive development today. It now
appears that there may be a decline in the price of foreign crude in current
dollars, and certainly in real terms in the next five years, which would reduce
the price of the domestic product as well. Extensive off-shore development runs

* some risks of uneconomic results, but experienced oil companies, operating with
sound principles, will be able to get the necessary funds for most such develop-
ment. Funds will not be available for extensive development of oil shale or tar
sands without some government assistance,

IV. "IF 80, WHAT APPROACH WOULD YOU FAVOR ?"

Although I am not an expert in this field, I do not believe that, in the next
10 years, production from oil shale or tar sands will be necessary for an assured
adequacy of energy. However, if the government concludes to the contrary, then
perhaps it could obtain that assurance at least cost by entering into "take or
pay" contracts with adequately experienced oil companies. As you know, virtually
every business involves some risk, and oil company management is experienced

'in calculating and assuming risks'every time it drills for Oil -or gas: I do not
believe that we need a government oil corporation, nor do I believe that it would
he necessary for the government to make the initial investment (although that
may be required)..

If the government would for a few years permit, in the year Incurred, the
write-off (against taxable income) of .al exploratory and development expense
in the production of liquid petroleum from oil shale, and "follow that up with
some contracts obligating it to purchase a fixed amount of the product at a
stated price, this would probably induce a few companies to do the necessary
developmental work and make the fixed investment.
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The contracts could be drawn to encourage competition (by rewarding the
low cost producer) and could specify that the government, at Its option, could
take the product (at the stated price) or pay the company the difference between
the contract price and the market price (if lower).

V. "AMS THE PROSPECTS M PRIVATE CAPITALIZATION Or ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
ADVERSELY AFFEC TD BY POTENTIAL OHANGOW IN WORLD OIL PRICES a"

Yes. ile risk of fluctuation In ptcees of energy supplies-especially petroleum-
- tends to limit capital availability. Energy In the form of oil Is readily transport-

able, and in a free market world prices affect domestic prices. The recent four-
fold increase in the price of oil heightens the risk of price declines. The OPEU
may not be able to maintain the present price level, but the success of their
price action will be likely to encourage a continued effort to maintain that cartel.
This suggests that we are not likely to see a drop in crude prices to anywhere near
the $8.00 per barrel level of 1972. Thus, domestic producers are undoubtedly
able to attract many more dollars of additional Investment today than they would
have been three years ago.

The risk of price fluctuation should not prevent adequate private financing-
If the government permits market prices and adequate profits, and does not
flood the capital market with competing capital absorbing obligations-that is,
government bonds to finance deficits.

Vr. "IS THERE A NEED FOR A MINIMUM OIL IMPORT PRICE OR SOME OTHER DEVICE
TO PROTECT HIH0-COST ENERGY INVESTMENT IN'THE UNITED STATES?"

I am not certain, but I do not believe that we need to impose a minimum
price on energy supplies from conventional sources if prices are freely determined
and profit incentives are not retarded. In such a climate, the domestic energy
Industries probably would be able to find and develop-at economically Justifi.
able costs--adequate supplies of energy.

I would suggest a limitation of the physical quantity of oil imports, rather
than a fixed minimum import price for three reasons:

a. It encourages a higher domestic price,
b. It takes the responsibility off the Congress (or the Administration) for

"fixing" what to the American public will seem like a high price, and
c. It controls the payments outflow for oil.

VIL. "WHAT ALTERNATIVE POLICIES MIGHT BE PURSUED?"

One undesirable but very real alternative would be for the government to
continue a combination of excessive spending and a tilting of the economy toward
consumer expenditures and away from saving and investment. Over this past
decade Just such a policy has caused our society to save less with consequent lower
rates of investment, productivity, and growth. Secretary Simon's figures of
yesterday clearly demonstrate that point.

The legislative discouragement of savings has resulted In an actual decline
In the tools available for our workers.

This In turn has Impaired productivity and thus has contributed to declining
standards of tVing.

As yet, I see no evidence that this will change.
The figure for transfer payments in the 1916 budget alone exceeds the entire

record-breaking budget of 1964-and the Congress will be under pressure to
increase these further next year. If you continue to transfer an increasing share
of income from the worker to the non-worker, personal savings will prove increas-
ingly inadequate to finance any significant increase In the Investments which are
required to improve living standards.

he presently anticipated budget deficits for 1975 and 1976 will exceed the
aggregate deficits of the preceding ten years. The $110 billion or so of additional
government debt to be financed for just these two years will preempt over 60
percent of the Savings of individuals for that period.
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If Congress continues such deficits, private savinp will obviously not be ade.

quate to finance the growing federal debt and also provide the capital needed to
develop sufficient additional energy. Thus, the real alternative is government
financing of much of the needed facilities with funds derived from government
debt to be monetized by the Federal Reserve. This would greatly increase Infla-
tion. I do not believe that this is a course which the people would endorse if they
understood the issues. Unfortunately the emotional reaction to higher oil and
electric prices has obscured the facts, and many citizens seem more determined to
"punish" the oil companies than to overcome the cauce-Inadequate investment.

' throughout this statement I have referred to my impression of the duties and
the responsibilities of the Congress and implied at least the possibility of Its
failing to take what I consider to be the proper course. This does not reflect a
criticism of the Congress, but rather a recognition of the pressures to which the
legislators are constantly subject. There is always a popular demand for more
welfare, more benefits, more spending. Tax withholding tends to obscure the
amount of income tax which the average worker pays. Even if the taxpayer is
fully aware of the amotint paid, he is not likely to know what proportion of his
tax goes for transfer payments, interest on government debt, etc. Thus, benefits
seem to be free.

1974

I
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It was the anticipation of this that caused Alexander Trotter,_the English
historian, to write In 1839: -

"A democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of government and can only
exist until the voters discover that they can vote themselves largesse from the
public treasury. From that moment on, the majority always votes for the candid.
dates promising the most benefits from the treasury with the result that a
democracy always collapses over loose fiscal potyc,, always followed by a die-
tatorship."

You and I do not believe that such a result is inevitable, but we do know the
risk, a risk that can only be averted by a courageous Congress composed of rep-
resentatives who see their responsibility as one of thoughtful leadership of their
electorates, rather than a mere reflection of the uninformed emotional reactions
of a vocal segment of their constituency.

In essence, the problem is not one of the private sector, but one of responsible
congressional leadership. Unless you are prepared to encourage private savings
and investment, there will be a continued decline in the number of tools (including
energy) per worker and, hence, a further decline in national living standards.

We can have adequate energy provided that you do not drain away our potential
investment in less productive expenditures. Otherwise we cannot.--

Senator GRAVEL. Our next witness is Dr. Adelman, Department of
Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF PR0. It! A. ADELAN,' DMARTMENT OV BOO.
NOMICS, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Mr. ADELMAN. Thank you, Senator I filed a statement, but in my
oral comments I will confine myself to answering two of the ques-
tions that were addressed to me.

Are the prospects for private capitalization of energy development
adversely affected by potential changes in world oil prices?

They are very adversely affected, because world oil prices are
unstable, as long as they are set by the world oil cartel. The cartel is,
by its nature, rigid and Unstable. A price acceptable to most, mem-
bers at one moment becomes unacceptable later.

In the short run, the price could certainly be raised farther, even
aside from inflation. The price will be raised if the exporting nations,
or enough of them, think the higher revenues today are worth thepossibleloss of business in the future.

On the other hand, if significant competition breaks out among the
membera-of the cartel, the price could fall to a fifth of its present
value. The price may go up at some times and fall at others. Further-
more, the cartel may deliberately reduce price for a limited time, to-
discourage or stop entirely, investment in substitute energy sources.

In this way, we are getting the worst of all possible worlds. We are
paying very high prices and yet the potential investment in energy is
frightened off by the great risk of greater conventional or new energy
sources.

The other question to which I address myself: Is there a need for a
minimum import price or some other device to protect high cost energy
inuvestments in the United States?

On the unconventional energy investments, the answer, I think, is
no. It is not necessary to subs'dize all fossil fuels in order to obtain
experience in producing some new types.

We ought to be talking about research grants or of such devices as
take-or-pay-for contracts, of which Mr. Freeman was speaking.If we turn to conventional energy sources, especially oil and gas, if
anyone wants a nationalized oil ana gas industry, there is much to be
said in favor of a price floor, because that is probably the quickest
way to obtain it. Aside from this, the basic objection to a price floor is
that we do not know how much domestic supply of crude oil and nat-
ural 0-s will be forthcoming at a given price.

Estimates made by the FEA Project Independence report were too
low, when compare -with econometric studies of price supply rela-
tions. They are too high according to the judgmental forecast of most
oil countries.'

SWhere honest well-informed observers disagree so widely it is folly
to suppose that any estimate is at all reliable. A national policy comn-
mitting us to some definite price floor belongs in the world of fancy.

Aside from a domestic floor price, there is another type of minimum
and that would be the one embodied in a long-term supply agreement
between importing and exporting nations, whereby the importing
country guarantees a minimum price, while the exporting countries
promise tihm unlimited amounts of oil at that price.

The administration has been working toward this goal, a worldwide
price-fixing'agreement, for several years. But What we are dealing with
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is -a cartel of sovereign states; thereis ino way of enforcing any
agreetuent.-

Unlike contracts in ordinary trade, the soverign monopolist is con-
strained neither by competition, nor by law. Over the last few years,
the oil-exporting nations have made many agreements. The record is
clean. They have broken every one. I will ask you now to only examine
the very recent history of suggested agreements with Saudi Arabia.

In October 1972, the Saudis proposed that they would get prefer-
ential access in return for a guaranteed price. Nothing much came of
this, although the State Department said it was enthusiastic. This is
not surprising since State had as much to do with drafting the proposal
as had the Saudis.
G A year later, after the great price explosion of December 1973,
Government take of the oil price floor in the Persian Gulf was $7 per
barrel for so-called equity oil owned by the companies

The Government's share proved unexpectedly difficult to sell because
in early 1974 demand for oil was unexpectedly weak. Accordingly,

-Saud1-Xrabi initiated the practice, of requiring producing companies
to take a share of the oil and at a considerably higher price. Thus, the

--- mount due to the Government was raised from $7 to approximately $8.
This particular incident shows not only how a bargain was unilater-

ally changed, but also how mistaken it is to suppose that weakness of
_ demand will somehow lead to a decrease in price.

The next unilateral action came in mid-June 1974, when Saudi
Arabia changed its articipation from 25 to 60 percent, thus, uni-
laterally, raising the average take to about $9.35. Any temptation
to protest this action was forestalled by the repeated Saudi assurances
that they really wanted lower prices, thus earning repeated praise for
being large minded and statesmanlike. They promised an auction in
August and the auction was canceled.

In September, Mr..Kissigr and President Ford made so-called
tough speeches. The then Federal Energy Administrator, John C.
Sawhill, when asked by the Senate Permanent Committee on Investi-
gations, for the administration's plans to lower the price, answered
that there was no plan at all.

Mr. Kissinger was angry, and Mr. Sawhill was soon out of office.
-I-0t ber and again, in November, Mr. Kissinger visited Saudi

Arabia, received assurances from King Faisal himself that Saudi
Arabia would try to bring down oil prices and, after each assurance,
there was a further increase in price

October 1974 was also noteworthy because the Saudi Petroleum
- Minister said its country would never reduce output. In March 1975,
high-ranking U.S. officials expressed their dismay that the Saudis
had pulled the rug out from under them by reducing outpuit by
one-third.

This rather dreary recital of promises made and cherished and-
broken is neesary only because there is such a deep yearning for
some kind of agreement or settlement with the oil-producing nations.
This h-ope has permitted our country to tolerate and even help the
increase in prices, which is the original source of the problems we are
wrestling with.

I believe that this committee qnd the Senate could make a great
contribution -by-jetting it be known that it will not tolerate any kind
of long-term so-called agreement on a floor price for oil.
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Senator GnAvE. Thank you very much, Doctor. We realize-I
assume you share that realization-that the prices set for oil in the
Persian Gulf alter our market forces and as a result of that fact, if
we permit a deregulation of gas and oil, obviously the prices will rise
to the price level for imported oil. Of course, there is great pressure
in the country not to allow that to happen, which causes a flight of
capital-either out of the country, or out of the energy industry.

Those are the problems we are focusing on here., What would be your
reactions to deregulation in order to try to-regain the capital so we
can increase the domestic supply even though the price level would
be guidedLby cartel action in the Middle East. If we had sufficient
supply, we would not have to be the victims of that cartel.

ADELMAN. Senator, we are the-victim of that cartel; as long
as it is there, we will continue to be victimized by it. The only question
is what we can do to minimize the impact.

Now, the high world price is a fact. It is an external fact, and our
domestic oil and gas industry is competitive and simply adjusts to that
externally set price. If we want to expand output, we have got to permit
the price to rise to the point where there is sufficient inducement.

The regulation of natural gas prices at the wellhead has been one
of the most grievous mistakes made in this country's economic poli-
cies, since World War II, and one of the longest and most stubbornly
maintained.

The regulation of so-called old oil prices is, I think, harmful for two
reasons. One, old oil is largely a misnomer. The great bulk of all
fields are subject to continuing decline. The decline can be offset to a
greater or lesser extent only by additional investment. And, if the
price ceiling on old oil is maintained, investment will not be made.

The other harmful effect of the ceiling on old oil is that it renders
very uncertain the price of new oil. There is nothing to prevent the
Congress from putting a ceilingion the price of new oil. Indeed, ceilings
or rollbacks are under active discussion today.

I would say, therefore, that if you want to have domestic output
to the maximum possible extent, consistent with any given world oil
price, then you should give first priority to removing controls on oil
and on gas.

Senator GRAtkr. You do favor an import system sintilar to the House
Ways and Means ? Are you not afraid a quota is too rigid a system
for an economy in recession I Would a quota system impair our eco-

S nomic recovery ?
Mr. ADFLMAN. Curiously enough, Senator, it is in times of recession

that the quota is not rigidat all. Because when the demand decreases
belowithe permitted amount, there is, in effect, no restriction. The
rigidity is felt during times of recovery and of normal growth. And
here it comes down to a matter of choice, and the choice that the legisla-
ture has got to make.

If you wish to restrict the supply of foreign oil in order to raise
the pice, then you will want to set the quota limit at a given level, and
stick to it. If we do not want-this to happen, if you see no particular
v rtue in a higher price, then you will want to keep the quota approxi-
mately at the level where it is today, plus the normal increments as
the economy expands.
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This, by the way, is-not a difficult thing to do in practice. The Texas
Railroad Commission did it for almost 30 years when they simply
watched inventory and watched demand and increased or decreased
production allowables in each State accordingly.

Their mandate was to stabilize the price, and they did-except at
those times when they thought that they wanted to raise the price.
But the- job of governing imports to keep the domestic price steady,
if that is your mandate, is an easier job than was theirs because they
had to control the bulk of domestic production.

Their margin for maneuvering was set, basically, by inventories
which were about a 45-day supply. But, inventories are about 120 days'
supply of imports, and therefore the job is easier.

Senator GRAVEL. If the purpose of quotas is to raise prices, would
not deregulation do the same thing? So that the price would rise to the
international market level ?

So why should we, as a matter of policy, establish quotas, unless
we choose to protect ourselves from the capricious whim of dropping
prices to create mischief in our economy? But that is another matter
entirely.

The Congress seems to be following an inconsistent course. We do
not want to deregulate since we do not want prices to rise, so we turn
around to place quotas on imports so we can force the price to rise.

In both cases we get the Government coming into the marketplace
without any appreciable gain. Why not just let them deregulate and
stay out of the whole darn thing?

Mr. ADELMAN. Senator, you are right. You want to ook at the pur-
pose of any piece of legislation that is proposed. If you want to raise
the prices for, say, the sake of conservation or any other reason, then
reduction of imports is a, good way to do it.

You will thereby be raising domestic prices above the international
level. Now there nay be some virtue in this, for purposes of conserva-
tion, but 'I think not-but I will not argue the matter.

If, however. you do not wish to do this, then quotas have only these
two justifications. One, they would protect the domestic industry
against fluctuations in price. whether intended or unintended. Both,
in my opinion, are pretty likely because, as I have said, a cartel is
basically an unstable mechanism. People who think we can count on
a woild'of prices at-th-e Persian Gulf of $7 or$11 or any figure--I think
such people are deceiving themselves. Therb is no price that. you can
count on, even if the cartel does not act with malice aforethoughlt, and,
of course, they may.

So. when you place a quantitative restriction on oil imports and say,
permit what would be demanded at current prices in the United States,
S you do not affect prices. You merely guarantee that there will not be
the sudden, sharp shocks. Thereby you improve the investment climate.

There is another pi-fJ-6 for instituting the quota system. And that
is that you can auction the quota tickets, and you can do it in such a
way as to permit the exporting nations to compete behind each other's
backs without their each knowing what the other is doing-bid for the
tickets-and in this way not only bid up the value of tickets and bring
some revenue into this country and reduce the economic burden, but
also disrupt their own cartel understanding. The price of oil would be
unaffected, consumers neither gaining nor losing; the Government
would gain.
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. So you can get those two things out of quota, if you start out with
the intention of not affecting the price thereby.

Senator GRAVEL. I will yield to my colleague.
Senator PACKWOOD. In your statement on page 2, you say: "Our cap-

ital markets are among the more efficient ones, and I see no difficulty in
localizing the flow of savings." It is almost contrary to what the other
witnesses have-said so far about our system of taxation and the quali-
:tity of savings, either in the form of what we directly call savings or
Srollhing corporate taxes.

You are convinced that we can capitalize our future needs through
the present tax system and present saving system ?

Mr. ADELUAN. Senator, I was speaking of the capital markets. I
was not addressing the tax system at all.

Senator'PAoKwOOD. Do you see any need for any change in our
method of taxation I We have been hearing these arguments about the
European countries that levy taxes more heavily on consumption and
less on producing facilities than the United States. Do you agree
with this statement, and is it necessary that we copy them?

Mr. ADELMAN. Senator, Europe is a pretty diverse place, and some
European countries do tax incomes more heavily than we do, and some
-ax it more lightly, and the results are pretty 'hard to appraise. The
British in general tax income somewhat more heavily than we do.
There are a number of so-called loopholes in the system which permit
certain types of income to escape taxation. The system has not appar-
ently worked very well for them.

Sweden is the one European country with an even higher standard
,of living than the United States. Their tax system is extremely egali-
tarian. It is arguable that their standard of living would be even
higher if their tax system were less egalitarian,

My only point, however, is that there is a good deal more to look at
than the tax system if we are concerned with a country's prosperity
and its ability to mobilize capital.

Senator PACKWOOD. I- am not sure I understand your answer. You
-do not accept the armiment that, in general, with their consumption
or value-added tax, Europe is levying a tax low on consumption and
leaving more for investment and savings.

Mr. ADEnLMAN. I think that is true for European Common Market
where the value-added tax has become an important source of revenue.
Tt is not true of one member of that aroup, namely Great Britain, but
I find that some are more or less egalitarian tax system bring a higher
or lower level of capital formation, it is a pretty big logical juifp,
-and I am-not prepared to make.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. No further questions.
* Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very. very much. professor.

(The prepared statement of M r. Adelman follows.]
TESTIMONY OF PROFESSOR At. A. ADELMAN, DEPAIT.MENT OF ECONOMICS AND

Eno Y LABORATOitY, MASSACHUSETTS INSTrrUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

I am honored by the Invltatj on of your Committee, and will tr to answer
the Inquiries addressed to me.

.-What are the capital needs of the energy sector during the next decade?
I bave made no estimates of the probable capital expenditures, which depend

on energy demand, pplees, and costs. There Is no question that the spending will
be extremely large, and will be a burden to the economy. For many years, the
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energy industries wet-Ronly about four percent of the national product but about
twenty percent of total capital expenditures. Because of the explosive increase
In oil prices which have led other prices up, and the desire for greater self-
sufficiency, capital expenditures by the energy Industries will probably be In the
range twenty to forty percent. This means a large amount of capital not available
for other sectors, such as housing, transportation, social services, manufacturing,
et cetera. Interest rates will be bid up to where less profitable activities will Le
shut out of the market. Attempts to ration or allocate capital will not alleviate
the burden, only add to It.

The continual upgrading of the likely prices of oil substitutes are a symptom
of the upgrading of estimated capital expenditures by the fuels industries.

There Is a perverse kind of silver lining, in that the electric power industry
has cut back greatly on Its expansion plans, both because of the slowdown In
demand and because rate regulation is based on historical, not current, costs,
and given the increase In capital requirements and also in Interest rates, very
little electric power construction Is worth doing today. If-this does not change,
then capital spending estimates must be sharply downgraded, but of course it
also means a shortage of electric power.

II. What are the present and projected capabilities of the private sector to
meet those needs? Is there a need for government loan guarantees or special
tax incentives?

The capital markets are among our more efficient ones, and I see no difficulty
in mobilizing the flow of savings. In general, I see no need for government loan
guarantees of special tax incentives. Some exceptions to this rule are discussed
below.

III. Are the prospects for private capitalization of energy development adversely
affected by potential changes in world oil prices?

The prospects for private capital expenditures for energy development are
very adversely affected because world oil prices are unstable so long as they
are set by the wold oil cartel. I must dissent from forecasts of high prices, low
prices, or current prices. A cartel is by its nature rigid and unstable, and a price
acceptable to most members at one moment of time becomes unacceptable later.
In the short run, the price could certainly be raised farther, even aside from
inflation, and will be if the exporting nations think the higher revenues today
worth the loss of business in the-future. On the other hand, if significant com-
petition breaks out among the members of the cartel, aggravated by small
amounts of non-cartel capacity coming on stream, the price could fall to a
fifth of its present value. The price may rise at some times and fall at others.
Furthermore, the cartel may deliberately reduce prices for a limited time in,
order to kill or stop entirely investmentin substitute energy sources.

Thus we are getting the worst of all possible worlds. We are paying very
high prices, and yet potential investment Is frightened off by the great risks
of either conventional oil or new energy sources.

Paradoxically, the problem Is more easily soluble for unconventional energy
sources, because the decision involves much less money. The government should
seek to negotiate with prospective operators of e.g. synthetic fuel plants whereby
they receive e.g. a cost plus fixed fee for building and operating a given
synthetic oil plant. Or we might write a turn-key contract with the builder, and
agree with a refining company that they could have the new facilities at a
negotiated price which they expect would give them an acceptable rate of return.
Another variant: we could ask for bids by constructors and operators, who would
be obligated to produce a certain amount of oil for which we would guarantee
them a minimum return, with the understanding that If costs proved lower than
expected they w~uld earn a higher return.

There are many variations on this principle which is simple and important:
knowledge of new methods must be bought, but it is not necessary to subsidize all
fossil fuels in order to obtain experience of producing some new type.

IV. Is there a need for a minimum Import price or some other device to protect
high cost energy Investments In the United States7

Unconventional energy investments have already been discussed In III above.
High cost energy investments also need protection, but of a different kind. Neither
a minimum oil import price nor a tariff are adequate and yet both may be far more
expensive than necessary. They would be inadequate because the profits of the
cartel nations-are so enormous that they can absorb any tariff and undersell
domestic oil, either deliberately or because the cartel cannot hold ranks. The only
way to prevent this would be by raising the tariff or minimum by something ap-
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proaching the per barrel profit of the Persian Gulf nations today, which would be
an additional ten dollars per barrel.

A further objection is that we do not know how much domestic supply of crude
oil or natural gas will be forthcoming at any given price. The continuing inflation
in construction costs has aggravated the problem, but it would exist even with a
stable general price level. We simply do not know, and do not appear about to
know. The estimates made by the FEA Project Independence Report appear to be
too low when compared with econometric studies of price-supply relations. They
appear too high according to the judgmental forecasts of most oil companies. There
is no way of reconciling this three-way disagreement, or of discrediting one or
more of the estimates. Where honest, well-informed observers disagree so widely,
it is folly to suppose that any estimate in current conditions of knowledge is at all
reliable. Anyone who proposes national policy committing us to some definite
price floor is living in a world of fantasy.

The only effective protection is a quantitative limit on imports. This should be
the result of a calculation of the costs imposed on us by sudden curtailment of
foreign supply, and of the cost of stockpiling. With this Information, we could
calculate how much a given amount of "insurance" was worth, and what kindof premium we were prepared to pay. In the absence of this kind of information,
we can at least begin progress by limiting imports to approximately current levels.
This is the approach of the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives, and I think it is an excellent way to start, perhaps the only way. It
protects domestic investors from any unplanned or malicious drop in the price
of foreign oil, while not protecting them from any price reductions due to a break-
through in technology or large discoveries of new oil and gas such as those on
the North Slope of Alaska.

V. General comments on minimum oil import prices.
It is not clear to what "minimum oil import prices" the Department of State Is

trying to commit this country. One type would be maintenance of a minimum price
in the United States, for domestically produced-oil or imported oil, or both.

Another type of minimum oil price would be that embodied In a long-term
supply agreement between importing and exporting nations, whereby the import-
ing countries guaranteed a minimum price, while the exporting countries would
promise unlimited amounts of oil at that price.

The Administration has been working toward this goal of a world-wide price
fixing commodity agreement for several years. But since we are dealing with a
cartel of sovereign states, it is literally impossible to negotiate because there
is no way of enforcing the agreement. Unlike contracts in ordinary trade, the
sovereign monopolist Is constrained neither by competition nor by law. This seems
to be obvious, and yet the experience of France shows how seductive is the idea
of "dialogue", "cooperation", and "creating so dense a web of interdependent
economic, political, social, and cultural relations that neither party will feel free
to violate it." All that France got from this policy was the pleasure of paying
above-market prices, and of feeling that somehow they were setting an example
for the rest of the world. There is nothing peculiarly French, I fear, about their
inability to see -that when the Algerians repeatedly violated the agreement and
finally expelled the French companies, this was no aberration but the normal
result to be expected.

The second test of the proposition that there can be no agreement with a
sovereign monopolist is to examine the recent history of suggested agreements
with Saudi Arabia. One was proposed in October, 1972 whereby Saudi Arabia
would get some kind of preferential access in return for a guaranteed price.
Nothing much came of this, although the State Department said it was "enthusi-
astic" over the proposal. This was not surprising, since State had had at least
as much to do with drafting the proposal as had the Saudis. What is more
difficult is to understand the enthusiasm when the Tehran agreement of Feb-
ruary, 1971 had already been violated more than once. In 1973,-that agreement
was formally destroyed, Sheik Yamani citing the doctrine of "changing circum-
stances" which had indeed been set out by an OPEC resolution in 1968. It is
puzzling how anyone can read this resolution through and still believe that an
agreement is possible. In December, 1078 government take, the real price floor
in the Persian Gulf, was set at $7 per barrel for "equity" oil. Nothing was said
about the-twenty-five percent of the oil which was owned by the- government;
it was generally assumed that governments would sell it at the price set by the
"equity" oil. But the g-o~eriinment's share proved unexpectedy difficult to sell
because in early 1974 demand for oil was unexpectedly weak. Accordingly, Saudi
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*Arabia initiated the practice of requiring the producing company to take its
twenty-five percent of the oil, and at a considerably higher price. Thus the
amount due to the government was raised from $7 to approximately $8 for the
very reasonthat a weak demand inadvertently showed that the profit-maximizing
price was higher than the current price. This particular incident shows not only
how a bargain was unilaterally changed, but also h6w mistaken it is to suppose
that weakness of demand will somehow lead to a decrease in price.

The next unilateral action came in mid-June when Saudi Arabia changed itn
participation from twenty-five to sixty percent, thus raising the average take to
about $9.35 as of Jnly 1. Any temptation to protest this unilateral action was
forestalled by the repeated Saudi assurances that they really wanted lower prices.
thus earning them repeated praise as being large-minded and statesmanlike, and
by a promise to hold an auction in August whose effect could only have been to
bring prices down and'Perhaps drastically. The auction was cancelled. In Septem-
ber, the displeasure of Mr. Kissinger was shown in his "tough" speech to the U.N.
General Assembly, and President Ford's "tough" speech in Detroit. At this very
time, however, the then Federal Energy Administrator John C. Sawhill when
asked by the Senate Permanent Committee on Investigations for the Administra-
tion's plans to lower the price, answered that there was no plan at all for lowering
prices. Mr. Kissinger's anger at this disclosure Is well known, and Mr. Sawhill
was soon out of a job. In October, and again in November, Mr. Kissinger visited
Saudi Arabia, received assurances from King Faisal hinself that Saudi Arabia
would try to bring down world prices, and after each assurance there was a
further increase in price, which by November was up about one dollar from its
value on July 1.

October was also noteworthy because Sheik Yamani said his country would
never reduce output to force up prices. Oil men at the meeting, to their credit be.
it said, immediately pointed out how meaningless this was "if sellers raised price,
demand declines and they reduce output In response. But high-ranking U.S.
officials did interpret the statement as being a pledge of no reduction in output.
and in March stressed their dismay that the Saudis "had pulled the rug out fro-
under them" by reducing output about a third.

This rather dreary recital of promises made and cherished and broken Is nec-
essary only because there Is such a deep yearning for some kind of an agreement
or settlement with the producing nations. This hope has permitted our country
to tolerate and even help the increase in prices which Is the original source of all'
the problems we are wrestling with.

I believe this Committee could make a great contribution by letting it be known.
that it will not tolerate any kind of long-term "agreement" on a floor price for oil.
The general principle ought to be: what's bad for the cartel is good for the U.S.A..
and vice versa. We should do nothing to help the cartel, and should look earnestly
for ways whereby we can at least contain it, damage It, and possibly even destroy
it. The House Ways and feans Committee appears to have approved a system of
import quotas which If not weakened by too many special provisions and exemp-
tions will help us by injecting some competition into the world oil market. The
reasons for this expectation are stated in the Appendix to my testimony.

Senator GRAVEl. Our next witness is Mr. Fletcher L. Byrom, chair-
man of the board, Koppers.

STATEMENT OF FLETCHER L. BYROM, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD.
KOPPERS CO., INC., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Mr. Bymo-.r. I have submitted written testimony. If I may, rather
than read it to you, I will briefly summarize it, and that might giv&
us time to answer some questions.

I am chairman of the board and chief executive officer of the Koppers
Co., which among other things is involved in the engineering and
constriction industry. We presently have capabilities for design,
construction and start-up operations -for coal gasification plants based
upon known, commercially proved technologies, for what is referred:
to as medium Btu gas, or 300 Btu per cubic foot gas.
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I do not intend to try to represent myself as an authority on all
phases of energy or on the capital market. I think we do have some
knowledge that will be a valuable input on coal gasification. I would
like to put into perspective for you the fact that we are not really
talking about a solution in its entirety to the energy crisis that we per-
ceive on the basis of coal gasification alone. 'We do believe that the
technology we have available today could make a very significant

Construction and startup operations for coal gasification l)lants based
to 15 years, which we perceive to be a very significant crisis period.

Principally, what we are talking about is the potential replacement
of natural gas which is now used in heavy industry. About a half to

) two-thirds of the total U.S. consumption of natural gas is used by
industry. It is also used to produce ammonia fertilizers and methanol.
It is also used to generate electric power. The rest of it, of course, is
used for home heating, light industrial, and commercial applications.

We are not talking about a process that would necessary ly replace
pipeline quality gas. We are talking about a process that is perfectly
feasible for heavy industrial use for the production of ammonia fertil-
izers, for the production of methanol and in a combined cycle process
to produce electricity.

What we are talking about, again to put it into perspective, would
be the energy-equivalent of possibly a million barrels of oil per day.
In terms of capital-funds to do this, the replacement would require
about $8 billion for the coal gasification plants at present prices. This
would require about 120 million tons of additional coal per year, and
to put that in perspective, last year we mined about 600 million tons.
It is estimated that it would take another $2.5 to $3.0 billion to open
up the coal mines required, assuming that it was done with deep mines
as well as strip mining.

Now, I would like to put out one other thing so that you will under-
stand my testimony. Although the Koppers Co. as a construction
company would obviously gain if coal gasification became an im-
portabt process, it really is not all that crucial to us. I do not want
to sound like an altruistic chief executive, but I am basically con-
cerned with the energy Problems of the country as I perceive them.

To put this in perspective, if we sold all the coal gasification plants
that I could perceive tinder what I just told you, it might add about
50 cents a share to our earnings. Last year we made $8.16 so that
the total potential per year from coal gasification is within the limits

Sof predictability of our earnings. I am not all that uptight about it
' because of what it means to the company. I am very uptight about it

in terms of what can be done, and I hate to see this country mifs an
opportunity to do something constructively toward a significant
partial solution of its energy problems.

This is one of three processes available. Ours is one based on German
World War II brown coal technology. We originally built a demon-stration plant in 19.50 out in Louisiana, Mo. where we used this process
to make the gas which was used in the FisclerTropsch process to
make. liquid hydrocarbon and further upgrading it to produce
gasoline.

Two years later in Finland, there was a commercial plant built to
produce ammonia. The interesting thing about this process is that
it can use any hydrocarbon available. It can use lignite; it can use
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oil; it can use low-grade coali it can use high-grade coal. It has been
approved in terms of its environmental effects. It basically does not
contribute to pollution, so you can use high-sulfur coal.

Since November of 1973 we have had all kinds of interest from
essentially every kind of industry: heavy industry, potential fertilizer

-producers, and electric power utilities who are interested in combined
cycle plants. We have performed paid feasibility studies; we have
no orders. We have had all kinds of brides up to the altar. We have
not gotten anybody married yet. We have a question as to why, and
I think the answers are pretty clear to us.

Fundamentally, the problem is that this is a very high capital
expenditure requirement, and the gas that we would produce is not
cheap. Therefore, any major expenditure to build plants would be
subject to economic impacts that-basically are not predictable within
the analysis that is available through the private system. We are talk-
ing about the use of coal gas, 300 Btu gas, for heavy industry.
For example, if suddenly the value of the price of Midwestern oil
would drop from $12, $14, $15 u barrel down to $6 a barrel, these
industries would be caught with a very expensive plant and very
expensive fuel, and they would just be in a mess. Everybody in heavy
industry is afraid to go ahead with it on that basis.

In the case of ammonia, you have the problem of the potential pro-
duction of ammonia fertilizers from the flared gas that is now being
wasted in the Middle Eastern oilfields. I would be delighted to see
low-cost fertilizers come to this country. On the other hand, I think
that we have to recognize that we in industry just cannot predict
what the price of ammonia will be on flared gas.

If you were assured that the price would be what it is today, the
domestic gasification plants could be justified. If the price were to drop
significantly, again, industry would be caught with a white elephant
that could certainly mean disaster for their companies.

In the case of combined cycle plants, these would be ideally suitable
for peak shaving by producing methanol from this gas that could be
stored as a liquid. This would be just an ideal means for public util-
ities to be able to handle their peak periods, using gas turbines with
the methanol as fuel, and steam heating plants using the exhaust gases
from the turbine for their source of heat for steam generation.- Again,
if the fuel prices were to change significantly these plants would be
caught in a very bad situation. We have considerable support for our
position and we offer to submit to your staff the supporting telegrams
that we are receiving from some of 'our potential customers, saying yes,
Mr. Byrom's position is the proper position.

Wehave a number of suggestions. One possibility is that there be a
means by which a price subidy could be established by the Govern-
ment. That is to say, guaranteed minimum revenues which would pro-
vide for operation of the plant with an appropriate return on
investment.

I would think that that would require a -provision that if the sub-
sidy became too great, the Government would have a right to buy itself
out by taking over the plant at its depreciated value, possibly to hold
it in standby against some later change in the oil cartel's attitude
toward shipment or price.

All of the things that I am suggesting are possibilities where the
various industries might require any one-r-all of them, but not neces-
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sarily recommended for each case. I highly recommend accelerated
amortization Where it would be possible to write off the plant in 2 or 3
years. Further, possible use of an additional investment credit as a1
incentive by adding say 5 percent more investment credit, than the
present law allows for these particular certified installations.

Senator Bentsen, I know, has talked about RFC type of financing
for these kinds of projects. This is a possibility that we might look at.

Another suggestion that would be particularly useful, I think, for
4Q, public utilities would be the possibility of permitting them to issue

Stax-fee debentures, which might prove to be an interesting and very
helpful basis for allowing the private system to be encouraged to
invest in these kinds of facilities.

These are the kinds of recommendations that I submit to you. Pos-
' sibly, you have some questions.

Senator GRAVEL. You made no mention of coal gasification plants'
needs for water, yet many Western States are worried that there is
not enough water for full-scale use of coal gasification.

How large a problem is the availability of water in your technology?
Mr. BYROM. It is a matter of some concern, we have felt, and we

would be very happy to review this with any of the people on your
staff who have concern in this connection. Vor what we are talking
about, we do not think it is a problem.

Senator GRAvE,. What could be done to encourage the technology
in your area with respect to imports, or what have you ?

ir. Bynom. We do not need encouragement for technology. We
have a commercial process available. The problem is that the predicta-
bility of return on investment, the predictability of a viable invest-
ment within our profit system, is not there because of the things I
mentioned.

But, I think this is the thing that is misunderstood: there is addi-
tional technology required only if you want to create pipeline-quality
gas.

What we are saying is that there is a very major requirement in
industries now using natural gas where our particular commercial
process would be satisfactory. As an example, the steel industry pres-
ently consumes about 2 billion cubic feet a day of natural gas, which
is equivalent to 2 trillion Btu a day. 'To replace this natural gas with
meium-Btu gas-which is what we are talking about here--that is
commercially feasible today would require about 167 four-headed
gasifiers,It would require a capital investment of about $21/2 to $3
billion.

New mines would be required to produce an additional 45 million
tons of coal per year for the steel industry at a capital cost of about
$1.125 billion.. So we are talking about something on the order of $4 billion to
provide the steel iidustry with medilum-Btu gas to replace the natural
gas now being used. Of possible interest, this would be enough to heat
about 31/2 million homes in a -climate such as Pennsylvania.

What we are concerned about is that in the early 1980's the natural
gas is just not going to be available for home heating, for light com-
mercial operations, and also for heavy industry. We are going to
end up with a lot of plants being shut down' because there is no
energy available for them-or, we are going to end up with an awfully
lot of iPeople being awfully cold.

53-0575-----7
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We do not think that it is necessary to allow that condition to
occur. We think that we can move forward with coal gasification.
But it has to be on the basis of an energy policy where the Govern-
ment agrees, in effect, with the crisis position that I just pointed
out.

Thus, if we can agree on the fact of an emerging crisis, then I think
legislative steps are needed to provide protection to pioneering indus-
tries. There must be assurances against the disastrous damage that
could come to the private sector if they put major amounts of their
money into coal gasification, and then have the rug pulled out from
under them by the means that I have mentioned. I think that it is
a question of do you people-does the Government--do the various
committees-does the Congress-believe what I believe?

Namely, that we are going to bem a real mess in the early 1980's,
and if we are, then it is possible, by a forthright energy policy, to-
start right now&

We are ready to start moving tomorrow.
Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much.
Senator BentsenI
Senator BwrsEx. Do you have any figures to indicate the cost of

gasified coal, at a Btu equivalent to oil I
Mr. Bymom. On today's costs, assuming $15 coal, it would take about

$15 a barrel price of oil. This is not cheap.
Senator BzwmENS. I know it is not. That is why I was trying to get

some numbers.
Mr. B RoM. This is very rough, and it would depend on the quality

of coal, of course. But, just for a rough reference, $15 a barrel oil is
equivalent, if you assume $15 a ton cost of coal.

Senator B iNT5En. How can you then justify building one of these
plants, even if you were sure that the present price of oil from the
Middle East remained constant?

Can you actually justify building one?
Mr. lymom. This is assuming a reasonable return on investment.

If you were to build it today, that $15 price makes it a viable invest-
ment.

If you were guaranteed that that was where the price was--
Senator BP.rrsz.. I understand. There is a serious problem there.

In fact I mentioned that earlier.
Mr. Bmr-x. I know your position, and I think from what I know

Of it, we are in agreement. One of the frightening thins to me, this
i a perfectly god process to make ammonia for fertilizer for agri-
culttire. And at today's price of ammonia it is a viable kind of
operation.'
. There 'are about 16 of these plants operating around the world.

This is the commercial process. This is not some dream or something
we think we can do. It is something we are prepared to do tomorrow,
but have these obvious economic limitations. Of course ammonia is
made from natural gas today.

_AMil what we 1r4_ all bothered about is what is going to happen when
there is not enough natural gas to go around to do all the things we
expect of it?

Senator B sEwrsq. So am I. Reading through your statement, I was
not sure who was lifting from whose speeches. I agreed with a great
deal of it.
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Senator GRAvj. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr...Byrom with attachment follows.

Hearing continues on p. 113.]

TESTIMONY oi FwvrcnzR L. BYaoM, ChArMAN 0F THE BoAxD 0r Koppm
COMPANY, INC., PITSBUROJi, PA.

My name is Fletcher L. Byrom. I am Chairman of the Board of Koppers Com-
pany, Inc., in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Mr. Best has asked that I comment on
the capital needs of the energy sector during the next decade. I appreciate the

, invitation to appear here today and in the brief time alloted will endeavor to
respond to your request from the vantage point of a major corporation ready to
make a substantial contribution-to relieve our national energy shortage.

My company, among other things, is enaged in the engineering and construc-
tion field and we are presently capable of engineering, erecting and putting into
operation plants which will gasify coal, forming a gas having a heating value of
approximately 300 Btu per cubic foot. This medium Btu gas can be used- as a
synthesis gas to produce certain chemicals for which natural gas is now used,31 such as ammonia and methanol, and is suitable for consumption by industries
requiring heat for their basic processes, or generation of electricity.

During the last three years we have been In touch with scores of companies
in the heavy industrial class to acquaint them with our process and capabilities.
While many have shown sincere and active interest in coal gasification, none
has been willing to commit the large sums of capital required to substitute coal
gasification for natural gas or other fossil fuels. Some, nevertheless, have com-
missioned us at considerable cost to them to prepare detailed feasibility studies
based on our Koppers-Totzek process.

We, of course, have been most interested in their reasons for holding back.
And I think these reasons are the nub of your Interest. This Is what they tell us:
"Without exception, they have reservations because the nation lacks an over-all
energy policy-in regard to both foreign and domestic sources. Without such a
clearly stated and firm policy directed toward reducing our reliance on-imported
energy, and administered by a one-stop agency, no company can risk the large
capital Investments necessary to meet its needs and the energy neids of the
nation."

The policy should afford industry the types of guarantees and incentives which
will protect It against eventualities which are beyond Industry's control and
which cannot be defended agains-in- normal business practices.

Government policy consideration must be given to the capital needs of industry
which result from expenditures caused primarily by the national goal of reducing

-reliance on imported fuel. Special consideration, In view of their status as public
utilities, should be given to electric power. The fact that a moderate winter in
1974 alleviated the problem should not be relied upon in the future. The likelihood
is that there will be extensive peak load shortages and brownouts. And indus-
trial users of natural gas, on Interruptible contracts, have been seriously-curtailed
in the past. But this is only a sample of what can come In the future with its
serious disruption of the economy and extensive loss of Jobs.

Consideration should be given to the danger of a serious and capricious drop
in the world price of oil directed at deterring our efforts at national self-
sufficiency and at economic disruption in the consuming nations. Such action

'could bankrupt companies which' make extensive investments in subtitute
domestic fuels and would surely dry up capital markets for committed com-
panies, including newly opened and expanded coal mining operation&

Safeguards are necessary to defend against dumping In this country of low-
priced fertilizer or other products derived from petroleum. While we at Koppers
are In favor of unimpeded, reciprocal fair trade, we are mindful, as are eom-
panies with which we are In touch, of the disruption which could result if
Middle Eastern producing countries should decide to build plants to use the
natural gas whch they now flare, and sell the resulting products on the world
market. While we naturally would welcome low-priced fertilizer for our agri-
culture as a boon to food production to meet our needs and those of an over-
populated world we cannot as a nation leave unprotected, those companies which
Invest extensively In the plants needed to contribute to our goal of energy
self-sufficiency. Nor can we afford to expose American agriculture to the caprice
of countries which could out off its fertilizer supply once our own production
has dwindled under foreign price pressure.
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We, of course, are not unmindful of the many other aspects which raust be
coveredt i any. compWe ensive national energy policy. However, I am limiting
my testimony for the present to those elements which impinge on the ability
of Industry to address itself to the serious and urgent need to build a substitute
energy industry in the United States,

Ohvlodsly, each corporation and certainly utilities have different capital prob-
lems. It Is impossible, therefore, to suggest one solution for all. But it is possible
to suggest several approaches, each of which may apply to some companies but not
necessarly to all. To do the entire Job, therefore, a package of incentives is
required. The folowing are some we have discussed with companies who have
come to use for feasibility studies and which we agree are essential elements
in support of a national energy policy:

1. There must be legislation along the lines of the World War II Certificate of
Necessity for war-related projects to provide special tax incentives by granting
to cert Ifled energy.related projects.

(a) Additional investment tax credits of as much as 5 over the existing
credit,

(b) A, fast write-off for tax depreciation purposes of as little as two to
three years.

(c) The right to issue tax-free bonds.
At the same time, as I have repeatedly said, elsewhere, Congress must consider

a complete revision of our general tax depreciation policy In order to give
recognition to the replacement cost of capital assets in our inflationary economy.

2. Price equalization to permit new energy plants to continue to operate
uneconomically if the imported price of oil should put new domestic plants
at a competitive disadvantage. This would require a guaranteed government sub-
sidy based on the Btu price equivalent of the output of new plants, including
allowance for amortization and a fair and reasonable return on Investment In the
specific ftcility.

3. In adthit on, in lieu of price equalization, a form of government insurance
against daz.,agea resulting from foreign energy pricing policies ranging from
cash payments to a program of government buy-back of new plants. These plants
could he held in standby for future need as the particular impact on an
industrial plant or a utility as well as economic and national defense considera-
tions may dictate.

Points #2 and #3 are suggested Jointly as an alternative to proposals to
establish a floor under imported prices of oil and iquefled natural gas (LNG)
either by tax or tariff. We oppose floors on these products because this would
deprive segments of the economy from benefitting from imports when avail-
able, and would deprive the consumer of the benefits of the lower prices.

4. It is well known that many oil producing exporting countries now flare the
utatural gas obtained in conjunction with crude oil production. To prevent dis-
toestla- from foreign producer decisions to convert this gas to aminiona.
ethanol or a wide variety of petrochemical products and sell them on the U.S.
market at prices below the U.S. cost of production of these products, we recom-
uiend legislation to permit the imposition of countervailing duties to equalize
prices.

All of these, we feel, are necessary elements of a national energy policy. But I
would repeat that until all elements of such a policy are executed and admin-
istered by a single, one-stop agency, industry will not be able to respond expedi-
tiously to any policy. Until this is done, our national economy and the employ-
ment of our work force will remain in serious jeopardy.

Our most basic national needs require that this be done now. For the welfare
of our nation and of the world community depend on the earliest possible restora-
tion of our energy Integrity.

This day can be advanced when government policy recognizes that much nat-
ural gas now used by industry can be conserved for higher priority uses by
substituting medium-Btu gwq.

For example, the steel Industry presently consumes about two billion cu. ft.
per day of natural ga--equivalent to two trillion Btu per day. To replace this
natural gas with medium-Btu Industrial fuel gas would require about 107 gasi.
fiers, requiring a capital Investment of about $2.5 to $8.0 billion, exclusive of costs
for opening new mines.

Some 184 thousand tons of coal per day, or about 45 million tons per yeaA
would be zequire&L
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This approach to supplying industrial fuel gas would release sumeleut natural
gas to heat over 3.5 million average-size houses in a climate such a's Pennsyl-
vanta's.

We are constantly amazed at the amount of time, effort and money being
expended by the Federal Government to develop new technology fot coal gamifiea-
tion. Three known processes are in successful operation throughout the world;
the technology Is here today, and we should move to construct these comwoercial-
scale points Immediately.

The Kbppere-Totzek process has been evaluated by an independent private
laboratory under commission from the Environmental Protection Agency, and

~- it has been ap1rovN as meeting environmental standards. There are some
16 plants using this process, either operating or under construction, through-
out the world, Indicating that it 1 et commercially feasible .pmcels., It Is imi-
portant to note that the process ubes any type of -coal or itgbite. In view of)~ this, we feel tht we can 'contribute to easing the energy crunch by building
gasification plants for those energy-consuming industries which have been using
natural gasin significant quantities.

As you know, historically heavy industry such as electric pover generation,
steel, chemicals, non-ferrous metals, glass and ceramics have kwen-uing between
one-half and two-thirds of the natural gas consumed in this country. The farms
of this country rely heavily on the ammonia fertilizer produced from natural
gas. The remainder of the natural gas is consumed by domestic heating, com-
inercial And light Indu.ctrial uses.

When heavy Industry users had their natural gas supply -Interrupted, in
most cases, they turned to fuel oil or liquefied petroleum gas (TJPG) which has
Inm turn required vastly expanded importation of foreign crude.

Industry h~eeds this new source of domestic fuel inimediately.. It can be
delivered by existing technology.

Therefore, with your permission, I am offering for the record as an appendix
to this testimony a paper refuting the often-heard claim that economle, eco-
logically sound processes for coal gasification are not presently available.

I hope I have been able to outline the l)roblems facing the nation in reaching
a measure of energy self-sufficiency atk industry sees them, and to suggest some
remedies and needed actions. It is clear that solutions are beyond the control
of industry. Therefore, it Is a problem requiring government Intervention now.

SUMMARY OF "COAL GASIFICATION: 'NEOLECTED REfSPONSE TO

AMERIcA'S ENERGY NEEDS"

(Submitted by Koppers Co., Inc.)
If Indeed a measure of energy seli-sufclency is part of the national go1l,

then immediate legislation permitting alternate fuel development would .gerve
the dual purpose of getting coal gasification on stream, and enhancing the U.N.
Governmnet's position in negotiating the lowest-price energy imports.

Industry is ready now to deliver commercial-sized, environmentally inno, nous
coal gasification plants which can use only coal feedstock regardless of sulfur
content.

Currently in the United States there are utilities, manufacturing comlmnies,
chemical producers and metals manufacturers using critically short natural gas
who are ready to build coal gasification plants. But industry will not copunit
capital funds to these planits-and to materially contribute to a solution of tile
nation's energy problem-for fear that political factors could drop the cost of oil
to a point which would render gas from coal uncompetitive.

This is a factor beyond the control of industry. It is, thprefore,A problem
requiring government Intervention.

Legislation should be provided in two broad areas:
1. Stimulation of plont construction through any one or a combination of the

following incentives: low-Interest loans; such tax incentives as investment
credits andaccelerated write-offs; or Industriai deyelopment bonds.

2. Energy cost equalization to ensure that thoe who adopt coal gasification
will not be placed at a future disadvantage with competitors If potentially cheaper
energy sources should materialize. To prevent pioneers in adoption of a new
domestic energy source from being unjustly penalized by such developments,
the availability of subsidies to provide cost parity should be ensured.

ego The time for government action is now.
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COAL, GAS IOATION . NRGLEC'rW RuSotsic To AMFICA'S ENEzRG Nsw SUM MAUY

President Ford has said that the nation needs a program of Federal incentives
to ensure that we can produce the equivalent of one million barrels of synthetic
fuels per day by 198. To help accomplish this he called for 20 new synthetic
fuel plant in the next decade.

Robert 0. Seamans, Administrator of the Energy Research and Development
Administration, says that the President's objective is attainable if the govern.
ment will promulgate a plan including front-end price support and a purchase
guarantee,

Industry must be convinced, moreover, Dr. Seamans asserts, that government
not only is believable but that it can deliver.

With the United States sitting on one-half of the world's coal reservi-, coai
gasification clearly is the quickest route to fulfillment of the President's goal.

Industry Is ready now to deliver commercial.sized environmentally Innocuous
coal gasification plants which can use only coaras feed stock regardless of sultur
content.

The generally-held assumption that commercial scale coal gasification for
industry requires further technological development is without basis. Fourteen
plants using Just one of the commercially available processes (Koppers-Totzek)
are now in operation in Europe, the Mid-East, Africa and India.

Currently it the United States there are utilities, manufacturing companies,
chemical producers and metals manufacturers using critically short natural gas
who are ready to build coal gasification plants.

At current and projected market prices of other energy forms these plants are
economically viable.

But industry will not commit capital funds to these plants-and to materially
contribute to a solution of the nation's energy problem-for fear that political
factors could drop the cost of oil to a point which would render gas from coal
uncompetitive.

This is a factor beyond the control of industry. It is, therefore, a problem
requiring government intervention.

This intervention by government must assure that gas yielded from coal will
not be significantly more costly to consumers than the energy generated by im-
ported fuel or other sources.

If the President's goal is to be met this problem must be confronted by govern-
ment now.

New plants can be brought on stream in three years. That's three yearn from
the time government provides the assurance to permit industry to proceed.

These assurances must be an integral element in any rational energy policy.
When, in Dr. Seaman's words, the government "delivers," industry will deliver
the plants.

Particularly for the East and Northeast where shortages are greatest and,
coincidentally, coal is readily available, the coal gasification solution will bring
early relief without environmental sacrifice.

INTRODUCTION

Coal gasification is not a new technology. Prior to World War II it provided
much of this nation's gas requirements for heating, cooking and industrial appli-
cations. After the war, however, gas producers who had served a major portion
of the United States phased out as plentiful supplies of low-cost natural gas were
distributed through a nationwide pipeline system.

However, while interest In coal gasification in the United States dwindled with
the advent of plentiful cheap natural gas, Europe's Interest in gasification grew
because it was not Similarly blessed. With Its increased interest, Europe refined
and improved the processes. Still later, even Europe shifted Its principal interest
from gasification of indigenous coal to cheaper, imported hydrocarbons.

Today, the situation has changed. The spiraling cost of petroleum energy in all
its forms is fast erasing the price differentials between coal gas and other
sources. Interfuet competition is becoming a thing of the past as all sources
must be exploited if the United States is to have any hope of attaining a high
level of energy Independence by 1085.

11.8. production of natural gas has not kept pace with demand, even though 28
trillion cubic feet was produced In 1974. The federal Power Commission esti-
mated that during the winter months of 1974-75, the 42 major U.S. interstate pipe-
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lines would fall ubort of their contracted deliveries to industry by an average of
11 percent. This would be a 60 percent Jump over the 1973-74 short fal figures.

When natural gas allocations must be reduced, most suppliers use a priority
list favored by the FPC. Lowest-priority users are industrial customers with
Interruptible contracts and with boilers equipped to use alternative fuels (usually
oil or liquefied petroleum gas). Next to be cut off are industrial userswith non-
interruptible contracts with boilers equipped to use alternative fuels. Next are
the ammonia plants producing fertilizer. Then come commercial users. The highest
priority goes to houses and other residential structures.

Grim as it is, this is only the beginning. Even under the most optimistic assump.
• tions of National Petroleum Council studies, U.S. production will reach only 32

trillion cubic feet by 1985. Demand will have soared to 89 trillion cubic feet.
Thus, our "minicrisis" of this comparatively mild winter may be 6nly the first

of an annual more critical series as the gap between supply and demand continues) to widen.
These increasing threats of natural gas shortages and the abundance of .S.

coal reserves 1 has led to a mounting interest in coal gasification. This is reflected
in the U.S. government's current financing of some 20 pilot plant projects. It is) estimated that any commercial processes stemming from these pilot projects may
be as much as 15 years away and it is conceded that the experimental processes
under test may not prove practical.

These developmental efforts seek processes for pipeline quality (1,000 Btu)
gas. However, low and medium Btu technology, adequate to meet the gas needs of
industry and utilities and thus free natural gas for pipeline uses, is not in the
developmental stage. It is perfected and operating successfully and extensively in
commercial plants abroad.

COAL OAsiFICATiON'5 POTENTIAL APPLICATION

Industries and utilities consume 67 percent of the total natural gas used today,
with the remaliting 33 percent going to residences and commercial operations.

Coal gasificatiun can make a significant immediate contribution in the com-
bined industrial and utility markets w ldch'account for two-thirds of the Nation's
gas demand.

The specific applications In which coal gas can be used instead of natural
gas are:

As an Industrial fuel for combustion in heating furnaces and for varied heat-
treating processes.

As an energy source for electrical power generation.
As synthesis gas to be used as feedstock:

For ammonia, a major chemical that now consumes vast quantities of
natural gas for the manufacture of fertilizers;

For methanol, another high.volume chemical product;
And for other hydrocarbon.based chemicals.

The steel, automotive, nonferrous metals, glass, rubber, cement, foundry,
utility and chemical industries can use coal gas on a large scale. All of these In-
dustries can readily convert to a substitute gas. This will release large amounts
of gas for light industrial, commercial and residential applications.

In terms of the overall U.8. energy interests, the mathematics of such conver-
sions is extremely significant. One moderately small K-T gasifler, for example,
could produce an energy equivalent sufficient to service about 20,000 average six-
room homes in a climate such as Pittsburgh's. Thus, spread over a broad spectrum
of Industrial/utility applications, coal gasification technology could have an enor-
mous impact upon the Nation's energy picture.

The advantages of coal gasification have not gone unnoticed by potential users
of the technology. During the oil embargo, Interest In the process ran particularly
high. The Koppers Company In fact was called upon to do engineering studies,
make plans, survey sites and do all preliminary groundwork for a number of pros-
pective customers for K-T plants. With the lifting of the embargo, however, their
interest plummeted because potential users of coal gasification:

Fear they will be put in a competitive disadvantage in going to such expense
while others may continue to draw from regulated natural gas sources.

148.9 trillion tons against normal present consumption of 61&8 million tons.
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Must plan for the possibility that oil prices will be lowered in the future.
again making gas front eol noncompetitive,

Are urieertain abOut U.S. policy on Imports,
Must take into account the unclear future of environmental legislation and

possible relaxation of air quality standards.
Energy users therefore continue to look to liquefied petroleum gas and petro-

leum for energy-ultimately meaning more imports and a worsening of our
balance-of-payments problems. And the disparity between natural gas require-
ments and supply continues to widen.

DESCRIPTION OF X-T PROCESS

In the Koppers-Totzek process, pulverized coal, oxygen and steam are fed into a
gasifier where they react in suspension at high temperatures.

The gasiller is a refractory-lined steel shell equipped with a stream Jacket.
A two-headed gasifier (an gasify more than 400 tons of coal per day. The coal,

oxygen and steam are brought together in opposing burner head, spaced 1S0
apart. Four-headed gasiflers, capable of gasifying S50 tons of coal a day, employ
burner heads 900 apart. With the use of multiple ults, capacities and effciericles
can be greatly Increased.

Within the gasifier. the operating pressure is slightly above atmospheric and
the reaction temperature is 3,300-3,5000 F. The coal is gasified almost completely
and instantaneously. and organic contaminants are destroyed to trace quantities.

K-T c~m gasify all ranks of coal. High sulfur and ash present no problems.
Actually, any carbonaceous material that can be dried and pilverize-d Is a suitable
feedstock.

The process is virtually pollution-free. At the prevailing operating temperil-
tures, no tars, phenols or other condensable hydrocarbons are formed--nly
gaseous products. Sulfur in the coal is converted to hydrogen sulfide in the,
gasifier. The hydrogen sulfide Is removed and converted to elemental sulfur
through commercially proved processes. This contrasts sharply with the direct
firing of coal in a boiler, where the sulfur in the coal is converted to sulfur
dioxide, which is difficult to remove from stack gases.

Because the sulfur In coal presents absolutely no environmental problems in the
use of the K-T process, the technology could be applied to tap the vast reserves
of high-sulfur coal, such as Illinois No. 6, currently unsuitable for many appli-
cations under Environmental Protection Agency standards.

There are no solid waste problems associated with the K-T process. About 50
percent of the coal ash particles fuse and drop out as slag into a slag quench
system below the gasifier. The remaining Inert ash particles are carried out of
the gasifier as a fly ash mingled with the unburned carbon and are removed
downstream. Used as landfill, the slag is more inert than the ash associated
with the original coil in stfl.

The product obtained from K-T is a clean, desulfurized. medium-ltu gas
having a heating value of about 300 Btu's per cubic foot (compared with 1.000
Btu's for natural gas).

This gas is becoming a more and more acceptable alternative to natural gas
as energy costs continue to escalate. Some industrial consumers are now paying
up to 82 per million Btu's for natural gas delivered to their plants. A moderately
sized six-gasifier K-T facility to supply industrial fuel gas would produce
the equivalent Btu value of 66 million cubic feet of natural gas per day at cont-
parable costs (as calculated by the FPC Utility Financing Method). The
construction cost of the facility itself would approximate $100 million.

CONOLUSION6

Collectively, the roadblocks to the Implementation of coal gasification projects
are having a considerable negative effect on the nation's energy picture.

Clearly, coal gasification as a source of energy will remain dormant until a
definitive, comprehensive, national energy policy emerges, that recognizes the
positive contribution coal gasification can provide to our nation's energy produc-
Ing cApabllileS. This recognition must be golldly reinforced with a program to
provide the direction and incentives that will stimulate coal gnsimlcatIon's
adoption.

The U.S. government has proposed policies calling for tariffs on imported
petroleum and taxes on domestic production. It seems appropriate that part-
of the large sums these policies would produce should be plowed back into
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development of energy supplies from such commercially proved non-polluting
sources as gasification of coal, an abundant national resource.

Government support could be provided in two areas;
Stintl4lat ion of plant constructton through any one of a combination of the

following incentives: low-interest loans, such tax incentives as Investment
credits, and accelerated write-offs.

Energy cost equalization to ensure that those who adopt coal gasification
will not be placed at a future disadvantage with competitors if cheaper
energy sources should materialize. For example, costs of imported hydrocar-
bons may go down as the result of unforeseeable changes In political or
international economic forces. To prevent pioneers In adoption of a new
domestic energy source from being unjustly penalized by such devolporwht,
the availability of subsidies to provide cost parity should be ensured.

Since at least three years of construction time is required to put a coal gasi-
fication plant on stream, time is a critical factor if"he nation is to derive early
benefits from this technology. Priorities should be established so that coal
gasification projects can get under way quickly, with related planning tp ensure
availability of:

(a) Adequate engineering and construction capabilities;
(b) Components and systei~s such ss compressors and oxygen plants; awd
(c) Adequate supplies of coal feedstocks.
If indeed a measure of energy self-sufficiency is part of the national goal, then

immediate legislation permitting alternate fuel development woul4 serve the
dugel purpose of getting coal gasification on stream, and enhancing the U.S.
Government's position in negotiating for lowest price energy imports.
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EcoN oXfCS ie4 TU K-T PROctas

PLANT INVESTMENTS AND GAS COST

The attached charts present plant Investment and gas cost data for 00 Btu
per standard cubic foot (SCF) gas produced from coal In the KoppersoTotzek
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Process. Plant investment costs shown are based on mid-1974 price levels. Gas
costs were calculated using the Utility Financing accounting method I proposed
to the Federal Power Commission (FPC) by a ten member FPC appointed com-
mittee Identified as "Synthetic Gas-Coal Task Force."

TOTAL PLAN1VT I1MNT8M

KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION PROCESS

TOTAL PLANT INVESTMENT
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SReference: "Description of Gus Cost Calculation Methods Used by the Syntbetic Gas.Coal T k Force at the FPC National -as Survey", for presentation to: Federal Power
Commission, Washington, D.C., June 12, 1972, by: H. IL Siegl, T. Kana, and HL A.
Marshall, s Rseach and Engineering Company.
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This graph shows approximate capital costs for plants of various chnabtles
to produce 30 Btu, clean, desulfurized utility gas or synthesis gas deliQe at
2 psig. Capital costs are order of magnitude in, called costs for grass roots battery
limits plant to produce a desired quintty Of 300 Btu gas, and do not include
costs for land or off-site facilities. I A. .

The basis for this graph is outlined in Figure 2.

(Figure 2)

BASIS FOR CALCULATING TOTAL CAPITAL REQUIREMBNT2

Total Plant Investment:
All onsites plant sections --------------------------------- XXX
All utilities and offsltes .. ----------------------- XXX

(Including fresh water treating, cooling towers, power generation
and distribution, steam generation, pollution control facilities,
site preparation, offices, shops, control houses, etc.)---------XX

Contractor's overhead and profit - ----------------------------- XX
Engineering and design costs ------------------------- ------ XXX

Subtotal plant investment ------------------- ---------- XXX
Project contingency (16 percent subtotal plant investment) --------- XXX
Development contingency 1 (7 percent of subtotal plant investment). XXX

Total plant investment ------------------- ,.-- -XXX

Interest during construction (interest rate time total 1lant invest-
ment time WI 6&7 years .verage period)...--------- ----- XXX

Startup costs (26 pert of total 4ro6perating cost).. ...... ---------- -XX
Working capital (sum-of: (a) raw materials inventory of 60 days At 911-'.

rate, (b) materlalS and supplies at 0.9 pereult of total T ant investment,
and (c) net receivables kt 1/24 of- anlmal gas revenue at $1.00/MMotu).- XXX

Total capital requirement -------------------------- ------ XXX
'AU items .larenthm Irater particular bases used by the Bynthetic Gas-("uPask
* Not required for processes already developed.
* Based on capitalisatlon of 40 percent of the ful-rate gross operating costs during a

six-month startup period. (Assumes that 60 percent of the costs during the startup peIod
are covered by revenue from gas deliveries.)
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KOPPERS-TOTZEK GASIFICATION PROCESS

AVERAGE GAS COST
FPC UTILITY FINANCING

GAS COST,
$ PER MILLION BTU
3.50

3.00

2.50

2.00

1.60

1.00
0 5 10

NUMBER OF FOUR-HEADED GASIFIERS
15

I I I I I I

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
TOTAL GAS HEATING VALUE, BILLION BTUS PER DAY

Bases :

1. Feedstock: Bituminous Coal
2. Plant Life: 20 Years

4. Capital Structure: 75% Debt
25. Equity

3. Depreciation: Straight Line 5. Interest Rate on Debt: 9%
6. Rate of Return on Equity: 15%
7. Federal Income Tax Rate: 48%

AVERAGE GAS COST (FIGURE 8)

Order of magnitude costs for the 300 Btu gas are shown for various jilant
sizes and coal costs. To develop accurate capital and operating costs, each
project requires a detailed study of individual conditions.

The graph reflects the effect of scale on gas costs. With small plants, gas
costs will be comparatively high. With plants requiring more than about eight
gasifiers, gas costs do not drop significantly with increase in capacity. Some
savings are effected in areas such as coal handling and preparation and general

I
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facilities with Increase in plant size, but size limitations of available equipment
necessitate multiple strings of equipment.

Yearly gas costs are shown In Figure 4. Figure 5 expresses the average gas
cost equation.

(Figure 4)

Koppers-Tcotzek gasifloation process, Vearly ga costs, FPO utility financing

(300 Btu/SCF at 2 pslg Bituminous Coal: 13,400 Btu/lb]
$/million

Project year: Blue
1 ----------------------------------------------------- 2.18
2 ----------------------------------------------------- 2.14
3 ----------------------------------------------------- .10
4 ----------------------------------------------------- 2.07
5 ----------------------------------------------------- 2.03
6 ------------------------------------------------- 2.00
7 ----------------------------------------------------- 1.96
8 ----------------------------------------------------- 1.92
9 --------------------------------------------------- 1.
10 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.85
11 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.81
12 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.78
13 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.74
14 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.71
15 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.67
16 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.63
17 --------------------------------------- 1.60
18 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.56
19 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.53
20 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.49

Average 20-year gas cost=$1.83/MM Btus.
Plant size: 6 gasifiers.
Coal cost: $15/ton.

(Figure 5)

Average gas oost equatim, utility financing method
Batts:

20-yetr project life.
5%/year straight line depreciation on Total Capital Requirment, excluding

Working Capital.
48% Federal Income Tax Rate.

Definition of Terms:
*C=Total capital requirement, Millon $
W=Working Capital, Million $
N=Total Net Operating Cost in F'irt Year, Million $/year
G=Annual Gas Production, Trillion Btu/year
d=Fraction Debt
I =Interest on Debt, percent per year
r=Return on Equity, percent per year
p=Return on Rate Base, percent per year

Equation for Return on Rate Base:
pf= (d) i+ (-d)r

General Gas Cost Equation:
Average gas cost,

aN+0.05(C- W)+0.005 p )-(1-d)rl (C-W)
#1MM BTU-. .

Values of the Parameter a:

*e fas L
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Pant stastp
Operating cos awoach cW latio e dat VAlue of a

Without escalation during proJlet life ................................. All jars ........... 1.0000
With eMalation during p Joj life ........... 197 ............... 1. 3726

IM and beyond.... 1.343S

Reference: "Description of Gas Cost Calculation Methods Being Used By the Synthetic Gas-Coal Task Force of the FPC
National Gas Survey" for presentation to: Federal Power Commission, Washingbn, D.C. June 12, 197L, By: H. M. Siegel,
T. Kalina H. A. Marshall, Essa Research & Engineeuing Co.

COSTS OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show estimated costs for producing ammonia, methanol and
hydrogen via the K-T system. As Indicated earlier, estimated costs are on a
battery limits basis and all utilities are purchased. The biggest utility cost is
power for synthesis gas compression, and in this report it is charged In at one
cent per kilowatt. Power requirements could be reduced with the use of steam
turbine drives, however, this would require low cost, low sulfur coal for in-plant
coal tired steam generation. With high sulfur coal, one could use gasification to
supply environmentally acceptable fuel gas to a steam generator. Each of these
alternatives involves many variables and requires special considerations, there-
fore they are not included in this discussion.

Cost data are based on the following conditions:
Operating period ------------ 330 days per year.
Plant capacity:

Ammonia ---------------- 2100 tons per day; 693,000 tons per year.
Methanol..............
Methanol ---------------- 634.9 M gal per day ; 209,525 M gal per year.
Hydrogen ---------------- 100 x 10 SCFD.

ProJect life' (n) ------------ 20 years.
Takes and Insurance--------- 3.5 percent of plant investment,
Interest' (I) --------------- 9 percent; 20 year average equals 6.0 percent.
Corporate charges ------------- 10 percent of plant level cost.
Gross return ----------------- 20 percent of plant investment.
Federal income tax ------------ 48 percent of gross return.
Debt -------------------- 100 percent.
Working capital -------------- 60 days inventory of raw material; net re-

Start-Up Costs.............
Interest During Construction_...-
Coal Cost for All Cases-------

I Baed on capital recovery factor = (1-+-)u--

ceivables 1/24 annual revenue; materials
and supplies at 0.9 percent of plant in-
vestment.

20 percent of total net operating cost.
1.875 years at 9 percent of plant investment.
$8.00 per ton.

1 (l+1)'
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FIGURE .- KOPPERS-TOTZEK COAL GASIFICATION ESTIMATED ANHYDROUS AMMONIA COSTS-BASIS:
330 DAYS PER YEAR-PLANT CAPACITY: Al00 TONS PER DAY, 63,000 TONS PER YEAR

Amount Cost pr P eet
(millions) to H, costpertoo

Plant Investment ................................................. $123,000 ............................

Working capital .................................................. 5, 32

Total investment ............................................ 128, 329 $15.00 ..............

Direct operating costs:
Raw materials, chemicals, catalysts, and utilities. Includes sulfur

iedat ..................................................... 19, 57 28.25 27.7
Labor and supplies ope.atnt and Maintance. Includes suer.

vision and general overhead .................................. 4,518 6.52 6.4

Total direct cons ......................................... 24,096 34. 77 34.1
Indirect costs:

Depreciation, taxes, insurance, and interest-Plant Investment
basis. Total Indirect costs .................................... 17,835 25.73 25.2

Total cost plant level ...................................... 41, 931 60. 50 59.3
Corporate charles, 10 percent plant level cost ........................ 4,193 6.05 6. 9
Gross return, 20 percent of investment .............................. 24,600 3S.50 34. $

Total yearly costs ........................................... 70,724 102.05 100. 0

Tos NHs per 330 days year ..........................................................................
Selling price dollars per ton NHi ......................................................................
Federal income tax (millions) .........................................................................
Net return (millions) ................................................................................
Net return:

Percent of plant Investment ......................................................................
Percent of sales .................................................................................

Bas:
Years of project life .............................................................................
Federal income tax rate (percent) ....................... ................
Debt (percent) ....................................-...............................................
Interest (20 yr average -6 percent) ..........................................

Note: Not included in cost calculations are the following:

693.000
102.06
11,808
12,792

10.4
ILI

20
48

100
9

Amount
(in

Startup costs ................................................................................... 4.800
Interest during construction (1.875 yr at 9 percent) .................................................. 20.756

Total ....................................................................................... 2.556
These costs, If Included In plant Investment, wold odd $6.35 per ton to the ammonia selling price.
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FIGURt 7 -KOPIPERS-TOTEK COAL GASIfICATION (STIMATED COMMERCIAL METHANOL COSTS- BASIS 330
DAYS PER YAR--P.ANT CAPACITY: 2,100 TONS ElR DAY4613,4O TONS PER YEAR, 209,-4S MILLION GALLONS
PIER YEAR

Amou Coats per PeWMs ost
(MItlioas) ga460 pe' t

Pea5l InvftmeM ..................................................

Wo a.......................................... 3,276 ............ .

ToW invs eae .... ................................ 122,066 S8. 0

ired operatInF Costs
Ral, matewliS, chmxals, cauly an utbkts Ifnludes suffr

u edit ... ..................... .. . .... ........ 1 .166 .7 23 5
Labor and stppesi, wperatmg and maMtenaSce Includes 4rpeIv0-

s .m and genral overhead -------...... . . 2.1 6 1

To ldr C sts ...................................... 4) 30.4Inirect costs:
Dpreitcatmi, tas, insranc aind inteasi-P mnt invustmees

basis T&anndhsclcosts............................. 17, I 2 268

TOW cost plant level ..... .. . .... ... ..... ..... .87 17 5 57 2
Corporate awIi". 10 Percent plort le cost.......... 3,I8 1 9
Gross retrn, 2 rnt o investment ..... . . 23, 764 11 3 36.1

Total yealy cost .................................. 64,328 36 100

Million gallons e 330 days year ..... ................
Selling price coats per j0o . 6
Federol income tan (mi ions) . .. ...... 11. 407
Not ,eturn milIos. ........................ .... 12 317
Net return,

Percent of plant investment........................... ... ....... I 4
Percent of sales ........................................ 1

Basis.-
Years of pOjecd life ........ ................................................. 20
Federal inco0e tax rate percent ) . ............ .. 48
Perc t debt ............. ............... 100
Interest (20 yr. average equals 6 perCant) ..... ......... I

Note. Not include i in cost cawllatio s are tho tolloingA Amount
(milo)

Startup cosb ............ ......... .. ............... ... .- -13 0
Intefrst during constriction (1 875 yrst 9 percent) .......... ......... 20 000

Total ........................ ...... ........... ....... 2) 900
These costs, if included in plant investment, would add I,& centi per galor, to selling price of metkna4
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FIGURE I.--IPPE$-TOTZEK COAL GASIFICATION ESTIMATED 96 PERCENT PURITY HYOROGEN COST, BASIS:

I30 DAYS PIER YEAR--PANT CAPACITY: lOOXIOO SCFD

A~4se DaI4ar Cs o(minim) F MUS

We TOW r#901.................................................

Raw moakus lbe.cusK catalysts sod uUhifs. Imdsdss sulur
credit .............. ......................................

I|Wr ab s ss sies ooonflot| d matuuance. Includesopet-
ias* m l sedds ..................................

ToW direct costs ..........................................
I Adirci codst

Dvn ialt . taxes. iarsocs sod iiss d-.-tP i evsta ul sk
Tota luifc c . ................ .......o . .o......- .........

Too cod tp. km* .....................................
C c _atba O 1 W level o ......................

m Wu r yrts. 2 O of .. . . .............................
lTN read co ............................................

12.0 .384 V&6.03

3.914 .119 L07

16.54 .5W3 34.10

12, 2t, .371 25.22
.32

6.4 SF . -15 5. 3?
48611 1.415 10.00

U CW e .... 330 M ........................................................................
swis pfat OWWWa r i 1SCI ........................................................................
federal ailn .... .......... ................................................................

Nril . .li
lorcst I p i suawme~ ........................... I...................... ....................
pe c n of W as .. ................... .. o.............. ..... ... ...................................

Yws of orefect 4% ..............................................................................
Federal tam s $ a m (r cSW ..................................................................

owe s . ..... ..................... ....... . ............ ............ .. o.. ... oNOW N,,et 304rscl ar-e ; 6. . .. .

,3.000

I.4S
u, 134

10.4

20

Aneat

,. . ,. . , . ,. . ,..................................
Ilwedt ditcubw lielbap rwo) 14.207* t

Is d ....................... ..................... ............................................ ,Thmcd0o m isplet 1000 oldadIc 10CWWd me WUM rim t drego.

U 05-OO-?--
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On the basis of the included cost data, synthesis chemical products from coal
will be costly In comparison to costs prevailing some months ago. It Is highly
unlikely that anhydrous ammonia will ever again be available at the July 1973
selling price of $00-MS per ton; nor will 14 cents per gallon methanol be available.
In the past year prices of these chemicals doubled. In the July 1974 issue of
Chemical Marketing Reporter ammonia was listed at $130--160 per ton and
methanol at 27-46 cents per gallon. At these prices the coal gasification route is
still competitive with capitalization of startup costs and interest during con-
struction. Ammonia price becomes $107.40-per ton and methanol 82.2 cents per
ga!lon. Hydrogen price becomes $1.50 per MSCF. With respect to hydrogen costs,
recent information from hydrogen supplier indicates a projected price of $1.10/
MSCF when natural gas cost is $1.50/M6CF. Costs are based on hydrogen quan-
tity of 100 x 106 SCFD. The economics of supplying hydrogen at the estimated
$1.48/MSCF via the coal gasification route Is questionable at this time if natural
gas is available at reasonable coats.

Significant reductions in the selling prices of the above chemicals are indi-
cated, if the Federal Power Commission (FPO) formula is used. Methanol drops
to 18 cents per gallon, hydrogen to 90 cents per MSC and ammonia to $62 per
ton. Methanol and hydrogen could be considered as fuel and perhaps FPC would
approve this approach on a utility enterprise basis. Ammonia would require
special consideration since it does not fall into the fuel category.

In the final analysis the future selling price of these chemicals will be dependent
upon the guidelines which could be established by the concerned regulatory
bodies. These guidelines could include allocation of domestic natural gas for
chemical feedstock and incentives to encourage importation of these chemicals
from other countries where abundant supplies of natural gas are available at
low cost. On the other hand, encouragement to build coal gasification plants for
chemical feedstock could be in the form of an accelerated writeoff, tariff regula-
tions restricting imports, and a guaranteed selling price during plant project
life.

If one is realistic and bases a decision on reported information, then one must
consider that in the immediate future domestic natural gas will not be available
for chemical feedstock. In addition, imports will not be a practical solution at
any time to the shortage problem because of political instability and imbalance
of foreign exchanges.

We are all aware of the acute shortage in the United States of natural gas
and in the past five years the demand has exceeded production. Further, this
natural gas deficiency has been met from proven reserves. These reserves are now
undesirably low and efforts will have to be made to bring production and demand
in balance.

We believe that a major means nOW available to begin a reversal in the supply
and demand problem is coal gasification. The K-T gasification process is a
commercially proven one with 25 years operating experience in the production
of synthesis gas from all ranks of coal or liquid feeds.
Bnvironmeptal posture

Gasification of solid or liquid fuels by the commercially proven Koppers-Totzek
Process offers an environmentally acceptable means of producing a 800 Btu per
cubic foot synthesis gas which can be readily substituted for natural gas in in-
dustrial fuel applications. The gas is also an excellent base for the production of
chemicals such as ammonia and methanol. It can be catalytically upgraded to a
heating value of 960 Btu per cubic foot to provide a gas comparable to and
interchangeable with natural gas. The Koppers-Totsek synthesis gas can also
be converted to liquid hydrocarbons by use of the Fisher-Tropsech technology. In
1948, the U.S. Bureau of Mines selected the K-T Process to supply the synthesis
gas for the Fisher-Tropch unit at a coal-to-oil demonstration plant at Louisiana,
Missouri. Results at Louisiana were successful and since 1952 Heinrich Koppers

. !
P
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GmbH (Essen, Germany) has engineered and installed 47 gasifiers in 10 dif-
ferent locations throughout Europe, Africa and Asia.

Environmentally objectionable gaseous matter from any plant includes par-
ticulate matter, sulfur compounds, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and oxides
of nitrogen. Water contaminating substances include oil and such serious taste
offending compounds as phenols and pyridines. Source regulations have been
promulgated by Federal and State agencies which will permit the national am-
bient air standards to be met, in accordance with the Clean Air Act. The ultimate
goal for water is zero discharge by 1985.

Koppers-Totzek Process is the first commercially proven gasification process to
," undergo a pollution evaluation study for the United States Environmental Pro-

tection Agency. Esso Research and Engineering Company, Linden, New Jersey,
under contract to EPA, began the evaluation of the K-T1 Process in early 1973.
The completed report, EPA--50/2-74-009a, titled "Evaluation of Pollution Con-
trol in Fossil Fuel Conversion Process, Gasification; Section 1: Koppers-Kotzek) Process, January 1974", has been issued and Is available upon request through
the Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina
27711.

Of particular interest are the following excerpts taken from the report:"This process can be used to make synthesis gas, reducing gas, or fuel gas, and
was studied first for several reasons: (1) more complete information is available
than on some other processes; this specific design does not include proprietary
cleanup processes; and there are a number of commercial plants in operation;
(2) It is a simple and relatively clean process in that It does not produce tar
or phenols, (minor amounts of cyanide, ammonia, etc., are produced) ; (3) the
process developer was cooperative in supplying requested information."

"Low Btu gas, such as that from the Koppers-Totzek gasifier, would be ex-
pected to give lower NOx due to lower flame temperature." (Refers to compari-
son with natural gas and coal firing.)

Control of the environment in a fuel conversion facility depends to a great
degree upon the controllability and simplicity of process operations. The 25-year
K-T record of commercial operation shows a consistency in continuous production
at 95 percent of the on-stream design figure. This reliance requires controllabil-
ity. The "simple and clean process" yields slag and a synthesis gas composed
primarily of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The sulfur contained
in the feed material is converted during gasification to hydrogen sulfide and
carbonyl sulfide. The sulfur compounds can be removed to regulatory environ-
mental limits from the gas with commeicially proven processes and converted
to elemental sulfur suitable for sale to the chemical industry. The slag as pro-
duced is granulated and, since it has passed through the molten state in the
gasiler, contains little or no dust or leachable material. The slag will be suit.
able for road aggregate, landfill or for use in cinder blocks. The trace amounts of
ammonia, cyanide, etc., in the raw gas are removed during gas cleaning and dis-
posed by combination in the Claus sulfur unit. The clean gas can be burned in
conventional power generating equipment and the combustion gases are laccept-
ably low in NOx.

Gasification plants require emergency supply of coal. To minimize air pollution
due to coal dust, this coal supply, as shown in Figure 1,.is placed in "dead stor-
age", where the coal is held in a compacted and sealed pile. The outer 'urface
of the pile is sprayed with an organic polymer crusting agent to prevent dusting
or rain erosion. Crusting also prevents rainwater penetration of coal particles
and thus water runoff contains little or no contaminants such as those found In
mine waters. In addition, the coal pile is located on a waterproof base toprevent
water seepage into the ground. Thus, all runoff water is contained and used in
the process. Under this arrangement, the daily In-nd-out requirements:of coal
due to coal dust, this coal supply, as showing in Figure 1, is placed In "dcd stor-
age" is taken only in an emergency when the normal supply of coal is interrupted.

YqO0 ]J8AJIAVA Ta?3f
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Use of dust collecting and vacuum cleaning systems in the covered conveyor
galleries and coal preparation areas result in a facility where dtst em-ssons
do not exceed EPA standards.

Simplicity, controllability and reliability of the K-T Process are important fac-
tors in the operation of a clean and environmentally acceptable gaidication plant.
As reported in the pollution evaluation report, K-T plants can be designed to
meet current environmental codes. We In KQppers believe that these codes can
be attained with current technology and equipment at economical costs.

" Senator GRAvzr. Our next witness is the State senator from the
. State of California, William Greene, whom I had the pleasure to meet

some time ago in my' visits to California.
Senator Greene, it is a pleasure to have, you here.
Senator B)x1r1x. Mr. Chairman, I would like to join you in that

welcome to Senator Greene, a friend of mine from California, who I
know has a great interest and concern in the energy problem, and IRs,
I think, some very interesting proposals that we want to have before
this committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM GREENE, A SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF CAIVORNIA

Mr. Gnm-r.X Thank you for the opportunity of being here to share
with you the. work that we are doing in the California Legislature
relating to jobs, the economy, and the energy crisis that our Nationis facingiFor tte purposes of the record, I am Senator Bill Greene. I repre-

sent the 29th district in Los Angeles.
The President of the United States stated that all Po ible ap-

proaches must be used to mske us independent of importeX ol by 1985.
Ile asks us to drive less and drive slower. le has announced thatlJe
will impose a tax on all oil to reduce consumption. These are all
measures of restraint.

Last year C4lifornia felt the impact of the temporary shortage ofgasoie on employment. Due to the geography of California and in
light. of our ladc of public transportation, we are uniquely susceptible
to tie slightest disruption in our gasoline supply,

Despite these facts, California generates sufficient energy to efi -
ciently power 10 percent of its automobiles every year, and throws it
away. In fact, we pay millions of taxpayers' dollars to dispose of it.

This source of energy is waste, Wlisto, as you gentlemen obviously
know, is one of only two regenerative sources of energy. The other is

- the sun. Obviously we must convert the various forms of waste into
a readily usable liquid energy if we expect to be scuesaful..Liquid energy, based upon alcohol, is nst promiaing. Alcohol can
be readily made from any organic waste mateiijl and it i a, positive
additive for automotive fiel.IDuring the Past several months the Cali-
fornia LegAislature has authorized my committee tQ supervise $1.1 nil-

.li0n "Energy From Wjpste" research project.The work wax done for
the legislature by the EDICT Foundation ivhich is the Ecology Do-
,velopment., and Implementation Commitment Teani, who'e president
is Scott Carpenter and is made up of some of the best minits in the
space industry, including scientists, engineers, and technicians, or
ganized into a nionprolt, tax-exenipt vrppration. n

1. .
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It is made up of such minds as Werner Genglebach who was an as.
instant to Dr. Yon Braun, Ellis Katz, and other persons who are em-

ployed by firms such as Lockheed, Rockwell, and the Aerospace Corp.
Our committee has supervised these intensive studies of alcohol-

based synthetic fuels. These studies show that it is technologically,
environmentally, and economically feasible to convert wastes to syn-
thetic fuel on a production level equal to approximately 10 percent of
the gasoline consumption level.

While the study was done for California, we are confident the same
10 percent figure would apply nationally. Local governments across
the Nation are becoming increasingly aware of the value of wastes
which, up until now, have posed an increasingly insurmountable dis-
posal problem..

Every year, California alone produces approximately 25 million
tons of waste which could be economically converted to" fuel for our
Stae, or for a national project for the Nation. This waste would pro-
vide more than 2 billion gallons of synthetic fuel for use as a gasoline
supplement, or as a fuel for stationary powerplants.

Also. let me add, from waste you can also get methane qas which our
scientific studies conclusively show to be an excellent and ideal partial
substitute for natural gas. Of course, you can get ammonia or you can
get a synthetic coali also.The" tchnology required to convert these waste products to a fuel
supplement on a production level currently exists in various research
centers around the Nation. We believe these pilot operations can be
brought into production now with no real technical risk.

It has long been recognized that the conversion of wastes to alcohol,
methanol, ethanol, et cetera, was feasible. It has been shown that
modern automobiles can operate on alcohol-gasoline fuel formulas
without engine modifications.

In the racing industry, for example, and in field tests of regular
production autos depending upon the percentage of additives you use.
If the plants are required to convert California waste products to gaso-
line supplements, it will provide up to 240.000 ]obs throughout the
economy at a time when the national unemployment rate is 9 percent
and California's unemployment rate is 10 percent. These jobs, of course,
are very important.

This would involve about 80,000 direct jobs and 160,60 indimt job.q
Additionally, after the plants are built, the new industries that are
created will employ approximately 6,000 people directly, and up to
30.000 person s indirectly..

If the Federal Government were to adopt a plan similar to that con-
tained in our California Legislature-and I have brought copies of
that legislation and I have given them to your staff-it would create
more than 2 million 'jobs over a 5-year period, and a new industry em-ploying about 800,000 .people. .It would reduce national gasoline consumption by 10 percent and
relieve our dependency to some degree on imported oil. It would use
a regenerative source of energy and slow the dlepletion of our natural
energy resources.

It would reduce air pollution and solve the solid waste disposal prob-
lem. It would provide revenue to local government and create a tax-
able end product.
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How much would this cost? About $20 billion-$5 billion less than
it costs to put a man on the Moon. Whedo we get $20 billion? We
suggest the creation of a Federal Resource Recovery Financial Au-
thority which would make low-cost loans to the States or local govern-
ments for use in the construction of these conversion plants.

Those loans would then be paid off by revenue derived from the sale
of fuel produced from the waste. The only opposition to this effort
that we have encountered in California has been from the oil industry.

"' They claim that methanol is bad for automobile engines and just
will not work as an additive to gasoline. However, if you go down to a
gasoline station, you can buy a can of gasoline antifreeze and you will
find that it contains methanol.

I brought a can along with me, gentlemen. Shell Oil Co. sells this
for $2.35 a can-a 12-ounce can. You can buy this in any gasoline sta-
tion. So the oil industry is already doing it.

And, when you read the sales pitch on the can, you will note the fol-
lowing is credited to its product: "It cleanses the entire fuel system.
It prevents frozen gas lines. It inhibits rust and corrosion. It insures
quicker starts. It gives faster pickup. It prevents stalling. It removes
moisture from the system." And it is effective, they state, in all gasoline
systems.

Now the prices charged for these additives, which are recommended
for every fill-up, is from $10 to $24 per gallon. Now this is a great oil
company profit when you consider that it sells for 52 cents per gal-
lon commercially.

Furthermore this is methanol which in this case is made from
natural gas, which is closest to the oil companies' interests, and of
course, would be waste materials.

The research that is available from around the world indicates that
America can now move on this vital issue with very little effort. The
German Government has just announced funding to.help Volkswagen
prepare for a 15 percent methanol blend with gasoline by 1980.

ARCO has been adding 5 percent alcohol to arconol-arconol is
nothing but gasoline and alcohol-here on the east coast for many
years The countries of South America use alcohol with their gasoline
today. Japan, England, New Zealand, and Russia have all shown in-
terest in this opportunity to extend their oil base fuel supply.

It is heartening that Americans should be moving ahead in this
area as a leader and we urge your consideration and stand ready to
assist in any way we can and share with you the knowledge that we^*t have gathered on the subject to make our experts, our scientists and our
engineers available to you.

Here in the Federal Government you have the power and the chal-
lenge in your hands, and you alone at the Federal level can move to
give this option for waste disposal, jobs and a new energy source.

If you chose to make that move, it is our opinion that you will have
met the challenge of positive answers, where others have offered only
restraint.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Senator GwAvr.L. Have you coupled your efforts in California with

some economic studiesI
Mr. OREzNE. Yes; we have. Our economic work has been done, in

the main, by the Security Pacific National Bank with whom we have
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contracted. We have a running contract with them for other work that
we are doing.

Our studies show that we recommend California moving into this
area bN, floating general obligation and revenue bonds. After the pay-
ing off of those bonds, the economics of today are such that those
local jurisdictions which build plants would gain something like up
to $120 million in return revenue.

Senator GRAVEL. Revenues after they had financed them through a
revenue bond process. There is a plant in operation in St. Louis. Is
this the one which von are talking about?

Mr. GRF. SAXE. It is similar. It is quite similar except that it produces
solid or gaseous fuel instead of liquid. There are several local jurisdic-
tions, as I mentioned in my testimony, that are moving here. The St.
Louis work is similar; the'Memphis, Tenn. work is sim ilar; the same
type of work is going on in Maine; Nashville, Tenn.; Seattle; from
ihich we drew most of our experience.

I had the pleasure of visiting a few. Our staff people and our
scientists visited many of the localities in thre Nation where they are
moving in this direction. We drew most of our experience from the
Seattle effort., because they have intentions of using the type process
that we feel is most advantageous for California. That is, the pyrolysis
process.

Senator GRA TI. In operation?
Mr. GRNE. It is not, in operation. They are at the building stage.

Seattle. what, their figure shows is where they have ben running a $6
million defcit in terms of solid waste disposal that they are going to
realize a revenue gain of something like $3 million annually.

Senator GnAVEL. $3 million, and they are going to.sell alcohol?/
Is that it ?

Mr. Gjmp.r., Methanol.
Senator GRAVI,. They will sell it to the oil companies?
Mr. GEw.,nr.. In Seattle, they are going to convert their own wastes

and then market the methanol. Some will he used in their city vehi-
cles. The rest will be put. on the market. They feel they could sell
it at a profit at something like 35 cents o gallon.

Senator GRAVEL. Methanol? You Just pllmp it right in the auto-
mohile the way you do normal gasoline ?

Mr. GQREENE. Yes. sir.
Senator GRAVEL. Do you get as good mileage from methanol?
Mr. GnrnriE. In our studies wehivo recommended to the Jegisla.

ture, and we recommend in our research work, a very conservativemovement in this area. We did not recommend any more t Pan 15 per-
cent additive. You get these kind of figures with a 15 percent additive.

Senator GRAVE.L. I am confused now. You say "additive"I
Mr. GRP. x. An additive to the current formula for gasoline.
Senator GnmvE. Diluting it ?
Mr. G-uruPy.. Yes. You get a 50 percent decrease in carbon diox-

ide. 30-35 percent in the oxides of nitrogen, for a well-tuned engine
up to a 10 percent increase in mileage.

Senator GnavE,. Very good. Think this is excellent testimony,
Senator Greene.

Senator BentsenI
Senator BeNTsEN. Thank you very much, Senator Green.
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Think it is very helpful to us. Obviously there is a great future in
solid waste conversion for energy purposes. I cannot help but remem-
ber that old line that everybody wants you to pick up the garbage
but nobody wants you to put it down.

You have founda place to put it down and put it to work and make
it eff&itive. We have an EPA report of March 1975 that estimates

That by 1980 a minimum of 200 million dry tons per year of waste will
be readily available for energy recovery.

The total size of the waste stream would be over 1 billion dry tons
a year. -Now, to try to equate that to what they tell us would be the
energy recovered from these wastes the equivalent British thermal
unit value would be about 700,000 barrels of oil a day and that would
be a very substantial reduction in our de pedence on foreign oil, which
we all want to try to move toward. -

Let me ask you, from a technical sta point, when you make these
kinds of gains as you did in methanol, ,,m really intrigued and in-terested in this process. You say you recommended up to 15 percent?
'What happens if you start adding more than that? Apparently you
begin to run into problems?

Mr. G R.EN.. es, sir, you do. It is not that you cannot use a larger
percentage of blends, but you do run into other problems. You have
problemss with miscibility. You have problems of moisture. You have

problems due to the materials with which engines, gasolines and what
have you, are now made.

However, these are all fixable problems. It is just that the scientific
research and the technology has not been organized to responded
satisfactorily to these problems.

Senator B3ENTSEX. Is that what they are trying to do with
Volkswagen ?

Mr. GREENE. Yes, sir. There is no longer any debate anywhere, in
the scientific community on the 15 percent additive. We sat down with
the oil company researchers of Standard Oil and what have you, in
California. They do not debate with us on this. They do not want to
do it. They do not want to see it done. But they do "not question our
technological and scientific data on 15 percent.

Once we are off and rolling on this, we of course are going to con-
tract to see that the research is done to see what happens when we go
to 20 percent, 25 percent, and what have you.

Senator BETSEN. You are really solving a couple of very serious
problems with this, doing away with the problem of land'fils and
incinerators and still helping to meet the energy needs of this country.

I think this calls for very serious consideration. I was interested
in the report about Seattle. "Is that a municipal effort there? Or is it
private enterprise?

Mr. GRENE. Theirs is going to be a municipal effort built by pri-
vate enterprise. In California we think that it is great--I, personally,
and my committee favor the private sector coming into this area. In
fact, we hope to move the legislation through mandating a 5 percent
additive initially to create the market to encourage the private sector
to come into that.

We prefer that in California. We would be recommending that to
our local jurisdictions and we think this is a brand new area for the
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private sector' a new industry opening additional employment op-
p~ortunities an solving several very serious problems at the same time.

Senator.BzwnTE..Why is the price 35 cents compared to gasoline?
I would think that this would be a more valuable product.

Mr. GR . I cannot give you that answer off the top of my head,
because I have not committed the facts surrounding that to memory,
as yet. However, my staff, is sending you all of the work that we have
done. In fact, hopefully it arrived today and we have quite a bit, an
extensive dissertation on that, so you and your staff will be able to have
the information here and to look at it and examine it.

I am sorry I cannot answer that right off the top of my head.
Senator BEz;SEr. Do you have any of these plants in operation in

Califzrniaf
Mr. Gf mENE. There are sevetil small plants. In Santa Anna there are

several small pyrolysis plant& Georgia Tech has several.
Senator BEnTsicz. In operatn.
Mr. GmPFEE. In operation actually producing. I have been there.

I spent several days there.
Senator BENwTSRN. These nuibers are holding up?
Mr. Gimw. These numbers are holding up.
Senator BBNT8E. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Senator GPvzvL. I have no further questions.
We really appreciate your testimony, Senator Greene.
These hearings are now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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STATEMENT OF DR. V. TEPIIEN KICAJCOVW-ILoK, CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT,
I.OK P'O\WDEU. cOMPANY, INC.

SUMMARY

1. Ilok Powder Company has perfected comtomically feasible technology which
reduces coal to ultratine and submicron powders. This technology was pioneered
by lDr. Hans Itohrbach in the 1940's and has been proven effective.

2. Battelle Laboratories, in an independent report to the Defense Department
on August 15. 1974, said that "the Ilok inethod of a preparation way revolu-
tionize the energy structure of all Industrial nations."

3. l1ok's coal reduction methods remove all sulfur from coal before burning.
eliminating the need for utilities to invest billions of dollars in scrubbers.

4. Ilok's 4 micron coal is colloidal and (apillary. By blending it with oil or
natural gas it will extend the lifespan of our oil and gas reserves from the pres-
ent 30 years to several hundred years. For as little as a $10 billion investment
America can now become energy self-sufficient within the next five years.

5. America's coal-reduced to a 4 micron sise-is a fossil ceUl am! as such it is a
substitute for oil on a one-to-three basis. This means that America's 2 trillion
tons of coal can be economically converted to 6 trillion barrels of synthetic crude
oil, enough to satisfy our energy requirements for hundreds of years.

0. All that remains to ensure our energy future free from OPEO pressures is for
the Government and for the private industries and for the banks to commit
suffcient resources to this revolutionary Ilok technology, which will give back
to America-and this time for good-her rank as the world's leading oil producer.

STATEMENT

My name is Dr. V. Stephen Krajovic-Ilok, Chairman and President of the Ilok
Powder Company, Inc. It is with a sense of deep appreciation that I have accepted
this second invitation of the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Energy to testify
on matters relating particularly to the conservation of energy.

I first wish to reaffirm all the claims regarding the Ilok coal and powder tech-
nology that I made before this subcommittee on January 28, 1074. However, I
also wish to say that flok technology is now able to remove from coal before
burning not only the inorganic, but also the organic, sulfur during the reduction
of raw coal to the 4 micron size. This makes a vast difference In the economy of
energy, because it means that the basic problem of the estimated 17 million tons
of sulfur dioxide emitted annually from coal-ired power plants has been solved
and the battle over the scrubbers can end. The estimated cost of scrubbers is
about $9 billion dollars. This money can now be invested by the bard-pressed
utilities in the expansion of their electricity generaing plants.

As to the updating of the capital and operating cost estimates cited in my tes-
timony of last year, I would only state that as to the capital costs of construction
of various types of Ilok plants, a general twenty percent (20%) increase be called
for. Operating costs for running such plants would generally increase about forty
percent (40%) due largely to the increases in the cost of coal and other raw ma-
terials. But these increases are insignificant when compared to the energy crunch
that has intensified in the year and a half since I last testified before this sub-
committee.

Since then America's economic troubles have been greatly aggravated. The
hardships p*countered by our industries, labor, and consumers are countless.
They will continue to multiply until America finds a reliable home-grown source
of energy.

ILOK TECHNOLOGY IS THE SOLUTION TO OUR ENERGY PROBLEMS

Ilok technology has the solution for providing America with a permanent,
reliable source of energy, a solution, which will bring about a dynamic economy,
high employment for all Americans, and a continued growth of our GNP without
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a parallel growth in the use of energy resources. Ilok has the solution for the
conservation of energy too.

The cornerstone for this dual capacity is Ilok coal powder technology.
How can I make, Mr. Chairman, this extraordinary claim? Simply, because.

if applied, Ilok technology, in using the same amount of energy resources now
used in America, will yield greater energy performance than was b'therto possi-
ble. This achievement will provide us with an additional amount of useable en-
ergy from the same resource.

Such additional amounts of energy performance from the same amounts of
energy resources can then be used to increase our GNP. In short : The same lim-
ited amount of our energy resources will give us both:

1. The continued growth of our GNP; and, concurrently,
2. The conservation of energy.
Again, Mr. Chairman, allow me to offer a few concrete examples:
1. At the present time, U.S. Utilities, by burning coal, obtain from one ton of

bituminous coal about 2,700 kWh. Yet, one ton of the Ilok 4 micron coal. burmd
in Diesels, yields 4,100 kNNh. The same result would be obtained if the Ilok 4
micron coal would be burned in MHD systems.

2. The coal liquefaction processes currently financed by the Federal Govern-
ment yield about 1.5 barrels of liquid coal and about 8,000 SCI of gas from each
one ton of bituminous coal. Yet one ton of Ilok 4 micron coal, when liquefied,
yields 4.5 barrels of liquid coal.

3. The coal gasification processes currently financed by the Federal G,,rern-
ment yield generally only abo'it 16,000 SCF of high BTU gas for each ton of
coal. Yet one ton of 4 micron coal, reacted with hydrogen also produced from
the same one ton of 4 micron coal, yields about 24.000 SCF of high BTU gas.

These are dramatic figures, Mr. Chairman. They must convince you that,
although America has many potential energy options, only Ilok's solution is
scientifically and economically satisfactory to America both as to (a) a reliable
and permanent source of energy and to (b) a reliable method for the conservation
of energy.

COAL IS AMERICA'S GRZATEaT ZXIEZOY USOUaC9

Since America has very great reserves of coal and since lok technology is
based on coal, this Nation must emphasize coal. There is no other safe option for,
as Dr. Hans Bethe, the Nobel Laureate, said recently, I also wish to repeat that
"wind power is for birds; tidal power Is for the fish; and solar power makes
sense chiefly In tropical places where the sun shines most regularly and where
there Is plenty of human labor to dust off the mirrors that focus the sun'.t rays
in solar furnaces." This is not to say that these other energy sources should be
dismissed lightly, but we must realize that their use is limited in pulling America
out of its energy crunch.

It Is not our dwindling supply of oil, Mr. Chairman, but our two trillion tons
of coal which viIl be America's predominant and reliable source of energy for the
next 400 to 700 years. Dr. Thomas V. Falkie, Director of the Interior Depart-
ment's Bureau of Mines, declared In his recent speech In Houston. Texas.. on
April 9, 1975, that achieving a greater degree of national energy self-sufficiency
will depend on a greater use of coal.

ItOAL AS THE SUSTITUT FOR OIL

Analysis of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries in their attempt
to provide a basis for determining the cost of crude oil advised early this year
that the OPEC price for crude oil should be at the level of the cost of energy
substitutes for Middle East oil. And the Shah of Iran stated that "right now
we have almost arrived at an authentic oil price. And I say 'almost' because what
really counts is how much money 1t will cost to find an energy substitute for oft."
The Shah of Iran also said that "if a substitute is found for oil, then the present
deposits could last up to 800 years instead of being depleted in 30 to 50 years.."

Mr. Chairman, Ilok Powder Oompany has already found an authentic substitute
for oil. It is Ilok's 4 micron coal. Let me explain.

Most of us are familiar with the pyrolysis of coal, because it is used throughout
America every day when coke is made from coal.

Now, when we pyrolyze 1 ton of coal, what do we get? We always obtain a
variety of solid, liquid, and gaseous by-products. The chief end-product, however,
of 1,500 pounds of coal Is coke, coke breeze, and semi-coke. These results of the,
destructive distillation of coal are invariably obtained from all sizes of coal.
But, once we pyrolyze 20 micron coal, we suddenly see a physical change In
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that coal; Its swelling Is not as pronounced as we saw in the sizes of coal above
the 20 micron sies. Progressively smaller sizes show that:

1. At the 19-, 18-, and 17-u sizes, the swelling is not only less pronounced, but
the coke, still obtained, is no longer as solid as earlier in that it shows a myriad
of fine pores on Its surface

2. At the 12-, 10-, and 8-u size, the swelling of coal almost disappears and the
yield of already torn up coke becomes insignificant.

However, & At the micron 4 size, there is so swelling nor coke nor char whatso.
ever. Only the liquid and goeoe end-products of the pyrolysis remain.

This is a startling phenomenon. What are we to make out of it? Nothing less
than discovering that form of coal which in an authentic substitute for oil and
gas. By having reduced conventional coal to 4 micron size, we have uncovered
primordial plant ceUs as they existed before their coaliflcation-which took place
over centuries--nd we have removed from thesw cells their very membranes.

iWhat we then have, are minute, cell-like particles, which we refer to as "fossil
cells" that is, the very essence of coal, and even of oil Itself.

CUALcrA'MMMC5 O THE SUsTrrUTZ 1oM OL

This substitute for oil, which we have discovered, has the following properties:
1. It is dry and porous.
2. It is capillary and colloidal.
& When blended with oil and gas, true colloids are obtained.
4. It burns In diesels, turbines, boilers or MHD systems without any residue.
5. When pyrolyzed, it yields only gaseous and liquid products-exactly what

we get from Texas or Alaska oil well.
6. When shaped In pellets or briquettes, we have a new clean "coke" sub-

stitute for steel-making without the old coke's health hazards.
7. When used as powder or as granules, we have a filter for the removal of

carcinogens from our drinking water.
& When reacted with an additional quantity of hydrogen--also produced

from the 4 u coal-the hydrocarbon content of the foeaU cell becoomee equal to
the oriud oil--and is therefore a perfect substitute for oil and gas.

This last property, Mr. Chairman, is not only Ilok's but also America's total
response to the challenge created by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries. The discovery of the "fossil cell" that the 11ok 4 micron coal tech-
nology represents only requires our imagination as to the implementation
of this technological breakthrough that some experts call a second industrial
revolution.

BArIULE LASORATOBr.S PROPOSAL 101 AN IMMEDIATE USE OF 4 V30CRON COAL

Under a contract with the Defense Department, Batello Laboratories, in
their Final Report of August 15, 1974, stated that if the llok technology would
be meaningfully Implemented, then "The energy supply situation of the United
States could be significantly improved in a relatively short time with respect
to fuel availability, economy and environment."

"The Ilok method of coal preparation may revolutionize the energy structure
of all industrial nations."

Realizing the merit of the Ilok technology, Battelle Laboratories recognized
that this country should go "colloidal", because on that basis in a relatively
short time America would not have any energy crunch. What does Battelle
mean? They mean that we ought to blend our limited quantities of oil and
gas with the almost unlimited amounts of coal converted to Ilok 4 micron
size. Battelle recommended this solution to our energy crunch irrespective of
whether the Ilok technology would require 25, 100, or 250 kWh per each ton
of coal to be reduced to 4 micron size, because in each case America would
realize enormous savings in the cost of its fuels.

Since the removal of the energy shortages is so important to us, let me illus-
trate what the use of the 4 micron flok technology would mean, if our own
Department of Defense would switch to 11ok colloilal fuels. Would the De-
partment of Defense realize any savings In its fuel procurement bill? Would
these savings be substantial ones if so, how would this benefit all America if the
entire country switched to flok colloidal fuels? Those questions muot be asked
when we try to conserve energy. Allow me, therefore, to reproduce .the com-
puterized results of the final report that Battelle Laboratories made for the

Defense Department.
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TABLE 2.-COLLOIDAL FUEL SAVINGS FOR 25 KHW/TON GRINDING ENERGY I

Electrical Nt Savings (million dollars
Cost of a C envy cost Colloidal collolqa; per year)
tof Cost of col Coaloil (cent fuel cost fufl savings

Dollars Dollarsper (dollars per mixture kilowatt (dollars per (dollars per Air Force Total DOD
per barrel million Btu ton) (wio) hour) million Btu) million Btu) jet fuel furl

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8) (9)

5.00 0.8% 10.00 30 2 0.849 None None None
................. 6 .856 None None None

2 .817 None None None....'. ...... ................. 6 .827 None None None
2500 30 2 .948 None None None

..............................-. 6 .9% None None None
................................... so 2 .965 None None None

.. ............... 6 .974 None None No$e
....................... 40.0 . 2 1.046 None None None

................. 6 1.052 None None None
...:..'.................. .. ........ 2 1.112 None None None

6 1.122 None None None100 .6,3 1.0 30 2 1. 0.092 55.2 121.9
6.......... .5 5....................1..2.........6

................ 50 2 1.422 .191 114.6 253.0
. 6 1.431 .182 100.2 241.1

..... ......... . 1.619 None None None............................................. 6 1." N N None
............. ............. 50 2 1.4 583
.................................... 6 1.79 .034 20.4 4&60......... ...................... ... 6 30 None UoP. No
................................... 2 .716 None None None

6 1.726 None None Ne
5 ... ................. ..... 2 2.39 72 13.6 2................ 2.1P

............................. 50.... 2 2.026 .393
.. 036 .383 229.8 507.4

............ 25.00 30 2 2.291 .128 76.1 1............................ 6' ................ 6 2.298 .121 72. .3
........... ...... . .......... 50 . 2 2.173 .246 147.6 325.9

6 2.183 .236 141.6 312.740.:............ ::.... 00 202.389 .00 1.0 39.7
6 2.396 .023 13.8 3.s5s:s0::::::::::::: 2 2.321 .0" 53.81

.......................... ....... . L331 ,088 52.8 11

I Remark by ILOXK: These are the only correct results because they are bssd on te llok/Rohrbach commlnutloe law
and actual performance data obtained for over 20 years.
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TABLE 3.-COLLOIDAL FUEL SAVINGS FOR 100 KWH/TON GRINDING ENERGY I

Electrical Net Savings (million dollars
Cost of oil - enerrY cost Colloidal colloidal per year)Cost of coal C311111 (cents per fuel cost fuel savings

Dollars Dollars per (dollars per mixture kilowatt (dollars por (dollars per Air Force Total DOD
per barrel million Btu ton) (w/o) hour) million Btu) million Btu) jet fuel fuel

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

5.00 0.806 10.00 30 2 0.859 None None None
................ : .............................. 6 .885 None None None

5. so 2 .832 None None None
................................... 6 .871 None None None

25.00 0 2 .957 None None None
---------------. 6 .984 None None Noni

..................... ,..... ..... 2 .979 None None None
............................................... 6 1.019 None None None
....................... 40.00 30 2 1.056 None None None

6 1.082 None None None
2 1.127 None None None

.0............... ...... . 6 1.166 None None None.
10.00 1.613 10.00 30 2 1.531 0.082 49.2 108.6

..................................... 6 1.557 .056 33.6 74.2
.. 2 1.436 .177 106.2 234.5

6 1.476 .137 82.2 181.528. ..... ---- 36.... °0°... °° . ,... 216 9N n o e N n
....................... 25.00 30 2 1.629 None None None6 1.655 None None None

50 2 1.584 .029 17.4 38.4
6 1.623 None None None

40.. . 0 . 2 1.721 None None None
6 1.754 None None None

50 2 1.731 None None None
...... 4 0.00 .6 1.770 None None None2 2.203 .216 123.6 286.26 2.229 .190 114.0 251.7°.. ....... ..... ............. .................. 6 2 2910 140 25 7

so 2 2.041 .378 226.8 500.8
6 2.080 .339 203.4 449.1

5.0...... 2 2.301 .118 70.8 156.36 2.327 .092 55.2 121.9.. .. .. ............. ..... ............. ... 6 2 32.0 252 1 19

................................... 50 2 2.198 .231 138.6 306.0
6 2.227 .192 115.2 254.4

40.00 30 2 2.39 .020 12.0 26.5
6 2.425 None None None

50............. ...... 50 2 2.336 .083 49.8 109.9
........................ .................... 6 2.375 .044 26.4 58.3

' Remark by ILOK: The above cost figures do not apply since they bre contrary to the Ilok/Rohtbach comminution law.
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TABLE 4.-COLLOIDAL FUEL-SAVINGS FOR 250 KWH/TON GRINDING ENERGY

Electrical Net Savings (million dollars
cost of oil snarg) cost Colloidal colloidal peM year)

Cost of coal Co81a0ol (cents par fuel cost fuel savings
Dollars Dollarsier (dollars per mixture kilowatt (dollars per (€ollarsuer Air Force Total DOD

per barrel million St ton) (w/0) hour) million Btu) million Blu) jt fuel fuel
(M) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

5.00 0.806 10.00 30 2 0.879 None None None
6 .944 None None None
2 .861 None None None

.............................................. 6 .960 None None None...................... 25.00 30 2 .977 None None None6 1.042 None None None
50 2 1.009 None Nflne None

........................................... 6 1.107 None None None
...................... 40.00 30 2 1.075 None None None.............................................. 6 1.141 None None None
. . 2 1.156 None None None
...... ..................... 6 1.254 None None None10 1.613 10.00 30 2 1.550 0.063 37.8 83.5.............................................. 6 1.616 None None None
.................................. 50 2 1.465 .147 88.2 194.7................................. 6 1.564 .049 29.4 64.9

25.00 2 1.649 None None tone..................................... ..... 6 1.714 None None None
2 1.613 None Noe None

................ 6 1.711 None None None
40................ .... 00 so 2 1.747 None None None.............................................. 6 1.812 None Nooe None

.................................. so 2 1. 761 None None None
................ 6 1.859 None None None

W66 2.419 10.00 3. 2 2.222 .197 118.2 261.0.............................................. 6 2.288 .131 78.6 173.5
.................................. 50 2 2.070 .349 209.4 462.4
.............................................. 6 2.169 .250 150.0 331.2...................... 25.00 30 2 2.320 .099 59.4 131.1.............................................. 6 2.386 .033 19.8 43.7................................. so 2 2.218 .201 120.6 266.3
.............................................. 6 2.316 .103 61.8 136.4
...................... 40.00 30 2 2.419 None None None
............................................ 6 2.484 None None None

.. 2 2.365 .054 32.4 71.5
............................................... 6 2. 463 None None None

I Remark by ILOK: Energy input of 250 kWh per ton of coal Is contrary to the llok/Rohrbach comminution law. In addi-
tion, a grindin Input of 250 kWh would cause an evolution of heat well above 275" C rendering coal plastic, which would
prevent its reduction to 4 micron size.

"The important results obtained from these tables are sunimarized as follows:
1. With fuel oil costs of only $5/barrel, there Is no economic advantage in

producing colloidal fuel. This is true for even the lowest grinding (25 kW), elec-
tricity cost, per kWh (29). and coal cost per ton ($10), with the higher coal to
oil mix (50%). This wany Indicate tle reason for the lack (if interest Ini colloidal
fuels until recently, when the cost of oilhas skyrocketed from the $5/barrel
ra n ge.

2. With fuel oil costs of $10/barrel, the savings with colloidal fuel I. significant
only at low coal costs ($10/ton) aud the high percentage mix (50€,'0. For ith-
stance, at 20 kWh/ton grinding energy, the fuel savings is about 190 /MIITU with
the coal cost at $10/ton and a 50% mix eitherr 2f or 6R electricity cost). At 250
kWh/ton grinding energy, the savings drops to about 150/MBTU for 61 electricity
cost. These results indicate that at low grinding energy re(ulrements the effect
of electricity cost is quite significant. The best results Indicate that for oil at
$10/iarrel, coal at $10/ton, with a 50% mix and electricity at about 20 /kWh.
the Air Force could save about $114.0 million per year while the Department of
Defense could save about $253 million per year by using colloidal fuels. This
represents a savings In fuel costs of about 12% for both the Air Force and
Department of Defense. At the higher grinding energy requirement of 250 kWh/
ton the Air Force savings would be about $88.2 million while the Department of
Defense savings would be about $194.7 million. This represents a savigs il fuel
costs of about 9%

3. With fuel oil costs of $15/barrel, the savings with colloidal fuel is significant
at almost all coal costs, electricity costs, and mix ratios. For Instance, at 25
kWh/ton grinding energy, the fuel savings is about 400 /MITU witl coal cost at
$10/ton an] a 50% mix (for either 2g or 00 electricity cost). At 250 kWh/ton
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grinding energy, this savings becomes about S5 /MBTU for 20 electricity cost
and about W /MBTU for electricity cost. Once again it is apparent that at low
grinding energy levels the electricity cost Is insignilicant while at high grinding
energy levels the electricity cost is quite significant. These optimum results at
20 kWh/ton grinding energy indicate a savings for the Air Force of about $&V
million per year and for the Department of DeLfenc of about $520 million aboutt
16%). At the higher grinding energy requirement of 250 kWh/ton, the Air Force
savings would be about $210 million while the Department of Defense savings
would be about $462 million (about 14%). The savings for both the Air Force
and the Department of Defense for other commodity costs or mix ratios can be

° taken from the tables.
4. It has been noted that at the low grinding energy levels, the cost of elec-

tricity has little effect on colloidal fuel costs, while at the higher grinding energy
levels the effect Is significant. This also accounts for the fact that colloidal fuel
costs are significantly lower at the low grinding energy levels than at the high
grinding energy levels levels when electricity costs are high. In other words, with
high electricity costs, the grinding energy levels must be maintained low, or
using the same reasoning, with high grinding energy levels the electricity cost
must be kept low.

-6. Although not shown on Tables 2, 3, and 4, a coal-to-oil mixture of 70% was
also evaluated. This Is believed to be an Improbably high value, but was evaluated
because Dr. Krajcovlc-Ilok used this value in the economic analysis of his col-
loidal fuel plant. The complete list of results at this mixture can be obtained by
utilizing the computer program output. However, the results at the optimum
economic and production condition will be presented here to show the phenomenal
savings possible if this mixture ratio could be obtained. At the 25 kWh/ton
grinding energy level, with the cost of oil at $15/barrel and the cost of coal at
$10/ton, the Air Force savings would amount to about $317 million per year
while the Department of Defense savings would be about $700 m1alion1 per year
(over 20% savings).

In summary, it appears from this preliminary economic analysis, that:
1. Colloidal fuels are economically attractive only with high oil costs (above

$10/barrel) and reasonably low coal costs ($25/ton range or below).
2. With high electricity costs (=O/kWh), the coal grinding energy must be

maintained at low levels for minimum colloidal fuel costs.
3. With high coal grinding energy requirements, the electricity costs must be

kept at low levels for minimum colloidal fuel costs.
4. Based on median selected values for commodity costs, grinding energy re-

quirements, and coal-to-oil mixture ratios, it appears the Air Force could save
about $100 million to $200 million per year by using colloidal fuels In place of
Jet fuel. Likewise, using the same median values, the Department of Defense
could save about *200 million to _$400 million per year. These values represent
fuel cost savings of about 10-20% exclusive of additional capital costs and
supplementary costs which may be incurred in a changeover to this alternative.
fuel."

COMMENTS ON THE BATTELLE REPORT

Battelle's computerized tabulations for the valid 25 kWh/ton, the non-
applicable 100 kWh/ton, and even for the completely impossible 250 kWh/ton
grinding'energy, are of great interest because they all prove that, irrespective
of the ost for the grinding of coal to 4 micron s8ie, not only energy shortages
can be alleviated promptly, but also sizeable cost savings In our national fuel
bill can bq obtained.

Such savings will increase even more if diesel oil, fuel oil, and gasoline, and
not crude oil, are blended with the lick coal powders; such fuels sell at whole.,ale
for much higher prices than the crude oil used by Battelle in Its computerized
tabulations.

But why did Battelle use three different grinding energies for the reduction of
one ton of coal to 4 micron size, if, as its own Battelle report clearly stated, "all
the available comminution theories, based on simplified assumptions. cannot
necessarily be invoked as an absolute countcrproof for the liok values" (that is,
the 25 kWh/ton of grinding energy) ?

Battelle was wisely comparing the actual Ilok grinding performance data with
the technologically impossible data advanced by some so called experts, whose
250 kWh/ton energy Input would only cause the coal to be ground to enter its
plastic stage so that no one could ever grind it to the 4 micron size berquse of
the evolution of heat within the reductor mill well above 275 degrees centigrade.
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Yet, Battelle used this technologically impossible energy input of 250 kWh/toli,
based on the Inapilicable von Rittinger Law, to Just prove that even in that
hypothetical case, llok technology would still result in impressive fuel savings
in addition to helping alleviate our energy shortages.

ILOK-ROIURBACII COMMINUTION LAW

To end all doubts about the llok comminution data, an independent review by
government and private scientists has recently been made of the various estab-
lished energy grinding laws, including the llok data. This was necessary, Mr.
('Iairman, because the Independent review states:

"The questionable law of von Rittinger Is often used as basis for prediction of
the required expenditure of energy 'below the 74 micron level'-leading to the
forming of high cost estimates that seemingly make col energy conversion un.
attractive. Such estimates hmve not been validated and In the absence of experi-
mental evidence to corroborate the use of Model von Rittinger. there Is a very
real danger of making wild unsubstantiated projections. At the least, one ought
to compare available reported data with the theoretical prediction so as to
examine this model in a realistic application. Thus far, only one company has
coume forth with a proem that not only experimentally, but practically, gives
evidence that the laws of comminution need re-examination."

Upon the conclusion of their re-examination of various comminution laws and
their comiparson with the actual 11ok data, tihe report states:

"Again it is to be realized that these liok data points are based on repeated
tets aid are reproducible," and "from a manufacturing standpoint, furthermore,
it would take the l1ok processs only one hour to reduce the quantity of one ton of
nut coal to the end-product of 4 micron size--a most promising feature."

COMPARISON OF RITTINGE.'S LAW WITH ILOK DATA

Achieved
Unit size actual Model l Requirements Fitted (kilo- Ilok data (kilo.

Grinding step relative (mkrous) step n cumulative watt.hours) watt.hours)

0---------------. 1,024 ........................................................... - --- 512 Es . 1.067 ........
....................- 26 S2E E 3.201 .............3- ..................... 128 4t (1 7.4 ..........

.............. 74 S14EI I2.841 13.70 13.70
4-- 64 SE, - 15[ 16.005 ..............

us 1i2 16[1 31[1 oil07.......
a ..................... , I6 2,|, 6.o, ,,2 .........
7 ................... .21 8 64L, t7 135.509.........
8 .....................-- - - 4 1281t 2571, 274.211 19.58

I Actuafly, this size Is somewhere between IS and 20 mkrons, although the model I energy was computed at the highersize.

The review of the communitlon laws goes to state:
"Battelle Infers that the von Rittlnger Law predicts that the 4 micron size

would be achieved by an expenditure of about 250 kWh, according to present tech-
nology, if possible, rather than the figure 24.58 kWh shown In the above table. It
will now be shown that such ballpark assessment (250 kWh) can be reached only
by assuming an original feed particle size of 1024 (or 1000) microns rather than
the nut feed size actually used. In view of this, it would appear that the llok
figures are that tnowh more impressive." (Emphasis added)

Therefore, as a result of the actual test data and experimentation covering a
period of more than twenty years, the independent mathematical review confirmed
the Ilok-Rohrbach comminution law, which I have discovered. It reads as follows:

"Consumption of energy decreases in geometric proportion to the decreasing
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particle size (or, alternately to the Increasing surface area of the material
ground). This decreasing proportion is determined b,? the square root of the ratio
of the resulting and previous particle size."

The new law which appears to describe the energy consumed in the Ilok
process is:

Ea --2E, (1- (xJx.) 1/4

where
E.al-aount of energy required to reduce article size to size x.,

and

x-=initlal feed size.
I cite the above formula primarily for the Ienefit of our scientific conmniuty,) but also because this new law will help America to end its dependency on the

Middle Eastern oil.

BLUEPRINT FOR ENERGY SELF-St'FICIENCY OF TiE UNITED STATES

The tabulated results of the Battelle computer printout for the range of the
25 kWlh/ton grinding energy, additionally confirnimed by the Independent seientiftc
review of cominutlou laws, are critically important for making America energy
self-sufficient In a relatively short time. It can now I)e shown that: B nrrtl e

' o! oil
1. One Ilok plant blending daily 11.500 tons of 4 micron coal with

100,000 barrels oil produces Ilok colloidal oil of --------------- 150, 706 -.
savings from foreign imports daily ------------------------ 50, 700

2. 20 lok plantts would therefore reduce ilorts daily of --------- I, 015. 920
3. 100 lok plants would reduce imlnorts dally of --------------- 5. 419, 000

To reach the objective of America's energy self-sufficlency, Ilok Powder Cmn-
pany would require:

1. 365 million long tons of coal yearly for reduction to 4 micron size:
2. A long terin and low interest government loan of at least $10 billion; and
3. A dedicated cooperation of Government energy experts.
Since the formulation of colloidal fuels premrves nil the energy inherent in

coal and oil, it.also provides a workable and feasible model for the conserva-
tion of energy, as opposed to the coal gasification and liquefaction proce.ses cur-
rently under development-processes that do not conserve, biut waste, energy.
This Is why the Battelle report states that:

"The ILOK method of coal preparation may revolutionize tie energy strut iire
of all industrial nations."

AMIERICA AS TiE FIRST AMONG TilE OI. PROIUCINO NATIONS

Ilok colloidal fuels recomnmended by the Battelle JAboratorles to inlirw ve the
energy supply situation of the United StateR In the shortest possible the. are,
luckily, only one side of the coin called "the 4 nderon coal technology".

The other side im even more intriguing: using 4 nilcron coal as a substitute for
oil, Instead of remaining an energy-dependent, oil-consuming nation. America
ca, 1nt relaihn Its rank as the worldt a leading erportcr of energy and can again
beconie the leader of the oil producing nations.

By using the 4 micron coal technology as e substitute for oil, America will
snrpas any of the present oil producing nations, not only with respect to the
quantity of oil that she can produce each year, but also with respect to the element
of time. At the present rate, the last drop of oil shall be consumed within the
next 30 to 150 years, as the Shah of Iran estimates. America's oil production, how-
ever, based on the llok's fs mil (*elI technological breakthrough, will still Ix- here
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for many hundreds of years to come. This Is simple to accomplish as Is the graphic
representation, which shows It:

coal to 4 I ticrot coal to I , cracking
t;q ci gaseous and crud -refoming

_~ ~ r[a mico t~ liquid vapors-+ polywrizing

,,,.... H2 H2 - _gas--4 chlorinating

Since the above was already carried out In practice. It must be done again. Even
If this saame thing would appear to some as impossible, then, Mr. Chairman,
America must do It. There simply is not a second choice.

CONCLUSION
If lick Powder Company, as was demonstrated, can open for America as many"new oil wells" and as many new oil refineries-as the Nation may need, then, Mr.

Chairman. it must be true that the liok coal powder technology thmt can achieve
these objectives, must become the cornerstone on which to build America's energy
future.

At the present time the world proven reserves of crude oil amount to only 546
billions of barrels. Because liok technology can convert an average ton of coal
to at least 3 barrels of crude oil, then the 2 trillion tons of America's coal reserves
can be economically converted to 0 trillion barrels of crude oil.*

In the long run, liok technology will terminate America's dependency on the
Middle Eastern oil. And the energy shortages that. from the global standpoint,
have been so divisive, will henceforth become a force for unity among all nations
under the renewed and unassailable leadership of America.

Mr. Cimlrman, I thank you again for the opportunity you have given me to
present my views to your Subcommittee on Energy.

Titu. UN VFJtRITY OF1 (IEOROIA,
COI.F.oE OF BUSINns8 ADMINISTRATION,

April 80, 1975.
1IrCIIAKI. STERN,
Btaff Director, Senate Commilttec on Finance, Drkacn Senate. Oflce Bulhf11,

Waihlnton, D.C.
DE:AR M. STERN: Please include the enclosed statement in The Subcommittee

on Financial Markets and SubcommIttee on Energy Joint Hearings on the
Capability of U.S. Financial Markets to Capitalize Enery Projects Required
for the United States to Move Toward Energy Independence.

The proposal is merely an outline of what would be required to achieve
energy self sufficiency but it is based on an analysis of the American and World
Petroleum industry which is at variance with the views of many economists
who have testified before the Committee on Finance In recent years.

My point of view Is expressed in four separate papers which have been
recently published, are forthcoming, or are under review. These were not
written for congressmen or the lay audience but reprints are available upon
request for the interested reader. They include:

*It It I a fact that America has only 23T billion tons of recoverable coal, the 6 trillion
barrels of synthetic crude oil reserves should be revised to read M11 barrel, of syntheticcrude ell, which is still more than the present proven world reserves of crude oil of 546billion barrels. In the same way, Oermany's 315 billion tons of coal can be converted to
945 billion barrel of syntheHc crude oil, while England's 188 billion tons of coal repre.
sens 564 billion barrel of crude oil-enough to insure the durability of economical and
political Institutions of Europe for centuries to come.
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"A Theory of Exchange, Philanthropy, and Appropriation," Pblic Choice
(forthcoming, Fall, 1975).

"A Positive Theory of Trade and Compensation" Southern BEonomic Journal
(April, 1974).

"Toward An Economic Model Of The World Petroleum Market" (in the
review process).

"Cartel Rivalry and the World Price of Oil" (in the review process, revised,
and resubmit ted).

In commenting on the last article a highly competent (but anonymous)
viewer for the Southern Rcononni Journal has stated:"I believe that the author is dealing with an Important topic. As you know,
it is a topic of some personal professional concern to me. It Is also an Important
topic with regard to public policy planning. I also think that the attempt to use
International trade theory, together with a division of factors such as he) employs could lie a useful avenue of attack upon the problem. Moreover, the
nuthnr has a Pint of view on cartel stability which is at variance with the
conventional wisdom. All these factors make a revised version of the article
worth further consideration."

indeed my imint of view is at variance with the conventional wisdom and
ierlaps the Congress will find this point of -clew useful.

Thus, even though the enclosed proposal Is abbreviated It is based upon a
rather extensive study of the oil Industry and an even more extensive back-
ground lit economic theory and analysis. I hope that the Congress can develop
a program which will achieve energy self sufficiency without also developing all
adinhistrative nightmare.

'Thank you.
Sincerely,

ALBI:RT I,. I)ANIEr.SON, Associate Professor.Ench, ure.

A PROPOSAL To Aciiv ENEROY SIELF-SUFFICTENCY TflROVOIT A SLIDING SvALI
TARIFF, nY AI.DRtT L. DANIELSON, I'VIRKSITY OF GEOROIA

The energy crisis emphasizes the emerging paradigm crisis in economics by
accenting Its deficiencies: one branch of economics emphasizes the monetary
and fiscal policies a nation should adopt to achieve specified ends; another
stresses optimal policies for Individuals and firms to maximize satisfaction In
consumption or profits in production; but in both the economic system is one in
which force and collusion are ruled out by a legal authority which establishes
rules to prevent coercion and preserve competition.

The energy crisis is essentially a struggle for power; and power within the
modern context means control of monetary wealth. The member countries of
OPEC seek a greater monetary return for their oil. This fact has been publi.
cized and is well known. What has not been publicized and is not well known is
that prior to the takeover by OPEC domestic American and multi-national
corporations had received large monetary returns using essentially the same
tactics as OPEC. The means of achieving these returns has been the same,
namely, restricting output to maintain price above a competitive level.

This.is not a moral evaluation of the current situation. When individuals
combine to limit production it is neither good nor evil from a scientific point
of view; it is merely an empirical fact. When OPEC wrests control of produc-
tion from the multi-national corporations It Is neither good nor evil from a
scientific point of view; again it is simply an emlprical fact. But It one's life Is
materially affected by the outcome it becomes more than an empirical fact.
It becomes a problem or a political issue.

One problem being considered by this committee concerns programs which
will hasten the development of domestic energy resources. A tariff, import quota,
and a minimum import price have been proposed to encourage capital forma-
tion and protect domestic investment. This Issue and proposals related to it
undoubtedly involves some of the most important Issues of this decade.

Our experience with the oil import control program during 1959-73 should
discourage the use of an import quota. The agricultural price support programs
and recent experience with price controls should forewarn of impending prob.
Ims If a unranteed iiiiinium crude-oil price Is established. The major deft-
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clencles of quota and price support programs are their Inflexibility and their
tendency to spawn bureaucracy.

What is needed at present is a program that can be passed by the Congress
and that will make the United States nearly self sufficient InI energy produc-
tion within about ten years. Furthermore the program should be flexible enough
to allow domestic prices to rise enough to provide capital for resource devel-
opment, but to fall when adequate energy supplies are forthcoming. It should
be stable enough to ensure investors a fair return on prudent investments and
to minimize the risk premiums on investments.

Such a program would require: (1) a minimum change In the functions of
agencies regulating the production of crude oil and natural gas; (2) the pros-
pect of reasonably stable or nderately increasing energy prices; (3) a gradual
increase in the use of domestic energy resources; (4) a gradual decline In the
use of foreign energy resources; and (5) the use of the price mechanism to
allocate resources.

A tariff program can be devised which will satisfy these basic requirements
and thus lead to energy self sufficiency. The crucial element is to make tile tariff
on crude oil dependent on the price of crude oil and Its rate of increase. A
general formula for the tariff proposal could be:

(1) T#,,=B*+Bsp,+B*p
Or lit tile discrete form equation (I) can lie written

(2) Tt,&fB.+B&p,+B,(p,-pt.i),
where T is the tariff per barrel of crude oil and p is the domestic price. The R,
values (Be, Rz, and Bv) could be established by Congress or by an administrative
agency subject to Congressional review. These would become critical inrnlieters
whereas the prices and levels of output associated with them would fluctuate.
The R, values could be subject to lxriodlc changes to ensure prugress toward self
sufficiency.

The only general requirements would be the signs of Bi, nmntely:110<0
R1<0 (higher domestic prices result in a lower tariff)
)h<0 (a rapid rate of increase in domestic prices re.sults litn a liwer tariff)

such a program would encourage domestic production and slmultan, ouly dis-
courage withholding proved reserves to unduly raised prices.

As an example suppose the initial price is $f.25/bbl. and the Import tariff
$3.00/btil. Foreign crude could be laid down on the U.S. east coast for as little as
$1/bl. and oil shale could be developed for about $7/bbl. This ineans that the tariff
need not exceed $/bbl. (in constant dollars) and that $7/bbl. is a fairly reasonable
target self-sufficiency price. A program could he Initiated to enact (at lost) a
$6/bil. tariff over, let us say, seven time periods, as shown In Table I. Then
using the values Ih=$12, Bt=-1, and B,=-2 anyfurther Increase In domestic
prlees would reduce the tariff by $.03 for every $.01 increase lit priv,. On the
other hand, If domestic pries were to decline from $7.00/lihi. the tariff would
rise by $0.03 for every $.01 decline in price until It became prohibitive.

The target self sufficiency, price, tariff, and I, values are only suggestive.
However, the proposal could be adopted to achieve almost any price or level of
domestic output while providing stability and equity for producers nd (on-
sumers and avoiding the morass of direct regulation.

In addition the formula could be extended to include the world oil price and
thus encourage OPEC and the multi-national corporations to price their oil lower
than they might otherwise be inclined.
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ABLE I.-SCHEDULE OF DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRICES AND TARIFF RATES ASSUMING RISING (DECLINING)
DOMESTIC PRICES

Monthly
Domestic chane
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per barel
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TESTIMONY OF BARRKY COM MONER, ])IREOII.R, (ONNTEIR MUR TIF. ]1Iio.ooY OF NATURAL
SYSTEMS, WASHIINUTON UNIVERSITY, ,'T'. lou1,' AND ('iIAI.MAN, BOA1i. Or
I)IRIcTORSO SCIENTIMTS' INhTITUTE FkOK PUBLIC INFORMATION

Project Indelwlndenee was erratedi bliause of lie threat, draintizl a year
ago toy the Arid. oil eiu)argo, that the 1,ni(Ited states would iot have eiii.ugh
energy to neet Its future needs. The Iliportncwe of airoiding nt energy shortage
Is self-evident. Even t the short-lived etibargo had serious eoioitil. coliutulnetl-is
the auto industry has gone Into a shinarp de'.ine. with thousaiid, out of work;
the price of gasoline anl other essential fuels ha risen sharply, philnig it Iteavy
burden on wage earners 'aid houshholders, eslecially the poor; the Increased
price of fuel and energy-dependent products such as frtilizer has iunih life
equally difficult for farmers, and will lead to Iiereased food prices.

There Is good reason. then, to be concerned about tli conthitted availlability
of the vast aniolints of energy relulired to run our .wlety. A itional t'llirgy
policy is urgently needIed. It will Nu(ceed only if It Is at rationul ioicy, that
takes Into account the liasic facts about how the difftreut ways of producing
and usitg energy affect Its continued availability.

v The data reported here were prepared by a Center project under the direction of All
'-f Shams. with the asalstance of Sharon Carter, Vivian Goldman, and Butan Tubboutitg.
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First, we need to recognize that energy is Itself ,f no real value; value I.
created only when energy is converted into an economic or social good: a warm
home, the movement of freight or passengers, the conversion of ore into metal;
the fasioning of metal into useful objects. Second, we should be clear that
energy Is never created out of nothing; rather, what we do is to transform energy
that Is available In nature into more useful forms.

There are, therefore, two basic requirements for the production of energy
In useful forms: (a) a natural source of energy such as fuel and (b) the
machinery needed to transform the original energy into a useful form-for
example, a furnace that converts energy latent in the molecules of coal ir oil
Into heat, or a power plant that converts some of the nuclear matter of uranium
atoms into energy. The problem, then, Is to make sure that we have both the
fuel and the machinery required to yield the needed energy.

There are a variety of natural energy sources: oil and gas, coal, uranium and
other nuclear fuels, geothermal energy and solar energy (which includes hydro-
electric power, since the water that falls from a dam is lifted, to begin with, by
the sun). Two main factors determine the usefulness of these energy sources:
(a) their availability over a period of time; (h) the environmental Impact of
obtaining and using them, which in turn can significantly reduce the economic
and social value, that is, after all, the purpose of using energy.

Viewed against these criteria, there is a sharp distinction between solar en-
ergy and all other energy sources. First, only solar energy is renewable; all
other fuels, whether fossil or nuclear, are limited in amount and are simply
exhausted as energy is released from them and used. Second, only solar energy
is essentially free of environmental Impact; all other fuels despoil the land as
they are extracted and pollute the environment with either chemical or radio-
active contaminants as they are used. In contrast, the acquisition of solar energy
Involves only the transfer of energy, absorbed from sunlight, from one place on
the earth's surface to another. This is a process that occurs naturally, with con-
sderably daily and seasonal variation, in the form of weather. The capture of
enough solar energy to supply all U.S. needs would cause perturbations that
would lie small enough, relative to the natural fluctuations of the weather, to
have no noticeable environmental effect.

Apart front their Intrinsic properties, the different sources of energy also have
a strong Influence on the kind of machinery, and the requisite capital investment,
needed to release the energy. In particular, the availability of the energy source
affects the amount of needed capital Investment. Usually we think of availability
in terms of how long our fuel supplies are likely to last at the present (or hope-
fully, some reduced) rate of use: 25-W years for oil and gas; 400-500 years for
coal; 25-.0 years for present uranium ores (which might be extended to 500 years
or so if the nuclear breeder becomes practical). However, this is not the whole
storv. What is also extremely important, and almost always neglected, is the
impact of diminishing sources of fuel on the second requisite factor In energy
produetion--capital goods.

In order to Illustrate the effect of a diminishing fuel supply on capital costs,
lot us take the example of domestic oil production in the U.S. As already indi-
cated, oil is a limited resource and, obviously, as it Is taken out of the ground
and there Is less and less left for later use. As a result, as more oil is sought,
wells become deeper, they go into offshore locations, and more complex methods
of extrncting oil from the well must be used. In sum, as more and more oil is
produced, the process becomes increasingly difficult and more expensive machin.
cry must be used per barrel of oil produced.

Very recently, through the initiative of the Oil and Gas Journal (Septem-
ber 2, 1974). the results of a study made for Project Independence have been made
nvailable. 'he study predicts the capital Investment required to obtain U.S.
crude oil at different rates of production over the next ten years. Present domestic
crude oil production in the U.S. is about 10.5 million barrels per day, and to
achieve this level of output about 408 million dollars are spent in necessary capi-
tal Investments per year. According to the report, even if the capital Investment
were to be tripled between 1974 and 1985, production will fall to 6.9 million
barrels per day by 1985. In order to provide for an increase in oil production, a
huge rise In capital investment is needed. For example, if production is to be
doubled to 20.2 million barrels per day by 1085. annual capital expenditures
would have to rise from $408 million at present to $13.{35 million in 1085.

Clearly, the law of (ininishing returns is at work. Thus, while it now takes
about $40 In annual capital investment to produce a barrel of oil in the U.S., in
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order to merely double the present rate of production the annual capital in-
vestment would need to be increased to about $600 per barrel of oil produced.
In other words, the efficiency with which capital is used to produce oil would
fall from .025 barrel per dollar of capital investment to .0017 barrel per dollar-
a 93 percent drop In efficiency. This example Is a sober reminder that we must
pay close attention to the effect of depletion of a non-renewable fuel, such as oil,
on the required capital investment, for-as we shall see in a moment-we are
likely to run out of capital needed to produce oil sooner than we run out of
the oil itself.

In the case of coal, increasing the rate of production requires a vast exten-
sion of coal operations, especially in the Western states. Although there is not
likely to be a very sharp increase in the amount of capital investment needed
per unit of coal produced, environmental costs will increase, leading once more-
at least in social terms-to a bad case of diminishing returns.

This Is made quite clear by a hitherto unpublished government report on the
water requirements for the huge Western coal operations. As pointed out Ini
a recent issue of Environment (Sept. 1974), the water required to develop the
proposed extension of energy sources in the Western states will exceed the
amount that can be made available for this purpose, based on existing water
withdrawal regulations. For this reason, the exploitation of Western coal can-
not be carried out without impinging seriously on the water supplies-not to
speak of the land-needed to support agriculture. As Governor Thomas L. Judge
of Montana points out, "We cannot have an expanded agricultural economy and
full-scale energy development. There are insufficient land and water resources
to permit both to occur." (N.Y. Time.#, Sept. 5, 1974). Thus, for the sake of more
rapid exploitation of a non-renewable resource, coal, we would destroy land and
water--both vital, renewable resources that are perpetually available to us, if
properly conserved. Inevitably, then, the drive to expand coal production by
extending it into the Western states will be accompanied by an increased cost-
at led1st it food production-per ton of coal mined. Once more, we are confronted
by the law of diminishing returns.

-In the case of nuclear power production, we see another reason for diminishing
returns In the production of energy-the increasing complexity of energy tech-.
itology. Because of the intense radiation Involved in nuclear power production,
nuclear reactors require numerous controls and safety devices, adding to the
capital cost. As a result nuclear power production is about twice as capital
intensive as power production from fossil fuel. And the amount of capital required
to produce a unit of nuclear power will rise rapidly, as the highly complex fnd
unproven breeder reactor is introduced, and as the industry confronts, at last,
the unsolved problem of safely disposing of radiation wastes. Estimates of the
probable cost of the first breeder reactor have already doubled, well in advance
of construction, in recent months. Equally significant Is tile dismal experience
with the new fuel recovery plant at Morris, Illinois. Built at a cost of $04 million,
the plant, which was supposed to open in 1971, has now been found to be useless,
apparently because "the technology used In the plant does not work", (St. Louis
Olobe-Demoerat, Aug. 29. 1074). The plant may have to be scrapped and a new one
built at a cost estimated between $90 and $130 million. Thus, If the new plant
works. the ultimate total capital cost of the facility would be about three times tile
original cost. Clearly, if, as proposed by the Atomic Energy Commission-and
from all indications by Project Independence Itself-nuclear power takes on an
Increasing share of the nation's energy budget, the capital investment required
per unit of energy produced is bound to rise.

From these fairly elementary considerations of the properties of the non.
renewable fuels-that. with an increased rate of energy production, they will
become progressively less available, generate worsening environmental impacts
and (in the case of nuclear power) require increasingly complex and unproven
terhnology--we should anticipate that the amount of capital investment needed
to produce energy by these means will rise faster than energy production Itself.
And given the growing constraints on the availability of capital this factor-
the energy productivity of capital or the efficiency with which capital i. used
to produce energy by these means will rise faster than energy production itself.
nlternative means of producing energy can be made. In other words, just as the
(onstralnts on the rate of energy production have taught us the Importance of
Improving the efficiency with which energy Is converted Into economic and social
vahe through energy conservation, so we are confronted with a corresponding
need for capital conservation. In both cases, the failure to conserve can lead to a
disastrous break in the continuity of adequate energy production, the seriousness
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of which has already been brought home by the cotsequences of the recent oil
embargo. Yet, curiously, despite the recent efforts to develop the future course
of U.S. energy policy and the accumulation of separate data regarding proJected
rates of energy production and of capital consumption, the crucial relationship
bclwte% these two factors has, to my knowledge. not yet been worked out.

Accordingly, the staff of the Energy Resource Task Force at the Center for
the Biology of Natural Systems has made a preliminary effort to develop tihLs
information. As It happens, a very detailed report published by the National
Petroleum Council In 1971 ("US Energy Outlook") includes a great deal of
data on the possible rates of energy production from different fuels, and estimates
of the requisite capital Investment for the period 1971-OS5. These data are
summarized in Table I, which shows quite clearly that the needed capital in-
creases much faster than the energy produced. As a result, the efficiency of
capital investment in producing energy from these non-renewable fuels drops
sharply, from 2,170 BTU per dollar of capital investment in 1971 to 1,280 BTU'
per dollar in 1975: to 830 BTU per dollar in 1980 and 580 BTU per'dollar In
1M85. In other words. between .1071 and 1985 the efficiency ratio declines by 73
percent. This result, depending as It does on projected values and extraponation,
should not be regarded as quantitatively precise. Nevertheless, it does strongly
Indlieate that the decrease in the efficiency with which capital is used In energy
production that was predicted on the more theoretical grounds described above,
can be expected to actually occur In the next ten years.

TABLE I.-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENERGY PRODUCTION AND REQUIRED CAPITAL INVESTMENT

1971 1975 1980 1985

etg riqoital Btu Capital 9tu r'.aoital Bi, reapital
(trillions) (millions) (trillions) (millions) (trillions) (millions) (trillions) (millions)

Petroleum products ......... 21,049 $11.120 2.. 789 14.341 24.33 2Z. 28 23. 405 31.727
Gas ........................ 22.388 2.676 20.430 3,133 18.030 19.3 , 1 9K% 34,007
coal .................. 1 3,062 595 16.310 77, 19,928 1.036 23.15 1,370
Nuclear full-............ -983 100 4,000 9.900 11.349 1,300 29.810 950
Other (nonsolar ........... 7 10 120 200 343 3.277 514 14.1810
Electrk enration ................ 12,000 ......... 21,270 ......... 42,000 .......... 75.00)

Tol ............... 57.418 26, 50 63.649 40.621 73.973 89,278 91.839 157.879

Enerlg productivity of cotUl
(million Btu per dollar
capital) .................. 2.17 1.28 0.83 0.58

'Valvo less than 1111,000 000.
I These data are for 197O, since data comparable to succeeding years was not available for 1971. The recorded values

therefore underestimate the above Btu values by about 3 percent.
9 Hydroelectrk power, which is not expected to change significantly, is excluded.
Note: All dat are from the National Petroleum Council roped "U.S. Enertv Outlook," using their data for Case I

maximum oroduclion), except for data on electric Rqnoratioo wSich were obtalnad, by extrapolation from values for
973(actul) and 1974-77 (planned), from McGraw.Hill, Department of Economics. The NPC capital values are reported

in 1970 dollars. The cooltal values for elatric generation reflect expected future costs, as estimated by each reoorting
utility and therefore Include a variable inflation factor, and therefore, to this extent, somewhat overestimate expenditures.

Environmentalists are, of course, sensitive to the limitation of resources, and in
the face of this rapidly growing demand for capital we need to ask whether or
not there are limits to Its supply. The answer Is, of course, self-evident todny,
as we head Into a capital crisis that has already led to the cancellatioll of a num-
ber of power plant projects. Accorhtg to a recent report of the New York Stock
Exchange. the U.S. will be short some $700 billion In investment cal-ltal needed
Ibtween now and 1985. According to the report, $820 billion of capital will be
required to produce energy. If this demand is met it will necessarily reduce the
capital available for other investments, particularly in industry. This trend I.s
unmistakable In Table II which compares the projected capital demands for
energy and for industry as a whole. In 1971 capital required for energy pro-
duction was 33 percent of the capital required for total iS. industrial Invest-
ments; although the ratio will probably be uncbang(d In 197g. it will prolbaly
reach 58 percent In 1980 and R1 percent in 1085. Again, although these data
should not be regarded as precise, they do reflect an aipmrently real trend for
energy production to encroach heavily on the capital available for industry as
a wholo.
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TABLE II.-PECENT OF ALL INDUSTRIAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT REQUIRED FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION

Required capital (ii ss)

1911 1975 1910 lo5

Energy production I............................. 66 500 $M0 621 "8. 237 $157.1179a ~industryI............................... 1,210 420 MO0 19. 000
Percoat Oagy ................................. 33 33 W $1

From table I.
I Data from McGraw-Hill. Dopaitmmnat of Economics; 1971 value actual; other values obtained by extrapolation kom 11

actual value and planned values for 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977.

The present difficulties of certain sectors of the energy industry in finding suf-
ficient capital for new construction is, of course, affected by the high Interest
rate. However, from the above considerations it would appear that the difficulty
is more fundamental. So long as the energy industries depend oil non-renewable
sources--ll and gas, coal and uranium-expansion of energy production to meet
the growing demand will so rapidly reduce the efficiency with which capital can
be used to produce energy, as to impose serious limitations on all other
investment.

Thus the growing amount of capital needed to expand the production of ener-
gy, based on non-renewable sources, will Interfere with the capital Investments
seeded for industry, housing and other essential activities. If we continue on tils 
course we will be precipitated into an untenable situation: the effort to increase
energy production will itself cripple the very activities that the added energy Is
tiupposed to serve!

Clearly, we must find a rational alternative to this patently absurd prospect.
If we keep in mind the basic reason for the declining energy productivity of
capital-that the prospective sources are non-renewable-the alternative be.
comes self-evident: solar energy. Unlike conventional energy sources, sunlight
Is continuously available in unlimited ainounts, so that Its us. can be expnnited
at will without Incurring capital costs that rise more rapidly than the production
of energy Itself For example, if the cost of building and installing a solar unit
to heat a residence by providing 30,000 kwh of energy is, let us say, $4,000. then
the capital required for supplying 30 billion kwh to a million buildings will cost
$4,000 million. The capital cost required per building, or per kwh, wUl rental
constant despite the million-fold expansion in the production of solar energy. (In
fact, given the advantages of mass production of the heat collectors, the cost is
likely to decrease.)

This relationship reflects the simple fact that unlike non-renewable energy
sources, the capture of sunlight does not reduce the further availability of sau-
light. To increase the amount of energy produced, all that is required is an ex.
tension of the collector area. Apart from the differential effects of latitude, each
newly added solar collector is as efficient as all the others.

There are, I am aware, a number of widely publicized-but poorly docu-
nented-views that solar energy is "impractical" or, at best, only feasible in some

distant future. In answer, let me outline briefly a simple way to carry out the
purpose of Project Independence (to become Independent of Imported energy by
1980), by means of presently available solar energy systems, at a capital cost
that can be almost completely amortized by the target date.

About 26 percent of the nation's total energy requirements are used to provide
spmce heat and hot water, chiefly In residences. According to a recent report to
the National Science Foundation from the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, the
cost of a solar system to provide a single family residence unit with 50 percent
of Its heating requirements In one of the most demanding areas, the Northeast,
would be $4,220 In 1975, and $3,290 in 1086. Accepting about $4,000 as the average
cost over the period to 1986, then, the approximately 0 million residences in
the U.S. could be equipped with solar heating systems at a total c6st of $240 bil-
lion. This would save about 12.5 percent of the total national energy budget. Add
to this, a saving of 7.5 percent of the national energy budget that could readily
be achieved by simple conservation practices, and we arrive at a 20 percent reduc-
tion in energy use-which Is also the fraction of the energy budget represented
by oil Imports. At a price of $10 per barrel these Imports are likely to cost about
$W billion pe. year. Thus, In eight years, the capital cost of Installing the solar
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beating systems would be recovered and the aim of Project Independence would
be achieved.

Of course the total required investment must include the cost of c1pital re-
quired to construct iow manufacturing facilities needed to produce the solar
systems. However, since the actual fabrication of the solar collector represents
the only new manufacturing operation needed for the system (the rest Is simple
plumbing and air circulation units) and since this is not much more complicated
than the manufacture of a multiple-paned window (and indeed could probably
lie readily fabricated In a facility already manufacturing such items), the ad-
ditional capital cost for new manufacturing facilities Is likely to be rather smalL
The low level of technology involved in such installations can be Judged from
the fact that a solar heating system was recently installed and operating in a
school within three months after the contract had been let. -_

Another frequently voiced complaint about the-feasibility of solar energy Is
that it would take up too much land area. To begin with, all U.S. energy needs
could be supplied by solar collectors (operating at ten percent efficiency) cov-
ering less than .04 percent of the land surface. A considerable fraction of this
area might be obtained simply by using the large, and growing areas of pave-
mtent. Then consider the 25 percent of the total energy budget required for heat-
lg. This could be taken care of almost entirely by solar collectors mounted on
thMe roofs of buildings, since as a rule of thumb the roof area of a building can
collect sufficient energy for two stories. The effectiveness will of course vary
with latitude; In the mid-latitudes of the U.S. 75-80 percent of the heat re-
oluirements could be accumulated. Finally, apart from land areas, there are the
opportunities for extracting the solar energy stored in warm ocean waters; those
surrounding the U.S. could provide for the totat energy budget.

Then there Is the complaint that solar energy systems are not economically
competitive with conventional fuel-supplied systems. Of course this advantage Is
only temporary and will fast disappear as the cost of fuel and the unattainable
capital requirements of conventional systems begin to take effect. How rapidly
this can occur Is made plain by a recent estimate. based only on the rising cost
of fuel and ignoring the problem of capital availability. This shows that two
solnr methods, wind-driven generation of electricity and heat derived front burn-
Ing organic photosynthetic products, will be as cheap or cheaper than conven-
tional systems by 1985. By that time heating and cooling and the production of
electricity from ocean thermal gradients may be cost competitive, or at most
W0 percent more expensive than conventional systems. The competitive position
(if nearly all solite systems Is expected to Improve steadily and even this con-
servative estimate indicates approximate equality by 2000. Let us recall, how.
ever, that the capital requirements for solar systems will rise only in propor-
tion to the amount of energy produced, while the capital requirements of the
conventional competitors will. as we have seen, rise much faster than the rate
(if energy production. Taking tils important factor Into account it Is likely that
several major solar processes could become cost competitive within a few years.

Finally, there is the argument which coneedes that we ought to recognize the
near-term exhaustibility of oil and gas supplies, and the longer term exhauq-
tilbillity of; coal supplies-and their inherent environmental damnge-and baqe
our energy system largely on nuclear power. The feasibility of the breeder renre-
tot is. of course, essential to this argument, since the present typeQ of reactors
will deplete the economically feapible supply of uranium ore in 25-50 years.
This approach depends crucially on the acceptabihlltv of the environmental. eco-
noite. and social consequences of an energy system largely based on the breeder
reactor.

Tet q recall that unlike present renctors the breeders (and Indpcd. when breed.
Ptr are onerftting, the older liquid water reactors theinselvesi will ise w na fflp
not uranium. but plutnilum. Plutonium Iq the' most dangerous, ra(ioactive sub.
stnnce that is known. Yet. its effects nre so rorrlv uilertood that ilonllv ernm.
vietent eaxerts differ 1y as much ns 10.00-fold in their estimates of the acrentnbhl
level of exmwsure to plutonium. That the danfer of tn aecident Iq tint PastiI dlq.
mlsae--desVIte rent protetationq from thp ARC--Is evidont frnnm tile sitmplo
fact that 'no nrivate instrer. or etlleetion of tlem. ha.s ibn willing to Insure
P noaventina reactor. let alone a breeder, against an accident. And we can Jpdep
thl etisne s of the potential envlrnimnntAl effir'tq o(f tho lirePder from the
fact thatthe rent draft of the AIFC's Fnvironmoital Tmilaet Stntement wn
aretod iv ano'unprecedented demand that It bp witlhdrawn n d wholly 'rewrIttn.
not only from independent groups such as the 14clentists' Institute for Public
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Information, and the National Resources Defense Council but also .from the
Environmental Protection Agency itself.

However, all these difficulties pale before the most serious drawback of the
breeder-that the enormous amounts of plutoniuui it would produce would
create a grave threat from clandestine construction of nuclear bombs. There
is no need here to reiterate the unrefuted claims advanced by Dr. Theodore
Taylor that unlike conventional (uranium) nuclear fuel, a handful or so of
stolen plutonium could be made into a devastating bomb by one or a few people
using material available from a hardware store and a laboratory supply house.
If the AEC's plans to go forward with the nuclear power program along these

' . lines are allowed to proceed, by 2000 the U.S. would have on hand enough plu-
tonium to produce some 10,000 bombs, each sufficient to destroy a medium-sized
city. To prevent a possible threat to one city, the loss of even .01 percent (of the
plutonium would have to, somehow, be prevented.

If the breeder program goes forward, the only rational response would be to) mount an absolutely theft proof guard over the fuel plants, the power plants,
reprocessing plants and transport vehicles. Willrich & Taylor's recent book
on this problem states the inevitable conclusion: ". . . the establishment of a
Federal Nuclear Materials Security Service with the sole responsibility of pro-
tecting nuclear materials . . . such a force would be a clear and present deterrent
to any external threat, including acts of sabotage by outsiders against nuclear
facilities, as well as acts of theft,"

Given the overriding responsibility of the regular U.S. armed forces for safe.
guarding the country against "acts of sabotage by outsiders" it takes little imagi.
nation, it seems to me, to envision the real outcome of the creation of a plutonium
economy: the nation's power-generating system would become literally at armed
camp, controlled by the military. And control of the power system is, after nil,
tantamount to control of the productive system as a whole.

It seems to me that no prudent citizen can contemnlate the proposal to base
the nation's power supply on the breeder reactor, AnM therefore on plutonium
that must be minutely and ceaselessly guarded from theft, without giving the
most serious thought to the fateful consequences of eoumtitting the control of
the nation's power system to the military. I, personlly, would regard it as a
seductive step toward fascism.

INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
Washington, D.C., .lfuy 9. 1977.

Hon. LLOYD BzNITSEN,
Chairman, Subcommittee opt Finatiacl Markcts
lion. MKFr. GRAvEL,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Encrgy,
U.S. Senate Cominntteo on Finance, Washington, D.C.

DEk SENATORS BENTSEN AND GANI? .: Pursuant to your announcement of
April 22, 1975, of joint hearings by the Subcommittees on Financial Markets and
Energy on the capability of U.S. financial markets to provide capital for the
development of domestic energy resources, the Interstate Natural Gas Association
of America (INGAA) respectfully submits the following comments on this most
important question for your Subcommittees' consideration.

INGAA Is a non-profit natural gas industry organization whose membership
includes all the major interstate natural gas pipeline companies in the United
States. Our pipeline members today serve all of the lower 48 statute, with the
exception of Vermont, through an underground pipeline network now totaling
more than 265,000 miles of transmission lines alone. They account for 90 percent
of the total interstate sales of natural gas and provide the vital transportation
link between the gas producer at the wellhead and the distributor who makes
final delivery of gas to the consumer.

As you have properly noted In your announcement ".,. vast suns of capital
[will be] required to finance the expansion A, present energy resources and the
development of alternative energy system' The magnitude of the capital require-
mnents of the energy industries looking to the future Is such that traditional
sources of capital and methods of financing are probably incapable of providing
the necessary funds for industry. New and innovative approaches must be devised,
to meet the challenge of the future if the energy needs of this Nation are to bd
met. Of'particular concern to us are the enormous amounts of money needed
for important supplemental gas projects, Our comments will address tils.

___ aspect of youri Inquiry.
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DESCRIPTION OF TME NATURAL OAS INDUSTRY

America has reached industrial pre-eminence in the world primarily because
of Its vast energy* resources. Of all the different forms of energy sources, natural
gas Is perhaps the most perfect form of energy. In a remarkably short time It
has become a vital part of our economy. In less than three decades, natural gas
production has been transformed from an ignored byproduct of oil production
Into an invaluable commercial commodity-the cleanest and the most adaptable
of the fossil fuels.

The role of natural gas developed dramatically during the 1945-70 period.
During this 25-year span a complex high-pressure transmission pipeline network
was extended Into all of the lower 48 states. During this period natural gas
consumption increased at an annual rate of 6%%. As a result of this rapid

growth, natural gas moved froin supplying 13% of America's total energy require-
ments In 1945 to 33% In 1970, where It stands now. However, when we eliminate
oil Imports and focus on U.S. energy production, natural gas unequivocally
emerges as the dominant source of energy. Natural gas and natural gas liquids
which are produced from gas wells account for 41.1% of total U.S. energy
production, compared with 30.0% for crude oil, 22.1% for coal, and 0.2% for
hydropower and nuclear energy.

The national network of field and gathering, transmission and distribution
lines has Increased from about 387,000 mills In 1950 to a total of 067,067 miles
at. the end of 1973. The number of underground storage reservoirs has Increased
from 125 mols with a total capmeity of 770 billion cubic feet in 1950 to 360 pools
with a total record capacity of 0.3 trillion cubic feet In 1978. During the 1950-73
period, the total gas utility plant increased from $7.8 billion In 1050 to $47.1
billion it 1973, more than six times In 23 years, and reven-ies from sales of gas
to consumers increased from about $2 billion in 1950 to approximately $13.0
billion In 1973.

In 1073, the gas utility industry customers totaled alot 43.7 million. Of this
total, approximately 40.1 million were residential customers. 8.8 million were
commercial customers, 209,000 were Industrial customers and 55,000 other cus-
tomers. Of utmost importance Is the fact that natural gas has become the
predominant fuel for househeating purposes-thus, fulfilling a critical human
need. In 1973, the gas utility househeating customers totaled more than 33
million.

In addition to being a predominant fuel for honseheating purposes, natural
gas is a key to our highly sophisticated industrial economy. Natural gas provides
over 50% of the total energy used by the U.S. industry-more than three times
that supplied by any other fuel.-

Also, It. should be borne In mind that the natural gas industry is one of the
Nation's largest employers. In 1973, the industry had 215,200 employees, receiv.
Ing a total payroll of $2.4 billion for an average wage per employee of $11,380.

The reasons for the dramatic growth of the natural gas Industry are obvious.
First, natural gas is our cleanest fuel. It is virtually free of sulphur and partic.
ulates. It does not pollute land or water and offers the best hope for alleviating
air pollution, especially in urban areas. In contrast, every other fuel, including
uranium, requires expensive emission control devices to protect land, water or
air environment. Second, natural gas is the most efficient fuel-93% of the well.
head gas production Is utilized directly by the consumers. This high efficiency Is
achieved cause there is no need for downstream energy conversion as in the
refining of crude oil and in transforming the primary energy of coal or oil into
electricity.

The Industry which currently supplies one-third of the Nation's total energy
requirements is obviously essential to its people and the economy. For the con.
tinued growth and viability of America, natural gas must continue to provide
the vital energy supplies it has so abundantly supplied in the past. Unfortunately,
domestic natural gas reserves have been declining at an alarming rate and as a
consequence there is a critical shortage today of this vital natural resource.

THE ENERGY SHORTFALL AND THE FINANCIAL CRUNeH

The natural gas indiistry has thus entered Into a new era. With the growing
decline In natural gas production from historical sources, the industry has em-
barked upon innovative and aggressive gas acquisition programs designed to
supplement its gas supplies from non-historical sources, namely, deepwater
offshore drilling, the production of synthetic gas from coal and petroleum feed-
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stocks, the production and transmission of Alaskan/Canadian Arctic gas and
tile transportation of liquefied natural gas. These sources of gas supply involve
unprecedented capital Investments--a coal gasification plant, e.g., capable of
producing 250,000 Mcf (1000 cubic feet) of high BTU gas per day Is estimated to
cost about $1 billion iu 1M5 dollars Just for the gasification plant alone, that
is excluding necessary pipeline facilities to bring the gas to market. Bringing
Alaskan gas and gas from Northern Canada to the lower 48 states, whether by
tanker in liquid form or by conventional pipeline, will cost billions of dollars.
The overall cost of additional pipeline facilities during the 1970-100 period,
based-im suppy projects for the same period, has been estimated to be as much

WOW., as $237 billion. In addition, substantial expenditures must also be incurred to (a)
stimulate and encourage gas exploration and development, (b) expand and
accelerate research and development efforts, and (c) construct new and replace.
nient facilities to comply with more rigid safety and environmental regulatlonL.

The cost of new facilities has increased dramatically due to inflation and other
factors; the cost of long and short-term debt and preferred stocks has risen to
all-time highs; the market value of common stocks has dropped to modern lows
in relation to earnings-in most cases well below book value; and the compe-
tition for capital funds has accelerated. While most of these factors are appilc-
able to some extent to all industry, the natural gas industry is aso faced with two
basie disadvantages in competing with other Industries for capital: (1) In-
vestor concern with regulatory policies and regulatory lag; and (2) investor
concern with the availability of natural synthetic gas to maintaii or increase
authorized delivery volumes. To say the least, the natural gas industry is con.
fronted with a monumental task to raise the capital required for the industry
to perform its public service obligations.

The magnitude of the task of raising the necessary capital to meet these
projected expenditures-can be better appreciated when compared with the
Industry's past history. During the twenty years preceding 1970, the gas pipe-
line industry invested a total of about $20 billion, or about $1 billion a yea.K
on the average. This means that the gas pipeline industry faces capital require.
ments almost twelve times as large in the period 1970-1990 as In the preceding
twenty years merely to meet a growth in supply of 2 percent to 5 percent an-
itually. To meet this challenge new methods of finding and attracting capital
must be devlBed.

In connection with certain high cost, long lead.time energy projects, such as
col gasification, it is clear that they cannot be financed on the credit of tile
sponsoring company alone since the costs represent too large a percentage of
the company's assets and the risk of loss is too large for it to assume (the
costs noted above a billion dollars for a single coal gasification plant would
virtually double the net plant Investment of moat interstate natural gas pipe.
line systems). In such cases a "project financing" approach must be adopted,
which means that the investor looks to the project itself for return of and on
is investment. In practice, this means that the project must have fully pro-

tected agreements under which the cost of the project, including return of and
on investment, must be paid by consumers in their rates under all circumstances.
The question whether such "all events" agreements will be approved is very
much in doubt, however, due to a recent ruling of the Federal Power Commission
rejecting this concept (See FPO Op. No. 728, issued April 21, 1975. in re Trans-
western Coal Gasification Co., ci aL., Docket No. CPl8-2U1). It is understood
the applicants will seek rehearing.

It is also vital to the ability of the gas pipeline industry to finance the massive
projects required to provide this essential form of energy that significant
amounts of cash be genera-led internally so as (1) to reduce the industry's
dependence on the outside capital markets, and (2) to Increase the ability of
the pipeline industry to sell their securities to the public. This can be done by
increasing cash flow from depreciation, increasing cash flow from earnings.
Increasing cash flow from customer payment of carrying charges on capital
during construction and increasing cash flow from tax credits and deferrals.
In doing so. the investment quality of the securities Issued In also greatly
enhanced by improving earnings. coverages and capitalization ratios which will
result fim lower cost debt and rebound to the benefit of the consumer.

coNwLUsrol
INGAA and its member companies are pleased that the Financial Markets and

Energy Subcommittees have undertaken a review and study of this most Impor.
53-05T----1O
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tant matter. If our Nation's economy is to be stimulated and unemployment
reduced, natural gas supplies must be increased and supplemental supply sources
must le developed. The natural gas industry has an Impressive resource base
of natural gas which can be developed and delivered to consumers If appropriate
support and Incentives are promulgated. We earnestly submit that a recognition
of, and response to, the needs of the gas industry are necessary in order to meet
our national goals of energy self-sufllciency, industrial growth, environmental
protection and protection of the millions of consumers who rely upon the gas
industry to supply them with fuel.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment and we urge your Committees to
iru ue this matter vigorously to the end that early solutions to tlis most serious
problem call be achieved.

Yours truly,
IVAITF.R E. ROGERS,

President.

STATEIMENX BY CIARtES II. BROWN, SF.OR VICE PRRSIDZ.T, TII9 OIL SfTAISCORPORATIONX

Mr. Chairiann and Members of the Committee: As anl Independent publicly-
owitl energy coanimuy organized I iventy years ago for the sieclfic purlms of
developing America's oil shale. The Oil Slale Corporation ("TOSCO") has a vital
Interest iithe aPAbility of U.S. financial markets to provide capital for the
development of domestic energy resources. In the recent decades, TOSCO has
been an Inlustry leader lit organizing resources for oil shale research and devel-
opment with substantial accomlishients.

Solely with private funds, TOSCO and various venture iartners have been
nble-through an expenditure of more than $50 million-4o design, develop and
demonstrate the TOSCO II oil shale retorting proce.-, currently recognime as
tills country's most advanced first generation oil shale recovery technology. While
most of the $50 million was raised and spent before the recent unprecedented era
of double-dfgit Inflation and financial market disarray, we found adequate private
capital available for promising technology during the relatively inexpensive
research phase of development. We believe this availability still exists tor re-
search and pilot testing of energy technologies with genuine possibillties for the
future.

However, we have been forced to the reluctant coneluson that comnerclal-size
demonstration plants of alternatives domestic energy systems cannot be financed
by traditional methods in private financial markets today. Over a period of sev-
eral years. TORCO has made an intensive effort to organize the resources to
construct tile first commercial-size oil hale complex in the U.S. on private lands
near Gritld Valhcy, Codorado. Because he technology was acceptable to them, we
were able to eidist the participation of some of America's largest energy com.
panles-presently Atlantic Richfield Conplmy, Shell Oil Company, Ashland Oil
('omimny. As tile Colony Development group, we mined over 1 million tong of
oil sllale, built and operated a semi-works plant which processed some 1,000
tolls of shale per day.

After months of Intensive st tidy of the technological performance and operating
costs of the semi-works plant, the Colony Group believed it was ready for seale-up
to a commercial-size facility. We hired a general contractor, designed the com.
plex, solicited uilds for major components and filed the environmental impact
analysis data for an Environmental Impact Statement, hoping to begin field
con.struction In the Spring of 1975.

In October 1974, however, the Colony Group announced that tie scheduled
start would have to be dehltyed. The reasons underlying the Ru.lpenslon of thlls
Important pioneer oil shale plant demonstrate the Importance of this Commit-
tee's joint hearings on the availability of private capital for the development of
domestic energy systems.

1. TIHE CAPITAL. REQUIREMENTS FOR CONMIERCIAL-SIZE Otto SHIALE FACILITIES ARK VAST
AND I.ARO ENROY COSIPANIE5 ARE VIRTUALLY TilE ONLY COMPANIES WIhIoielw1LI,
CONSIDERS A PIONEF.RINO VENTURE IN SYNTHIiC FUELS DEVELOPMENT

Our estimates, whieh were compiled at a cost of several million dollars. Indicate
that a 50,OOQ barrel per day oil shale complex with first stage upgrading felli-
ties now requires an investment of at least $00 million. A few large oil corn-
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ianies are accustomed to assembling capital resources of this magnitude for
massive petroleum projects In Alaska, the North Sea and the Canadian tar sands;
however, non-energy companies are reluctant to invest in such huge projects,
even though they have serious need for the products, because the risks are un-
familiar and the project size Is frightening.

20. TIlE FEW LARGE ENERGY COMPANIES WHICH WOULD IIAVE NORMALLY BEEN INTER-
NOTED IN PIONEERINO SYFURL DEVELOPMENT ARE NOW FACED WITH HUGE OAPI-
TAL OUTLAYS TO EXPAND PRODUCTION FROM THER TRADITIONAL NEROY SOURCES
AND RAVE ONLY LIMITED FUNDS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
SYSTEMS

The only domestic oil reserves of consequential volume left to be produced
are in new fields in Alaska and off-shore, and in existing fields requiring costs
secondary or tertiary recovery. All require huge capital investments, and are
top priority projects with the major oil companies. The limited funds remaining
for novel alternative energy sources are being used largely for relatively Inex-
Ipnsive research. In the competition for corporate funds, a major new syntiel
project of equal economic merit is at a serious disadvantage to a petroleum
project, because petroleum companies are geared to produce petroleum.

8. OVER A PERIOD OF MANY YEARS, SOPIIISTICATED-MECUANISMS IIAVE BEEN ESTABo
LISIIED FOR TIlE ORGANIZATION OF CAPITAL FOR EXPANSION OF TRADITIONAL ENERGY
SUPPLIES, SUCH AS PETROLEUM, COAI AND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS; SYNTIETIC
FUEI.S CAN CALL O NO OUCHl MERClIANIS.\S

Drilling syndicates provide hundreds of millions of dollars for petroleum ex.
ploration through funds raised from high Income eArners In business and the
professions who are Interested in reducing their tax liability through deduc-
tions for intangible drilling expenses; coal producers collateralize long-term
sdles tracts to Industrial plants and public utilitips for expansion capital:
ind ttilitles have an established mechanism for adjusting their rate base to assure
realtymedt of capital borrowed to construct nuclear generating facilities. While
n commercial oil shale plant could offer certain tax incentives to a prospective
i n vestor-15% depletion, Investment tax credits, and accelerated depreciation-
synftuel plants are as yet unproved commercially and have yet to establish
widespread sophisticated mechanisms for organizing capital resources.

4, FIRST GENERATION SYSTHETIC FVELS PROJECTS MUST RELY SOLELY ON EQUITY
CAPITAL DURiNO THE TIIHEE TO FOUR YEARS OF CONSTRUCTION

Where multi-million dollar housing or office building projects have ready
acc-ess to Institutional loans for construction money, synthetic fuels plants must
lie built to venture capital from the owners. If the owners must borrow to
supply the funds (and even the largest must), the balance sheet liability has
n Iniimedlate Impact on the borrower's credit rating and lis ability to acquire
funds for other purposes. During periods of restraint in federal monetary Imlley,
t ie cost of the borrowed funds could make a synfuel project economically uu-
viable, as In 1074 when the prime rate reached 12%.

AI. RAISING RISK CAPITAL. FROM EQUITY IRSUES 18 VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBI.E
IN TODAY'S EQUITY MARKET

The common stock of many established companies Is selling in the secondary
market today at four times earnings. To finance a large and novel alternative
energy project among Investors expecting Investment ratios of this tyl would
lie viruntilly impossible, and to structure an after-tax return of this magnitude
Into the selling price of synthetic fuels would be prohibitive.

6. UNTII TIlE TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF SYNTHrETIo I.7PEI
ARE CONM MERCIALY DEMONSTRATED, LONG-TERM IOANS TO SYNFUEL PROJECTS WIlL
118 LIMITED TO THE COLLATFRAlIZED SCRAP VALUE OF TH1E PLANT, LEAVING TWO-
TIIIRIS) TO TUiREE-FOURTiI5 OF TIlE TOTAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT TO B BUPPI.IED
BY EQUITY

Basd on an analysis of the $900 million capital requirements for a commer-
rl-w oll shale plant utillzing first generation technology, lending Institutions
following convention pro(elures could probably loan no more than $150 million
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to the project-the scrap value of conventional pipe, fittings, and other multi-use
components of the plant-until the project established itself as ail acceptable

-lending risk. Even If the $10 million could be borrowed at a rate competitive
with lomis provided other energy projects, the massive equity requirement and
the higher return expected by investors on risk capital would necessitate a price
for the synfuel which would make it non-competitive.

T. WHIL. SHALE OIL COILD BR PROD, OR AND s01.0 AT A PRIC (PERTITIV WITH
PRICES FOk FORrIo. OiL LAND.iJ IN U.S. PORTS TOoAY, EQUITY INVErTORs AR
ILl'CTANT TO COUMIIT 11VOE FRONT-END CAPITAL OUTLAYS TO OIL SHALL PRO .CrS

UNTIL THTER IS SORE CONFIDENCE IN THlE I.oXO-TERM PRICE OUVT.OOK tM PTRO-
LEUM. IMECAUSE A 811ALE OIL PLANT MUST COMPETE WIT. PETROLEUM 1IPORT8 IN

TIHE U.S. MARKETPLACE FOR TITE IT TO 20-YEAR LIFE OF THE PLANT.

If Inflation in construction and operating costs settle down to 8 to 5 per cent
ainiln levels and capital could Ie raised at reasonable rates, such as 8 or 8%
Iir cent lonnis and 12 per cent discounted cash flow to equity, T0(X) firmly he-

lheves that 1*.4. slfur-free shale oil can be produced and sold In commercial
volumne at les tha the current price for low-sulfur Indonesian or Persian Gulf
erude oil landed in U.S. ports. This benchmark price Is currently $11.50 to $12.00
pitr barrel hilits inport. license fees and duties. However, import price levels ofihis
initwllude are it relatively recent phenonenoin and there Is io consenms of
u'lilolni lit the t'.8. industrlal and financial coiiiniuity, or even anong Govern-
ineut officials. concerning long-term petroleum prices.

No prudent Investor can Invest in a synftuel project amid such uncertainty,
l.iiit~iiu, synfunl projects outist project cash flow over a 17 to 20 year period. A
ilgillng industry could be destroyed overnight by a slbstaittlal downward price
mijnstnment by the all prMucig countries If they continue to have free access to
the 1'.S. market. Price uncertainty will continue to be a major deterrent to prl-
vale Investment in novel lternative 1'.1. energy sources so long as there Is tit.
certainty over long-term oil Import Ixlicy.

TOR'O does not believe It is necessary for Government to establish i1 high
tariff or severe imlort quolt or to provide a broad price support programl in
order to assure development of domestic synthetic fuels. In our view. measures
of tils ature which were strong enough to provide adequtte prihp protection for
a develolling domestic syntuels Industry would place serious Inflationary pres-
atires on overall doinestie energy prices.

We suggest that (lovermnient should instead contract for a Slcilfic limited
voltlnie of synfuels, such as rMO.00 to 1.000.000 barrels per day. bttweeu nowi and
iMe early 19Xx's to ,sure synfuel development at a manageable level. lHvell If
syntheti, fuel prices are $3 to $4 per barrel more costly than imported conven-
tital Ietroleun (which T8CO does not believe will actually be the case).

500.0 ) barrels of the costlier syncrude blended Into the national petroleum
"tmix" of 14 million barrels pwr day would add only about 100 per barrel to the
average price of V.8. crude petroleum.

Also. TOSCO suggests that Government can assure development of alternative
domestm, energy (it reasosable price, by helping venture companies gain access to
capital it comlettilve costs. Outu itudes Indicate that the cost of producing syn-
flp] friom a TO1(O II shale oil facility is largely a function of project flnaneltn.
If the project ist prolerly "leveraged" (i.e. three-oluarters debt financing at 82
per reit and ( ont-quarter equity tit Industry average after-tax discounted cash
flow). tihe shiale fill price would be $11.1$ per barrel. If t lie project must he fintimed
t(itllly by equity, the price would go up to between $17 mind *2.) per barrel.

CONCLUSION

Hynifueihllnmit are new naiil proved and, until they are known risks, they
catitnit (oupiete for capital on even terms with established conventional projects.
Aid tilt they call obtain capital at coniletiltive rates, synthetic fuels cannot com-
Ietp in the marketplace.

The U.14. bns nit abundance of coal and oil shale. The technology exists to
pjrotuei' high amnounlts of synlhetic fuels fromn these resources: but the iNa-
lion cannot know the economic feasibility or the environmental compatibility

of ili synthetic fuels until some conierclal-size Ilants are built. Huch pIants
retluire asslve amounts of front-end capital at competitive interest rates If the
synfuel products are to be competitive in cost. Private capital ol such terms is
simply not available for novel energy projects: and private Investors are urn-

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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certain about petroleum prices long term. Government must lead the way out of
this energy dilemma.

We commend the Subcommittees on Financial Markets and Energy for lii.
tiating dialogue on this very important matter. We also note that the Committee
currently has before It a bill introduml by senator Bentsen (tH. 978) which would
create an Energy Development Board with aubority to make purchase commit-
inents and to guarantee loans for synthetic fuel projects. TOS(0 believes that this
combination of incentives goes to the heart of the economic obstacles confronting
Investments in synthetics fuels aud would provide effective stimulus to such

- investment. We urge this 'oniunittee and the Congress to act favorably on legls.
.lolion establishing a procurement/loan guarantee program as contemplated by

S. 78.

STATEMENT or NATIONAL A8sOCIATION OF P4"ROLFUM INVESTMENT AxALYSTS

The undersigned officers of the National ,ssolation of Petroleum Invest-
ment Analysis are pleased to submit the following testimony to the Suib-toiu-
nittees on Financial Markets and Energy, Committee oil Finance-U.S. ,enkte.

The opinions expressed herein are those of the executive officers of the As&j.
elation.

The National Association of Petroleum Investment Aualysts-ils composed of
inore than 800 senior security analysts front all over the country specializing
fit the study of tie oil and gas Industry. It Is believed that our member' efforts
Influence a very substantial part of the capital funds that are Invested In the
oll and gas industry so we have a vital luturest lit the matter under discussion
at these hearings.

We have noted the joint statement of Senators Bentsen and Gravel indicating
that the purpose of the hearings Is to investigate the amount of capital required
to hasten the development of domestic energy resources and the capability of
private financial markets to supply that capital. Tie officers of the Association
feel strongly that the availability of capital to the U.S. oil industry is being
severely jeopardized by government Interference with the activities (if oil and
gas companies. Not only is the'ability to generate capital being reduced, but, more
importantly, the ability to attract new capital from investors is being dimlnished.

Over the past decade, 1974 was the first year that cash earnings were about
equal to capital expenditures for most. oil companies. The attached table front
the publication "Ietroleumn Outlook"-April 1975 (Johns 8. llereold, Inc., (oreen-
wich, Conn.) adds up the cash earnings of 18 major companies to a total of
$21.3 billion. Capital exPlwnditures amounted to $19.4 billion or 91% of the(
available funds. Dividends more than absorbed the balance, leaving a shortfall
of $1.7 billion in a record year that was swelled by non.recurring inventory anml
currency profits. While we do not wish to belabor this point, we have plenty of
evidence available that shows n much greater shortfall itn prior years.

At this Juncture, we would like to tate our belief that the oil industry should
he commended rather than vilified for Its 1974 profits becacne almost all of
It is expended in the search for more oil within the United States. For example,
('itles Hervice plans to (frill 815 net wells in 1975 versus about 210 in 194, all
in tite country. This is a prince example of how the public good can be served
by the profit Incentive because It has contributed to a significant increase In
drilling activity as have higher prices themselves. )omestic reserves and prMue.
tion are still trending downward, but we believe the decline would Ie greater
If the profits of 19T4 had not occurred. Unfortunati-ly, vilificatlon and govern.
mitent regulation ar, haimnpering the oil companies continually nod we exl-et the

search effort will be curtailed by tip Tax Reduction Act of 1975. n course
directly contrary to our stated national policy. First quarter 1075 oil complmny
earnings reports aie already showing sharp declines front a year ago id
reductions in planned capital exlwnditures ar following In concert.

For example, Guil had planned to spend over $500 million searching for oil
and" gas in the P.8. this year and now plans to cut back dte to the loss of the
depletion allowance. (Contlhiuntal plans to reduce 1975 spending by $100 million
due to depletion allowance ellmhnation and continuing political and economic
uncertainties. Review of the first quarter reports of many major oil companies
reveals llan after plan to re-exmmullne slated exltendlitures dthe to tle un-
favorable dpvelopments that have come about Il our country. Not only dov. this
lessen our chances of achieving a higher degree of energy independence, It will
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bring about the loss of thousands of man.hours of intelligent planning that
have gone into these proposals and eliminate many job opportunities.

These hearings are also studying the capability of private financial markets
to supply capital and we believe that this capability is being severely hampered
by the government's attempts to regulate the Industry. We subscribe to the free
enterprise system, and specifically support a free market for the domestic oil
industry. Moreover, we strongly believe that the government should encourage
the oil industry to develop our natural resources through tax and other incentives.

While it Is possible to justify some insurance legislation to protect the industry
from the inroads of imports, at the present prices for foreign crude, sueh protec-
tion certainly need not be implemented. While we grant that a minimum price
on oil Imports might I* a suitable mechanism to achieve such a goal, we reiterate
that a better way would encompass tax incentives to encourage domestic activity.
Obviously, we feel that the repeal of the depletion allowance will turn out to
ie a serious error because It lessens the amount of capital available to the
companies.

The question has been raised as to future capital requirements. We submit
a simple calculation that can provide a framework for minimum capital needs
in the exploring and producing end of the Industry. It is estimated that recent
oil finding costs in the U.S. have been In the area of 83-$4 per barrel. Some
observers might use a higher number. In 1974 our domestic production was as
follows:

Natural gas (cubic feet) ------------------------------ 21,30,000
Equivalent oil (6,000 cubic ft.=1 barrel) (barrels) ----------.. , o
Crude olt and natural gas squids (barrels) ------------------- 8 M

Total production (oil and equivalent) (barrels) ----------- 7. 404
Capital requirements: Finding costs at $3=$22.2 billion, at $40-$V.6 billion.
The above level of required expenditures that might be needed to replace

production relates only to 1974 production levels and gives no weight to the
need to expand domestic output to curtail foreign Imports, nor to provide for
future growth in domestic consumption. Needless to say, any realistic estimate
of capital requirements to replace our current production or to provide for a
higher level of output will require substantially more funds than that spent
in recent years. Our calculation above Is addressed to the exploration and pro.
duclng function alone and gives no recognition to capital requirements for
pipe lines, refining and marketing facilities.

The Sub-Committees are also interested in the ability of the capital markets
to provide the outside capital needed to supplement internally generated funds.
It should be noted that in recent years the oil Industry has used much more
debt capital to provide the majority of supplemental capital needs. A decade
ago, few of the major oil companies had more than 10%e-12%l of debt in their
capital structures whereas currently many have more than 20%-25%. While
there Is some room for additional debt in many companies we think tlt con-
shlerable equity capital may be necessary If future oil needs are to be met.

It much of the future capital requirements are to be met by the public, per-
haps we should look at the needs and fears of the private investor. In our
opinion, there are three general requirements that apply to all investors.

1. Safety of principal.
2. Adequate cash return.
3. Prospect of some growth.
The overriding fear of Investors Is uncertainty about the future and Iartlen-

larly of additional government interference, regulation and/or taxailon. The
greatest deterrent to the generation of investment capital is an inability to assess
the future, particularly a fear of government interference, regulation anl/or
taxation. If one surveys the current Investment environment, pmrtleularly it tl
oil industry, there is grave uncertainty with reslwct to future demnaml, future
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prices, future taxation, and additional regulation. In this uncertain environment,
investors are absolutely bewildered. Because of this environment the major
oil stocks have been selling at unrealistically low I'/E ratios. Using the Stand-
ard & Poor's stock price indexes as a guide, the international oil stocks are
selling at 4.1 times latest twelve months earnings (ending December 31, 1074)
and the Integrated domestics at 6.8 times. By all historical standards, these
are very depressed multiples. While there are many factors that affect Investor
enthusiasm and hence stock market multiples, It Is easy to hote a number of
government actions that are very Important Investment negatives.

1. Price Controls: The oil industry Is the only Industry still under federal
. price controls. They have lx'n inlpos" on natural gas for over 20 years and

crude oil and refined products since 1971.
2. Additional Income Tnx L~oad: Most oil depletion benefits were eliminated In

111T5 and the use of foreign tax credits was curtailed. There Is a considerable
fear (if additional tax burdens.

3. Ooverninent Interference: Restrictions oit the use of proprietary raw mate-
rials, crude oil allocations and crude oil entitlements (this fringes on the confis-
cation of private property).

4. Fear of governmentt Competifion: Congressional proposals to create: (a)
Tho Federal Oil and Gas Corp. and (h) A (Government agency to purchase all
oil oiTports.

Government intervention in the affairs of the oil and gas industry has ledto an uncertalinty crisis that is IltldIng capital formation. The constantly
clinging rdles of the ledeial Pkiirgk Adminlstritlbi have brought about a lack
of clarity as to the outlook for the Industry that is seriously affecting oll
investment. We cannot emphasize too strongly the fact that capital seeks the
best return. Advice to investors by analysts like ourselves Is suffering from. a
severe credibility gap that is not afflicting anlysts sleelallzing in other Indus.
tries. Government intervention is causing violent and unpredictable changes in
reported earnings, and analysts' forecasts of future earnings. •

A.% one illustration of what we are saying, the Wall Street JoNj nal on May 8.
175 quaited the forecasts made by two oil Investment analysts of Marathon Oil
Company's 1075 per share earnings. Both analysts, in our opinion, are well
qualified and highly respected. One apparently believes the company may be
"hard-pressed" to achieve his $3.00 per share estimate, while the other analyst
continues to maintain his $4.25 per share estimate for 1075. That's a 40C/6
disparity. For the record, Marathon earned $5.70 per share last year.

Inability to project oil profitability In the future has led and Is leading to
the lessening of available capital for the search. As a consequence, other Indus-
tries are attracting invstahle funds that otherwise might go Into oil and gas.
We go so far as to suggest that the so-called "prudent man" has a severe
problemm to face In investing in the oil Industry today due to the difficulty of

estimating Its prospects. It the U.S. Government would allow the oil Industry
anit opportunity to solve the energy crisis through the free market mechanism,
we believe that the problem would be solved at the lowest cost to tile A.merican
consumer. Concurrently, the United States could become far less dependent
on foreign oil supplies for its welfare and future prosperity.

Sincerely,
STERJLIXO McKrrraiev, Jr.,

Pre#(d&nt,
Ingalts & Suydcr.

D. BARRY McKrnlnn,
Vice Pre*ident,

The Boston Co.
ROSARIO S. ILACQUA,

Seerelary.-Treasircr,
L. F.Rothschild & o.

Mal 8, 107.5.
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SELECTED MAJOR INTEGRATED OIL COMPANIES SURPLUS OR DEFICIT OF 1974 CASH EARNINGS

Ili millions of doklarsi

Capital Surpius or
expenditures defcit of

Cash Capital Common plus cash
earnings expenditures dividend dividend earnings

Amerada Hess ........................ 380.6 417.2 7.2 424.4 -43.8
Ashland .............................. 214.4 183. 7 31.4 215.1 -. 7
Atlantc Riced.................... 93.4 1,178.5 10.4 1,283.9 -330.5
Cites Su ...................... 482.0 444.9 61.0 505.9 -23.9
Continental Oil ........................ 686.8 674.3 85.8 760.1 -73.3
Exxon ................................ 4,854.0 3,650.0 1,118.9 4,768.9 +85.1
Gett .... ....................... 38.0 449.7 24.3 474.0 +64.0
Glf........................... 1,848.0 1,661.0 307.0 1.968.0 -120.0
Ker-.McGee ........................... 194.5 228.0 21.3 249.3 -54.8
Marathon ............................. 320.6 235.0 53.9 288. 9 +31.7
Mobil ............................... . 1,98.1 1,640.0 325.9 1,965.9 +12.2
Shell ................................. ,275.8 929.2 165.1 1,094.3 +181.5
Standard of Caifomnla ................. 1,67.0 1, 726.2 326.6 2,052.8 -375.8
Standard of Indiana ................... 1,874.4 1,790.0 233.9 2,023.9 -149.5
Standard of Ohio ...................... 202.7 700.0 37. ' 737.5 -534.8
Sun ................................. 706.2 834.1 37.1 V .2 -165.0
Texaco .................... 2,376.7 1,965.0 570.6 2,5 3.6 -158.9
Union ............................... 723. 9 688. 60.3 748.4 -24.5

Total I (18 companies) ........... 21,287.1 19,394.9 3,573.2 22,968. 1 -I,681.0

NATIONAL COAr. ASSOCIATION.
Waehinglon, D.O., MoU V, J975.

Senator LLoYu BESTsRN,
Chairman, Suboommittee on Financii Morkcts,
Senator Mxtz O(aAVuL,
Chairman, S ubcommittce on Etwrgy,
C'onmmfttee on Ftiancc, U.S. Senate, I1'a*hlIngton, D.C.

GxKTLV.u1 : Your Subcontnittees have just completed Joint hearings on the
capability of the financial markets to provide capital for the development of
domestic energy sources. With respect to the coal industry, I would like to
briefly summarize what we believe the capital requirements will be over the
near-term-to 1985.

How much of the need can be met hy Internally generated capital will de-
pend on many factors, Including, additional incentives under the tax system.
However, since tax Incentives are not the subject of this hearing, I will direct
my comments generally to coal's capital demand.

Economists estimate, on the assumption that OPEC oil will continue to be
available, that coal's capital needs will be at least $21 billion between now and
1085 to meet demand requirements. For an Industry with a current eapittalliza-
tion of about $5 billion, the magnitude of this capital. need Is almost staggering.

However, this can he a realistic national goal if coal Is permitted to under-
take the necessary Investment now in productive capacity. It can be accom-
plished if Congress Is willing to create'a legislative climate sufficiently favorable
to the rapid and orderly development of coal.

legislative policy must reduce the risk of investment In coal to the levels
common to other businesses. The public must realize that profit is a normal
part of the cost structure of Industry. Without the attraction of potential profit
no investor would take a dollar out of an insured savings account to risk it
on investment in an industry which is In apparent disfavor with governmental
policy .

In 1974, coal production totaled 590 million tons and coal consumption was
(20 million tons. In 1975, barring labor disputes and restrictive legislation. coal
production is estimated to increase seven percent over that of last year. $even
percent Is a healthy increase, especially coming on a production base that has
been virtually stagnant for the past 20 years. While western tonage Is be.
ginning to have a major impact, expansion should come from tie southern
Appalachian region and even more could be coming out of northern Appalachia
It overly harsh pollution regulations did not bar the way.

But these figures, good as they may appear to be, are insignificant lit the light
of coal's potential growth. The National Academy of Engineering has targeted
a production level of 1.2 billion tons annually by 1085. Tile Secretary of the
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Interior has projected an even higher production level, some 2.0 billion tons
annually. This latter number is contained in the Administration's Project
Independence, and thus represents a level of output attainable only with the
st.oiigest national commitment.

Let us assume that the more conservative projection made' by the National
Academy of iigineering is obtainable. According to NAE, this is what the coal
Industry will have to do if, In fact, it I to ineet the projected level of production:

1Develop 140 new two-million.tons-per-year underground nines in the East.
Open 30 new two-milliiontons-per-yeor surface mines In tile East an4

wines generating 105 million tons per year of new production in the West.
3"M1hiinufacture 140 new one hundred cubic yard shovels and draglines.
Build 2,400 continuous mining machines.

To give you a better appreciation of equipment costs, those 2,400 continuous
miners mentioned in the NAE study cost abOlt $*."25,00 aidece. A strip mine
Ihllozer, necessary to reclaim surface mined lands costs about $100,000. and a

large shovel or dragline runs from $5 million to $12 niillon.
Economically, failure to achieve a 1.2 billion ton level ineans a continuation' of an oil balance of payment deficit which now approaches $2 billion lwr month.

Neither the United States nor any other nation call sustain this type of national.
deleilt for very long.

It is generally accepted li the coal industry that the fllital cost of installing
it new deep mine is now $k30 to $35 per ton of annual production. Thius, a miedlni-
lare inite, with it capacity (of one million tons a year. represents $30 million
to $35 million investment by the time it begins commercial ir, dIuction. To bring
a oue million ton per year surface mine to connerclal production would cot
about $25 million.

Since the industry needs to replace alut 5 percent of Its capacity every year
simply to replace mines that are worked out, it nust open new mines with about
30 inlilIon tons of capacity annually just to stay even.

The fundamental preinlse that coal must be the keystone to our energy picture
14 obvious when we consider that our nation cannot forever rely on ever.In-

relishim fllounts of Mld.East oil. Take, for instance. some realistic but basically
conservative figures, the known recoverable reserves of olI and gai l lie
United States, and the recoverable lMrtion of the demonstrated reserves of col-
it other words, the reserves of each fuel that have been located. measured. and
that we know can be economically recovered with present technology:

Equivalent In
billion tons

Fuel Standard units of coal

Coal ........................... 217.0 billion tons ........................ 217.0
Natural ias ........................................... 250.0 trillion cubic feet ................... 12.3Petroleum ............................................ 35.3 billion barrels ....................... 9.4
Natural gat liquids .. ......................... 6.5 billion barrels ........................ 1.2

lit that list, coal Is 00 percent of the total. If we add all the uratlum that can
Ie , produced at sip to twice the current price and oil shale at competitive prices,

S oal is still 80 percent of the total. The amount of coal included in the table
nbove would last, at the present rate of production, for about 800 years.

If we choose to rely primarily on indigenous energy-and no other choice
sees logical-most of the demand must fall on coal. Nuclear energy will bw Iiii.
is'rtant, but it has techiological problems which ore .,eriou)ly hIanperlug its
growth potential. In addition, nuclear fuel will not be abundant until workable
breeder reactors are perfected and they are not expected by the scientific coin.
munity to be a major factor until the turn of the century.

If the nation, therefore, must turn Increasingly to coal for its energy supply,
fhe coal Industry of 1975 and beyond must be, in many respects, totally unlike
that of the Imst.

If we are to produce 1.2 billion tons of coal in 1M3 as government forecasters
say we miust. the coal industry In the next decade and beyond lis to be as.
sured of long-terin growth. It must expand at an annual rate of nine percent hi
order to inhne the necessary coal, replace depleted nies and provide a capacity
naiirgin above actual production,
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I have reviewed the capital requirements-more than four times greater than
our current capitalizatlon. It was not until recently that coal companies have
been able to internally generate any appreciable amount of capital, and only
now are we becoming an industry that can attract venture- capital from the
financial community. In spite of our more favorable financial outlook, we must
turn to external sources for the greatest part of our expansion funds.

I trust the findings of your hearings will further document our Industry's need
for growth capital. In addition, I sincerely hope your deliberatitons will result
in action designed to enhance the capability of private financial markets to meet
the coal Industry's capital needs.

If I or any of my staff can be of assistance in this or any other matter related
to the coal industry please do not hesitate to call on me.

I respectfully request that these comments be included as part of the hearing
record.Sincerely, CARL E. BACCE.

P.AeiC LIMuTI.o CoR.,
Mr. ltcHtAE:L STER1. Los A nclces, Valif., May 9, 1975.

Staff Direct6r, Senate Committee on Finance,
Dirksen Senate 00oe Building, Washington, D.C.

DAR1 MR. STRN : This Statement Is submitted by Paciflc Lighting Corporation
for inclusion In the record of the joint hearings of May 7th and 8th of the
Subcommittee on Financial Markets and Energy, Pacific Lighting Corporation Is
a Los Angeles based holding company whose principal subsidiary Is Southern
California Gas Company. Southern California Gas Company Is the nation's
largest gas distribution utility serving one out of every thirteen of the nation's
gas customers.

Since 100, Pacific Lighting Corporation, through a number of other stb-
sidiarles, has been actively seeking new supplentental supplies of gas for
southern .California which has been dependent on gas as Its basic source of
stationary research for many years but is now in a position of serious deficiency;
This search has included exploration and development activities In our tradi-
tional supply areas of the Southwest, a proposed major coal gasification Joint
venture in Northwest New Mexico which will be the pioneer plant In this
country, proposed ,.N.G. projects from South Alaska and Indonesia and partlceili-
tion in the Arctic Gas consortium which proposes to bring Prudhoe flay and Mac-
kenzie Della gas to markets in the lower 48 states and Canada. These projects
will also require substantial capital commitments. Our oneialf share in the pro.
posed coal gasification project alone represents about two-thirds of our present
net worth.

It has been estimated recently that the total capital requirements of the
natural gas inustry will be between 100 and 120 billion dollars over the next ten
years which is more than double tie groms plant Investment for the entire
industry at the end of 1078. The challenges to the Industry and the capital market
are immense. However, there are initiatives which we believe can he taken by
the Industry, by the financial community, by the regulatory agencies, and by
Congress which will enable us to meet the energy needs of this country and at
the same time preserve the economic system which has so far provided this
nation with the world's highest standard of living.

It is clear, this Industry does not have th%, financial capability at the present
time to fitance all the projects required to help meet this country's energy
needs. Because of the sheer magnitude of the dollars, project financing will be
required if 'many of these projects are to be financed and built. This means that
Investors must he assured that there will be sufficient revenue flowing to eacht
project over Its full life to recover its expenses and for them to recover their
lurestment plus an adequate return thereon.

In our projects. we propose to have Southern California Gas Company contract
on a "take or pay" basis for Its projected share of the output fromt each project.
We can only do this, and Investors will accept no le, if the regulatory agencies
(the Federal Power Comml.lon and the California Public Utilities Comnls-
slon, In our case) accept, approve and endorse the concept that Investors must be
amured tle return of their investment over the life of the project. Unfortunately,
the Federal Power Contiission did not provide such assurances lit Its recent
decision li our coal project (Transwestern Coal Gasification Company, et a.-
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Docket No. 78-211-Opinion No. 72--Istied April 21, 1975) and hs rendered
the project unflnanceahie hased on the terms of such decision. We are at present
prepatring to file for rehearing and modification of the order. because we do not
have the financial resources to guarantee repayment to the lenders, It is neces-
sary that the customers who are to receive the gas, provide the underlying nsmur-
anees required to finance the projects. To the extent regulatory authoritiesalid
the industry will not or cannot provide assurances satisfactory to Investors, It Is
clear to us that sone form of governmental asistance will I required.

Regulatory delays have compounded the problem. In tile case of our coal proj-
et, we originally filed an Aplichalon with the Federal Power Cominission on

SFcbrnary 7, 1973 avd the decision was not received until April 21. 1975. a periodl
oof two years and thee months. During this period costs have skyrocketed aid
this inperatively needed energyy supply has len delayed perilously.

heree are i number of rleific other things we believe the Congres n cut do to
help assure this Country a continuing adequate and independent energy supply
and to encourage capital formation to finance such it program.

1. Eliminate or defer the tax on dividends hald from the earhiogs of a regu-
in ted utility company when the dividends are reinvesteti in tile payor's stock and
provide for capital gains treatment upon tile ultimate sale of ihe stock. Tilis wii
enhlance the nttractivenesm of utility stocks In tile market and aid the formation
of utility eqiuity capital. This provision should include dividends paid by holding
compails muci as ours with a predominant investment in utility prolhly.

2. Eliminate or defer the capital gains tax on sales of capital asets by in-
vestors who reinvest the proceeds in the debt or equity of regulated utility com.
paiies. This will also alid the formation of utility capital.

3. Eliminate tle U.S. withholding tax on portfolio Interest paid in foreign
investors who lave beei reluctant to subject themselves to this taxaton. Ellii-
nation of the withholding tax will materially lelp U.N. corlmrations obtain funds
in foreign capital markets.

4. Permanently continue tile 10% Investment tax credit rate.
r. Extend the higher investment credit limitation (now limited to (lIstrlhntloll

cillpinlies to inelutde all natural gas Willites, pmrticulnr.V transmilson faellities
and new gas supply project fiteilitles where nearly all the new capital formation
Is needed, and continue the limitation in these cases at the 100% level.

6. Provide that any uiused investment tax credit be refunded directly to the
taxpayer after a stated period of time.

''lank you for the opportunity to submit our views on the critical problem of
financing essential energy projects.

Sincerely,
Josm8rui R. Rt.sCer.

IPO INI*ITRIVA. INC..
I'Ittahtirgh. Pa.. .M1l7 7. 197S.

Re: Capabillty of ['. inancial Markets to Provide Capital for tile developmentt
of Domestic Energy Resources

Mr. MICIA. ., STERN.
stafff Director, senate rommintce on Financer
Y)IrA'*cn Senate Offlce Buillding,
Washlngton, D.C.

)DAR Mu. STr.R : I would like to review for you briefly [)[)1l Industries' In-
volvement in the solar energy field-what we are doing now iln research aun pro-
duction and what we hope to accomplish it tile future. Most Iaihrtantly. I would
like to suggest some areas where you as the Staff Director of the Henate Committee
oil Flinance can encourage widespread application of solar energy systems.

Many people never considered solar energy and what could Ilp accoullishled
with the power of the sun until the summer of 1973. We were condos out of one
mnor energy shortage. heading for another winter. It was at that time that tile
lhou-se Science and Astronautlcs Conunittee begun work ton I 102. [li
Holar IMrating and Cooling Act of 1073. Tile chitf sponsor was Cmigre, ulia
Mike McCormack of Washington.

At that time, only a few universities and small companies in the United Htatl s
were engaged in solar energy activities. An example is tile Hiolar One ts hose
lit tie 1nh'erslly of Delaware. However. In inny other countries-for intaikce.
Austrlila and Israel-solar energy had been develoled to a high level of national
usalge.
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In the early 1970's PPO Industries was involved In supplying glass and glass,
technology to producers and scientists engaged in solar systems projects, among
them, an experimental design for a home In Wer Virginia. No one was demana.
lag completely fabricated solar collectors, and no one foresaw a market for such
units. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration was developing solar
cells- -units which, convert sun rays directly into electricity-but this was some-
thing only for slace programs.

But while PPO Industries and other American industrial firms were not yet
heavily engaged in solar activity. PPO was deeply Involv(d in developing and
manufacturing Insulating high-performance architectural glasses for energy con.
hervittion. For example, double glass construction units were develole with a
sealtd air blanket between, providing high heat retention in winter. Reflective
iisuIlnting units combine the double-glass construction with a transparent coat-
Ing applied to the glass. By means of this coating, the unit reflects the sun's heat
for lower cooling loads In summer, In addition to Insulating against heat loss
it winter.

These examples point up the versatility of glass. Clear glass transmits a high
degree of olar radiation and has a total heat gain of 200 BTU's per square toot
ioer hour. This makes it ideal for solar collectors. By contratst, reflective insulat-
Ing gla~s transmits only 53 BT;'K. makihg this product ideal for use In windows
to reduce energy loads on a building's air conditioning system.

Many buildings constructed during the past decade have used high-performance
_glases to combine attractiveness with energy savings and a high degree of
natural lighting. These special Insulating glass units were developed for con.
inerelal and residential construction as a result of a new need demanding a better
product.

The glass Industry's product upgrading of earlier years became Increasingly
important as the fuel crisis worsened in late 1073. Architects and builders who
hadn't been eslcially concerned about conservation in the era of cheap t nergy
began delnanding high-performance glasses, and the glass industry was prepared
to furnish them.

At the same time, some critics of fuel waste zeroed In on a highly visible
target-the so-called all-glass bmllding--wthout being fully informed about the
small role gljss -plays In total U.S. energy consumption or the glass industry's
advances In product technology.

Careful examination has shown that insulating and heat-reflecting glasses can
aid energy conservation in buildings without sacrificing the traditional natural
lighting. comfort and appearance benefits of large glass areas. There are many
dramatic examples of this building in the United States.

From Its background in the energy conservation aspects of glass, PPG quickly
recognized the contribution It could make in the emerging area of solar energy.
When we testified before the House In late 19173 concerning the Solar Demonstra-
tion Act, we reviewed our energy-conserving glass technology and pointed out its
relationship to solar energy applications. We told the House Subcommittee on
Energy that we had the technology not only to keep heat out of a building but
also to capture the sun's heat for useful solar systems.

We felt at that time we could provide valuable service to the new solar Inter-
ests because of our basic technology and our experience related to the require-
ments for Iroducing an end product, the scope of manufacturing operations
needs to serve the market, and the economies of large scale manufacturing.

.ts the hearings developed, and as PPG became more involved in private and
group studies on solar energy, we became convinced that the impetus for the
solar energy program would be inadequate unless a company capable of mass
production began to manufacture iolar collectors.

In early 1974 our first solar collector was developed, and we currently are in
mass production at our plant In Ford City, Pennsylvania. We were able to accom-
plish this task because of our in-house knowledge of properties and techniques
relating to environmental glasses as well as our manufacturing capabilities.
We had our own aluminum framing operations, our own glass and tempering
facilities, our own absorbent paint coating, and the experience of over 25 years
of related glass technology.

At the present stage of development, solar systems are ready for immediate,
economical and widespread use for the heating of hot water, and are practical for
certain space heating applications. For practical cooling by means of solar sys-
tems, continued work on collector development Is needed, but this too can be
accomplished lu a relatively short time.
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In recognition of remaining needs, PPG Industries had made it top-level deel-
sion to advance as quickly as possible to develop collector units that will make
solar-powered cooling feasible, and that will make both solar heating and cooling
systeisi economically attractive for wide-scale use.

I might note here that although development of practical solar collector units
Is somewhat involved, the concept of solar systems is a simple one. All systems
Include collector units which gather the sun's energy by absorption and transfer
it to a circulating fluid within the unit. Piping systems then carry the heated
fluid from the collectors to hot water and heating units, and potentially to
cooling systems. The principle of a solar cooling system is the same as that
of a gas-fired air-conditioning system, with the gas-burning unit being replaced
by a high-temperature hot water coil.

" The advanced collectors that PPG is working on now will be more efficient
than present units in using solar energy to heat the circulating fluid. Generat-
Ing high temperatures in this fluid is the key to successful operation of solar
cooling systems.

PPG Industries is moving ahead as quickly as possible on our solar energy
programs. As our research, development and mass production increase, the re-
suiting Improved and more economical collectors will help in furthering use of
solar energy for hot water, heating and cooling.

We also expect that the solar systems industry In general will make great
advances. Each day, the newspapers and magazines carry articles about new
homes and other buildings using solar energy systems. Almost all such solar
buildings are individually designed and custom constructed, beet~se there are
no handy, complete packages a builder can buy from a lumber yard or other
distributor. However, this situation is being remedied right now.

In our opinion, solar energy represents a dynamic and highly rewarding op-
Iortunity for industry, government and the people of our country. Not only
new buildings but existing ones as well can be equipped to take advantage
of this perpetual energy source. A 10-year old school in Atlanta, for example,
currently is being converted to solar heating and cooling under a National
Science l'oundation project involving Westingbouse Electric Corporation and
PPO.

To continue our strides in utilization of practical and economical solar energy
systems requires the continued development and improvement of solar system
components; the design of ready-made, off-the-shelf equipment; the esiablish-
ment of a distribution network; the establishment and training of system de-
signers and contractors; the active involvement of all levels of government, and
a national commitment.

With these comments as a background for PPG's involvement and opinions
concerning solar energy, let me progress to our evaluation of government poli-
oics and how we feel various agencies can best aild the development of solar
energy.

A little over three years ago the primary concern of solar enthusiasts was
how much money would be allocated to solar energy research. With the Intro-
duction of the Solar Ieating and Cooling Act of 1973 those concerns turn
frot how much, to precisely how the money would be spent. Specifically. the
questionn arose as to whether or not demonstration projects were necessary,
and if so. how many. With the pas.sage of that Act, the problem logically turns
to how the program could best be-imnplemented. When the Energy Research
and Development Administration was created, the scope of government In-
volvement broadened into much wider areas including the question of manage-
juent of the courses of develolpneilt of solar systems and the difficult issue of
incentives. It is this issue of incentives and their impact on capital require-
ments that I address the remainder of my comments.

First. Industrial incentives. 'Most manufacturing companies are goal oriented.
Ti'hey perceive a market and proceed to create a product which will return
them a profit. The market is normally defined, if only vaguely, and financial
anly.ss can be. done to determine if capital investment Is warranted. When no
definable market or distribution system exist, as Is the case with solar system.
and asuming that Industry, when given a choice, would prefer to progress
without government involvement In research and development, the technique
of Incentives through tax credits and accelerated depreciation allowances can
become very Influential.

PPO. as well as many other large corporations, has made substantial Invest-
ment of time and money In the last few years Investigating solar energy. Larger
corporations such as ours have an advantage of having substantial i-house

-OO 3-057-5-11
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research facilties. In our case, the solar collector was a logical step forward
from existing technology with glass and environmental control. However, large
corporations can have cash flow problems and small fledgling solar firms more
than likely will have no cash at all for research and development, so financial
Incentives obviously create a positive atmosphere for progressive firms.

We do not feel that Incentives will be necessary for the middle-men (distribu-
tors and contractors) simply because their additional capital requirements will
be minimal and the profit motive will provide adequate stimulus.

The real key to rapid progress in the solar energy field Is the immediate ere-
ation of a marketplace. While individuals are clamoring for relief from Il-
cretshg -energy costs, they are not convinced that the high Initial costs and
relative newness of solar systems warrant their involvement. The Solar Heating
and Cooling Act along with many independent experimental and model pro-
grams is taking care of eliminating the "newness" problem. The current eco-
nomics at the homeowner and building owner's level appears t, be the key
stumbling block. Failure to provide ample incentives at this consumer level

-- might ie the largest drawback In the progress of solar energy.
There has apparently been some concern in the government about the magni-

tude of such incentives and their Impact on national finances. The result of
improper knowledge could be to minimize these incentives thus imperiling early
solar progress.

There are about 75 million homes in the United States. TRW praesntq the fol-
lowing figures in their Phase 0 study based on a per installation unit cost
of $8.000 providing 70% of demand for 1980:

Without With 25 percent
icmVntive tax credit

Single family ........................................................... 1 430 2.030
Muttilamily ............................................................. 6,520 8150
Ccmii l ildings .................................................... 650 680

Our best guess is that-fewer than 3500 installations at prices ranging from
$1500 for hot water to $8000 for hot water and space heating will be in place
by the end of 1975 with a possible doubling in 1976. These figures are based on
no Incentives at the local, state and federal levels and are slightly higher than
TRW. We estimate that 20% to 30% more Installations would occur if hicen.
tires at all levels existed now. In all cases, the financial Impact on the consumer
is substantial, hut the total impact on governments is far from being detrimental.

To summarize:
A need for alternate, ion-polluting and non-depletive fuel is absolutely nec-

essary to reach some level of energy independence. Solar energy can certainly
fill this bill.

The public is ready to nacept a non-polluting, non-depletive energy source if
it dtcA 11' cost them an:thitn9. In fact, the public is already willing to lay out
capital to alleviate their accelerating energy costs.

The public is leery of a relatively new and untested energy source, but rising
energy costs are already diminishing their fears.

Simple logic tells us that monetary incentives will cause a normally con.
servative buyer to become less conservative.

Consumner Incentives will cause faster plrogress thnn Industry Incentives.
The total dollars required by various levels of government it the next five

years is not suh.etantial even at the maxihum number of projected Installations.
Low incentives would be counterproductive to the purpose of Increasing In-
stallations.

For Incentives to work, they must be flexible. To that end, perhaps, previous
attempts at incentive legbshatien should not 1e used as guidelines.

The potcnthd of solar energy syst( ins to alleviate lsdlution amd energy source
problems Is enornious. A limiting Influence could he eonfu:ion btwe"' fedenrl
and state governments antd confusion among agencies within the sale level
of government.

1 A-t' act quickly. wih solid coordinated inceniive programs and keep It simple.
Yours very truly,

NIL..M. B.nc:R.
Manager, Solar Systeins S'ale.
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL M. RonERz, Bosro* Cou.zo

INTRODUCTION

As the United States pursues its goal of energy independence and endeavors
to attain the ability for self-sufficiency, several problems must be considered in
analyzing tihe capability of U.S. financial markets to capitalize energy projects.
The need to quickly expand and develop new oil sources was aggravated further
on March 24, 1975 when President Ford signed an executive order placing 24
nations on a trade blacklist. Including here all 13 members of the Organization
of Petroleum Esporting Countries (OPEC). In light of such action which will
probably worsen U.S. relations with OPEC nations,.It is essential that Congress
refine legislation which wAill attack the problems of energy shortages, the refusal
of industry to develop alternative sources of energy or to expand their energy
resources, the ability of industry to set prices due to power arising from con-
centrated ownership, economies of scale, capital shortages and Investment needs,
and complications which result from lower prices and taxes waged upon the
production and sale of energy.

SHORTAGES

It Is commonly believed that the giant natural gas and oil monopolies have
for several years deliberately engineered gas and oil shortages with the compli-
once of the Administration. After Nixon authorized oil imports, the response of
the major oil companies was to import only one-third of the additional crude oil
the President had authorized and to run most of their refineries below capacity
for the rest of the year. This action on the part of the President and the oil com-
paties was probably the beginning of the first peacetime petroleum shortage in
the U.S. Several high-ranking American officials have known about well cappings
for years. This information has been kept secret at the urging of the State De.
apartment. The oil shortage may have been deliberately contrived and tolerated
by the government not only as a result of pressure from powerful oil industries
but alvo for the purpose of setting aside laws and regulations which would other.
wise prevent oil companies from polluting coastal waters, destroying the land
by strip mining for coal, and polluting the air and water.

The government has further been instrumental in limiting the availability of
coal. Most of the Nation's untouched supplies of coal are located on public lands
in the West. These lands are administered by the Bureau of Land Management,
a section of the Interior Department. Although there has been an increasing de.
mand for coal to supply electric utilities with fuel, the bureau routinely par.
eled out coal to oil companies without requiring competitive bids. It was re-
ported that the oil companies then sat on the land, holding it out for production.
contributing to the scarcity of coal and driving-up the price. An increasing numi-
ber of oil and gas companies-have expanded into the other areas, such as coal
and nuclear energy, in an attempt to maintain themselves as the demand for
oil and gas becomes greater and the supply less.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

The natural gas companies have refused to explore for new resources, the oil
companies have refused to build new refineries, all part of their plan to restrict
the needed growth in supply. Federal Trade Commission experts have testified
that major oil companies are simply sitting on fields which could be producing
oil and gas today. As was pointed out by Editorial Rsiearch Rcjorts in 1973.
by a written agreement between I. C. Fitrben. a German chemical firm which
developed the technique of coal gasification, and Standard Oil of New Jersey,
Jer ey Standard was given sole right to the process outside Germany. They
proceeded to sit on it to prevent anyone front using it in competition with Stand.
ard's oil and gas. The 23 largest oil companies also block the development of
alternate new energy sources. They have retarded research in oil shale for fear
of developing a new competitive energy industry.

CONCRNTRATION AND PRICE SRNO ,

The major oil companies have not only aggravated their contrived shortages
by refusing to develop their alternative sources of energy but they have used
their shortages to put independent dealers out of business. Fuel shortages In
the U.S. are linked directly with the anti-competitive practices of big oil com-
panies. These practices include cooperation In lobbying for and against legisla-
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tion, bidding for crude oil leases, and fixing the price of crude oil. The oil busi-
nets In recent years has become increasingly dominated by a relatively few
enormously wealthy and large corporations. This fact could create a tendency
to s-eek monopolistic domination of a large segment of the American economy.
Central to the antitrust position against the major oil companies brought by the
states of Florida and Connecticut, and to the complaint filed by the Federal
Trade Commission, is the contention that, through a deliberative policy of illegal
combination and conspiracy extending over many years, the major oil com-
panies have restricted independent entry and operation in all phases of the
petroleum industry, thereby destroying the possibility of free and fair
competition.

The monopolistic tendencies of oil companies affect many related energy in.
dustries. Evidence in the file of the FPO indicates' that some natural gas pro.
ducers in the U.S. have been trying to buy up available reserves, intending to
keei the gas off the market and await higher prices. Most of the natural gas
used in the UT. S. is produced by a relatively few large companies, the major oil
companies. The top 14 companies sell approximately 75 per cent of the total
interstate gas sold In the U. S. and dominate the entire Industry. according to
Charles F. Wheatley. generall Counsel. American Public Gas Assclatinn. II
an effort to become total energy companies, the oil Industry has consumed most
of the coal producers. It already controls much of the natural gas reserves, and
It Is now moving Into uranium. If oil companies control uranium as well as rival
fuels used to generate power, they can set prices so as to make Americans pay
billions of dollars more for electricity.

The major oil companies In general and the eight largest majors in particular
have engaged in conduct which exemplifies their market power and has served to
squeeze Independents at both the refining and market levels. Such conduct and
associated market power has its origin in the structural peculiarities of the
Petroleum Industry and has limited the independents share of the market to
opproxImately one-quarter of the total. For nearly a quarter of a century the
big oil firms have controlled the market from oil well to gasoline pump. making
it almost Impossible for new companies to enter the refining business. The devel.
moment of total energy companies through acquisition of formerly competitive
fNels represents a classic horizontal Integration problem. The firms are Inter-
dependent In their pricing. Each firm avoids setting prices that are mutually
det ructive: It alms for prlce.s that moximlze Its returns and by ti san" token
those of others. To the extent that the gasoline crisis Is real. the policies pursued
in concert by major oil companies have been instrumental in Its creation. So
long as the majors are permitted free of any effective legal restraint, free of com-
plinnee with federal and state law, free of assuming their burden of the Federal
tax laws. free from independent competition, to advance upon a complex of
polifes which are the antithesis of free er terprise. all the gasoline purchasers
of America, public and private, will be at their mercy.

ECONOMIES OF SCALE

In the case of fuel Industries. the acquisition of sufficient reserves. tile Initial
development costs and the heavy mechanization necessary to take advantage of
scale economies require the Investment of substantial amounts of money. Speel-
fleally, energy producing firms, from coal strip miners to electric utilities. ro.
riuire large capital Investments even to begin. Since such Investments muit be
paid for whether output is high or low. the large firm stands In a better posi.
tion than the small one to face the considerable work Involved In developing and
exploiting sources of energy.

It iq for thlN reason that stringent application of nntl-trust statiuteq to dismantle
Intra-fuel enn.utration might destroy rather tMon oerv, the enerv industry.
Tth dismintion caused by divestiture might worsen the fuel crisis for it cmuld
only reQuIt in chaos. Prince the processing and refining of mineral rpsonurep.
squire laree capital expenditures. small (dlvrsliled units may N't Inefficient.
Conhination conmlwnil were found to stll similar ounntilies lit Iess elpetrielty
per customer. There Is coiniderablo doubt ns tn whether thI reflpefq the com-
hinntion or the location of conmpanies. The clear mandate for breaking up com-
bination comianles Is not surworted by the evidence.

The antitrust laws are iart of this country's base economic philosophy , and as
part of the lav must be enforced. But aR the late Joieph Rebumpter of Ilarvnrd
taught: 'T'here are good monopolies and bad monopolies." Small-scale operation

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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saves relatively little In a capital-Intensive Industry. Conversely, high output adds
little to costs, which are already largely sunk in fixed capital, but enables the
Invehtinent to be spread over a larger revenue-yielding volume. So the unit cost-
of energy ostensibly go down as the scale of the operation goes up. That Is wby
eononists maintain that energy-procemsing finns are generally characterized
by increasing returns to scale. When William F. Simon was Chairman of the
l'rIident's Oil Policy Committee, lie thus wrote the Chairman of the iF'C to
warn that an F'1M antitrust case against major oil comlmnles could worsen the
energy crisis, lie said that the suggestion that oil e0imxtniles might have to divert

~ producing or refining operations gives hini a greet deal of comcern of its it-
lilklatows for domestic energy supply in the next few years. As John ILandon of
Case-Western Reserve explains, the evidence presented raises serious questions
concerning the "nionopoly" behavior of confined electric and gas utilities. No
relation was found between price and Incidence of combination utililh-i when
all otler factors are held constant. The regresslon equators argue convincingly
that, given (output and the distribution of It Ibetwetn customers, there is no
separable conseluence of combi nation utilitIs for price.

there are at least three alternative explanations for higher prices charged by
(t-itltnation companies than by their independent counterparts: (I C, nbination

,.n'aillaies may lie able to use their monopoly power to achieve a hliher margin
of price over cost. (2) IA , s active promotion of electricity use, whidh a,; hypiothe-
sized by .an1on and Wilson. may result in lower output and correspondihgly
higher pries (assuming economies of scale). 03) Differences msvy result front
regimial or other coincidental factors. Neverthelcsz, crude oil pri ,,q and profits
would probably be measureably lower if tle oil companies were not integrated
tll the way from crude production down to the service stations. If crude nil were
avail:ibh' to independent reliners, crude oil jirices would fihld their realistic free
,ma rket value.

Despite tile fact that prices might lie lower with less concentration and
Integration,l the goal of reducing prices of energy protlucts would he extremely
unwise,. Even with the higher prices which have resulted front clnentratlon,
big oil companies are, uninterested In stripper wells for they require too much
maintenance, too much booli-Reping, and they are not profitable to large oper-
ation-.. In general, production will fall If prices on oil decrease. The Indeiendpnt
ol piIotluce~r whio finds and produces a substantial portion of domestic oil will be
mnot hurt by tils disincentive. According to Senator Tower, approximately T5-m0
per cent of the domestic exploration in this country is produced by indelpendent
iiptrators not by major oil company Ft. Tower claims that rolling back prict' does
not affect the profits of the nmajors but only discourages production by the Inde-
pendents. We can, however, be succemful In generating the new domestic capacity.
It is a function of the cost of capital Investment as compared to the rate of return.
If the growth rate in the petroleum industry is to be accelerated sufficiently, it can
he accomplished only with higher prices for petroleum. But governmtental re-
%tratnls of various forms are likely to constitute a major roadblock to price ad-
vances of the required magnitude. In 19T4 Senator McUovern recognized that
removing the greet bulk of profits that oil companies earn in excess of the RA)6-
19?12 based period might deprive them of the money they need to explore for oil,
build refineries, or develop nuclear power.

Lower prices, furthermore, would mean less conservation on the part of con-
sumers and less Incentive to produce on the part of owners at a time when energy
shortages already exist. For capital and energy are highly coinplententary. If
the price of energy rises, energy consumption decreases and demand for capital
goods falls. From 1947-1971 every one per cent increase in the price of energy
reduced demand for capital goods by 16 per cent. Thus a doubling of energy
prices would cut off demand for capital goods by fifteen per cent. Costlier
energy will accelerate the shift from goods to services. Since nearly all services
consume less energy than do goods, the price of most services will lie falling In
relation to goods. And with rising energy prices, final demand will shift to
those goods-produclng industries that use a blglher proportion of labor per unit
of output. Energy and labor are substitutes for One another. Rising energy prices
will Increase the number of job opportunities more rapidly than otherwise would
have been the case. For example, a shift from disposable to returnable bottles
and cans saves 30 billion kilowatt hours of electricity, increasing JObs by .30.000.
And as the demand for labor rises so will wages.

It should finally be understood that profit volumes are not a good way to
measure tile profitability of a business because they give no indication of changes

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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In the volume of sales or of the stock of invested assets which produced them.
The legitimate way to measure profits is not in aggregate terms but as a rate of
return on investment. And it should be noted that from 1903-1973 the rate
of return in the petroleum industry declined while in the manufacturing Indus-
try it increased. Throughout this period the rate of return on investment in the
petroleum industry was always behind the manufacturing industry. During
much of the last decade, U.S. oil companies and utiltles earned a rate of
return lower than U.S. manufacturing companies as a whole. Less risky and
less basic Industries than oil and utilities, with much smaller capital invest-
ment needs, have been earning 15-20 per cent. This is in contrast to the 10-12
per cent earned by energy stock investors who are wary of sinking money into
an industry whose most visible asset-access to foreign crude oil-is threatened
with nationaUzation.

It Is not surprising that the attractiveness of petroleum producing invest-
meuts in the U.S. relative to other opportunities decreased substantially In
the 190s. This change is evident from the relatively constant outlays of around
fire billion dollars a year, it was reported, for domestic oil and gas exploration
and drilling during a year in which total private domestic Investment in In-
dustrigl durable equipment doubled under the stimulus of investment tax credits
and accelerated depreciation. Generating the new domestic capacity is a function
of the cost of capital investment as compared tc the rate of return. Yet the
most fundamental factor in determining the energy industry's capacity to raise
adequate funds over the last 13 years was an Increased price for energy, and
prices will be a major factor during the next 13 years.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT

On May 4, 1975 William E. Simon, Secretary of the Treasury, explained that
we support a mechanism that would protect domestic investment against a
precipitous decline in world oil prices. He claimed that we are not going to
obtain the needed % of a trillion to a trillion dollars that is needed over the
next decade for investment if the fear exists that oil prices will decline and
destroy the investment that has been made. Simon said that some provision
has to be made to give a little safety to this for a period of time depending on
the investment.

INvESTOB INTEREST

The best and currently the most widely used approaches to the short-term
projections of private investment expenditures are the surveys of business in.
tentions. The only concern of the tyl,.%!al stockholder is that he be returned
am much money as possible. If he can secure more income, with equal security,
elsewhere, he sells and reinvests there. Assuming normal risks, a 12 per cent
rate of return should be sufficient to encourage energy exploration and develop.
ment of domestic production by their companies.

Potentially, there Is an ample supply of capital available for new technology
development. Venture capital may be found from Investment bankers, mutual
funds. Individuals, family trusts, insurance companies. pension funds, cain.
nierclal banks, corporations, private and public venture capital companies and
private partnerships. blany venture capital Investors seek high risk situatlou.
Nevertheless. the petroleum industry has traditionally relied on Internal cash
generation for moot of its Investment capital. But In view of its enormous Capital
needs. It appears the industry will have to rely much more heavily on capital
markets In the years ahead.

The oil companlex are falling deeper into debt. Chase Manhattan reports that
37 of the largest U.S. owned oil companies have been forced to finance an In.
creasing portion of their capital expansions by gring Into long-term debt because
of difficulty in raising funds through the preferred method of selling common
stock. It Is abundantly clear that utility common stock Investors have expert.
enced substantial capital losses in the past five years. Unless Investors become
more convinced that the rate of return mi equity will return to higher levels
l*rmltting Improved earnings per share growth and the possibility of market ap-
preciation, there Is no reason for investors to purchase the common stocks.
Investors In utility common stocks have not been able to achieve a satisfactory
level of return on their Investments for two reason' (1) Due to constant infin-
tionary pressure on utility costs and the long iperioi required to decide rate In.
crease applications. (2) The regulatory returns of equity are calculated on the
book value of the common stock not the market value which the Investor must pay.



The most serious problem concerns the energy industry's ability to attract the
American savings Into new isues of common stock. The common stock investor
assumes considerably more risk than the bond investor both from a legal and
Investment standpoint, according to Eugene Meyer, Vice President of Kidder,
Pealmoly and Company.

BORROWING

Despite these conditions, however, additional financing will be neetm'ary. The
return on earnings must be tempered between stock dividends and reinvestment.
Companies have In the past relied on oil and gas funds, equity capital, and borrow-

~lug to finance-expansion of their activities. Thest. outside sources have In faet
i'een the major sources of funds for most of the smaller companies. According
to a recent FI3C memorandum, an accelerated Increase it an industry's invest-
ment requirements leading to a sharp Increase il the ratio of external financing
may be a vauw for encern, but the danger would t in the probable rise of bor-
rowing costs beause of the need to divert funds from other potential borrowers.
"rhis danger would be largely offset by a realistic depreciation policy and adequate
irlhes to cover the added costs of capital. The energy Industries' past record of
suceeKs In capital borrowing cannot offer asuraue of equal success lit "-e future
beause the competition for an unprecedented volume of financing has multi-
ilieid. Recently a major international plan to finance energy exploration develop-
ment marketing and transportation has been formed with combined resources of
more than 180 billion dollars. Based in London. operations of the international
Energy Bank are worldwide with emphasis on large scale financial services"1w
oil and gas developments. With the exception of this source, however, capital
hWrro-wng Is a limited solution in light of the tight Federal Reserve reins on
credit. In tines of high inflation rates, it is difficult to Isen credit.

LEAt INO

As nit alternative, the basic attractiveness of leasing is its ability to provide
flnancing at a lower cost than might be otherwise availile. The tight money
situation has closed down other sources of capital and accelerated demand for
ltasing. Faced with higher capital costs. more and more businessmen are beginning
to lease plants and equipment. In 1973 fifteen percent of all capital equipment
acquisitions were made In this way, and leasing will no doubt Increase in the
future.

YOWoN INVESM5ZNT IN UNIT RO 8TATZ OIL

There (an be substantial advantages to the U.S. from foreign producer govern-
ments' investments In the U.S. oil industry. It would help ease the very large
capital requirements of the Industry. It would create economic Incentives through
integrated or otherwise tied.in downstream investments for producer govern-
ments to maintain a steady and reliable supply of oiL Foreign direct investment
In the U.S. Is expected to grow rapidly In the near future. Most U.S. businessmen
seem to agree that factories, no matter who owns them, are good for the U.S. econ-
omy. Over the years the Arabs have piled up American holdings estimated to be
10-15 billion dollars. The Arabs are likely to aim at "downstream" oil activity-
refining and marketing In consuming nations. Foreign investments are receiving
hearty approval from the U.S. governmenL It Is a chance for the U.S. to reverse
Its unfavorable balance of payments. The massive funds that have gone to the
OPEC nations comprise a substantial amount of savings which should be used
for productive levels of investment both in the developing and In the developed
countries, including the United States. We should encourage investments In this
country and Ifave as few restrictions as possible on them.

RISK IN ALTERNATIVES

lHeavy financing In recent years, due to nuclear plants and Increasing construe-
tion costs, developed at a time when interest charges were high and capital in
short supply. As fixed charges on utility investments In new plants increase, ft.
noncial performance could diminish and this industry would have difficulty in
attracting equity investment and raising debt capital. The nuclear breeder pro-
gram, fusion power, solar energy and MHD are all examples which have trewen-
dous capital requirements and risk factors attached to their successful comple-
tion. Crude oil production costs are extremely low, about 12 cents per barrel in the
Middle East. No firm could risk Investing in a synthetic fuels company If at any
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time oil prices could drop easily, eliminating any chance of synthetic fuels cap-
turing part of the energy market.

OOVE3N I[VT REULATION

The major constraint on investment lies in the rate of return of the industry.
Public policy which-adversely affects that rate of return will affect its capital
attracting ability and, consequently, the growth of the Industry. The greatest
difficulties in attracting sufficient capital funds will arise from uncertainties
about government policies on such matters as import controls, changes in tax
treatment after capital has been risked, and delays in the ability to produce oil
and gas after they have been discovered. Direct government investment in or
subsidy of energy operationq would be undesirable through its impact in dis-
couraging private investments. If the growth rate In the petroleum industry is
to be accelerated sufficlentlyi It can be accomplished only with higher prices for
petroleum. But governmental restraints of various forms are likely to constitute
:111111 Jor rodblock to price itdvances or the required naimnli tide. Energy lIrtwllcers.
caught between rising costs and fixed price ceilings, will respond by cutting back
their plans for expanding energy output. They may not wish to do this, but
sources of financial capital realize that price ceilings mean lower rates of return
in energy. They respond immediately by shifting their funds to other, relatively
more profitable sectors and often by cutting back on the total supply of capital
funds. This adverse effect/of government intervention Into the market assumes
that government price eklings are imposed. The energy industries must be able
to attract capital away fOom the channels it has been accustomel to flow in the
I-tst. It will be necessary for these industries not only to maintain a profit rate
that at least matches that of the strongest (oluilethig Iorrowers in the e'litnl
i irket. lint further to oxlilbit a promise of high Inve.stment qulallty rof the .ItAset.
on which fund raising will be linused.

ENFROY TAXES

Price control regulations. natural gas prilcin. fil Import Imilicy. the ,, itmile
for leasing the federal domain, aid tax provisions would rank hih aneing the,
policy Items likely to affect future Investment. Adverse changes in th- taX applied
to ipelroleuni produetlon in the Tax Reform Act of l1(1t have deprc,-sed 4xpilorn-
tion and drilling by creating fears of further adver-,e changes in the future.
The U.S. oil and gas Industry has been paying a hiher total tax per slec dollar
than other industries. Tihe Tax Reform Act of IIKH9 raised taxes on U.S. oil
atid giis production by four percent. an IilmOrtant factor contriluting to the 620
Jerc(qlmt decline in drilling from 11)J-107t, according to economist Rtichard
Gonzalez.

NePeative taxes may temporarily reduce savings, thereby raise Interest rates
alnd threaten to reduce the level of Investment. The Impact of negative taxes
may be to reduce Investment. Senator Jackson's proposal for an excess profits tax
would reduce oil and gas production and render us all time more dependent non
forel oil imported from the Middle East. Furthermore, these nmeasure.4 would
render us more vulnerable to future oil embargoes.

"OXCLU 8 sO

The taxes corporations pay are passed on to the consumer in the form of higher
prices. Less retained earnings to put back into the industry for replacement
reduces the ability to attract capital for investment in the comlmny. Further-
more, a company can dodge them easily through wasteful spending. According
to economist Joseph Pechman, an excess profits tax is an invitation to companies
to spend money like water to get out from under It. This is accomplished by pay-
ing huge salaries or bonuses or even making m.-gulthled Inyestments. All those
nativities would reduce the profit subject to the tax, while contributing little to
the community welfare.
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The indirect result of the excess profits tax may be one of the strongest argu-
ments against the adoption of the energy import tax. Since such action would
put a particular squeeze on the Northeast, which depends on imports for 85 per-
cent of its oil, it would force Congress to go along with taxing domestic crude and
decontrolling domestic prices as well to even the burden.

A superior alternative to the Import tax and the excess profit tax would be
to recognize the importance of long term capital gains and long term investment.
Williain H. Simon has suggested a move into the area of Integration of corporate
and personal taxes, without penalizing the dividend. The corporation would de-
duct the dividend it pays to the individual In a similar fashion that it deducts its
long term bond Indebtedness, or the individual could, or a combination of both.
There could be a declining capital gain rate for the length of the asset held. It
is importait-that Congress pursue an energy bill that will carry the U.S. toward
energy Independence. The best means of achieving this objective Is to move to-
ward market forces, to utilize higher prices to curb consumption, and to provide
the incentive for expanding production. This goal can be reached only by removing
controls from this area. Too many impediments to the development of energy
resources have been established in this country. This course must be reversed in) favor uf the fastest possible removal of the control mechanism.

Da),i:STIC PETROLEUM INDUSTRY CAPITAL NXtoS AND AV.%I.ADILITY lD79-&

By The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio), Cleveland, Ohio

Congress cannot act constructively on matters affecting the petroleum indus-
try from this point on unless it takes into consideration the possible Impact on
lndistry capital formation.

The term 'capital formation" Is not new, but it Isn't well understood. When
we express concern about capital formation in the lwtroleimn industry, we are
referring to a question, as yet unanswered, which ie, "Where is the money going
to comt, from to create the energy the Country will require?"

The Implrtance of the answer to that question Is just this: The availability
of energy has a close relationship with the level and direction of our Gross Na-
tional Product, which in turn, relates directly to the creation bf Jobs ond the
general level of employment. To illustrate, the inescapable fact is that the
use of energy has closely iaralleled our Gross National Product. See Chart 1. If
the availability of energy becomes less than the economy needs to maintain In-
creases In productivity, taking conservation into account, there will be unsatis-
factory growth in the GNP. The GNP reflects Americans at work, so conse-
(iently, there would tend .to be a continuing problem with our ability to main-
till full employment.

These four things . . . Gross National Product, energy availability, employ-
ment, and capital formation . . . "are closely bound together and are base to
the economic stability of the Country.

Too often the matter of capital formation Is overlooked or disregarded in the
legislative process.

Tip purposes of this paper are to demonstrate the increasing need for capital
formation In the petroleum indtistry and to make a conservative projection of
the size of this need. The highlights are summarized below and In the three charts
Immediately following the sunmmary. The details of the underlying work are set
forth in the sections entitled "Capital Needs" and "Capital Availabilities".

Although this paper deals only with the capital formation problem of the petro-
leuim Industry, a similar problem exists with other industries-those that are
in the energy business and those that are in other lines of endeavor. The problem
becomes particularly acute in times of inflation. Companies earn and invest cur-
rent Inflated dollars while rates of return are based on stockholder equity In his-
toricnl dollars. Yet, criticism arlies when the returns are above some "norm".
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CHART I

ENERGY and OUTPUT In the U.S.
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SUMMARY

The domestle petroleum Industry will need to Ifivest niore than $400 billion of
new capital to achieve some degree of energy Indelendence between uow and 1985.
This is based on the needs identified in the President's message to Congress on
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January 15, 1975, and the costs prepared by the Federal Energy Administration
in "Project Independence Blueprint", escalated at an inflatlou factor of 5 percent
per year. - z

If .the domestic petroleum industry profits were to continue at 1974 levels
(return on equity estimated at 15 to 17 percent), the industry could come close
to pioviding these capital needs. However, there is no assurance that this level
of return could be sustained, even without the recent change in depletion. Indica.
tions are that it would have been lower. Faced with this prospect, and with most
of depletion now eliminated, the industry's capital formation problem is com-
pounded..

No additional action should be taken by Congress which will further hinder
capital formation. On the contrary, some stimulators of capital are needed. Fore-
most of these Is the reinQyal of price controls promptly. While Congref.'s first
iupresion may he to the contrary, the following charts make clear the dimen-) sons of the problem. Decontrol of prices is one of the lrIncipal factors which
Congress must consider In meeting the Country's energy needs.

CHARt

DOMESTIC PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
PAST CAPITAL OUTLAYS; FUTURE CAPITAL NEEDS
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Chart .
This chart shows the actual capital outlays of the domestic petroleum industr,v

from 1966 through 1973 1 and the outlays projected by the YEA for the next
decade'i its Project Independence Blueprint for the petroleum industry. Tlhe
Job ahead fof the petroleum industry compared with the past is obvious-past

'O outlays of about $9 billion per year compared to future outlays rising from $20
to $50 billion per year.

I Source: "Capital Investments of the World Petroleum Industry, 1073." published by
th (hase Manhattan Bank. page 11.

8 Source : YEA Project Independence Blueprint, November 1074. Since YEA figures are
In 19T3 dollars, we adjusted them for Inflation.
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CHART 3

CAPITAL NEEDS and AVAILABILITIES
AT 1974 RATE OF RETURN AND AT 1969-1973 RATE OF RETURN, ADJUSTED

FOR THE 1976 DEPLETION LAW, WITH PRESENT PRICE CONTROLS.

1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

DIVIDENDS
PAYOUT BILLIONS

1975
DEBT: DEPLETION

EQUITY LAW? CRUDE OIL PRICE

CASE A 12.5% 27% $38
CASE 8 8.3% 32% 25

TOTAL CAPITAL (Billions)

AVAILABLE

CASE A
CASE 8

$279
168

35:6S YES TWO TIER THROUGHOUT.
32:68 YES TWO TIER THROUGHOUT.

NEEDS

$411
411

SHORT

$132
243

Chart 3
This chart Illustrates the real prohlenm-capltal needs far in execs.s of the

capital projected to be available.
If the Ildustry's rate of return continues at the 1974 level, adjusted for the

Immet of the 1975 depletion law. there will he a capital .shortage of $130 hllhn
frot 1975 to 198. See Case A. We estimate that the industry return on stock-
holder equity was In the range of 15 to 17 percent in 197.1. If the 1975 depletion
law had been In effect during 1074, this return would have been reduced to about
12.5 percent. A 12.5 lereent return was assumed for the caleilatlons in Case A.

If the industry's rate of return should go down to the 1009-1073 level, adjusted
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for the impact of the 1975 depletion law, the shortage of capital wo, ld he alxt
$240 billion. The return during the 1009-1073 period was about 10 perentanl
the impact of a depletion change would reduce that rate to about 8.3 Ix-reent. Au
8.3 percent return was usod for the calculations In Case B.

CHART 4

CAPITAL NEEDS and AVAILABILITIES
ASSUMING CONTINUATION OF 1974 RATE OF RETURN. ADJUSTED FOR 1975
DEPLETION LAW. AND FOR THE LFFECT8 OF VARIOUS PRICE DECONTROLS.
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1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

DIVIDENDS
PAYOUT MILLIONS

27%
23%
24%
24%

$38
49
46
45

1975
DEBT: DEPLETION

EQUITY LAW?

35:65
37:63
36:64
36:64

YES
YES
YES
YES

CRUDE OIL PRICE

TWO TIER THROUGHOUT.
DECONTROL 1976.
DECONTROL PHASEOUT 1976-1980.
DECONTROL PHASEOUT AND WINDFALL
PROFITS TAX 1976-1980 WITH
PLOWACK EQUALLING 2/3 OF TAX.

TOTAL CAPITAL (Billions)

CASE A
CASE C
CASE D
CASE E

Chart 4

AVAILABLE

$279
420
374
367

NEEDS

$411
411
411411

SHORT
132

37
44

Chart 4 takes the capital availabilities from Case A which are shown on
Chart 3 and compares them to the capital that would be available under various
types of price decontrols.

Case A reflects a continuation of the present two tier pricing system, that is
no decontrol. Capital figures are shown for complete decontrol at the start ot

AVERAGE
RETURN
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12.5 %
16.0%
IS.O
14.80

CASE A
CASE C
CASE 0
CASE E
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1976 (Case C) ; a phaseout of controls over a five year period (Case D) ; and a
five year phaseout, coupled with a five year windfall profits tax and a plowback
provision (Case E). It Case H we assumed that two-thirds of the windfall
profits tax would be offset by qualified energy Investments.

If a windfall profits tax were imposed In 19T6 and maintained for fire years
without decontrol, the capital available in Case A during those years would
be reduced about 15 percent. This Is not on Chart 4.

Chart 4 Indicates that if it were possible for industry to continue to earn a
return similar to that In 1974, reduced for the impact of the 1975 depletion law
and increased by the impact of Immediate price decontrol, It could meet ts
capital needs, at least in the near-term years.

Charts 2, 8 and 4 taken together simply says that Congressional action can
have a significant and critical Impact on capital formation by the petroleum
Industry. Actions taken by Congress in 1915 will have a profound effect on energy
development In the next ten years, which will be decisive ones.

The petroleum Industry has experienced a lot of public and political criticism.
Be that as It may, and while many of the men and women In the Industry who
are working hard to produce and deliver energy can argue that most of the past
criticism is undeserved, neither they nor the Congress will accomplish much by
perpetuating the argument. The-more important thing Is that here is an Industry.
that for many years has marshalled its capital and Its experience to find energy
resources In substantial quantities, to manufacture a great variety of energy
products, and to bring them to market at the times and places where needed,
and at prices generally below those charged others elsewhere In the world.

Today this same industry is hard at work trying to build up our domestic
energy supplies, and it is still ready, willing, and the most able to do the job.
It needs help with capital formation. Congress can assist by allowing the market
mechanism to work freely once again so that industry can accomplish the task
before it.

The more we have gotten into this study, the more apparent it has become
that this matter is beyond any particular company and any political party in
Importance.

The sections which follow set forth the details of our work on "Capital Needs"
and "Capital Availabilities".

CAPITAL NEEDS

President Ford's State of the Union Message to Congress last January called
for a broad program to conserve energy and develop additional energy re-
sources in the United States. Development of energy principally involves three
Industries-the utilities Industry, the coal industry, and the petroleum industry.
Tiis imper deals only with the petroleum industry since that is the portion of
the task we are familiar with.

Various estimates have been made recently of the capital that will be needed
by the petroleum industry.

Secretary Simon has made reference to estimated domestic Tpetroleum
industry capital needs of over $400 billion from 1974 through 1985 and of
needs by the whole domestic energy industry of $8 billion during the same
period. These figures are In 1974 dollars.'

See message of Gerald R. Ford to the Congress of the United States, January 15, 1975.
Tit uemage called for the following:

200 ma Jor nuclear power plants;
250 major new coal mines:
150 m~ar coal-fired power plants:
30 major new oil refineries ,
20 major now synthetic fuel plants:
The drillin of may tho-sands of new oil wells;
The Insulat on of 18 million new homes;
The construction of millions of new automobiles, trucks, and buses that use less

fuel.
With resp ett to new jobs, FBA's Project Independence Blueprint forecasts the number of
new Jobs. both In construction and in operation, that the new energy facilities Identified
b the President In hIs message will require. The multiplier for added employment across
the whole economy is unknown, but the number of ad Itional Jobs has to be significant.

R Source Tletimony of Secretary of the Treasury William D. Simon before the Subcom-
mittee on Government Regulations of the Senate Select Committee on Small Business,
August 18. 1974.
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The National Academy of Engineers has estimated the domestic petroleum
Industry's capital needs to be $160 to $200 billion and the entire energy
industry's needs to be from $400 to $610 billion from 1974 to 1985. These
figures are In 1973-1974 dollars.6

The FEA has estimated that the petroleum industry's requirements from
1975 to 1Q85 will be $223 billion and all energy industry requirements will
be $501 billion. These estimates are In 1973 dollars."

For purposes of this work, we used the FEA's figures which have been de-
veloped in recent months and are up-to-date. Reportedly, 800 man-years were
involved in the effort of compeling these figures and other Project Inde-

S pendence Blueprint data. With permission of the FEA, we were able to secure
from the FEA's consultants' certain additional supporting information in the
form of types of capital outlay and the years in which they would be made.-

The future capital needs of both the petroleum industry and all energy in.
dustries, as projected by the FEA, are tabulated below.

U.S. ENERGY INDUSTRY CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 1 1975S-

In billions of 1973 dollars

All energy Petroleum
Industries industry

Capital outlays for:
Oil and &as includingn refining) ............................................... U $20 5 .
Tra ri'olrt.tion:

Oi and ISs piplin s ....................................... . 11.9 1.9
Gas .........tran..i...................................................5.
0a .. ................................................ ..............coal . ....................................................... 119 .9...........

Synthetic uel. ...................................................... ..... 6 ..........
Nuclear (power plants) ........ n...... ........................................ Is. .... ..........
Electric eiplants (si.udin nuclear)....... ................................. 60.1 ..............
Electhic frnm. sson............ ............................................ 116.2 ..............
Other 4 ........................................................... 2.2 ...........

Total .................................................................... 561.0 223.2

1 tc cit.. Project Independence report, table V-21. p. 282, and table V-27, p. 290.
I Includes $5,.0O0,C0COC0 for trans-Alaskan 61I pipeline.
3 Does not iclude tanker fleets.
'Includes solar, gotheimal, municipal waste treatment plants, and shale oii.

We adjusted these figures slIghtly (a) to take Into account certain small dis-
crepancies between l)ublished data and the consultants' figures; (b) to add our
own estimates of investments for chemicals and marketing which apparently
were not considered by the FEA; (c) to delete gas transmission line costs which
the FEA had Included for the petroleum industry; and (d) to pick up a portio-
of the total Investment Indicated for the coal Industry. Our reason for changes
(b), (c), and (d) was to make the industry data for special needs consistent
with the Industry data on the sources of capital available. Our model for calculat-
ing capital availability, described later in this paper, uses profits from all types
of businesses engaged by the domestic petroleum industry.

Additionally, we have increased the figures front a 1973 Imsis to a 1075 basis to
take Into ac-ount the actual Inflation of the past two years. We then added 5 per-
cent per year to the 1975 base figures to reflect some amount of inflation in the
future. The eleven year totals for capital requirements are as follows: $31t
billion It terms of 1975 dollars, or $411 billion in terms of 1975 dollars with 5
percent per year added for Inflation. The projected expenditures for each year
from 1975 to 19S5 are shown in Table I of the Appendix.

3 Sourceo U.S. Energy Prospects--An Engineering Viewpoint" published by the N~a-
tionnl Aqoademy of Eng eers, Washington D C, May 15. 1974, page W.

6 Source: Project Independence Reort published by the Federal Energy Admtnltra.
tion, Washington. D.C., November 1974, Table V-21 par 282. and Table V-27, plge 290.
The $561 billion ngure to the $454 billion In the Iast cofnem of Table V-21, plus $107 for
lease bonuses, dry holes intangible drilling costs, and exploratory wellhead costs taken
from footnote (4) to Table V-21.

I 'ICP Inc. of Washington, D.C., and LaRue, Moore & Schafer of Dallas, Texas.
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llm bltl og dolls

1975 dollarspluis percent
Acvty 1973 dollars 1975 dollars per )r

Oil, Ial and refining ............................................. $232.O $276.8 ..............
arketin ($5 cents per year for I yl ............................. 9.4 11.0 ..............

Chemicals (45 cents per year for I yr) ............................ 5.0 5.8 ..............
Oil and product pi ,hues ...... .......................... 1.9 14.0 ..............
Coal (25 puceMt 11.9) a .................................... 3.0 3.5.........

Total ...................................................... 261.3 311.1 411.1

I Includes lease bonuses. exploration expens, dr holes Intangible drlit costs, and euIpment. Including& gas plants.
I Based on Industry experience In the Unitec states lot 1673. See "Capltal Investments of the World Petroleum Industry,

1973." published by the Chase Manhattan Bank, p. II.' Ibi.
4 Assumed that the petroleum Industry would provide 25 percent of capital outlays lot-toal. In some of its work the

FEA assumed tnis percetage would be 20 percenl See FEA Project Independence Bluepilit, task f0wce report-Finance,
November 1974, pt 2, p. 4T,

CAPITAL AVAILADILITIES

Capital availability has been determined by the use of our financial model
which is similar to a model described in a report prepared for the Ford Founda-
tion In 19T4.' A similar model was also used by certain petroleum companies In
responding to a 1074 inquiry by the Finance Committee of the United States
Senate.!

The basic outputs of the model are cash available from Internal operations
and cash available from external borrowings. Internal cash generation is equiva-
lent to the sum of net Income and non-cash charges for depreciation, net of
dividends. Net income Is based on a percentage return of stockholder equity.
Money available from outside borrowings Is a function of a debt-equity ratio
in -relation to- stockholder equity and, therefore, reflects the level of profits
retained in the business.

In order to provide these outputs, the model requires certain initial inprrls
and certain assumptiops with respet to how these Inputs will be handled. The
Initial inputs consist of existing property, plant and equipment; long-term debt:
and atockholdr equity for the domestic petroleum Industry. The assumptiolls
are the rate of return to lie applied to stockholder equity: the portion of Income
that will be paid out as dividends; and the level of the debt-equity ratio.

The Initial Inputs for the domestic Ivtroleum hidutry were basI on data
for a group of companies which are analyzed each year by the Chase Manhattan
]Bank. This group of companies is called the "Chase companies" and the report
is herein referred to as the "Chase report".1*

The Chase report covers about 80 companies, some of which have both domestic
and foreign operations. We estimated that the drmestlc portion of these opera-
tions was equal to 72 percent of the total domestic Industry, and we used that
factor to adjust the figures for the Chase companies to reflect the total domestic
Industry."

The amounts of property. plant and equipment: long-term debt: and stock-
holder equity for the domestic petroleum Indurtry at the end of 197.'3. calculated
in this manner, were determined as follows. The details are shown in Tables IT
and II of the Appendix.

Domesil Industry

Property. plant, and equipment: Iflone
Gross ---------------------------------------------------- $114.9
Net -------------------------------------------------------- 2.2

Tong-term debt ------------------------------------------------- 24. qw-
Stockholder equity ---------------------------------------------- 6.2

.... . Appendix B to "Finncinng the Energy Industry." a report to the Energy Policy
P'trofpct of the Ford Foundatilon published In 10174.-

0 Spo rea'vnnn to Qiiestion AI in "P'otitabllity or Relected NMalor Oit Company Opera.
tionu." puhllphed Dec. 30, 1914. by the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate.10e R"VlFnnrielal Analvsis of A Grouto of Petroleum Compsiiest. 1i)7R.1 nishllahed by theChaRe anhattan Bank In October 1974 an an example of these annual reports.

It Wo e timate- that the domestle nctivitles of the Chas eompnleq roboresent TO to Ti
nprent of the total domnttfe Industry. and so we used a figure of 72 percent. The report
cited In footnote 13 used 75 percent. Bee p. 86 of that report.
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The assumptions with respect to return on stockholder equity, dividend payout
and the debt-equity ratio were determined as outlined in the following ptragrapis.

The Chas report indicates that tile divideltd payout has generally been In the
range of 44 to 55 percent of net Income. In 1973, when profits rose, dividends
amounted to 34 percent of net income, down from 54 percent in 1972." We recog-
nize that there must be somne Increase in the amount of dividends over time. If
stockholders' participation in the petroleum industry Is to continue. Therefore.
generally we provided for modest increases in the dollar level of dividends, ItNO
we did notassume a payout percent in relation to net Income as high as had Ien
true in ihe past.

Historically, the debt.equitg ratio of tile petro!eun inditstry has lit-ei solilit-
what low when coluparel to other Industries. The Chase figures indivile that
these rates have Increased somewhat in tile recent past. A ratio of 24 :76 wl'
experienced in 1969 and 30:70 In 1973. We anticipate that the ratio may entilnue,
to increase, and we used a ratio as high as 35 to 40 percent, delending in the level
of return of stockholder equity.

We have assumnled that the net income return oni stockholder equity for thei
domestic portion of the Chase companies Is representative of the return for the
entire domestic petroleum Industry. The latest such figure that hits been pub.
Ilshed by Chase is for 1973. The numbers for all years slnce 1966 are shown
below.

Doestic tcrolcuta Industry ret urni on stockholder equity
Yeaer: Permt

1973 -------------------------------------------------- 1. 5
1972 ------------------------------------------------ 9.
1971 ------------------------------------------------
1970 --------------------------------------------------------- 9.
196 -------------------------------------------------- 10. 1
198 -------------------------------------------------- 12.2
1907 -------------------------------------------------- 2.11
1960 -------------------------------------------------- 12.3

We estimate the return for 1974 to lie in the range of 15 to 17 lpxrent. Wt,
made no predictions as to what the return on sto(kho'di-r equlty Is likely to li,
it the future, but tie change that was mnadIe III the depletion law re ently will
have some effect on profits. Instead of predicting a levil of return, we nmmde two

-initial calculations for comparative purposes.
First, In Case A we assumed the return iln tile future wou'd be what It was Iln

1974 hit reduced for the Impact of the 1975 depletion law. Our estimated figure
of 15 percent for 104 was.thus reduced to 12.5 percent. We calculated the caiptIt
availability in Case A using a 12.5 percent return, and plotted the results on
Chart 3 on page 7.

Second, in Vase B we assumed a reduction it the return on equity to tile level
experienced in 1969-1973. The return during those years wa s about 10 percent.
That return, if reduced for the impact of a change in depletion similar to that
provided in the 1975 law, would become alout 8.3 prcnt. We calculated the
capital availability in Case B using an 8.3_percet return, and plotted these
results on Chart 8.

Since the cases described above assumed the present two tier prlcing systlI'm
would remain Intact, we worked other cases In Which the capitol avaIlhIlMlity
In Case A was supplemented by capitnl made available through thrtm types (of
price control situations:

Case (,'-Decontrol effective January 1, 1976, kvith no windfall profits tax.
This case reflects what might result from our basic recommendation that

prices be decontrolled completely iln the innediate near tern. However, we
recognize that Congress may decide to decontrol over a period of time, and we
have, therefore, also calculated Cases D and H.

C('o D-D)econtrol phaseout over five years with no windfall profits tax.
Cato B-Decontrol phaseout over five years with a five year windftall profits

tax and with a blowback provision. Under the plowback provision tihe windfall
could be offset by Investments made in quallfied energy projects. Case E a.%smuies
that two-thirds of tile tax would be offset by such Investments.

Tie capital available under Cases A, C, 1), and E are all plotted ol Chart
4 on page 9.

"2 B page 20 of the publication cited In footnote 15.

53-057-T----12
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As an additional eatulation, we programmed the model to cleiulate tile
return which tile domestic petroleum industry must realize over the next decade
to meet Its capital needs. given our assumptions as to dividends and debts. The
ansirer was a return of 16 percent on stockholder equity of the domestic petro.
leum Industry.

While the return on equity of 16 percent per year 0ill generate the amount
of capital eecssary to itieet the estimate of capital requirements, it is strongly
noted that this is a compoitc industry retutrip, and it should tial be vleud as a
maximum return necessary fpr Individual industry members. Some Industry
members will earn significantly higher returns because of better managements,
different investment -trategts and-in some cases-natural advantages, while
other industry members will have substantially lower returns. This has always
Iben tile case and in a free enterprise economy will continue to be the cas.
Therefore. any iniCUatlon to estallish a selling return will necessarily tnean
that the composite return will be substantially less than the ceiling. In this
circumstance tile capital requirements would not be met.

Our calculations take into account capital made available front domestic
Internal 6peratlons and from borrowings.. We recognize that there are other
sources of capitalthat we have not considered. Those that readily come to mindIire funds from foreign operations, front off-balance sheet financing, and from
.,ales of additional stock. With respect to off-balance sheet financing, the capital
needs figures which we used In this work do not include future tanker Invest-
init.s, one of the items commonly on an off-the-balance sheet basis. Conse-
quently, we believe that probably no more than about 5 percent of the capital
ntds we have included would lend themselves to off-balance sheet financing.

We do not know how much the domestic industry realizes from sales of
capital stock, except for tile larger companies. However, from 1069 to 1973 the
Chase companies-issued just under $2 billion of stock worldwide. This was
equal to only 10 percent of the funds borrowed during that period b., these
companies and was less thnn 2 percent of funds available from all source:.

ulnds frot foreign operations may be a source of capital, assuming that the
buMsh.s climate in the United States is such that investments here are more
attractive than they are in countries where the money i being earned. We do
not know what amounts may be avnilalile from foreign operations in the future.
However, actions taken by host countries In tile last few mouths would lead
one to doubt that foreign operations will provide significant sources of capital In
the fulur. Thousand. of companies In this industry do not have foreign opera-
lion" from which such funds could come.

These factors would tend to support an Inferenco that our capital avrnllability
figures may be too low. However, there is at least one factor which woulh indicate
ihat they may be too 1igh. We have assumed that if the industry has the financial

strength to borrow money, such money will always he available. This may not
I* true. The U.S. (overnment may be borrowing so much money that sufficient
funds will not be available to meet the requirements of private industry.

Consequently, we believe the points mentioned above which would indicate
that our capital availability figures may be too low and those which Indicate
they inay I too high somewhat offset each other. We believe our assumptions
are both reasonahle and properly conservative for projections looking ahead as
far as ten years. We recognize flint others could elect to make somewhat different
asuniptions and derive slightly different results. We believe, however, that we
have 11,4el the best data now available and that any other reasonable set of
assumptions will not change the picture of the basic need for capital formation by
the petroleum Industry or the general magnitude of tile funds which will be
required.
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APPENDIX I

TABLE I.-DOMESTIC PETROLEUM INDUSTRY CAPITAL NEEDS Ry YEAR

Isillimos @197S doae" I

1975 19761 1977 1973 1979 1960 1981 1912 1983 1984 1985

O anid ps ...........................

0.-laim --------------------
Coeall........................oi0 mpdiACt piplian ...............

Tow......................

Td (1975 dollar ps 5 peromt
WI ) yl .....................

$12.2
1.0
1.0
.6

2.5
.3

$17.1
1.7
L0
.5

2.5
.3

$17. I
1.7
1.0
.6

1.0
.3

2.4
1.7
L0
.5

1.0
.4

$24.4
1.7
1.0
.51.0
.4

17.6 23.1 22.3 25.0 29.0

$27.1 $23.6 S23.7 V29.3 $27.7 06.6 $25.8
1.7 1.7 !.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 18.0
1.0 10 L0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ILO
.5 .5 .6 .5 .5 .5 5.8

L0 L0 L0 L 0 1.0 L0 14.0
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 3.5

31.6 33.1 33.3 33.8 32.; 30.1 31L1

17.6 24.2 24.6 28.9 35.1 40.4 44.4 ! 46.9 50.0 50.0 4.0 41I1

Source: FEA c Independence report, November 1974, ugpkiemented with data from coasulting irms, ICF Inc., Waft m. D.C., and Lelumu Moore And Schfer, Dla, Te., and with additions by
Soo far items wmm ch appwed o hmve ben overlooked.
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TABLE II.-NET ASSETS AT THE END OF 1973 FOR A GROUP OF PETROLEUM COMPANIES I

[In millions of dollarsl

United Otter
States countries Combined

Wrkin capital ............................................... 9.620 10 027 19,647
I investment and advances... .............................. 2,334 k 052 10.366
Property, plant, and equipment ........................ ............ 44, 764 34, 849 79.613
Other assets .......................................... ,643 2,625 4.2

Total ....................... ............................ 8,361 55,553 113,914
Less: d---

Lon.term debt.............................................. , 780 9 947 22, 727
Ot)ier reserves and credits.............................. 4,025 4, 198 8,532

Preferred stock ............................................ 257 58 315

Total net assets ............................................ 40, 223 138.843 79.066
Percent distribution ..................................... 50.9 49.1 100

I After deducting accumulated reserves of $37,901,000.000 rw U.S. facilities and $26.159,000,000 for facilities of other
countries.

t Distribution by areas:
Amount
(million)

Percent
of total

Western Hemisphere ...................................................... $10, 404 26.8
Eastern Hemisph re ....................................................... .28, 439 73.2

Total 3.......................... ., 843 100.0

Source: "Financial Analysis of a group of Petroleum Companies. 1973" published by the Chase Manhattan Bark, p. 31.

TABLE III.-DETERMINATION OF PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT, LONC-TERM DEBT AND SHAREHOLOER
EQUITY FOR THE U.S. DOMESTIC PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AT DEC. 31, 1973

[Dollars in millions]

Amounts Domestic
for CI.ase petroleuim

Item Co's. Comment industry

Property, plant, and equipment:
Gross .......................... $82.665 These figures were divided by 0.72'to oovide $114, 812
Not ............................. 44.764 prop", plan. and equipment or the 62,172

Long-term debt ........................... 12. 7oe indty
Other reserves and credits ................ 4.02 T t
Minority interests ...................... .1,076 The total was divided by 0.72 to provide long. 24.835

Total ..............................- 17.jj1 term debt for the entire domestic industry.

Preferred stock ..................... . 257 1
Total net asset ........................ 40.223_The total was divided by 0.72 to provide 56.22

Total......................... 40, stockholder equity for the entire domesticTors ....................... 4, 40 industry.

I Source: Table II.
' We esUmate that the domestic activities of

try and so used a figure of 72 percenL
the Chtase Co's. represent 70 to 7S percent of the total domestic indus-
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STATEMENT OF Da. TsIOTitY W. STANLEY, PREBIDENT, INTERNATIONAL
ECO.XOMIC POLICY ASSOCIATION

The International Economic Policy Association is a nonprofit business-sup-
porttd research organization dealing with the various policy issues In the Inter-
liatioial economic arena. Since 1057 the Association has speclatized In U.S.
balance of payments, trade, investment, and natural resource Issues and has
isublished a number of major studies in these areas. Under the auspices of the
Association and Its Advisory Conmittee on Natural Itesources a study entitled
-U.S. Natural Resources Requiurements and Foreign Policy" was published in
July of 1974. As a follow-up to that study, the Association and Its Advisory
Committee undertook an examination of Petroleum and Foreign Economic Policy
and this statement sunmarlzes the results of that study.

Our study deals with the global macroeconomic problems which followed the
quadrulling of world oil Iorices, the Arab readiness to embargo oil In support
of Ihltlrcal (objectives, and the new financial strength of OPFX. These develop-
melts have lIrought major changes to the world economic and polilUcal environ-
iment. They have already disrupted the domestic economies of the Industrial
countries and the developing world, Intensifying recessions and forcing adjust-
inents In future production and investment patterns. Moreover, the possibility
of additional oil price hikes or embargoes remains a disturbing threat.

The oil-Importing countries have been forced into an aggregate balance of
paments deficit with the oil producers. Tile remedies will require successful
international cooperation; for nationalistic solutions stemming from financial
ucertaintles threaten further setbacks for world trade and commerce.

OPEC hns emerged particularly strong: The members of that organization
are expected to accumulate a financial surplus of at least $2004800 billion by
10ft0 horinging with -it the potential for great economic and political power.
Their jorlee bikes have caused Intractable medium-term difficulties In the form
of global balance of payments distortions, threatening financial Instability and
dlif ieullies it deficit finance. The oil revenues of the OPEC states have soaked
froimu M billion in 1973 to nu estimated $90 billion in 1074, and they are expected
to reach from $100 to $120 billion In 1075. If the world economy were to adjust
immediately to International transfers of purchasing power of this siye, the
resulting surge in the real level of exports to OPEC could Involve the transfer
of nearly 3 percent of the goods and services produced by the industrial states.
The point sometimes made that the magnitude of the transfer payments to OPEC
Is similar, in relative terms. to the effects of the German reparations after World
War I Is not exactly a comforting one in the light of subsequent developments
in Germany!

Such ani Immediate real burden of adjustment through greatly expanded ex.
ports to (lEC was not rttlired of the oil importing countries at the 8 isrcent
hvel mentioned above. Financial transfers dominated instead because of the
lag In Imports behind income for even the moxt populous OPEC members and
tsliecially the Arah states with low Import absorptive capacity. OPMC 1974 Int-
iIwrts totaled an estimated $36 billion, 70 percent larger than those of 1978, but
nlmwtltelrh s a $110 billion surllus resulted In the OPEC current account. The size
of this current account, of course. Is reduced by burgeoning sales of military
eqluillment to the-Middle East producers, but It i-A debatable whether the lin-
proved financial stability the Importers derive can sufficiently offset the in-
seurity inpliell In a Persian Gulf arms race.

While there have been several revised estimates of the petrodollar surplus,
even the most recent minimum estimates of OPEC accumulated financial assets
lpredlet an International Investment position unprecedented In history, with a
peak of $200 to $300 billion by 190. For comparison, the overall International
Investment position of the United 8tats at the end of 1073 was R net $413
billion In assets taking Into account all assets and liabilities of varying de.
greens of lirjuldity. The net asset position of OPEC in five years will be at leaqt
four times as large and probably far more liquid.

In 1972 the world's major monetary problems were widely thought to be
the $TO billion overhang built up by the cumulative balance of Imymnpits deficits
and the liquidity of the resulting Eurodollar market. The 1080 OPEC surplus
will be more than three times ais great. By way of further comparison, the
total accumulated bok value of '.S. foreign direct Investments was $107 billion
at the end of 1973. about half the minimum estimate of OPEO asets In 1080.
United States direct Investments are sometimes international Issues because
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of their supposed Influencing control over foreign economies. It would appear
that fears over the economic influence of OPEC are much more justified; and
those who worried about the unsettling effects In the foreign exchange markets
of U.S. liabilities overseas (or shifts in corporate funds) obviously ned to
worry more about the dangers of precipitous actions by Arab investors with
enormous liquid short-term funds at their dispoval.

Regardless of whether the international financial conmnnity (an aceommo-
date OPEC fiancial surpluses, fears remain that political motivations will dic-
tate how they are used. Thl&. prospect is particularly worrisome because over
time the OPEC assets will be concentrated in the hands of a very few states.
There are several types of investment activities which may have undesirable
consequences for the West and these Include: (1) Purchase of equity in or
even effective control of selected Western industries. Control of industries by
Arab countries could be used to support such discriminatory measures as the
Arab boycott of Israeli businesses and foreign firms dealing with Israel or it
could be used to assume a constant supply of materials which could be in
short supply In the future, such as certain types of steel. From this standpoint
the Iranian purchase of a 25-percent interest in Krupp Steel was a gool
insurance policy. (2) Development of new OPEC industrial capacity competing
on a subsidized basis with existing Western companies. The establishment of
high-technology industries in. the Middle East countries whose populations
cannot absorb the resulting domestic production will necessitate expanded ox.
ports. Petrochemical facilities, for example, are now planned in several OPEC
countries, and they might (if all are built) greatly increase world petrochemilcal
supply without necessarily producing mny expansion in demand. Furtlhr.
OPEC could use their control over oil to give their petrochemical plants pre-
ferred supplies or marketing leverage; and OPEC petrochemicals might. In
effect, be "dumped" abroad it an effort to take over world markets, disrupting
in the process the balance of payments and employment perfobrmanc-e of an
important U.S. industrial sctor. (3) An attempt to expand the OPEC oil
monopolies to other fields of energy in order to prolong Western tlepcndence
on the petroleum supplies of Its members. (4) Pursuit of a "new international
economic order" in an attempt to create a united front for forcing a redistribu-
tion of the world's income. The use of OPEC members' assets to fliatice cartel
price fixing measures by other LDC raw material producers is a possibility. AI-
ternatively, the funds can be used to buy out private foreign In'estmeuts. Smnh
is one of the stated aims of the $W million special trust fund established
by Venesuela in the Inter-American Development Bank for use, by her South
American neighbors.

These developments and the principal sets of problems involved are analy ed
in detail in the paper. The study concludes that the industrial countries should
take immediate steps to adjust their economies to these radically changed world
situations. In pursuit of the recommended objectives, the United States should:

Avoid hasty attempts to limit dependence on oil imports from OPEC which
would delay domestic economic recovery, and encourage the orderly Investment
of .opC. funds to help expand the economy and Improve our eventual ability
to repay petrodollar debts. In this connection, we believe that although some
greater transparency and monitoring of OPEC investments is needed especiallyy
by government instrumentalities and in sensitive sectors) the Ujiltel States
should not change the basically open investment climate it has traditionally
maintained at home and sought abroad. The public sectors of oil-consuming
countries should also lie considered as a basis for creating new investment
receptacles, such as the "U.S. Public Development Corporation" first proposed
by ]EPA In 1972 to borrow excess foreign dollar holdings altd relend them to
local governments and tax exempt authorities In the United States.

Encourage domestic substitute energy sources and conservation measures by
establishing a more predictable environment of petroleum prices, government
programs, and ground rules for private Investment activities.

Reduce dependence on Imports of OPEC oil by administrative nean, taking
into full account the effects of oil shortages upon economic recovery and growth,
as well as the possibilities of forcing down oil prices.

Strengthen the means to withstand future embargo action without domestic
_economic disruption.

Take the lead in international financial Innovations which will aid global
adjustment to protracted payments deficits with OPEC, and provide guidance
for OPEC investments In the West.

Programs which would serve these purposes include:
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Conservation measures aimed at specific areas of energy consumption rather
than across-the-board levies and taxes which would disrupt domestic prices and
production and retard recovery from the recession.

A domestic floor price for oil imports, to be maintained if necessary through a
variable levy mechanism. Preferably, such a floor price would be applied on ai
International basis, reducing Its effects on international trade competitiveness.
If that arrangement Is not achievable, the United States should adopt a landed
duty-paid price for oil Imports with compensatory border tax adjustments for
manufactured goods in International trade. Creation of more predictable future

"* price and availability patterns for OPEC oil In the United States will permit
domestic investment in more costly alternative energy sources, as well as in
conservation measures by energy-consuming Industries.

An oil import quota system, incorporating secret bidding for oil import tickets
to be granted to the lowest price source. Adjustment of quota levels would be
made in accordance with tile availability of domestic supplies and in conjunction
with gradual domestic price decontrol for energy.

Creation of a stockpile and standby procnetion system for petroleum, iufil-
clent by 1080 to substitute for an import cutback of possibly 3 million barrels
per day for a year. This program would make continued OPEC Imports accept-
ahle by providing an alternative to economic dlisniption In ease of a future cutoff
of smlpplleR. It would Include tapping the Naval Petroleum Reserves for tile
stockpile, and might permit specially arranged Import Iurchases from Emjor
OPEC countries lit exchange for U.S. Government securities.

Cougressional ratification of tie International Energy Agency emergency oil
import allocation plan. Tile United States readiness to participate lit future
Implv.mentafion" of that program hi case of it renewed oil embargo must be, estab-
lished if other signatories are to participate fully. Strong representations of this
country's unwilliugne- to accept a future emalnrgo without taking appropriate
countermepslures should be ninde.

ActIon along the lines of the proposed IEA financial "solidarity" fund would
help prevent oil-Importing idustrial countries front taking steps to balance
their payments deficits at the exliense of other trading partners. The availability
of a lender of Inst report would also help international financial stability.

American support for enlarged IMF and IBRD programs for petrodollar re-
cycling, and the encouragement of OPEC loans to LI0)C's through the intenma-
tinuil lending institutions.

The study also suggests that the United States shmouhl consider a negotiated
compromise with OPEC which would serve the long-run purposes of both the
oil-producing and importing countries by providing a fixed range for 11 prices.
l)esldtp the complexities, it Is possible to conceive of a program which, for a
presvribed period, would establish both minimum and maxium limits for OPEC
revenues from oil sales, with supply and demand allowed to operate within the
price and volume limits set by the floor and ceiling agreements: If an upler
limit were negotiated between present OPEC prices and the landed price floor
which consuming countries need to protect tile development of alternative energy
swmrces, there would be some relief for the consumers. They would, however,
forego the possibilities of a sharper drop In oil prices It the cartel cannot main-tain its cohesion. For its part, OPEC would be aepting lower revenue linitt
lit return for insurance against a major price break. Within such'a trade-off.

- there might aiso Ie an Indexatlon arrangement tied to future inflation In the
14 OECD countries.

A basic element in such a bargain should be provision of pleelal aid to the
resource-poor developing countries. For example, the Importing -countries and
OPEC could each set aside $1 for each barrel of oil sold under the plan. Half
of the funds generated in this manner could be channeled to LDC's as bilateral
and "tied" aid, and the other half given through international development agen-
cies. At current levels of OPEC oil sales, aid from this source would amount to $20
billion annually, a prospect which should encourage third world support for the
plan. "Ieycllng" of petrodollars through the needy countries that are able
to spend them, currently on goods and services would also help the Industrial
countries. If It could be brought about, such a "detente" between the Industrial
countries and the developing world would ease some of the main uncertaintlP
that are hampering world economic recovery; and it could lead to a period of
renewed growth, reflecting greater confidence among investors, producers, and
suppliers of base raw materials mch as petroleum.
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- Submitted with this statement for the Committees' use Is a copy of the full
report on Petroleum and Foreign Economic Policy which is being released pub.
lely as of May 12. 1D75.

STATEmI ENT op T.x.As EASTERN TRAN81IISSION CORPORATION

Texas Eastern Transmislsion Corporation is a Jlouston-based company which
owns and operates large natural gas pipeline systems serving the Midwest and
both the East and West Coats of the United States, and is further engaged in a
intimber of aspects of the petroleum business. Tho subject matter of the Joint

Hearings Is of vital Interest to us, and we are pleased to have the opportunity of
filing this statement.

In the search for additional supplies of hydrocarbon fuels, Texas Eastern for
many years has devoted much effort and large sums of capital to both traditional
u.xploratory programs and to such newer supply prospects as liquefied natural
gas. gasification and liquefactlop of various hydrocarbon feedstocks, exploration
in frontier areas, and research Into pipelining in new geographic areas and under
harsh climactic conditions. Our Company's experience has always been In bust-
nexses which are capital Intensive by their nature, and we are neither surprised
nor intimidated by the magnitude of the capital required by energy projects.
However, as the conduct .of these hearings clearly suggests, conditions hare
changed so significantly as to raise the question of our national capability of
Iroviling adequate capital in traditional ways to provide for our energy needs.
The magnitude of the financial requirements has reached the point where, in our
Judgment, that questions must be answered lit the negative, and we must there-
fore seek alternate means of accomplishing our objectives.

Without entering into a debate on the degree to which the U.S. should be
dependent on foreign sources of energy supply, It should be beyond question that
we intst have an adequate supply of energy in the aggregate to meet the legiti-
iate needs of our economy. Under this assumption, the cost 6f energy, while

always a relevant consideration, cannot be the controlling factor in determining
whether or not an adequate supply is to be provided. It should logically follow
that the capital-intensive nature of energy supply would argue that adequate
development of our available resources be accomplished as quickly'as possible.
Dla4-y simply drives the coat of this development higher and higher as Inflation
takes its toll, and the unit cost of that energy I- thus permanently Increased.
These unit costs have already been inireased slignilflenntly in recent years by the
changing nature and location of energy sources, aside and apart from Inflation,
and the pressure from both factors shows no signs of abatement.

It is our Judgment that the credit capacity of the energy Industries Is not suffi-
clent to cope with the magnitude of capital requirements as they are now evolv-
ing, nid that our financial markets cannot be expected to provide the necessary
funds in traditional ways. Individual companies and even groups of companies
acting as Joint ventorers simply cannot handle the massive liabilities nor accept
tie related risks with the financial resources at their command. In our opinioh,
.ignificant government financial assistance is absolutely required If we are to
establi.h any credibility ns to our national willingness and ability to maintain
any degree of energy Independence.

There are any number of estimates of the total capital requirements for
energy development over the years Immediately ahead, and there is no need
for its to further pursue that point. It should also go without saying that the
ability of energy companies to finance their own capital requirements with inter-
nally-generated cash has been significantly impaired (most recently, for example.
by pinitive tax measures) at a tine.when substanitial growth Is needed instead.
In the case of a company like Texaf Eastern, with a substantial portion of Its
isnsinss subject to regulation by thb Federal Power Commismlon, regulatory at-
titudes add another dimension to the financeability of projects and programs
designiled to provide additional energy supplies.

As Is perhaps well known, Federal Power Commission rate regulation under the
Natural Cos Act In ess*nee provides for rates determined on an approach whieh
recognizes the need for the natural gas company to recover all expenses and
costs reasonably and prudently incurred In providing the regulated service, In-
cluding a reasonable return on the company's investment in jurisdictional facill-
tie,,. Tito Act afford an olortunity for ennilmnipst suhetpet to the Jurisdiction of
tle FPC to Increase rates under prescribed Irocedures when costs have In-
crenas. and. also affords the FPC the opportunity to reduce rates when costs have

This report wAts made a part of the official files of the Committee.
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declined. Obviously, investors must receive assurance of the recovery of reason-
able and prudent costs plus a reasonable return on investment in connection
with the financing of synthetic and supplemental gas projects. Moreover, the
capital requirements of such projects are so massive that all reasonable costs
inust be recovered currently as they are Incurred. This has been accomplished it
the past for domestic pipeline projects and couhl be accomplished now for
synthetic and supplemental gas projects by means of a so-called "cost of service"
tariff, wherein rates are adjusted periodically to compensate for ilncreases or
decreases in actual costs. However, the FPO has thus far declined to assure

, investors that the full "cost of service" of synthetic gas projects will be recover-
able principally because the costs cannot presently be quantified with a satis.
factory degree of accuracy. Such a position limits still further the ability of
utility companies to finance these projects.

For example, our Company and Pacific Lighting Corporation plan to construct
a coal gasification plant In New Mexico at a cost of approximately $1 billion.
Clearly. Texas Eastern is not in n position to financially backstop its pro-rata
share of such at) amount. Even it the Commission were to provide assurances of' full "cost of service" recovery we would have great dfilculty in raising pernma-
nent capital of this magnitude, and construction financing poses anl even greater
problem. Nor can the problem be limited to one project. Meeting the nation's
energy needs inevitably requires that a multiplicity of synthetic and supple-
mental gas projects be pursued. Tile Arctic Gs Pipeline project. Including its
corollary U.S. facilities, will probably have a cost in the range of $10 billion.
Liquefled natural gas projects, which our Company continues to pursue, van
attach costs measured in multiples of billions of dollars.

In addition to tie problein of capital magnitude pIscd by the develol1iett lof
needed energy sources, tile financing problem is compounded by tie lbuig lead
times required to first produce revenues from the new sources. Further, in most
instances tiese new projects and programs represent completely incremental
efforts wilici derive no benefit fromn any phasing in of tie capital comnnttlnent
nor of tile revenue realization. The combinations of these factors represents, in
ouir judgment, an insurmountable harrier to the Industry in Its efforts to provide
additional energy. Tile task his simply assined proportions which exemd thie
financial strength of the companies involved, and thus preclude their use of
traditional financial markets without governmental as.9istanee.

We would be remiss in nut at least offering a range of Iossibillil tMat under
vatrying circumstances could lielp surmount these serious pirolivemii.q in,4ofar os the
riguilated sector of the itdu.,stry i concerned. We would 1ope tile SlibeonmIttees
would consider among other possibilities:

1. A Federal program designed to insure or guarantee constrnction and I's-illy
Iprnizanmt finanlcing with such gunarntees extending thrmigh an iiiitlai "shake-
down" period until production on a comnntrcii scale is achieved.

2. A Federal loan fund which would provide for loans to Iw made either during
construetion or as a part of the permanent fAnnleing framework.

:. A programs whereby certain facilities could be built by tile Feteral govern-
vii',t and operated under contract by 'private industry, or which would be sold

to private Industry under agreed-upon price terms after construction And shakek.
down" has been completed.

We would contemplate that under any or a combination of these approaches
standards of public necessity would he adopted.

It is our view that recognition of these problems Is urgently required, a(d we
urge the Subcommittees to nddres. themselves to early solutions.

STATEMENT OF F. PeRRY WtI.sox, CHAIRMAN OF Tilr BOARD, UNION CARa1PDE CORP.
.PAST P: CAPITAL RNEDS AND AVAILABILITY

Tits problem of providing for the capital needs of the Unlted States has beenl
receiving increasing attention recently, particularly as it lhears on the energy
shortage. While inuch hes been said and written by others, the subject i-4 of such
pres.ming Inportance that I would like to take this opportunity to emphasize time
salient points as seen by Union Carbide Corporation.

It Is our belief that the United States has not been nakimig adequate capital
investment to provide for tile national needs and to achieve a satisfactory rate of
economic growth :
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Investment as a percentage of real GNP has been declining, and 1.9 low by
comparison to other major industrialized naUons.

Growth In productive capacity In many primary processing industries has
lagged since the 1960's. This trend must be reversed if we are to meet the
nation's needs.

Productivity has been Improving at a slow pace, especially compared to
entrieses such as Japan and Germany. The consequent reduction of con-
*titiveevas of U.S. goods In foreign trade has become a serious problem.

More impirtantly. It Is only through productivity increases that the standard
of living in the United States can be Improved.

The trends Indicatedl above have certainly been contributing factors to the re-
cetnt U.S. experience of slow real economic growth. From 1900 to 1970 the ratio
of investment to GNP In the United States has averaged between 14% and 15%.
In the common market countries and Canada this ratio has been over 22%, and In
Japan well over 80%. During the same period, the annual increase in productivity
In manufacturing (i.e., output per man hour) has grown about 80% In the United
States, 40% In the European community, and well over 100% in Japan. The re-
suiting contrast in real growth has been great Of all the Industrialized nations
during the 1O60's, only the United Kingdom had a slower GNP increase than did
the United States.

Inflation is another by-product of Inadequate Investment:
If productive capacity Is insufficient to meet growing demand, prices will be

driven up.
If productivity does not keep up with wage demands an Increase in prices

will follow.
Inattention to the two economic effects Indicated above will result in a high fu-

ture rate of U.S. Inflation.
Current investment needs in the private sector fall generally into four

categories:
1. Increasing productive capacity to meet growing demand.
2. Increasing productivity to allow Improvement In the standard-of-living.
8. Expanding and developing new energy sources to make the U.S. less de-

pendent on foreign supplies and to keep the costs down.
4. Reducing pollution and Improving environmental conditions.
It Is important to note that the last two categories represent areas of new need.

They have created a large demand for capital at the same time that the require-
ments of the first two categories have Increased as a consequence of deficiencies
since the, 1000's.

Estimating the precise sums required to meet our capital needs is difficult, and
particular estimates are open to question; there is no denying however, that the
amounts are huge. A recent report by the New York Stock Exchange ' suggests
that the demand for capital through 1985 will be $4.7 trillion. The report projects
capital availability under present trends at approximately $4 trillion In the same
period. The anticipation of a shortfall of $650 billion during the next decade has
serious Implications for the U.S. economy. The significance of this figure is better
understood when one notes that in a period of the same duration, 1962-1978, total
capital outlays were only about $1Yz trillion.

In testimony before your committee See. William E. Simon quoted several
sources which tend to substantiate the New York Stock Exchange report's pro.
section of capital demand:

"The Department of Coromerce estimates the capital requirements for Gross
Private Domeptic Non-residential Fixed Investment through 1085 at $3.8 trillion.

A General Electric Co. study anticipates gross domestic Investment including
residential housing to total $4% trillion through 1085."

The most important sources of capital are the savings of individuals and
business. Neither source Is Increasing as fast as the demand described earlier.
Indeed, the indications are that they will not even maintain their historical pace,
and this Is the heart of the problem.

Personal savings as a Ircentage of GNP are projected by the New York Rtork
Exchange report to decline from the 5.0% averaged in 19tS-1072 to 3.9'4 In
1085. Factors producing this trend are:

The shifting age distribution of the U.S. population toward the lower-
saving 20-35 Cge bracket.

Increases in taxes and social security contributions.
'"The Capital Needs and Savlnp Potential of the U.S. Economy"; September 1074.
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A disinclination to postpone purchases, as prices rise more rapidly than
in the past.

Business savings are undergoing an erosion even worse than personal savings.
although inflation tends to hide the true state of affairs. Basically, the problem
is one of declining real profits. Much of recent "growth" in profits has resulted
from the understatement of costs--the cost of materials taken from inventory
and the amount charged as depreciation. The understatement of costs stems
from the application of conventional accounting procedures during high inflation.
When the purchasing power of the dollar is declining, using historical costs is
misleading. The amounts charged are insufficient to restore real assets used up"-In production.

In a report for the Machinery and Allied Products Institute,t George Terborgh
has recalculated the profits and retained earnings of non-financial corporations,
removing the effects of inflation. lle shows that while reported after-tax profits

) of non-financial corporations rose from $38 billion in 1065 to $55 billion it 1973,
retained earnings in constant dollar terms adjusted for inventory valuation and
under-depreciatiomi. declined very sharply from $10.2 billion in 1065 to $13.2 bil.
lion In 1973. Estimates for 1074 show a loss of $5.3 billion In retained earnings,
il effect a net liquidation.

J.ust as the capital shortage problem is multi-faceted, so must be the solution.
At least part of that solution must Include corrective Federal legislation. In
reply to possible criticism that the Government cannot now afford to lose the
tax revenue which some of these proposals would entail, it should be noted that
much if not all of the lost tax revenue would be recovered as new invesuient
brings about a period of faster economic growth. It would be far better to lwSt-
pone non-essential Government expenditures than stifle the economy-the source
of wherewithal for both the private and public sectors To ignore the capital
needs of our economy in the pursuit of short-term expediency would be disastrous
for our society and our economic system. Among current proposals which we
believe merit serious considerations are:

1. Increase the investment tax credit and put it on a permanent basis. Past
experience with the investment tax credit has demonstrated its usefulness in
encouraging business Investment.

2. Increase the rate of capital cost recovery. More rapid depreciation allow.
ances would help offset rising replacement costs (which are a consequeukve of
Inflation), and also provide funds for expansion. The United States currently has
one of the longest capital cost recovery periods of the major industrial nations.

3. Lower the basic rate of corporate income taxation. The resulting increase
in corporate cash flow would stimulate Investment.

4. Reduce taxes on capital gains, dividends and interest paid on savings ac-
counts. The united States is a consumption-oriented society and Is becoming
more so. Inflation and taxes are tending to make savings unattractive. Reducing
taxes on all forms of private savings will make more funds available for
Investment.

5. Allow deductions for expenditures for safety and environmental protection
as incurred. such investment, while important, does not add to productive capac-
ity. Immediate write-off for these expenditures would help offset their negative
Impact on productive capital formation. Various testimonies before this Coin-
mittee have forecasted, quantified, and debated the urgent need for capital to
renovate and expand our systems of energy supply. We can not materially tIn-

-, prove and will not therefore repeat the analyses of capital availability in is
specific area which have already been offered to Me subcommittees. There are
however. Important fundamental questions regarding the most efficient use of
any capital consumed In the energy sector of the economy. For example:

To what target objectives should scarce capital be directed i the dpveI-
opment of our energy resources?

What tasks are necessary in moving the U.S. energy supply structure ia-
ward our objectives?

What set of factors should influence our choices of objectives and tasks?
The following section discusses the most critical objectives of any socially

responsible energy program. The important fundamental factors are presented
which motivate these objectives. From the basic facts and objectives we can
select effective governmental programs.

I "Inflation and Proft;" ; eeber 1O?4.
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PART II: ENEROY VMSUS RAW MIATERIAL USAGE

It is common during any debate on the topic of energy that many words are
stieriiled in discussing tie wfrl' res,ures if oill and natural gas. These two
natural resources have become so closely aligned to the energy crisis that the
logic that enchains gas and oil to the subject of energy Is rarely questioned. The
habitual, close association between our hydrocarbon resources and the satisfac-
lion of our energy demands can Impair our ability to develop efficient and socially
responsible energy programs. Many today feel that solution% to our energy
problems are, by definition, solutions to the availability of oil and natural gas,
or conversely that solutions to the problem of adequate supplies of these re-
sources are, by definition, solutions to our energy problems. To many, supplies of
oil and natural gas have become indlitingulshable from supplies of energy and
Ihe "energy crisis" has become an alias for the "oil crisis". The petrochemical
industry recognizes the relationship betl'een the energy and oil crises but we
also recognize the essential differences. Our arguments will show that supplies
of energy. and oil are related but extremely different prolioslton:,, and that our

olwlclcs and plans must be careful not to solve one problem at the tragic ex-
I'ense of the other.

asio Energy Facts
In discussing effective plansr and poliles It will ie necessary to recall basic

fact,; concerning energy and our scarce hydrocarbons so that we may recognize
fht, mo st preferred plans and policies.

Energy production essentially involves the consumption of BTU's to generate
n force, which has the capacity to do work. Oil and natural gas are burned in
energy generation in order to liberate their contained BTU potential energy. It
is a fact that BTU potential is found in many formQ. In the past, coal. wood,
waler and animal waste have been najor sources used to generate a necess-ary
flow of energy for man's cultures. In the long term future we may envision
w'nd. si. oceans and the planet itself as sources of energy generation. lit over
the next two generations, our reliance on oil and natural gas must lie diverted
to coal and nuclear sources. Annual capital sums, of the order of magnitude of
recent years' total annual U.8. Industrnt Investment, will be required for this
energy conversion.

studies of the investment pattern in developed countries confirm that one
eighth of all investment Is In energy production. All other productive Investment
Is dependent on energy development. Provisions for such energy investment
must Ie made, indeed encouraged, or all other productive investment will be
curtailed.
Perpetual Need for Energy

The problem of energy production is certainly not transitory. Despite this ever.
growing, ever-continuing almost everlasting need for energy flow we have paired
this process with-one which cannot possibly keep In step. Oil and natural gas are
produced very slowly by a recipe and process only under the control of mother
noture. This natural process is calculating, mysteriously deliberate and tragi-
cally slow for our current and emerging cultures. The marriage of the earth's
scarce hydrocarbon resources to the voracious appetite of energy generation Is
ill-fated. We may equate each day's consumption of oil and natural gas to an
irreversible net depletion of these resonrce. In seeking the proper direction in
which to find "energy independence" we may first want to address the question:
from what do we want to be Independent? We bellere that our mqifn objective
should be to seek enerpy fndependene from the fundamental saritV of nmatral
oil and gas resources. This objective of Independence is not motivated by the par-
ticular geographic location of these rexourees or the political philosophy which
control them. This Independence Is motivated by the coldest and hardest fact
of all. namely, the growing scarcity and depletion of our oil and gas resources.
The Dependence of the Ptroehemlerl Industrp on Iflypdvearbons

The petrochemical industry is naturally very sensitive to any i.4ssue which im-
pnets on the supply of oil and natural gas. phere are two major reason.q. First.
unlike the production of energy. the rietrnehicniflal i dustry" uses nil and ga.
because of their unique molecular stnictures. When we purchase hydrocarbon
feedstocks we are purchasing these desirable molecular structures as raw ma-
terials for our proce.se from which a vast spectrum of valuable products are
produced. The production of energy however, requIres that we buni these hy-
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drocarbon resources for their BTU content. For energy production the molecular
structure is immaterial. T'he petrochemical industry has no known alternative to
basic hydrocarbon feedstocks. Once supplies of these hydrocarbons are depleted
there is no known ability to salvage the petrochemical industry from extinction,
whereas the depletion of these resources need not inherently deter energy pro-
duction u ' ~atsoever. The petrochemical industry Is Inextricably dependent upon
these scarce hydrocarbon resources. The production of energy is not. The second
reason the petrochemical industry is .ensitive to the burning of these hydrocarbon
resources is that we feel that we can impart greater added value to the quantities
of hydrocarbons we use as feedstock. It is our firm belief that our hydrocarbon re-
sources are more wisely used as raw mtaerials in the production of goods rather
than burned as fuel. Petrochemical-based fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides and
packaging have made great contributions to providing food to the peoples of the
world. Without these products many crops would fall, farm productivity would
he lowered, food storage would be impaired and the costs of food supplies would') rise dramatically. Man-made fibers are used to produce nearly all of our carpets
and blankets. These petrochemical-based fibers comprise the bulk of fabric used
in the clothing of women and children, and in approximately half of all men's
and boy's clothing. In the area of health an incredible number of pharmaceutl-
(als anid drugs are petroclhemical-bused. In transportation, nearly all automobile
tires are made from synthetic rubber. Petrochemicals are used for effective
wire Insulation in the communications industry and are an importut factor
in nearly every household Item. Plywood is bonded together with plastic resins.
Latex pints, appliance enamels, carpeting, wiring insulation, piping, soaps, re-
frigerants all emanate from the raw material use of liquid hydrocarbon feed-
stocks by the ltroehemical industry. The list of useful products produced from
the petrochemical industry's raw material input of oil and natural gas Is nearly
inexhaustible.
Economic Imnportanec of Amcrica's Petrochencal Industry

The petrochemical industry should be a participant, not a spectator to the
planning of our national energy supply slice this planning ultimately and un-
avoidably has current andi future impact on the prices and supplies of hydro-
(.arbon resources. Because our industry cannot substitute for oil and gas feed-
stocks, as can the energy industry, any action which affects prices and supplies
of these fecistocks motivates ank immediate economic reslnse among petro-
chemical producers.

The effects are then ubiquitous throughout the country as we have seen that
petrochiemicals are intimately involved In the daily lives of all Americans. Since
many petrochemical-based products are used as raw material input to other in-
dustrios It Is estimated that petrochemicals directly or indirectly affect over 12
million jobs and the domestic value of all of these related industries is probably
in excess of $400 billion. The U.S. petrochemical Industry Itself employs nearly
400,000 people, and Is a large positive factor in the U.S. balance of trade. It is
precisely the intimate relationship petrochemicals have with the standard of
living of each American and this critical, inextricable dependence of the petro-
Clienital industry on scarce hydrocarbon feedstocks that should be the catalyst
for effective governmental policies.
Baste Concepts of Effertiv¢ Energy Progranis

Let us summarize some of the major facts which should gulde us In deriving
effective policies regarding energy supply and our oil and gas resources.

Energy is difficult to store. It must be constantly and continuously pro-
dured to satisfy our ever-growing and ever-lasting needs.

Whereas energy must constantly be renewed, the resources of oil and
natural gas are non-renewable.

Energy prodcilon requires the generation of BTU's which may be gen-
erated under a great munber of alternate schemes.

P ,trochemical producers exploit the unique molecular structures found
In these scarce hydrocarbon resources.

There Is no alternative to hydrocarbons for supplying these molecular
structures used by the petrochemicals industry.

Petrochemicals are critically important in the daily hlirr of each Ameri-
Caln.

From these facts we may derive standards for responsible governmental pol-
ftes on energy and feedstock planning.
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The first objective or standard should be to liberate energy production from
its dependence on scarce hydrocarbon resources. This objective Is motivated by
the fact that energy production does not inherently require hydrocarbon re-
sources and that the need for energy will continue beyond the existence of the
last molecule of these resources. The demand for energy is timeless compared
to our reserves of oil and natural gas. Effective policies shoul( now I-gin the
process of divorcing energy from these hydrocarbon resources and ieglil syn-
(hronizing energy production with a more abundant resource. Such puslicleR will
net to insure energy sufficiency. but may not autlomatlcally Insure self-N'IfwiciecjI.

A secontl objective of any effective policy would be to encourage the conserva-
tion of all of our scarce resources., We must recognize that the timely consump-
tion of resources is just as important as their timely development. We must .I rive
to make the mo.at efficient use of our resources by developing tie reserves and
uses for our more abundant resources while conserving those which are scarce.
The inimum Import Price Proposal

Tile minimum import price on oil is one proposal which has biecti offered as
an aid to accomplishing our energy objectives-of self-sufficiency. This proposal
Is Pn example of how we can obviate the issues of hydrocarbon resource avail-
ability when debating the subject of energy. The adoption of this proposal could
-have disastroust effects on the petrochemical industry. The alleged economic
value of tile minimum import price is that it would Insulate domestic oil pro-
ducers from low cost of foreign oil and thereliv stimulate the domp,;tie explora-
tion and development of our reserves. The political value of this proposal Is to
show that solidarity exists among (he non-OPEC' countries In seeking oll Inde-
pendence. First. let us examine the alleged economic value of time inilnmlli hu-
port price proposal. The economic effect would be deleterious if the miniatun
Import price encouraged the development and the ensuing conwuimptoi (of our
scarce hydrocarbon resources such that their continued coupling Into energy
production is maintained. The Impact of the minimum price Is thon to deepen
the dependence of energy production on Mil and natural gas which, In turn.
serves to Increase the rate at which we extinguish our hydrocarbon resources. In
addition to hastening the depletion of domestic resources this price. if nlplied
equally to all users of hydrocarbons. would deprive the U.S. petrochmelcal In.

--- utryvofAts ability to purchase hydrocarbon feedstock at the best competitive
world price. This would Increase the cost of domestically produced petrocheml-
caIls and weaken the competitive position of the U.S. petrochemical Industry both
here and in world markets. Politically. the desired solidarity Is unlikely to ever
exist since some countries (such as .apan) would continue to purchase oil and
gas at the lowest possible price and thereby win competitive world trade ad.
vantages in their petrochemical Industrift. This political coalition would be
very unstable.

The minimum Import Price nrorosal Is unacceptable to the petrochenical In-
dnitry unless the proposal would also include 1) sufficient Inducements to stim-
nlate substitution for oil and gas in energy production. 2) conservation pollcleq
to protect our domestic resources while we develop them. end 3) differential
lirlce treatment for U.S. petrochemical producers so that they may retain com-
rntitie r*oItlon in the world petrochemlal markets. Only under these condI-
tlors could we ever accept this proposal. It Is only under these conditions that
'lie proposal could facilitate the conservation of oil and naturafgCas and hasten
the liberation from their function as fuel to i burned. Althmouh the minhlmum
imp rt price proposal IR currently unacceptable to the petrochemical Industry
there are many policies which are acceptable. These referred policies would
encourage the independence of energy from scarce hydrocarbons and allow us
greater latitude in conserving these resources.
Rnmta Preferred Pollcica

Oule occoltable set of policies would I those that slimulato the short-run uve
of coal In the enerey generation processs. Coa1 Is ono of our eniintr'q nwqt bun-
rinnt resources. It has been said that coal Is to the U.S. what oil is to Snudi Arnbia.
COrtain .Mf-nlitdtnn and other environmental standards could he relaxed in the
.hort-run In order to motivate the mininq nund direct burning of coal wherever
pnevih1le. The government could also increase its funding or econeicne protection
of thoRe ventures which are seeking to convert cnal to liruld fuels or plillline rs.
'Tose sitort-run policies would help to conserve our scarce reserves of oil and

natural gns vhile making greater use of one of our ahuudant resources. In ad-_
dillon to switching from oll and naturat-gas to the use of coal we need policies
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which could encourage the growth of nuclear power. One advantage of con-
ventional nuclear power Is that there Is no known aiternative large-6cale uses
for North America's sizeable uranium reserves. Government policies could act
to reduce the red-tape and the long lead times required to plan, erect and utilize
environmentally compatible nuclear power plants. In concert with this, the govern-
nent could lend further financial support for the development of breeder reactors
technolog) such that energy Indepedence from tcarce resources may t, ensured
in the longer run.

The expanded use of nuclear power allows more efficient use of our more
abundant resources and facilitates the liberation (if energy from our inore scarce
resources. Other governmental policels couhl encourage the development and
use of processes which convert solid wastes into u.aable fuel gas. This would
help dispose of municipal wastes while at the same time helping to conserve oil
and natural gas. --

In conclusion, the petrochemical industry emphatically beleves that "all uses
of scarce hydrocarbons are not equal". Oil and natural gas are more important
and valuable as raw materials than as fuel to burn. Wehave numerous alternative
schemes to generate energy but petrochemicals require the unique mo!eculhrstructures found in these hydrocarbon feedstocks. Beenuse substitution for these
scarce hydrocarbons is possible in our energy generation proccs.bs we should begin
immediately to plan for the wlthdrawal of energy frts Its del.lendence oil oil and
natttral gas. This objective should be of the utmost priority in energy planning.

We believe that our main objective should be to seek independence from
the fundamental scarcity of oil and gas resources. The location of the resources
and the political philosophy controlling them are much less important. By
substitution of the abundant for the scarce resources In the production (of
energy we can Insure energy sufliciency in the long run while we await the
luxury of scl-sufficicncy.

PART III: SUMMARY
To summarize our views:
1. Government efforts to encourage capital formation for energy should not

sacrifice the capital needs for added capacity and Increased productivity In
other Industrial sectors.

2. We must distinguish betweenn energy needs, and needs for oil and gas.
S. America's quest for energy Independence should have a goal of energy

independence from scarce hydrocarbons.
4. Government action should promote the formation of business and personal

savings.
5. The petrochemical Industry's value to the economy, and the Industry's de-

pendence on hydrocarbon feedstocks should be recognized In any govern.
mental actions taken which affect oil and gas.

0. Development of coal offers a viable, timely solution to conserve scare oil
and natural gas.

STATEMENT OF JOnN WINTHROP WRIGHT

The prolonged mismanagement of our nation's fiscal and monetary affairs
which has brought our economy to its lowest point in forty years has also so
reduced the cumulative formation of capital and its Investment in national

-W productive capacity that when we emerge from the present slough of stag.
nation and unemployment we will face shortages of industrial materials and
products of all kinds and the consequent probability of renewed Inflation.
I believe that only a major program, utilizing the tax powers of our govern.
meant to enhance both personal savings and corporate capital Investment, can
prevent this prospect from becoming a depressing reality, and enable us to
finance the massive industrial developments which will be required to achieve
domestic energy independence. For these reasons, I propose that in addition
to providing extended Investment Tax Credits of 10% for industrial pro-
ductive facilities and significantly greater incentives for expenditures which
will enhance domestic energy production, the Cowigresq should: Esta1li a citi-
zeu1s' calltaliThvest nent tax credit to encourage mvings and capital formation
by individual citizens.

Although I recognize that tax proposals are not the special province of this
ConnIttee, I venture to bring to your attention this proposal which T included
In my testimony as Chairman of the Committee on Capital Gains Taxation-before
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the Committee on Ways and Means In 1973 and in my testimony before the House
Committee on Banking and Currency last August. I do so, because I believe that
the preservation of our free enterprise capitalistic system requires, In addi.
tion to other remedial measures, every practicable encouragement to the for-
motion of new capital by Individual American citizens, as distinguished from
simply Incentives for credit allocations by banks and major corporatons ninny
of which, although domiciled here, are trans-national in character, interests,
and loyalties.

For the.e reasons, I propose that Congress give individual American citizens
a break, and free-enterprise capitalism a boost, by extending to our people a
"Citizen's Capital Investment Tax Credit" of 5% on the first $100,000 accumu.
lated, beginning in 1975 and continuing for life.

Mechanically, this would take the form of a supplemental optional tax
schedule on which any citizen could list the net annual Increase (up to a cnmu-
lative total of $100,000) of his savings, cash, Investments and real estate at
cost less Indebtedness. 5% of the net annual increase could be deducted each
year from his federal income tax due. Thus each citizen who saved $1,000 in
a year would get a $50 tax lIreak. and dedicated stivers could look forward to
saving $5,000 in taxes on the first $100,000 accumulated over the years.

1lere at one stroke, the Congress would:
(1) offer every citizen a non-inflationary tax break and incentive to become

a constructive capitalist
(2) provide Individual citizens with a savings tax credit comparable to the

invest .nt tax credit which is now available to commerce and industry, and
creating by personal savings the capital which will be employed In productive-
industrial investment

(3) reduce inflationary demand by substituting savings for consumption, and
capital formation for Its dissipation

The Immen.se amount of capital required for the development and utilization
of our energy resources cannot he created out of thin air, or by any kind of finan-
cial manipulation. It can come only from the accumulated valmie. which result
when the productivity oi our people exceeds personal consumption-in a word
from Savings. I believe that a CITIZENS' CAPITAL I NV,',TMExT' TAX
CRtEI)IT would provide the essential Incentive which will he required to achieve
this.
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